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SABstract
This thesis describes a theoretical investigation using numerical methods to analyse the
propagation of electromagnetic waves in integrated optical devices of arbitrary longitudinal
and transverse geometry.
The cla ssica l BPM (Beam Propagation Method) with its spectral propagation
characteristic, is based on Ibe assumption o f scalar propagation for TE waves,
low refractive index change and the neglection o f reflected waves and has
been found inadequate to model integrated optical devices that involve abrupt large changes
of the refractive index in the transverse and longitudinal direction.
In this work it is shown that an alternative fonnnlation o f the propagation
problem in terms o f a z-transient variational fonnnlation for the TE and TM
Helmholtz eqnation overcomes these basic limitations of the classical BPM. The
variational principle, formulated with initial and boundary conditions, is solved using a
numerical method based on a combination of Finite Elements and Finite Differences.
Solutions in anisotropic material are obtained by applying standard Galerkin
Finite Elem ent (FE) and Finite D ifferen ce (FD ) m ethods to a weak
fonnnlation derived from the conpled TE/TM Helmholtz equations.
Also, to counter the disadvantages of the formulation of the propagation problem in terms
of an initial boundary value problem with its inherent neglection of backward travelling
waves, a hybrid method is developed to inclnde possible reflected waves at
each propagation step. To obtain the field solution in the optical chip including all
reflected fields, the partial reflections are snperim posed and subsequently
propagated several tim es in the forward and backward direction using the
FE/FB algorithms instead of the BPM.
A series of numerical simulations are presented which provide vector and scalar solutions
of the TE and TM beam propagation and reflection in linear and nonlinear waveguides
involving large transverse changes in refractive index. Straight, curved and Y-shaped
waveguides as well as the reflection of Gaussian beams, TE and TM modes at single and
multiple longitudinal discontinuities have been analysed. An error analysis shows that the
new algorithms are unconditionally stable and faster than the BPM. These results
reinforce present theory and demonstrate the validity of the new algorithms developed.
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i s a v t e v m x .'D is 'E o r ^ v H T ,9 M T ic is w f < ;
(Leonardo da Vinci)

With this statement Leonardo da Vinci expressed what many mathematicians still feel about
the phenomena of light propagation today. Of course, by optics he meant only geometrical
or ray optics, the theory of perspective and the distribution of light and shadow. How
much more justified would his assertion have been had he known about wave optics with
its wonderful phenomena of light diffraction, scattering and polarization. Today we believe
we have a better understanding of nature by having available to us an established
mathematical formalism based on the dualism of electromagnetic waves and their quantum
mechanical equivalent, the photons.
This mathematical concept, in fact an abstract language to describe nature's behaviour, is
only understood by some human beings. Nature however, totally unaware of the great
achievements of James Maxwell, Max Planck and others, never attemped to solve their
mathematical formalisms. On the other hand it seems to behave according to some basic
principles which we believe are the Taws of Nature'.
Today undoubtedly fast computers enable us to get more accurate solutions to some
complicated mathematical models. The graphical illustrations of wave propagation
presented in this thesis look so physical that we intuitively tend to accept them to be realistic
or, more carefully, at least a good model.
On the other hand different numerical and analytical solutions to the same problem yield
different answers. So which theory is right and which is wrong? Do we actually learn more
about nature by solving our mathematical formalisms more accurately?
Einstein believed that if we want to know more about nature we have to ask the right
questions. He was less worried to find the correct answers to them. On the contrary, he
was always certain that solutions could be found, at least some approximate ones. These
solutions would give the correct answers provided the right questions were asked. In fact
he found the answers to the mathematical problems before the experiments could even be
performed which eventually confirmed his findings.
So the pure intellectual exercise in the 'paradise of mathematicians' does not necessarily
lead to a better understanding of nature. It might just be a more accurate solution to one
'statement' in our 'language'.
Our excursion into the 'paradise' has once again addressed Einstein's minor problem, to
find an elegant solution to a mathematical problem. This has led to better solutions to some
well known questions. However we failed to find better questions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Mathematical Modelling
The theoretical and scientific study of a situation centres around a model, that is something
that mimics relevant features of the situation being studied. When a model is used, it may
lead to incorrect predictions. The model is therefore often modified, frequently discarded,
and sometimes used anyway because it is better than nothing. It may also be the only well
established one in use because nobody had left the old path to investigate alternative
approaches.
In this thesis we are concerned exclusively with mathematical models, that is models that
mimic reality by using the language of mathematics. The physical problem of interest
centres around the propagation of light in optics and, as all models are created for specific
purposes, we confine the problem to the simulation of wave propagation in integrated
optics. Since different models make different simplifying assumptions, there is no unique
best model for describing our problem. We know our model is only an approximation, so
we cannot expect perfect predictions. Unfortunately, the two different methods we have
studied here (the Beam Propagation Method (BPM) and the direct solution using Finite
Elements) provide the same general explanation but slightly different numerical solutions.
A result is robust if it can be derived from a variety of different models of the same
situation. A prediction that depends on very special assumptions for its validity is very
fragile or in the case of the BPM restricts the range of problems we can investigate.
Simulation models usually try for precision and realism but sacrifice generality. In this
work we have attempted to develop a mathematical numerical model which allows us not
only to analyse a variety of new problems in optics, but also offers the possibilty to be
extended to include structures which will be of interest in the future. From this it does not
follow that the new algorithm provides a 'better solution’. All we can state is, that we have
developed an alternative approach which can provide a model for some situations where
other methods, being based on different assumptions, are not applicable.
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‘Building the modeC:
In section 1.5 a more detailed layout of the thesis is given. But let us briefly see which
main framework led to the development of the new model. The following flow chart shows
the stages used to obtain the new approach. Several iterations in the loops were necessary
until all required physical effects could be included.
A) START (THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM NEEDING MODELLING: BEAM
PROPAGATION IN INTEGRATED OPTICAL COMPONENTS)
I
B) CRITICAL REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
(chapter 1, chapter 2)

I
C) FORMULATION OF THE PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS <1
{chapter 3, chapter 4)

I

I
D) OUTLINE OF THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION <(chapter 5, chapter 6)

I
E) IMPLEMENTATION ON THE COMPUTER
(chapter 8)

I
F) TEST OF THE MODEL
(chapter 8)

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

G) RESULTS CORRECT------------ no--------------> Formulation correct— no— > I
(chapter 7)

I
H) WHAT MORE CAN BE DONE WITH IT?
(chapter 9)

I
I) MATHEMATICAL MODEL SET UP

unupier 1
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1.2 A Brief History of Optical Communications
Optical waveguides confine and guide light by the principle of total internal reflection. This
physical effect can occur if a light ray propagating in a medium of high refractive index is
incident at an interface to an optical less dense material. All waveguiding structures employ
this principle; they consist of a dielectric medium deposited on, or surrounded by, a
material with lower refractive index. This explanation of light propagation based on
geometrical optics was discovered long before wave theory was generally accepted.
Willebrod Snell empirically discovered the long-hidden law of refraction' in 1621. By
learning precisely how rays of light are redirected on traversing a boundary between two
media, he opened the door to applied modem optics. Rene Descartes published the now
familiar formulation of the law of refraction in terms of sines in his 'La Dioptrique' in
1637. Pierre de Fermat finally rederived the law of reflection from his own 'principle of
least time' in 1657.
But geometrical optics does not explain the phenomena of self consistent field distributions
(eigenmodes) in wave guiding structures. This is achieved by employing the theory of
wave optics and the principle of interference introduced by Thomas Young in 1802 and
Jean Fresnel in 1815. In 1845 Michael Faraday established an interrelationship between
electromagnetism and light when he found that the polarisation direction of a beam could be
altered by a strong magnetic field applied to the medium. James Clerk Maxwell was able to
show in 1861, purely theoretically, that the electromagnetic field could propagate as a
transverse wave in the 'luminiferous ether'. He established a single set of mathematical
equations and, by solving for the speed of the wave, he arrived at an expression only in
terms of the electric and magnetic properties of the medium (c=l/e0|X0). He concluded that
light was 'an electromagnetic disturbance in the form of waves'. If the wave character of
light is taken into account it is found that out of the continuum of light rays only a limited
discrete set of total reflecting angles are admissible for the guided waves. In addition to
obeying the total internal reflection these allowed rays repeat in phase and thereby interfere
constructively when they superimpose upon themselves. This is essential for the ray to
form a self consistent field distribution in the structure, otherwise it interferes destructively
and dies out. Another discrepancy between the ray optics and the modal analysis occurs
when the optical guiding structure is bent with a uniform curvature. In this case, wave
optics correctly predicts the radiation losses of the modes of the curved waveguide.
Classical ray optics, on the other hand, erroneously predicts that some ray congruences can
still undergo total internal reflection at the curve and consequently can remain guided
without loss.

-
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The quantization of waves into a discrete set of guided modes was only discovered when
Maxwell's set of equations were solved for particular guiding structures. Hondros and
Debye [1.1] obtained solutions for the modal fields in a dielectric cylinder at radio
frequencies in 1910. The propagation of light in waveguides received more attention with
the advent of the laser in 1960. The first dielectric waveguides were studied by Kao and
Hockham in 1966 [1.2], Boemer 1966 [1.3] and Kapany 1967 [1.4], but only in 1970 the
transmission loss of quartz-glass fibers could be reduced to below 20dB/km (Coming
Glass C° fiber) by Kapron [1.5]. This can be regarded as the beginning of modem
waveguide optics.
At the same time the invention of the laser and the development of coherent optics had
created a need for waveguiding structures with which to build optical components and
connect them into optical circuits. These optical waveguides should allow the planar
fabrication of components and their integration into planar optical circuits which at that time
was already proven to be of great advantage in electronic integrated circuits. The first planar
guides were fabricated by Anderson in 1965 [1.6]. These and several other developments,
such as structures involving electrooptic effects, led Miller to create the term 'integrated
optics’ in 1969 in a well known review article on this field [1.7].
The optical fiber with step-index profile which initially supported several hundred modes
was developed further to the graded-index profiles where all modes have similar
propagation constants. Therefore bandwidths of Mhz/km and attenuations of 2 to 3 dB/km
could be obtained. Then special semiconductor lasers and L.E.D.'s were developed. Also
more refined methods for coupling in and out the light of the laser to the fiber were
invented. In recent years the attenuation in optical fibers could be reduced to about
0.2dB/km at a bandwidth of 1 GHz/km (figure 1.1).
But in the early 1970's integrated optics caught up with the progress in optical fibers when
the initial fabrication problems could be overcome. Many structures, such as detectors,
modulators, deflectors, Bragg-cells, couplers and waveguides could then be realized in
'integrated optics technology'. Important reviews on this progress were published by
Tamir in 1975 [1.9] and Marcuse in 1973 [1.10]. An excellent review of the integrated
optics technology nowadays is given by Alfemess [1.11] and Auracher [1.12] in 1987.
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Fig. 1.1: Showing the advantages of optical fiber communications [1.8]
a) Attenuation versus wavelength for a monomode fiber
b) Attenuation versus possible bit rate for 2 coaxial cables in
comparison with graded index and monomode optical fibers

1.3 Wave Propagation in Integrated Optics
In this thesis we will be concerned with the problem of electromagnetic wave propagation
in integrated optical structures and optoelectronics. These now play an essential role in the
evolution of telecommunication networks. It should be emphasized that the following
description of possible technologies is rather brief. A full review of these aspects may be
found in Alferness [1.11] or Auracher [1.12]. We will give here a short account of
integrated optics technology solely to explain the physical background of some of the
possible structures on which we have untertaken a numerical analysis. The main aim of the
study was however to develop the numerical procedures for the analysis of these
structures. But approaching the analysis in an 'engineering manner' rather than from a
mathematician's point of view can sometimes, by taking into account some of the physical
properties of the structures right from the beginning, facilitate the mathematical analysis.

-
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1.3.1 Propagation of light in a thin film waveguide
It is very illustrative to consider the propagation of light in a step-index waveguide where
heuristic assumptions may already lead to a sound mathematical description. Assume that
the ray in figure 1.2a undergoes total internal reflection at the interface between the
waveguiding material, the substrate and the superstrate. As said in section 1.2, the ray, or
more precisely, a selfconsistent field distribution (the eigenmode) can only exist if the
phase shift along ABCD is exactly a multiple of 2tu, therefore enabling the transmitted and
reflected phase front to superimpose constructively. Among all possible angles for total
internal reflection only a discrete set will allow exactly this. Applying Snell’s law (Marcuse
[1.13]) at each interface for the reflection of the ray leads to an eigenvalue equation which
can only be solved for discrete values of the propagation constant p

P = k ^ cos(<|>)
ko: wavenumber in free space
n2: refractive index of the guiding medium
of the mode. Other angles will result in so called radiation modes where no total internal
reflection occurs (figure 1.2b). They do not require a constructive interference of the phase
fronts and therefore have a continuous spectrum of propagation constants.
Furthermore, there are also structures where we find a partial breakdown of the total
internal reflection (figures 1.3,1.4) resulting in three regions with propagating, evanescent
and radiating fields. At the critical boundary the evanescent rays turn into radiation rays.
This is further elaborated in a review paper on curved structures by Koch [1.14]. The
breakdown of propagation is due to the breakdown of total internal reflection. The radiation
will be more severe the greater the curvature is. The radiation modes have entirely different
properties compared with the propagation modes. The simultaneous theoretical treatment or
matching of them is extremely difficult especially if the structure consists of an arbitrary
longitudinal and transverse geometry. This presents one of the main problems in the
analysis. We cannot find such versatile analytical methods which can provide solutions for
an arbitrary structure involving many different kinds of physical fields.

-
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a) . . - J

71
b)

Fig. 1.2: The path of a ray in a thin film waveguide. nl,n2,n3 are the refractive
indices of the superstrate, the waveguide and the substrate
a) a ray propagating in the waveguide under total internal reflection
b) a 'radiating' ray which is not guided in the waveguide

radiating wave region

xc

kn2

evanescent wave region
medium 1
standing wave region

Fig. 1.3: Plane wave reflection at the outer boundary of a curved waveguide

wavefronts of radiation
and propagation rays

critical boundary

field distributions at junction
from straight to curved waveguide

Fig. 1.4: Schematic diagram of a curved dielectric waveguide with
radius of curvature R showing the wavefronts and field
distributions of the waves in the straight and curved sections

1.3.2 Integrated optical waveguides
We do not attempt here to give a full account of how integrated optical waveguides are
fabricated. A good review of integrated optical waveguide technology nowadays may be
found in papers by Alfemess [1.11] or Auracher [1.12]. But let us have a brief look at
some of the physical structures which will be subject to a numerical analysis in this thesis.
Three different types of fabrication techniques can be distinguished. All techniques are
similar inasmuch as they alter the local refractive index in the substrate or bulk material.
Diffusion and implantation processes
This type of waveguide is obtained by diffusion of a doping material in a substrate medium
(e.g. titanium diffusion in lithiumniobate [1.15], ion implantantion [1.16] or ion exchange
in glass [1.12], figure 1.5a.
-
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Grow processes

A material is added on to a substrate material. Various techniques are in use here such as
RF-sputtering [1.17] or epitaxial growth [1.18] (liquid phase epitaxy, evaporisation phase
epitaxy, molecular beam epitaxy).
Etching techniques
These techniques cause changes in the geometry of the structure and can also be used
additionally in grow and diffusion processes (differential etching [1.19], ion beam erosion
[1.20]).
In figure 1.5 several types of waveguides are shown as well as typical refractive changes
obtained by employing different fabrication techniques. As will be seen in chapter 2 there
are well established analysis techniques to solve for the selfconsistent steady state modal
fields in these uniform structures with arbitrary cross section. There is no need to solve for
physical kinds of fields besides the propagating ones if no surface roughness is considered.
The main parameter of interest is the propagation constant of the modes from which
normalised field distributions can be obtained.
Things become slighly more complicated if we want to model a real experiment, say we
want to know how much energy of an input laserlight is coupled into such a uniform
structure. The pure modal solution will not give an answer to this question.
In general, most optical transmission systems and many integrated optical components such
as Y-couplers (fig. 1.6a), multiplexers (fig. 1.6b), star couplers (fig. 1.6c), directional
couplers (fig. 1.6d), comer reflected guides (fig. 1.6.e), modulators or switches [1.11],
[1.12] do not consist only of uniform straight waveguides but in most cases require
sections of curved waveguides to interconnect these components.
The geometry of these devices causes many different physical effects, which the theoretical
analysis must take into account. In addition to the loss mechanisms of absorption and
scattering present in a straight waveguide, curved waveguides suffer not only from the
tangential radiation loss (fig. 1.4) but also from power coupling to higher order modes due

-
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a)

f)

e)

Fig. 1.5: Waveguides in integrated optical technology
a) Diffused or implanted waveguide (Chaitier [1.21]) (Ag ion exchange in glass,
Ti in LiNb0 3 . ion implantation in GaAs)
b) 'Strip' waveguide (GaAs on doped n+-GaAs, sputtered glass on glass)
c) *Rib' waveguide or 'optical strip-line' (GaAs on GaAlAs) (Austin [1.22])
d) 'Rib' waveguide (chemically undercut waveguide)
e) 'Embedded' waveguide (idealised buried heterostructure in a semiconductor
waveguide, GaAs surrounded by doped GaAlAs, a typical semiconductor laser
structure, photochromic materials) (Botez [1.23])
f ) 'Strip loaded' waveguide (GaAs guide on a GaAlAs buffer deposited on GaAs)

Typical refractive indices in integrated optical waveguides ([121], [122], [123])
a) nsub=2.2,

nguide=2.201, nair=1.0 (e.g.

in a LiNbC^ waveguide)
b) n sub=3.438, nguide=3.44, nair=1.0 (e.g. in a GaAlAs waveguide)
c) nsub=3.4, ngui(je=3.44, nair=1.0

d)

nguide= 3.44,

n jip l.O

e) nsub=3.24, ^ ^ ^ 3 .4 4 , n^pl.O

f) nsub=3.25, nguide=3.44, nair^l.O
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Fig. 1.6:

diagrams of some integrated optical components
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to the arbitrary longitudinal geometry employed. Moreover, at any junction between two
waveguides of different curvature in order to form e.g. an S-shape there is a transition loss
(figure 1.4) due to the field mismatch. This gives rise to polarisation changes, mode
conversions and also to unwanted guided, radiated and backreflected modes (Koch [1.14]).
Most recently a great interest has arisen in the field of nonlinear optics taking into account
the dependence of the permittivity on the field intensity. Using this effect new structures
can be designed such as suggested in figure 1.6f.
The fabrication of integrated optical waveguides as discussed above requires various
sophisticated technological steps and hence the production costs are still high. Furthermore,
the measuring techniques are difficult and very time consuming. As the performance of
these devices depends mainly on manufacture tolerances, a great demand has emerged for
more realistic models. This leads us to the main part of this work, the computational
analysis of integrated optical waveguides.
1.4 Principal Aims o f the Study
In view of the foregoing, the project was initially conceived as an extension of the classical
Beam Propagation Method (BPM), based on the intrinsically scalar formulation. This
method can provide accurate scalar field solutions for any waveguide that:
a) has an arbitrary one dimensional cross section,
b) is inhomogeneous in the transverse, and
c) in the longitudinal direction, and
d) involves an arbitrary 2nd order anisotropy of the permittivity profile,

but
e) neglects possible longitudinal reflections,
f ) cannot provide solutions in waveguides involving high refractive index changes,
g ) and gives solutions only to the scalar TE Fock equation.
The BPM approach is now an established technique in integrated optics to solve a wide
range of arbitrary waveguide geometries, such as S-shaped, Y-junction waveguides or
directional couplers. It may still be possible to include effects e)-g) into the BPM model
via some approaches outlined in this thesis in section 5.2.2. However, the resulting
-23-
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mathematics is rather complicated and we have not obtained a propagation algorithm based
on the classical BPM which includes the extensions e)-g). Nevertheless the ideas
described in chapter 5 can serve as a general guideline how in principle an improved BPM
could be derived.
From the proceeding discussion and the short excursion into the 'real world of integrated
optics1it follows that, perhaps the most promising and direct way of tackling the problem
would be to deduce a new more versatile propagation algorithm which would allow for
extensions like ej-g), whilst maintaining the ability to deal with the other waveguide
features, listed at the beginning of this section under a) - d). To model the integrated
optical chips more realistically, taking into account the physical properties outlined above,
the alternative method should also be able to provide solutions for a range of problems for
which the BPM is not applicable. Therefore the following features should be included in
the new algorithm(s) as well:
The algorithms
h ) should not be restricted to the wave equation for TE polarisation,
i ) should give solutions in two dimensional cross sections, and
j ) should give solutions due to arbitrary input fields of arbitrary polarisation in
k ) arbitrary material (anisotropic, isotropic and nonlinear)
Most importantly, when implemented, the algorithms should not lead to complicated matrix
operations which would unnecessarily increase computer time and therefore would not be
useful as a design tool available on a workstation. Notably, they should not lead to dense
matrices of irregular form which are difficult to solve fast and efficiently, otherwise the
new algorithm(s) would not be able to provide an alternative to the Beam Propagation
Method.
Having defined above the principal objectives of this study more closely from the physical
properties of the structures in question, we will review in chapter 2 a selection of past
theoretical analytical and numerical work which was used to address similar propagation
problems in the general field of optics and/or related fields. We will also explain in detail
why we have adopted a different approach to the BPM in this study.
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1.5 On the Layout o f the Thesis
In view of the problem definition stated in section 1.4, let us now briefly outline how
solutions to the above questions are developed in this thesis. The problem is here
approached in an 'engineering' manner, so chapter 1, entitled 'Introduction', first looks at
the background of optical communications and state-of-the-art technology in integrated
optics. This leads to an understanding why modelling of the integrated optical chips is
necessary, which physical effects occur and which parameters the experimentalist is
interested in. Consequently, the motivation to solve these questions was very much a 'real
world' one and had emerged from realising the limitations of classical established
simulation algorithms such as the BPM (section 1.4).
Naturally, to obtain an extension of the BPM or to follow a totally new alternative
approach, other methods have to be studied first to see whether the problem in question has
been already addressed in a similar manner by other researchers. In chapter 2, entitled
'Review of Analysis Methods', the most relevant methods and a new line of approach to
the propagation problem in optics are discussed. Obviously, the method applied is not
totally new, in fact it has been used for similar propagation problems in seismology, but is
here for the first time used in integrated optics. The choice of the method was found to be a
very sensible decision, as towards the end of this study it was noticed that more and more
research workers in the field had also departed from the BPM approaches and used very
similar algorithms.
Having decided on the method to use, namely the direct numerical solution of a propagating
functional, chapter 3, entitled 'Preliminary Theoretical Discussion\ discusses several
different ways how this method can be applied in principle, to solve the physical problem
in a forward propagation manner.
This is followed by a theoretical chapter 4, entitled The Mathematics of Wave
Propagation', discussing the many possible ways how a mathematical description of the
physical problem as defined in chapter 3 can be obtained. The boundary conditions are
discussed and the actual step by step derivation of various uncoupled scalar and coupled
vector forward wave equations and stationary functionals is presented with a particular
emphasis on the necessary approximations. Chapter 4 concludes with a set of partial
differential equations and functionals which will be solved by the numerical methods in
chapter 5.

Chapter 5, entitled The Numerical Solution Techniques', is the kernel of this thesis and is
concerned with the one and two dimensional numerical solution of the partial differential
equations derived in chapter 4. Scalar and vector solutions are developed using the BPM,
Finite Elements and Finite Differences. This chapter can be viewed as a totally independent
unit which is fed the PDEs and corresponding variational expressions and produces as
output the numerical algorithms for the forward propagation of the fields.
The forward algorithms are extended to include possible backward travelling waves at
longitudinal discontinuities in chapter 6, entitled The Inclusion of the Reflected Waves'.
First, a Green's function approach is looked at, for the extension of a BPM wise algorithm.
Second, a forward/backward propagation is included in the numerical algorithms from
chapter 5. Important results of our study are presented here which confirm the use of the
Finite Element Method for the reflection procedure, namely the reflection of TE and TM
waves at homogeneous and inhomogenoeus single and multiple interfaces in the transverse
and longitudinal direction.
In chapter 7, entitled 'Error and Stability Analysis', the emphasis is on the comparison of
the classical BPM and the new approaches derived in chapters 2-6. This is an essential part
of the work, since it only becomes clear at this stage that the direct numerical solution of the
functionals is indeed superior to the BPM for a number of different properties.
Having established and tested the new method in comparison with the BPM in the previous
chapters, finally chapter 8, entitled 'Results of the Computer Simulations', presents a
number of numerical simulations of wave propagation in isotropic, anisotropic and
nonlinear material. Chapter 8 also discusses the computational aspects of the study and
outlines the features of the RBPM (Rigorous Beam Propagation Method) package
developed. Only important bench mark examples are discussed to demonstrate the
applicabilty of the algorithms used.
Chapter 9, entitled 'Conclusions and Future Work', includes the suggestions for future
work and discusses what has been learned in this study.
The appendices A-D deal with extensions of the numerical algorithms from chapters 5 and
6 to full three dimensional propagation and describe some intermediate steps for the
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solution of the coupled paraxial wave equations. For comparison, appendix E describes
typical superposition schemes for two structures involving multiple reflections. Also, a
typical input set up of the optical chip geometries as used by the RBPM preprocessor is
given for reference. Finally, some reference solutions and input field distributions, used in
chapters 7-8, as well as a typical proof for stability of the Finite Difference/Finite
Difference algorithms are presented in appendices F-H. Apppendix I gives a step by step
account of the use of the reflection algorithm for the reflection of a Gaussian beam with TM
polarisation at Brewster angle, which served as an important test example for the
longitudinal reflection algorithm. Some numerical aspects of the BPM propagators are
discussed in appendix J.
Note that each chapter has its own reference section and no cross reference is made
throughout this thesis.

1.6 Summary o f Main Achievements
The primary task of this study was to investigate possible extensions or alternatives
to tbe classical Beam Propagation Method (BPM). According to the classical
formulation of the BPM, the method yields reliable results only in weakly guiding
stru ctu res, which generate no transverse or longitudinal reflections. The
algorithm is based on the scalar TB Helmholtz equation and all polarisation effects,
e.g. the TE/TM coupling due to curvature effects, are therefore also neglected. Thus the
principal aim was to develop a method which would give vector solutions in an arbitrary,
possibly anisotropic, inhomogeneous 3D space including all radiation, evanescent,
reflected and propagated fields. However, the resulting programs should nevertheless be
implemented on medium size computers like a SUN or APOLLO work station.
As an introductory task to the propagation problem, a BPM program (based on several
different versions of the propagators) was implemented for the propagation o f TB
fields in inhomogeneous isotropic material. The structure of this program formed
the basis of the final package which was eventually installed at the Research Laboratories of
Siemens in Munich, West Germany. By testing different versions of the BPM it was found
that discrete instead o f continuous propagators, known as 'numerical viscosity' in
seismic problems, can be used in the BPM. These propagators were introduced due to the
use of discrete Fourier Transforms in the BPM. Good agreement was achieved with the
- 27-
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results obtained by the usual continuous form. However, this exercise was primarily
devised to illustrate the use of the BPM to solve propagation problems in integrated optics.
The vector extension o f the BPM was initially addressed by deriving a coupled set of
forward wave equations for vector fields using H fields only. The problem was to reduce
Maxwell’s equations to a set o f coupled forward vector wave equations which
could then be solved in a BPM wise manner. Several versions for a phase
correction matrix were discussed, but no suitable expansions for the coupling
elements were found. Either they resulted in no coupling o f the field components,
or they would yield very complicated calculations involving second or mixed
derivatives o f the field components at each propagation step. But as a suggestion of
how a vector BPM could, in general, be approached these ideas are nevertheless discussed
in this thesis.
To overcome the weakly guiding assumption in the BPM higher order terms
were included in the expansion for the scalar phase correction but no
significant increase in the admissible refractive index change was found.
A Green’s function approach was studied to derive an alternative correction term
for the BPM to include the longitudinal reflections directly. A detailed analysis
of the BPM however revealed that possible extensions of this method are very difficult, if
not impossible, as the technique is so specifically designed to solve the scalar TEHelmholtz equation.
Consequently it was decided that alternative methods had to be studied to overcome the
shortcomings of the BPM. Several methods were suggested which could be used for a
more realistic BPM, e.g. ray tracing approaches or a discretisation o f the
waveguide geometry into many small step discontinuities. But all these methods
were so specifically designed for one particular class of problems that a more general
approach could not be derived therefrom.
The failure to obtain direct extensions of the BPM method was followed by the search for a
more general approach which would not be restricted to one particular wave equation or
waveguide geometry. In geophysical problems, general numerical methods to solve
standard hyperbolic or parabolic partial differential equations, for the uncoupled scalar and
-
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coupled vector propagation of waves, had been applied to a great variety of problems. The
paraxial scalar TE and TM wave equations and the coupled vector equations are of such
standard form and it was found that a general approach based on the direct
solution u sin g Finite Elements and Finite D ifferences, if successful, would
overcome the limitations o f the BPM, provided a stable and unitary scheme could be
found for the solution of these PDEs.
In seismic problems, solving the time dependent evolution of elastic waves, the
propagation problem is often approached via a variational form, which includes additional
term(s) for the time dependence. It was shown that these variational expressions are
equivalent to solving the paraxial equations for the propagation problem in optics.
To solve these ’propagating’ variational expressions, a hybrid method o f
F inite E lem ents, for minimising the functional over the cross section, and an
unconditionally stable Finite Difference scheme, for the forward propagation, are
used.
A program was developed for the solution o f the scalar TE Helmholtz equation
via the ’propagating’ functional* to demonstrate that similar results compared with
BPM reference solutions can be obtained. Simultaneously a pure Finite Difference
scheme was implemented for comparison, based on the similarity of the diffusion
equation and the paraxial Helmholtz equation. Thorough tests of these algorithms revealed
that the direct solution via the variational approach does not only yield the same results
as the BPM but also overcomes the restriction o f low refractive index change
and small step sizes in the BPM, not being based on a perturbation solution like the
BPM.
In view of the above discussion the programs w ere extended to give d irect
solutions o f the paraxial version o f the TM H elm holtz equation. These
findings were so encouraging that it was decided to approach the vector propagation, where
sets of paraxial wave equations have to be solved, in a similar manner. The propagation
o f coupled TE/TM waves in anisotropic material could be succesfully
demonstrated using a general purpose computer program, namely PDE/PBOTRAN o f
the IMSL library, which uses standard Galerkin Finite Element and Finite Difference
techniques to solve a weak formulation derived from the coupled set of Helmholtz
equations.

-
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Although the new propagation algorithms, based on the combination of Finite Elements and
Finite Differences, were demonstrated useful in many examples for the evolution of TE and
TM fields, they still neglected the longitudinal reflections, since the paraxial wave equations
only represent forward propagation. The reflected w aves were included in the
analysis for the case of inhomogeneous longitudinal abrupt changes in refractive index by
employing a spectral reflection technique which was orginally developed for the
BPM. This method, initially suggested for the reflection of TE waves, was also extended
to the reflection o f TM waves. The inconsistency of using the TE BPM algorithm for
the reflection of TM waves was solved by employing the direct solution of the TM wave
equation via the FE/FD algorithm. The reflection technique was then extended to include
reflections at multiple longitudinal discontinuities. This is done by collecting all
partial reflections at each analysis step and subsequently propagating these sources several
times forwards and backwards in the chip until convergence is obtained.
In an MSc. project for the ’Microwave and Modem Optics' course at UCL, the
algorithms were modified to demonstrate their applicability for the propagation of TE
and TM waves in Kerr type nonlinear material.
This was followed by an error analysis o f the new algorithms in comparison with
the BPM and analytical reference solutions. It was noted that large refractive index
steps and analysis step sizes, which would normally cause a breakdown in the BPM,
sure admissible in the new algorithms due to the use of unconditionally stable Finite
Difference schemes.
To demonstrate the usefulness of the algorithms also for the propagation in 3 dimensional
structures the Finite Element algorithms were then extended to 2D cross
section s and tested at some very simple examples, propagating Gaussian Beams in
inhomogeneous uniform media.
All algorithms were finally im plem ented in

a p rofession al com puting

environm ent on a UNIX based HP 9000 work station at the Research
Laboratories of Siemens in Munich. A series o f numerical sim ulations were
presented which provide vector and scalar solutions for the reflection and propagation of
Gaussian Beams and modes in structures involving large changes in refractive index in the
transverse and longitudinal direction (including multiple reflections) in isotropic and
anisotropic material.
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Although the new algorithms, for the scalar TE and TM case and the vector anisotropic
case, cannot be used for the general propagation problem of coupled waves in isotropic
material, this extension to vector propagation in isotropic and birefringent material only
presents a minor remaining problem and is consequently left to future work.
Most importantly, however, the implementation o f the algorithms based on a
combination of Finite Elements and Finite Differences to solve a *propagating'
functional, which corresponds to the uncoupled TE or TM Helmholtz equations in the
scalar case, and the coupled TEAM vector Helmholtz equation in the vector case, have
been demonstrated to be a more realistic, general alternative approach to scalar
and vector wave propagation in integrated optics, which was the original aim.
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Chapter 2
Review of Analysis Methods

2.1 Introduction
The design of components in 'guided wave optics' requires different analysis methods
depending on the structure in question. The main variable of interest is the propagation
constant and the electric and magnetic field distributions in the optical chip, which have to
be matched to those of the connected optical fibers. Therefrom the coupling losses can be
predicted.
The theoretical analysis of microwave and optical waveguides of uniform axial geometry is
usually performed in terms of normal eigenmodes. These are the steady state field
distributions that exist in uniform straight waveguides. Their propagation constants will be
real as long as the material is non-lossy. The eigenmode analysis can provide solutions for
some integrated optical structures like straight uniform waveguides and directional
couplers.
However, as said in chapter 1, generally the optical chips consist of geometries where a
coupling of the propagating modes to the radiation modes takes place. Instead of a discrete
set of propagation constants, as in the case of the propagating modes, we find a continuous
spectrum of propagation constants for the radiation modes. Furthermore evanescent fields
may be present and the analysis must take them into account. The solution in terms of a
boundary eigenvalue problem (chapter 3.3) will yield results for the normal eigenmodes of
a uniform (straight or curved) waveguide. Defining the problem in terms of an initial
boundary value problem (chapter 3.5) allows one to propagate an arbitrary input field
through a structure of changing longitudinal and transverse refractive index.
The advantage of such a propagation approach is obvious. We want to model the physical
structure as given in an experiment, e.g. the coupling of art arbitrary input field into a
curved optical waveguide. However, mathematically speaking, the problem definition in

terms of an initial value problem requires the use of an initial value partial differential
equation. We will see in section 4.3, that this requirement will lead to a number of
limitations on which kind of partial differential equations we can solve. To obtain the
required initial value problem, certain physical effects which may not be negligible in the
structure, such as the backscattered waves and the TE-TM mode conversion, have to be
neglected.
Our objective is to find a beam propagation method applicable to integrated optical
structures. A propagation technique is not necessarily a wave propagation technique
although some may be used for this purpose as well.
In this chapter we concentrate on methods which could provide a 'propagation' solution to
the describing Helmholtz equations. The following review cannot give a complete overview
on the analysis methods used in integrated optics. More detailed reviews with special
emphasis on the numerical solution of waveguides may be found in Davies [2.1] or Saad
[2.2].

2.2 Previous Work in the Related Fields
Let us have in this chapter a brief look on what other people in related fields have done so
far to solve similar propagation problems. Propagating a packet of waves and determining
the properties of a physical effect from the backscattered field is of great interest in many
different fields of science, i.e. acoustics (Ishihara and Felsen [2.3], Arnold and Felsen
[2.4], Jensen [2.5]), seismology (Claerbout [2.6]), reflector antennas (Keller [2.7]), nondestructive-evaluation (Punjani [2.8]) or fluid mechanics (Azevedo [2.9]). The overall idea
in two dimensions is that one partitions a computer memory into one or a few two
dimensional grids where field variables are represented as functions of two space
dimensions. Then one inserts initial conditions, turns on the computer and waits to find
what happens. There have been many examples modelling the diffusion equation (Sewell
[2.10]), but not many studies have been devoted to the wave equation (Claerbout [2.6]).
The problem with the wave equation is that probably 10 points per wavelength are not
enough. But we will see that, by deriving a paraxial equation in section 4.3, we can reduce
the actual number of sampling points. The solution methods are based on the numerical
solution of the partial differential equations via Finite Difference and Finite Element
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techniques (Sewell [2.11]). The advantages of these methods will be further elaborated in
chapter 5. Complicated sets of coupled partial differential equations are being solved as
initial value problems in fluid mechanics. Although it seems to be difficult sometimes to
derive a stable unitary propagation scheme (Mitchell [2.12], [2.13]), overall the numerical
solution of general initial value problems can always be obtained. There is a wide range of
physical problems which can be analysed using these methods, generally aiming to solve a
very similar problem: to propagate a scalar or vector field through a structure with
arbitrarily varying paramaters in the longitudinal ’propagation direction’ (e.g. space, time)
and in the transverse (e.g. a 2D cross section). However 'propagation' in these problems
usually means propagation in 'time' rather than a space variable. So we cannot really speak
of a wave propagation technique. But one can learn a lot from these related solution
methods on how to set up the numerical schemes for the solution of the PDE's concerned,
provided that they can be reduced to some standard form like parabolic or hyperbolic
equations. It is rather suprising that the direct numerical solution of the describing
Helmholtz equations has rarely been applied to problems in optics (Hendow [2.14],
Anderson [2.15], Marcuse [2.16]).
2.3 Analytical Techniques
The question whether or not to use a computer to solve a mathematical problem is usually
answered by the question 'can one obtain adequate answers without the computer ?',
because undoubtedly a closed form solution is preferable to a computer solution, giving
more physical insight. Let us have a look for what range of problems analytical or quasi
analytical solutions of Maxwell's equations are available.
2.3.1 Pure analytical solutions
The analytical analysis of waveguide structures is usually performed in terms of the normal
propagating eigenmodes. Many different techniques can be derived from this principle. In
uniform structures one chooses a convenient coordinate system to express Maxwell's
equations and tries to derive an expression (usually a transcendental equation) for the
propagation constant. There are numerous studies employing this principle. Even for
structures with a different longitudinal but uniform geometry, e.g. a waveguide with a
uniform curvature or a twisted waveguide, this ansatz is successful. (Lewin [2.17], Lewin,
Chang and Kuester[2.18], Koch [1.14]). More complicated structures like a straight
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directional coupler can also be solved using tins approach by comparing the propagation
constant of even and odd modes of the whole structure and determining the coupling length
from that. Although one can derive so called travelling coordinate systems for structures of
arbitrary longitudinal geometry, the analytical solutions become more and more
complicated. Furthermore, the approach is nevertheless a ’resonant solution’ and
propagation constants must be assumed real. No account can be given of the radiation
modes with its different physical behaviour. Therefore as long as the geometry is simple, in
a straight waveguide or even in a waveguide bent with a constant curvature, where the
normal modes can be expressed as superposition of Bessel and Hankel functions, analytical
methods may be successful. For waveguides with a constant curvature the field solution is
split up in an eigenfunction expansion for the discrete guided modes and for the continuous
radiation modes. For structures of arbitrary geometry it has been also suggested (Marcatilli
[2.19], [2.20], Koch [1.14]) to split up the structure in a number of uniform curved and
straight sections and to match the field expansion at each junction (therefore taking into
account the transition loss due to the field mismatch and the power coupling to higher order
modes). This approach may lead to good solutions as long as the structure only consists of
one waveguide. It is difficult to apply to directional couplers and branching waveguides.
2.3.2 The step discontinuity approach
If the geometry, however, becomes more complicated, in structures where the direction of
propagation changes, it is difficult to obtain the desired closed form solution including the
coupling of the guided modes to the reflected and radiated modes. One alternative, a quasi
analytical method, is to discretise the whole structure using a step approximation (Koch
[1.14], Marcuse [2.21], [2.22]), then perform an eigenmode calculation in each straight
step (e.g. Rahman [2.23]) and match the fields at each abrupt junction (Davies [2.24]).
This has been successfully demonstrated by Tsutsumi [2.25] for a slab Y-junction
waveguide. For one dimensional waveguides this approach seems feasible. But it appears
difficult to apply, in general, to 3D structures where the geometry not only varies in the
propagation direction but also in the cross section.
Although analytical solutions give a very good immediate physical insight, the range of
problems where they can be obtained is so limited that no further consideration is given to
them here.

a
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2.4 Perturbation Methods
A perturbation solution is based on the assumption that the structure in question is similar
to a structure for which analytical solutions are readily available.
2.4.1

Analytical solutions based on perturbation methods

The different analytical results obtained for structures of varying longitudinal geometry are
based on the solution of a modified 'perturbed1eigenvalue equation for the propagation
constant For example, a curved waveguide can be solved in terms of an expansion into the
normal modes of a straight guide. The expansion coefficients are then related to the
curvature of the guide (Koch [1.14]) like (R is the radius of the uniform curvature)

P = P0+—
TAP
R

(Miyagi [2.26])

This method is applied to a variety of curved structures by Lewin, Chang and Kuester
[2.18].
2.4.2 Numerical solutions based on perturbation methods
In fact the classical Beam Propagation Method (BPM), described in chapter 5, has features
of a perturbation analysis. Here we assume that the refractive index distribution only
changes 'slightly' after each step of propagation (the stepping is in fact the stepwise
numerical solution). As we will see in chapter 5, this will lead to the desired algorithm for
the beam propagation in inhomogeneous material.
However, in general, perturbation solutions are only available for structures which are very
similar to the 'reference' structure. Mostly one solves for the perturbation of a parameter
such as the propagation constant of the mode (Lewin, Chang and Kuester [2.18]). This is
of very little use to us, because again one has to assume that the perturbed structure is
uniformly perturbed and we are more concerned with 'arbitrary' longitudinal geometries.
Therefore the main disadvantage is that, starting with Maxwell's equations, we would have
to undergo the whole procedure for each waveguide structure separately, and as we are
looking for a more general method, this foregoing does not seem to be very versatile. It
should be emphasized here, that the algorithms developed in this thesis are

-
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not based on a perturbation analysis like the BPM, but on the direct
numerical solution o f an approximation to the governing partial differential
equations.
2.5 Integral Equations
Green's function theory is used to obtain solutions of Maxwell's or Helmholtz's equations
in integral form (e.g. Papalouksis [2.27], Marcuse [2.28], Davies[2.1]). The solution in
terms of a Green's function will give solution in terms of a point source excitation in the far
distance. The advantage of solving in terms of a Green's function is that it includes
radiated, scattered and reflected fields. First the perturbed medium (the medium containing
the waveguide) is replaced by equivalent current sources, then the method of moments is
used to expand these sources over small triangular elements in 3D space. By performing an
inner product with some test sources on the scattering surface a set of integral equations is
obtained (Harrington [2.30]) which are then subject to a numerical solution. One advantage
of the integral equation method over the partial differential equation approach is that
integration is a more stable process than differentiation. One disadvantage of the integral
equation approach is that the matrix equation resulting from the numerical solution is often
dense and 'badly balanced’, as invariably the Green's function has to be evaluated between
all sub-sections, many will be large where source and observation subsections coincide and
values will quickly fall as one considers more distant subsections.
Eyges [2.31] demonstrated this approach (an extended 'boundary condition method0 to
calculate the eigenmodes of a dielectric waveguide with arbitrary refractive index profile.
However, the problem of finding the Green's function in a material of arbitrary 3D
geometry requires such a big mathematical effort even for very simple structures
(Papalouksis [2.27]), that is does not seem very feasible for our problems. Mostly the
integral equation method leads to good solutions in scattering problems but the method
itself is difficult to apply to the general arbitrary geometry problem (Saad [2.2]).

2.6 The Ray Tracing Approach
Ray tracing methods are derived from a high frequency approximation. Classical ray
tracing is therefore, strictly speaking not applicable to monomode structures. All the
phenomena of physical wave optics (like interference, finite size focus) are not present
here. But let us outline here, how a ray tracing propagation algorithm can be derived.
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2.6.1 Classical ray tracing
In the classical ray tracing approach light is propagated along rays which are defined as
lines which cross the surfaces of constant phase at right angles. This method is a good
approximation if the width of the waveguide is large in comparison to the wavelength
(small wavelength limit). It is relatively accurate for non-zero wavelength if the number of
guided modes is large. The basic equation, which is being solved is the scalar Helmholtz
equation
, 2 2.

,2

[ V + k0n (r )]u (£ )= 0

(2.1)

with the boundary conditions on a region R:
—

u (e )

= 0

(2 .2 )

dr
The tangential fields must also be continuous when fields are being considered between
two dielectric media with different refractive index. For very large quantities ko, u can
assume an asymptotic approximation as
u(r) = X

e ik°S',<I> t Ap

© +- 1

(2.3)

P=1

which represents plane waves with amplitude Ap and normalized phase Sp. Each of the
plane waves of equation (2.3) should now satisfy the reduced wave equation (2.1)
asymptotically and from this assumption we get the eiconal and transport equations
respectively:
VTS VS = n2(r)

p=l,2...N

,
2VTS VA + A V S = 0

p=l,2...N

P

P

P

P

(2.4)
^

The lines which cross the phase fronts at right angles are called rays. These rays also
satisfy the following equation

a*)
a vector differential equation, which is generally known as the 'ray equation1. In this
equation s denotes the direction of the ray and r the distance from the origin in a
nonuniform medium of refractive index n(r) (figure 2.1).

-
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The 'ray equation' and the eiconal equation are two alternative ways to describe geometrical
optics. The 'ray equation' is more convenient to trace the trajectories of rays in
inhomogeneous media. Other definitions of the classical ray tracing method are also
possible. The Fermat formalism [2.28] is based on a variational principle. The Hamiltondefinition [2.31] has the advantage [2.32] that the derivation is reduced to first order
differential equations which are easier to integrate numerically [2.32].

Ray

S = Sp

Po

Fig. 2.1: Geometry for a ray in a medium with a nonuniform refractive index n(r)

The classical ray tracing approach neglects the wave characteristic of the rays which is of
great importance in wave optics. To take some account of this behaviour one regards the
rays as local plane waves. Therefore the application of the Fresnel formula is justified
[2.33]. The WKB method is used to treat reflections at index gradients [2.34] (caustics)
and if total reflection occurs, the Goos-Haenchen shift [2.35] has to be taken into account
as well. The ray tracing method has been applied with great success to multimode fibers. In
integrated optics the ray method has been used by Blok [2.37].
Adavantages of classical rav tracing:
- Instead of partial differential equations one deals with ordinary differential equations
which can be solved numerically very efficiently.
- The ray tracing provides a good physical insight and some problems can be solved
analytically as a result
- The method is a wave propagation technique.
- The method can be applied to a great variety of structures.

-
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Disadvantages of classical rav tracing:
- Caustics may introduce unrealistic singularities in the method
- The application is restriced to multimode structures
- Ray tracing is restriced to the solution of the scalar Helmholtz equation
2.6.2 Evanescent ray tracing
Many problems in classical ray tracing are a result of the fact that equation (2.3) cannot
represent attenuated waves. The occurrence of singularities at caustics is also due to this
fact. If one allows S to have complex values as well one gets rid of these singularities
[2.37]:
S(r) = R(r)+jI(r)

(2.6)

Thus the eiconal equation (2.3) breaks up in 2 coupled equations:
(V R )2 - ( V l ) 2 = n2
(2.7)
VR . VI = 0
The orthogonal trajectories R = const, are called phase trajectories and the ones with I =
const, are denoted as equiphase contours. One can obtain two different 'ray equations' for
R and I separately. In this case one deals with real partial differential equations. The phase
trajectories correspond to the ray trajectories of the classical ray tracing. They do not have
any singularities at caustics due to the presence of attenuated waves (evanescent waves) at
these points.
Advantages of evanescent rav tracing
- For higher order modes the method is better than the classical ray tracing.
- The method is a wave propagation method.
- The method avoids the problem of singularities at caustics.
Disadvantages of evanescent rav tracing
- The partial differential equations can be difficult to solve even numerically.
- Although this method has also propagation behaviour, it has not been used in guided
wave optics so far.
- It cannot be adjusted to monomode structures.
- The method is restriced to the scalar wave equation.
-
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2.6.3 Complex ray tracing (CRT)
The term 'complex ray' is closely related to 'evanescent wave tracing'. Whenever S in
equation (2.2) becomes complex, the term 'ray' of the classical ray definition is actually
violated. One defines terms like 'phase trajectories' and 'equiphase contours'. On the other
hand one could also extend the real space to a complex space. In this space one can again
define rays as trajectories at right angles to the phase front S(r) = const. These complex
rays coincide with the classical rays when they are propagating in real halfspace. Caustics
are points from which complex rays propagate into the real halfspace.
Theoretically one can obtain the method of 'evanescent wave tracing' from ray tracing in
complex space. As a result one can use the differential equations obtained from classical ray
tracing.
Advantages of complex rav tracing:
- The method combines the advantages of classical ray tracing and evanescent ray tracing
Disadvantages of com plexrav tracing:
- It is not immediately evident how real geometries (refractive index profiles) can be
extended to complex geometries. Therefore the method is in its present form only
applicable to problems in homogeneous space.
Therefore we may conclude, that a general ray tracing method can be developed also for
our problems. Although we have decided not to use a general ray tracking propagation
algorithm we give here a short account on how such a method could be developed (Koch
[2.38]) as will be outlined in the following section.
2.6.4 General remarks on ray tracing approaches
The ray tracing approach essentially reduces to the determiation of the 'ABCD' matrix for a
given inhomogeneous structure. To take the reflections into account one must extend the
classical derivations (figure 2.2):
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II, 12 and 13 in figure 2.2 are the intensities of the beams. To treat the reflections one could
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trace the beams in the structure up to the point where the intensities have decayed to
insignificant values. First the beam propagates forward through the structure (pathl). Then
all reflected intensities above a certain threshold (say 13/11> 1%) will be stored. All beams
will be traced as long as their intensity is above this threshold. As a second step the
structure will be traced backwards (path 2). Hereby the stored reflections act as sources and
again all generated reflections above the threshold will be stored. They will then generate
the sources for the next tracing in forward direction (path 3). The process will be stopped
when all reflected beams have intensities below the threshold. The entire intensity
distribution in the chip is obtained by a coherent superposition of the single intensities (see
also section 6.3.1 for the forward/backward tracing of the beams).
2.6.5 Ray tracing in an inhomogenous medium
To calculate the 'ABCD1matrix for an arbitrary refractive index profile, one can use two
different strategies in principle:
i)

Direct evaluation: by solving the eiconal equation numerically. This may be very
difficult, as the 'ABCD' matrix is a nonlinear function of [xi,xi']

ii) Discretisation of the inhomogeneous structure:
The inhomogenous structure will be separated in single elements (cells) (figures 2.3a,
2.3b). For any incident beam, one must first find the cell which is hit by this ray. For
this particular element the transmitted and reflected beams are constructed. Due to the
lateral expansion of the elements one must distinguish whether the cell is entered from
the left or from the right:
1) A variable mesh and single basis cells (figure 2.3a)
In this example one clearly realises that the 'side beams' do
represent a physical behaviour.
2 ) A fixed mesh and more refined basis cells (figure 2.3b)
The advantages are obvious:
- it is easy to find the cells
- standard contour algorithms to generate the border lines
(or border surfaces in 3D)
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Fig. 2.3a: Discretisation by a variable mesh with beam splitter (A)
and transparent cells (B)
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B)

12

nl

Fig

2.3b: Discretisation by a fixed mesh with general beam splitters (A)
and transparent cells (B)

2.6.6 Complex ray tracing (CRT) in an inhomogenous medium
An extension of the classical ray tracing approach for problems which involve interference
phenomena, requires the use of complex rays to account for the additional phase
information. Should the optical field exist of complex rays, we must introduce complex
sources for the beams in the 'ABCD-description'. The complex sources represent the phase
information:
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The coherent superposition of different rays is a difficult problem in the CRT. The
application of this method to problems in integrated optics depends very much on the
solution of this problem.
2.7 The Beam Propagation Method (BPM)
2.7.1 The classical BPM
The BPM (Lagasse [2.39], Roey [2.40]) is now the most widely used technique to
investigate the field propagation in integrated optics. Originally the method was derived to
solve propagation problems in underwater acoustics (Spoffort [2.41]). As we are using the
BPM for comparison in this work, a more detailed analysis will be given in chapter 5.
The BPM provides a spectral propagation algorithm to propagate an arbitrary incident beam
through a medium of slowly varying refractive index. However it only gives solutions to
the scalar Helmholtz equation. The BPM can only be used efficiently in a 2-dimensional
analysis due to the computational effort to transform the fields into the spectral domain and
back after each step of propagation. For many integrated optics devices, such as directional
couplers (Kaczmarski [2.42]), Y-couplers (Baets [2.43], Chung [2.44]) or curved
waveguides (Baets [2.45], Saijonmaa [2.46]), the BPM will give correct results as long as
the refractive index change is small. This certainly applies to many structures but some
others involving large changes in refractive index, e.g. a comer reflected mirror waveguide
(Buchmann [2.47]), cannot be analysed because of the high refractive index step involved.
The BPM in itself is a paraxial propagation routine and polarisation changes are not taken
into account as the method is based on the scalar Helmholtz equation. If the BPM is
combined with a method for longitudinal reflections (Kaczmasrki [2.48]), large refractive
-45-
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index changes in the longitudinal direction can be included. The BPM has been used to
model the field propagation in birefringent (Feit [2.49], [2.50]) and anisotropic (Feit
[2.51]) material. For DFB lasers the method has been extended to include the reflections
which occur due to the sinusodial grating of the lasing structure (Agraval [2.52], Louisell
[2.53], Federighi [2.54]).

It is interesting to compare the BPM with a ray tracing analysis. An asymptotic analysis
shows that the ray and transport equations can be derived from the BPM algorithm (Gribble
and Arnold [2.55], [2.56]).
The BPM has also been successfully used to propagate fields in weakly guiding nonlinear
structures using a successive updating of the refractive index due the field intensity change
after each step of propagation (Tylen [2.57], Heatley [2.58]).
2.7.2 The matrix BPM method
Recently the BPM has been modified to model the field propagation in rib waveguides
involving high changes in the refractive index. It is based on the matrix beam propagation
method (Yevick [2.59]) and solves for the electric fields in a 2-dimensional cross section
by means of a successive application of the standard 2D BPM and a subsequent
interpolation technique necessary to correct for the error due to the non admissible high
refractive index step in the BPM. This method has been applied to evaluate the propagating
electric field and differential losses in a Y-junction waveguide fabricated from rib
waveguides (Yevick [2.60]). Due to the high refractive index change very small analysis
propagation steps are required.
Advantages of the BPM
- Simple ’one line1algorithm
- Refractive index may vary arbitrarily in the longitudinal and transverse direction
- It can be applied to monomode and multimode structures
- Mode patterns can be generated
- It gives solutions for radiation and propagation fields simultaneously
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Disadvantages of the BPM
- The method is restriced to small refractive index changes
- Polarisation change is not taken into account
- Paraxial approximation
- Solution only for the Helmholtz equation
- All reflections are neglected

2.8 Other Methods
There are many more methods used for the simulation of wave propagation. Some of them
are only applicable to one particular longitudinal geometry or transverse cross section.
Therefore their use in a wide range of problems in integrated optics is rather doubtful.
2.8.1 Propagation using virtual modes
In 1984 Seino [2.61] proposed a method based on the expansion of the radiation and
propagation modes into a set of virtual modes. The propagating light is described by means
of Fourier Transforms using these virtual modes in virtual waveguides and substituting the
Transforms into the scalar Helmholtz equation. By applying the principle of the power flow
equation, the Helmholtz equation is converted into equivalent differential equations for the
Fourier coefficients. Hence the actual propagation is performed by finding an expansion for
the Fourier coefficients along the propagation direction. Finally these differential equations
are solved using a Finite Difference method.
The analysis includes the radiation effects which occur in curved, Y-shaped or intersecting
waveguides. The method is a paraxial approximation where weak guidance is assumed.
This technique is only applicable to the propagation of TE waves in waveguides. It is not
immediately obvious that the method can be applied to three dimensional waveguides. The
method neglects the effects of polarisation change, e.g. in intersecting waveguides used as
TE/TM splitters as it is based on the solution of the scalar Helmholtz equation. Although
the method can be regarded as an alternative to the BPM it does not appear to be more
realistic being based on the same assumptions of weak guiding and the scalar
approximation. The method is difficult to extend to include anisotropic or birefringent
materials.
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2.8.2 Propagation of waves in holography
There is a number of methods used for the propagation of light in holography where
recording of the interference pattern due to two coherent beams to form a hologram is
necessary. Reconstruction of the object is done by illumination of the hologram with the
reference beam which in turn generates the second beam. In mathematical terms, the
problem involves the solution of a time-independent scalar wave equation in a two
dimensional inhomogeneous medium illuminated by monochromatic light:

whereby the dielectric constant Ej.(z,x) is described by a constant term and a modulated term
er(x,z) = ec + ed(x,z)
Instead of using the BPM algorithm (a Fourier propagation of plane waves in
homogeneous media plus a phase correction in x,z-space to correct for the inhomogeneous
part of the dielectric constant), Lewis and Solymar [2.62] suggest that the propagation
through the inhomogenous medium can be performed solely in Fourier space.
Defining the electric field and the dielectric constant in terms of a Fourier Transform as

(2.13)

Ed(x,z) =

g(x,z) =

r

IG(z,k)e

.-i2Jtxk

dk

k: spatial frequency in the x direction

yields, in the paraxial approximation, an initial value problem for the amplitudes A of
the waves in Fourier space as

J A(z,t)G(z,kx- t )
The condition at the input z=a is simply

(2.16)
where Ain(a,kx) is the spectrum of the incident field in the region z<a which is assumed
to be homogeneous. If the inhomogeneous medium is assumed to be a sinusoidal
-
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grating of very long wavelength as
g(x,z) = sin (2rcRx)

(2.17)

then (2.15) can easily be calculated as

dA

= -0.5jterfn
"dO[ A(z,ki+R) - A(z,k,-R) ]

(2.18)

which is satisfied by a spectrum
A(z,kx) = Ax(kx- 7ted0Rz)

(2.19)

Thus the propagation in z shifts the input beam in spatial frequency as a linear function of
position z. The inverse Fourier Transforms yield the beam profiles in x,z space. For the
next propagation step the shifted spectrum is again incident to the initial value equation
(2.15). Hence, after several propagation steps a set of coupled waves is created and
propagated through the inhomogeneous medium.
For the simple case where g(z,x) is sinusoidally varying (and hence the convolution
integral in (2.15) can be calculated analytically) this appoach was successfully
demonstrated by Lewis [2.62]. Therefore the method can easily be applied to grating
structures. However, this approach may also be used if the dielectric constant is not
sinusoidally varying. Then ej(z,x) must first be expanded into a Fourier series and then
inserted in the initial value problem (2.15). Consequently the solution of the initial value
problem becomes more difficult. No application of this method has been shown for the
very similar problem of wave propagation in integrated optical devices, where generally the
permittivity distributions are non-sinusoidal.
The simultaneous propagation in Fourier space for the inhomogeneous and homogeneous
medium is certainly an interesting suggestion as it avoids the use of a first order phase
correction in x-z space as in the BPM. But as the initial value problem in (2.15) becomes
more and more difficult depending on how many terms are used in the expansion for the
dielectric constant, it is not immediately evident that the method will have computational
advantages over the direct solution of (2.12) in x-z-space.
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2.9 N um erical M ethods
2.9.1 Introduction
The numerical solution of an electromagnetic problem results in a pointwise approximation
of the fields over a specified region. All numerical techniques result in a system of linear
equations or in a matrix eigenvalue equation. Mathematically speaking, this is a matter of
taking a projection from an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space onto a finite Euclidean space
(Davies [2.1]). A unified approach can be made via the method of moments, the Galerkin
method and the method of weighted residuals. In the following sections we will have a
look at the most common numerical procedures and discuss how they have been applied
specifically to waveguide analysis problems.
2.9.1.1 Method of moments
The name 'moment method' has been given to the mathematical procedure for obtaining the
matrix equations from the original functional equations. To solve the deterministic problem
Lu=v

(2.20)

(L is the differential operator, e.g. the operator VxVx in the vector Helmholtz equation), an
approximation of u in terms of expansion basis functions bi is sought to minimize the error
residual R(s)
N

u = £ uibi(s)
i=l

(2.21)

N

R(s) = Lu-v = L y ,u .b ;(s) - v(s)
i=l

(2.22)

The basis functions are adapted to the problem which is under consideration. Rather than
demanding that R(s)=0 for all s one can insist that R(s) is orthogonal to a subset of a
complete set of weighting functions wi5 i.e. to demand that the inner product between the
error residual and these functions is zero
N

< L ^ u .b .(s) - v(s), w.(s) > = 0
i=l
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for j=l,2....N

(2.23)

2.9.1.2 Choice of weighting functions:
GALERKHsTS METHOD
Choosing the weighting functions wj equal to the basis functions b* leads to Galerkin's
method, which can result in the variational approach. The Galerkin Method is used in this
thesis for the numerical solution of the governing partial differential equations.
LEAST SQUARES METHOD
The choice Wi=Lbi(s) results in the least squares residual method, as it leads to the
minimisation of IIR(s)ll.
POINT MATCHING METHOD
Forcing the error residual to vanish at N points Sj leads to the method of point matching
where the weighting functions are Dirac delta functions (w j(s)= 5(s-S j)).
OTHER METHODS
For completeness, the method of subsections, the method of extended operators and the
method of approximate operators (Harrington [2.29]) should be mentioned here, as all of
them belong to the method of moments. For any matrix solution using approximation of the
operator there will be a corresponding moment solution using approximation of the
function (Harrington [2.29]).
2.9.1.3 Choice of basis functions
Assuming that the weighting factors are the above Dirac delta functions of the point
matching method then different choices of the basis functions lead to different techniques.
Harrington’s method [2.29] of subsections (where the basis functions only have non zero
values in one section) leads to a simplification of the inner product
i ) bi=8(s-si) (si like the point matched weigthing functions)
ii) bi=l (a pulse function)

•Si •
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i i i) bi=polynomial, Gauss Hermite or trigonometric fimction (in Finite
Element analysis the basis functions are commonly polynomials)
2.9.1.4 Variational formulation, Galerkin method, Rayleigh-Ritz procedure
It has been mentioned above that choosing the weighting functions equal to the basis
functions leads to the Galerkin method and is, for self-adjoint problems, identical to a
variational approach. As we are using the Galerkin method in this thesis let us show here
why this is so. For the variational expression
J(u) = < Lu-v,u >

(2.24)

to give the correct solution, it requires that its first variation in J(u) must vanish. Assuming
that Lu=v is a self adjoint expression, this means that 51 must vanish for all admissible 3u,
i.e.
J(u+3u) = <Lu-v,u> + 2<Lu-v,9u> + <L3u-v,3u>
9J = J(u+9u) - J(u) = <Lu-v,9u> = 0

(2.25)

It is obvious from the standard moment expansion in terms of the basis functions bi as in
equation(2.21) that a small variation in u is
9u= bj(s) forj=l..N

(2.26)

which, by inserting in equation (2.25), yields the Galerkin method. It is well known that
the Galerkin method is equivalent to the Rayleigh-Ritz variational method and the method
of moments is also equivalent to the variational method, the proof being essentially the
same as that for the Galerkin Method:
By the calculus of variations (Jones [2.63]) it can be shown that
< u ,h x u a,v>

Lu=v

&&
adjoint problem L u = h

(2.27)

<Lu,ua>
is a variational form in u. For an approximate solution of I let
(2.28)
n

m

substituting these in (2.27) and applying the Rayleigh-Ritz conditions
3179a = 3V3P. = 0

(2.29)
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for all i results in equation (2.25) to be a necessary condition for u to be the stationary point
of (2.27). Hence the method of moments (e.g. if b^wj in the Galerkin Method) is
identical to a Rayleigh Ritz variational method. The application of these techniques to
electromagnetic field problems is known as the concept of reaction (Rumsey [2.64]). The
method of moments is sometimes also referred to as the 'direct method'.
2.9.2 Numerical solution of waveguide problems
2.9.2.1 Point matching and mode matching techniques
In a cross sectional analysis straight point matching can be used as in equation (2.23) with
N weighting delta functions over the transverse plane; the same number N of waveguide
modes has to be considered. The point matching results in a set of linear equations. For a
particular geometry a special choice of basis functions is advisable. For example, in a
rectangular cross section with a step index profile the choice of circular harmonic functions
leads to a good approximation of the waveguide modes (Goell [2.65]).
If one uses the actual waveguide mode functions as weighting functions one obtains the
mode matching technique where the expansion functions are equal to the basis functions (a
Galerkin method).
Although matching methods have also been used for the problem of single longitudinal
discontinuities (Rahman and Davies [2.23]), a general propagation technique for arbitrary
longitudinal geometries has not been shown yet. Point matching is not a propagation
technique.
2.92.2 Least squares solutions
A third choice of weighting functions is that giving rise to the least squares residual, i.e. for
a given number of waveguide modes, the residual over the transverse plane is minimised in
an explicit least squares sense. It is a variational approach in the sense that one’s criterion
for minimising is that a functional is to be stationary, in our case here, the square of the
error residual integrated over the transverse plane (e.g. Rahman and Davies [2.66]).
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2.9.23 Variational approaches
Here, three phenomena may be utilised. First, a variational expression that is stationary
about the correct solution may be adopted to minimise the error in the field modelling.
Second, there is an appropriate integral representation of the field, which satisfies the
boundary conditions. Third, by using a simple trial field or an expansion, the integral
equations can be reduced to a set of linear equations to be solved by standard computer
methods. James and Gallet [2.67] have shown that although configurations like the
triangular fiber may not lend themselves to an accurate point matching solution, such
solution may still be useful if included as a trial field in a variational formulation that uses
an integral representation of a correction field. Most variational approaches to waveguide
problems try to find the stationary value of a functional

J(<t>) =

J...Jl(<|>,V<t),V2(|>,... dxdy / JJ Ij^ .V ^ V 2^

dxdy ...

(2.30)

whereby <j) may be vector or scalar. The variational expression, as said above, minimises
the least square error residual integrated over the transverse plane. From minimising the
functional a characteristic parameter such as the frequency (Rahman and Davies [2.66],
[2.68]), or the propagation constant (Cvetkovic and Davies [2.69]) can be obtained. In
order to deal with arbitrary permittivity tensors, Rahman and Davies [2.68] presented a
vector H-field expression in terms of all three components of H, but it was found that
without including an additional penalty term [2.70] [2.77] in the variational expression that
some spurious solutions would occur which do not satisfy V.H=0. Quite recently a
variational expression has been derived by Cvetkovic [2.69] which is applicable to lossy
anisotropic waveguides. It should be noted that all these variational expressions solve for
the modes of the waveguide in the cross section and are in themselves non-propagational.
However, it is possible to derive variational expressions with a propagation term
(Schechter [2.82], Reddy [2.83], Sylvester [2.84]) as

JM
t

V'M*)2+ a 2(‘tyw + M*2 ] +a4 0 , « 4*} dxdy

(2-3i)

y*

There are two possibilites to minimise this functional. Either all boundary conditions are
known in the 3D space (which is probably not the case when a field is launched at one
boundary as the other boundaries will then consist of a superposition of eigensolutions and
-
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radiation modes) or the variational form is solved in a cross sectional analysis at each z step
and then, via some other numerical technique such as the BPM [2.39] or Finite Differences
or Finite Elements (Davies and Koch [2.72]) propagated step by step along the longitudinal
direction z.
No application

o f this procedure has been applied to the Helmholtz

equation. This approach also has the distinct advantage that, if a solution
to the variational problem can be found (e.g. by applying a Finite Element
analysis), no restrictions are imposed on the range o f the parameters
involved

(such

as

the

refractive

index

distribution).

Applying

this

principle o f a 'propagation variational' to wave propagation in integrated
optical devices is the kernel o f the work presented in this thesis.
2.9.2.4 Rayleigh-Ritz solutions
The Rayleigh Ritz ansatz to solve a variational formulation has been demonstrated using
Gauss Hermite functions by Davies et al. [2.73]. But the procedure itself cannot be
extended to a beam propagation technique, as again only cross section modes are
calculated.
2.9.2.5 Finite Element and Finite Difference solutions
The Finite Difference Method (FD) uses a direct Taylor series expansion to approximate the
differential operators either directly in Maxwell's equations (Weiland [2.74], Yee [2.75]) or
to solve the corresponding Helmholtz equation (Schweig [2.76]) as a boundary value
problem. If a partial differential equation is at hand which represents an initial value
problem, then FD techniques can be adjusted to yield a forward beam propagation
algorithm. Most of such work is done in seismology (Claerbout [2.6]) but pure FD
methods have also been used to model the paraxial wave equation (Marcuse [2.16],
Hendow [2.14], Anderson [2.15]).
The Finite Element (FE) method is best approached via a variational expression. In the FE
analysis the waveguide is divided into a large number of triangles (elements) and the field is
expanded in each triangle in terms of a complete set of basis functions.
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Now, any of the above methods can be used with weighting or basis functions. By
employing a variational expression for Maxwell's equations an eigenvalue equation is
obtained for the propagation constant or for the frequency (e.g. Davies [2.68], Cvetkovic
[2.69]). In a FE analysis the expansion functions are polynomials defined over these
triangles. In fact the Finite Element analysis can, by actually employing the Rayleigh Ritz
ansatz, be described by the moment method (as shown above). There have been numerous
studies using FE analysis to solve for the modes in waveguides with arbitrary cross section
(e.g. Davies et al. [2.77], Mabaya and Lagasse [2.78]). So far a combined approach using
FE and FD techniques has not been employed to beam propagation in optics to solve for a
variational expression like equation (2.31).
It is interesting to note, that it is the variational approach which brings close together the FD
and the FE technique. The two techniques become equivalent for one dimensional problems
and for two dimensional problems with rectangular boundaries (Saad [2.2]).
The direct numerical solution via Finite Elements or Finite Differences has a number of
advantages. The methods are mathematically and numerically precise. Furthermore Finite
Difference techniques avoid the problem of spurious solutions which may be present in a
Finite Element analysis. The algorithms themselves do not impose any restriction on the
parameters involved, so that any refractive index change is admissible. The methods are
wave propagation methods and information about propagation constants may also be
obtained. By solving initial value problems the geometry of the waveguide may vary
arbitrarily in the longitudinal direction. It is possible, in contrast to the BPM, to solve
coupled sets of propagation equations.
Hendow and Shakir [2.14] have demonstrated a pure Finite Difference Method for
propagation of beams in a nonlinear optical fiber, but an explicit application of this method
to problems in integrated optics has not been shown yet.

2.10 Choice of the Method for the Propagation Analysis
We have seen in the last sections that the propagation problem in integrated optics has been
addressed in many different ways. In view of the foregoing, initially three methods seemed
suitable for an alternative, more versatile propagation technique: Ray tracing, the Beam
Propagation Method (BPM) or a numerical solution using Finite Element and
Finite Difference techniques to solve a variational form .
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Although we have also studied (section 2.3 in Koch [2.38]) approaches involving a step
discontinuity discretisation of the refractive index profile in 3 dimensions via Finite
Elements, the matching of the single discontinuities including the generated radiation at
each step appeared so difficult that the mathematical effort did not seem to be justified.
Therefore this section will be restricted to the more promising methods.
Having gone in some more detail on how a ray tracing method could be derived in
section 2.6, we have discarded this idea because of its high frequency approximation.
Although Arnold reports in a review paper [2.79] that the method is applicible to integrated
optical structures it has not been successfully demonstrated yet Classical ray tracing cannot
account for diffraction phenomena and is consequently only valid for multimode structures.
Although the concept of evanescent ray tracing is better than classical ray tracing for higher
order modes it is also a scalar approach. Complex ray tracing combines the advantages of
classical and evanescent ray tracing but it is difficult to define the real geometries in a
complex space.
The BPM is now the most widely used propagation technique to investigate the field
propagation in integrated optical structures. It provides a spectral propagation technique (a
plane wave expansion technique) to propagate an arbitrary incident beam through a medium
of slowly varying refractive index. However it only gives a solution to the scalar TE-Fock
equation and neglects any reflected fields. Also, the BPM can be used efficiently only in a 2
dimensional (one dimensional cross section) analysis due to the computational effort to
transform the fields into the spectral domain and back after each step of propagation. The
method breaks down when applied to structures that involve high refractive index changes
(e.g. mirrors, Buchmann [2.47]).
The BPM has been specifically 'designed' to solve the scalar Helmholtz equation (or two
scalar coupled Helmholtz equations in the anisotropic case, Donk [2.80]). Thus, any
further extension of the algorithm itself is rather difficult. However, in chapter 5 we have
attempted to make use of the BPM algorithm to obtain a 'propagation solution' to the vector
wave equation. This equation provides the coupled propagation of fields (an H field
formulation, which elsewhere in this thesis will be referred to as 'hybrid field solution')
even in an isotropic medium. Although initially this ansatz seemed feasible, we have not
obtained a full solution. However some interesting aspects of this derivation will also be
discussed in section 5.3.2.
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The B P M , as a propagation technique, solves an initial value problem, therefore
longitudinal reflections are assumed to be insignificant No extension of the classical BPM
can be made to include these reflections. Kaczmarski and Lagasse [2.48], [2.81] have
presented an algorithm which, by reflecting each plane wave of the spectrum separately,
can include reflections at abrupt longitudinal reflections. This approach is in fact
independent of the propagation technique in use and can therefore hardly be considered an
extension of the BPM. Quite recently Yevick and Hermansson [2.60] have used the BPM
together with a Finite Element Method and an interpolation technique to model the 3
dimensional beam propagation in rib waveguides. Due to the large refractive index change
from the guiding layer to the surrounding air an interpolation after each step of propagation
is necessary which then provides the trial solution for a Finite Element solution at this z
step. Although the results of their work were not publicly available at the beginning of the
project described in this thesis, the approach is, as will be seen, similar to our solution.
Nevertheless this algorithm was designed to solve the scalar Helmholtz equation for low
refractive index changes.
As extensions and improvements of the BPM seemed quite diffcult or impossible, we have
decided to search for an alternative method to solve the initial value problem. The direct
numerical solution of propagation problems using Finite Elements, Finite
Differences or a combination o f them, is common practice in related fields like
semiconductor modelling, non-destructive evaluation or underwater acoustics. These
techniques are usually not restricted to one particular type of PDEs and coupled systems of
equations can be solved too. Therefore these algorithms arc generally more versatile and do
not impose any restrictions on the range of the parameters involved.
Should the direct numerical solution be successful for the scalar Helmholtz equation
(isotropic case) and for coupled sets of equations (2nd order anisotropy case), an extension
of these algorithms to other initial value problems, e.g. involving the hybrid field H may be
possible. We will show in this thesis that the direct numerical solution using a combination
of Finite Elements and Finite Differences is superior to the BPM solution and allows
extensions like solutions to the TM wave equation. One of the major advantages is that,
unlike the BPM, the algorithm itself does not impose restrictions on the refractive index
profile. We will also compare our algorithms to a straightforward Finite Difference
algorithm similar to the ones reported by Hendow and Shakir [2.14], Marcuse [216] and
Anderson [2.15].
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Unlike a pure Finite Difference solution, the Finite Element approach is based on the
minimisation of a functional rather than on the discretisation of the PDE. Finite Elements
have distinct advantages over Finite Differences when modelling 2-dimensional crosssections (Sewell [2.11]). Furthermore, in the Finite Element method the ’elements’ can also
have different length so that we can focus in on special regions of interests along the cross
section, e.g. where maximum change of the field values is expected. This is notably
difficult to implement in a FD scheme (Hendow and Shakir [2.14]).
The kernel of this thesis will be concerned with the use of a 'propagating variational
expression' for a scalar field (for the sake of comparison with the BPM), or for vector
fields. These variational expressions are not new, they are widely used in time transient
problems in mechanics or acoustics (Reddy [2.83]). We exchange the 'time propagation*
with the 'z directional propagation’ and use these functionals for the propagation of beams
in integrated optics. It should be again emphasized here, that by 'propagation' in our
problem we mean the 'slicewise solution of a steady state problem’ rather than the 'real
time propagation' of waves in a time transient problem. It is surprising that the direct
numerical solution using a FE/FD scheme (to solve for the functional which corresponds to
the Helmholtz equation) has not been used before for the propagation of waves in
integrated optics.
The work presented here was carried out against a vast background of previous work and
current research performed on possible extensions of the BPM algorithm. Development of
software from scratch, as well as to fully test such programs, could sometimes turn out to
be quite a significant task. We have therefore attempted to make use of readily available
professional software (dedicated software packages like PDE/PROTRAN, NAG or
Harwell routines) whenever possible. We will either outline and/or refer to the respective
textbooks only if the mathematical background of these computer programs is necessary for
the understanding of the propagation algorithms. A more detailed discussion related to the
computational aspects of the study can be found in chapter 8.
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Chapter 3
Preliminary Theoretical Discussion

3.1 Introduction
We have so far considered, in general, the theoretical background necessary to obtain
numerical or analytical solutions to waveguiding problems. In this chapter we have a look
at how and why our particular physical problem can be classified either as an initial value
(i.v.p.), boundary value (b.v.p.), or initial boundary value (i.b.v.p.) problem. The
primary concern is to show that a set of general coupled parabolic partial differential
equations (PDE)s can be derived which describe a mathematical initial boundary value
problem that corresponds to our physical problem. In chapter 4 we will see that the
describing wave equations derived from Maxwell’s equations are in the form of those
parabolic PDEs. If we can find solutions to the purely mathematical defined equations we
will have solutions to our physical problem too. Of course we have to be clear about the
range of applicabilty of the ’physical' Helmholtz equations available. Furthermore, some of
the numerical solution techniques like the BPM (Beam Propagation Method) additionally
impose restrictions on the range of the parameters involved. For the preliminary discussion
in this chapter no such approximations will be used and only the pure mathematical
problem will be considered.
3.2 The Physical Problem
The problem whose solution is sought is (figure 3.1): Calculate the field intensity of all H
or E fields in an integrated optical chip which is excited by an input field of arbitrary
polarisation, shape, and angle (e.g. the field of a laser diode). The chip itself may contain
isotropic, anisotropic, linear or nonlinear material and consists generally of an
inhomogeneous refractive index distribution in both the transverse and longitudinal
direction to guide light by the principle of total internal reflection (chapter 1). The problem
is three dimensional and involves all kind of physical fields, propagating, radiating,
evanescent and reflected ones, generated both at longitudinal and transverse discontinuities.
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generated output fields (modes)
(TE or TM polarisation)
E (x,z)

stepwidth dz

►x

Initial beam (fundamental mode)
with TE or TM polarisation E (x,z=0)

inhomogeneous medium n(x,z)
(diffused channel waveguide)

Fig. 3.1: An arbitrary input field of either TE or TM polarisation is launched into an integrated
optical chip. The medium consists of an inhomogeneous refractive index distribution,
such as a straight, curved or Y-shaped diffused channel waveguide. To get the field
distribution in the whole chip, the beam is propagated paraxially along the z direction
and the refractive index profile is shifted accordingly after each 'slice dz1of propagation

No axissymmetry can be used as fields may be incident at an angle and also the material
properties may not obey any symmetry conditions. It will be seen that the only known
boundary conditions are at the input and possibly at the edges of the transverse cross
section, if the problem is assumed to be enclosed by a metallic box. This resembles the
physical situation well, as the chip boundaries involve a strong discontinuity from the
substrate to the surrounding air. Moreover the transverse boundaries are 'far away' from
the point of excitation and therefore the field intensities can be assumed to have decayed to
insignificant values. However, for computational reasons, the window may have to be
chosen much smaller so that possible reflections from these walls have to be suppressed
artifically using the concept of absorbing boundary conditions (chapter 4).
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3.3 The Eigenvalue Problem Definition

For uniform structures (curved or straight) the decomposition of the fields in a set of
normal modes has been demonstrated very successfully in many waveguide applications
(e.g. Rahman and Davies [3.1]). For a waveguide with a constant curvature, the field
solution is split up into discrete normal guided modes in an eigenfunction expansion and
into continuous radiation modes. They can be combined to obtain the complete expansion
of the field.

The overall idea is to solve an eigenvalue equation for the propagation constants of these
modes and therefrom the normalised field distributions can be obtained. The eigenvalue
problem can be defined either in a partial differential equation approach (e.g. Sewell,
Cvetkovic [3.2]) or in a variational formulation in terms of the frequency (Berk [3.3]) or
the propagation constant (Cvetkovic [3.4]). For the solution usually the Finite Element
Method is employed. The boundary conditions which either have to be applied or are
natural to a variational problem are either the ones for an unbounded region (radiation
condition), metallic walls or the incorporation of ’infinite elements' which model the
physical exponential decay of the fields correctly. The problem is classified as an
eigenvalue boundary value problem in 2 dimensions and one solves for the 'resonant
fields' in this cross section. If all boundary values were known in our three dimensional
problem, as shown in figure 3.1, then a solution which gives all propagation constants of
all propagating and radiating fields will compose the correct field solution. However, in our
problem definition the boundary conditions at the output will be a superposition of radiating
and propagating fields and are therefore generally not known.
3.4 The Boundary Value Problem Definition
Boundary value problems generally model the steady state (time and in our case also zindependent) phenomena. In contrast to the eigenvalue approach solving for one parameter
of interest such as the propagation constant, a partial differential equation or a
corresponding variational problem may be derived which, subject to boundary conditions,
correctly describe the field distribution over a cross section. This problem definition yields,
when solved numerically, a set of linear equations rather than a matrix eigenvalue equation
as in the case of the eigenvalue problem.
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A

nx

boundary R

general boundary conditions
Fig. 3.2: A 'snapshot' of the propagation problem at z=const where a boundary
value problem for the function E(x,y) has to be solved subject to a set
of general boundary conditions on the boundary R

Assume that a transverse cut in the x-y plane at constant z in figure 3.1 looks as shown in
figure 3.2, then a boundary value problem (b.v.p.) has to be solved at this z-step. A very
powerful method to describe a b.v.p. for a partial differential equation is the variational
approach. The central idea in this method is the construction of a variational expression
(functional) which has the property of being stationary when and only when evaluated for
the exact solution. Thus any error in the solution appears as a second order error in the
quantity defined in the functional. The quantity in the expression is often related to the
minimisation of the total stored potential energy or a mass or force balance (in mechanics).
One of the most appealing features of this approach is that for problems, where the operator
is self-adjoint, symmetric matrices are generated in the final equations to be solved.
A variational formulation of the b.v.p. presupposes the existence of a corresponding
variational expression and of course this raises the question whether it is always possible to
construct one. Expressions that are related to physical effects like the storage of energy or
similar are known as natural variational expressions. They have the advantage to give
immediate physical insight into the problem. Unfortunately, this type of expression does
not always exist for all problems and if this is the case, it is also possible to derive a
contrived expression, where the introduction of further variables in the expression again
leads to stationarity. In this thesis we will use a natural variational expression which has
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been extended to include the 'propagation of the b.v.p.' from z-step to z-step (see figure
3.3). Variational formulations are valuable for the numerical solution with Finite Elements.
From the minimisation of this functional a partial differential equation (the Euler equation of
the variational problem) plus a set of boundary conditions is obtained. However, the
contrary is not always true: Not for every PDE can a stationary functional be derived. But
by assuming a variational expression in terms of some physical properties one hopes to
obtain an Euler equation which is in the form of the physical PDE of interest.
To derive a Finite Element formulation for our problem we start from a very general partial
differential equation although we will later on only be concerned with a relatively simple set
of coupled wave equations which model the propagation behaviour of the fields. Starting
from general energy relations gives a very good mathematical insight into the properties of
the PDEs.
To solve the boundary value problem in figure 3.2 we assume that the electromagnetic
energy W in a region R always assumes a minimum. Our wave equations, the Helmholtz
and the paraxial wave equations, can be derived based on this general principle:
W(u) = J J w !(x,y,u,ux,uy)dxdy + J w 2(s,u)ds ~> MIN
r
aRj

(3.1)

where R is a two dimensional region and 3R2 is a portion of its boundary, s the integration
variable along the boundary (figure 3.2), u is the vector of the unknowns (field
components) which must assume fixed boundary values on the remaining part 3Rj of the
boundary. If u is the function which minimizes this energy relation then a small
perturbation W(u+e<|>) must assume a minimum at e=0 if <|>(x,y) is any vector function
satisfying <|>=0 on dRj:
W(u+e<t>) = J J w i(x,y,u+ec|),3x[u+e(J>],3y[u+e(t)])dxdy + Jw 2(s,u+e<j>)ds
r
aRj
Minimisation of this expression yields:

at

e=u

D

x

y

((3Wj/3u) is the gradient of Wj w.r.t u)
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an

(3.2)

with
d£W(u+e<|>) = 9uW3_[u+e<t>] = [3„w]<t>

a W 0 x(u+e<|))) = 9 UiW8£[9x(u+e<|>)] = [a^w]^
a w oy(u+e(|>)) =aUjwaE[ay(u+e(|))] = [auw]<t>5

(3.4)

To obtain the Euler equation plus a set of boundary conditions we apply Green’s theorem
in 2 dimensions x,y (to replace the integration of all values in the region by an integration
of normal values on the boundary)
JJVf.VgdA = JfVg.nds - JJfV2gdA
A

s

(3.5)

A

to equation (3.3) by writing for the functions f and g in (3.5)

f=*t> and

aw.

| 9*s] p wi/9u>
ayg

(3.6)

aw j/au

The second and the third term in the surface integral in equation (3.3) can therefore be
written as
pp

dW

dW

p
“

a

*

- 'M

***

pp

„

J J * [ s - SJ

y

awj/auy

dA+.

which yields, after defining the following abbreviations,
F =

dW,
d ll

A=

aw,

B=

du.

dW,
du„

GB =

aw,

(3.7)

du

an expression from which the partial differential equation can be obtained:
J j

( A* + V

R

dxdy + J ( G B - Anx - Bny) O ds =

0 (3.8)

8R2

nT =[nx ny]

(3.9)

nx,ny are the unit normals pointing outside the boundary. As the vector function <j) is an
arbitrary function on R and 3R2 this implies that we can satisfy equation (3.8) by
Ax(x,y,u,ux,uy,z) + By(x,y,u,ux,uy,z) + F (x,y,u,ux,uy,z) = 0

(3.10)

which is the PDE equivalent to the minimisation of the functional (3.1) plus a set of
boundary conditions which hold over the cross section boundary R:
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ondRj
(3.11)

Anx + Bny = GB(x,y,u,z)

ondRj

The above boundary conditions on dRj are natural to the functional if the trial functions <j>
are assumed to at least satisfy the Dirichlet conditions on BRj. As will be seen in chapter 4
the forward propagation of electromagnetic waves in an isotropic (one uncoupled equation)
or in an anisotropic (2 coupled equations) medium can be described by paraxial (parabolic)
partial differential equations of the type in (3.10).
3.5 The Initial Boundary Value Problem Definition
As said above, the full three dimensional problem as defined in figure 3.1 cannot be solved
directly as no estimate for the boundary conditions at the 'output' can be made. The only
way around this problem is to assume an excitation at z=0 and 'propagate' the variables
from z-step to z-step solving a b.v.p. at each z-step. This represents the physical situation
portrayed in figure 3.1 correctly, as long as no backreflections from longitudinal
discontinuities occur. These will be taken into account in our analysis by a different
technique (see chapter 6). Thus, the partial differential equation will have to be extended to
include a 'propagation' term which, as shown in chapter 4, actually represents the paraxial
wave propagation. The main advantage is that such a non modal approach will yield
results for the radiation and propagation simultaneously as no distinction is made between
them as far as the algorithm is concerned. A direct numerical solution of the describing
PDEs is therefore to be preferred to the separate solution for the radiation and propagating
fields and their subsequent matching.
Having defined the boundary value problem at one z-step in terms of the equivalent
functional, we still face the problem of relating the variables (field intensities) in the b.v.p.
(3.10) from z step to z-step. We propose the use of a functional for a coupled vector field u
(resulting in a system of coupled PDE's) which includes a propagation term. Elsewhere in
this thesis this functional will simply be called the 'propagating functional'.
This kind of variational principle is also often referred to as the 'modified multifield'
functional. Usually these functionals are employed when solving time dependent problems
such as the time transient heat conduction. The use of these propagating functionals is very
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Fig. 3.3: Solving for the fields in the optical chip using a definition of the problem
as an initial boundary value problem. A boundary value problem is solved
at each z-step and the field values are propagated from z-step to z-step via a
propagation algorithm. The absorbers are necessary to suppress unwanted
reflections from the transverse boundaries

advantageous if only part of the boundary conditions (usually the starting time t=to) is
known and the evolution of the unknowns is the subject of the investigation. In this thesis
we are faced essentially with the same problem: we want to know the z-evolution of the
electromagnetic fields due to some initial conditions at z= zq (figure 3.3).
In elasto-dynamic problems propagating functionals have been derived which are
extensions of time-independent (static) problems. One approach is to start with a functional
based on Hamilton's principle (principle of action and reaction for conservative systems)
and then successively relax continuity in space and time using Lagrange multipliers, and
restore the meaning of some of these multipliers using appropriate variational derivatives.
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These propagating functionals are, in general, not self-adjoint. Gurtin [3.5] used a
convolution method to reduce the initial value problem to an equivalent boundary value
problem, and then derived a variational principle for the reduced problem. The resulting
Euler equations of the variational principles are partial differential or integral equations
which contain the initial conditions implicitly. For linear initial value problems of the
parabolic and hyperbolic types, multifield variational principles may be found in Reddy
[3.6], [3.8]. We will follow here a similar idea. Having started first from the energy
minimising functional (3.1) for a boundary value problem at z=const., we will now extend
this variational principle to an initial boundary value problem for a possibly coupled vector
field u.
Assume another variational expression as
W(u) =

J |w i(x,y,u,ux,uy,(azu)u)dxdy + jw 2(s,u)ds
A

-> MIN \zm aL

(3.12)

s

where we now added an additional z-dependent term (dzu)u to (3.1). Of course this
expression only minimises the energy at one z step z=const, otherwise we would have an
unphysical ’energy evolution'. The inclusion of the z-dependent term appears to be rather
arbitrary at this stage of the derivation, but we will see later that the Euler equation of this
modified functional is a parabolic PDE (3.11) extended with a propagation term. It is
exactly this term which is responsible for relating the field values of the boundary value
problems from z step to z-step, thereby extending the b.v.p. to an initial boundary value
problem.
Following the same procedure as for the functional (3.1), we now require the energy
relation W(u+e<|>) to have a m in im u m at e=0 if u(x,y,z) is the function which minimises the
energy relation over the cross section (x,y) and <|>(x,y,z) is a function satisfying <|>(x,y,z)=0
at least on the boundary SRj. In the expression (3.2) we now have to include an
addditional term due to the z dependence. Using the 'method of local potentials' (Schechter
[2.82], section 4.3.9) we assume that the term @zti) retains a fixed value (5zu)*
throughout the minimisation of W(u):
JJtWjC.............(3zu)*(u+e<t>)) dxdy + ...
A

This yields for the minimising at E=0

(3 . 13)

dW(U+e<t>)|
= 0 = J fr
d£
e=0

+

+ + ( ^ i ) T9 [ o u)*(u+e<)))] ... ]dA + ... (3.14)
duz
e Z

u may be dependent on z as well, but the energy minimisation with the trial function <{>must
not be performed over the z-direction for the above mentioned reason of 'propagating
energy'. Therefore the term dW\/duz must not be dependent on the derivatives with respect
to z, but it may be dependent on x,y,z and u itself. Hence we have finally for the new
terms in (3.14):
d£[@zu) (u+e<t>)] = a£[Ozu)*u + 0 zii)*e(j>] = <j)(32u)*

(3.15)

9W .i
i
— '^consr const- = C(x,y,z,u) # f(9uz)

(3.16)

and

C is a diagonal matrix. Again applying Green's theorem as in equation (3.4)-(3.9) results
in a modified parabolic PDE subject to the old set of boundary conditions (3.11) (because
the minimisation has been performed over the transverse cross section x,y):
Ax(x,y,u ,u j[,uy,z) + Bj(x,y,u,ui ,uy,z) + F (x,y,u,ux,uy,z)
y \

v j

•

•

X

y*

= diag C(x,y,u,z)(dzu)
u = FB(x,y,z)

on3Rx

Anx +B ny = GB(x,y,u,z)

on 51^

u (x,y) = uQ(x,y)

at z=zQ

(3.17)

(3 . 18)

Having performed the energy minimisation over the cross section x,y for a fixed value
0 zu)* we can now assume in equation (3.17) that (3zii)*=(3zu) according to the 'method
of local potentials' (Schechter [2.82)]). The third equation in (3.18) provides the initial
conditions. We see that now the resulting Euler equation is a PDE which includes a zpropagation (z-transient) term for the vector field u. Now we can either solve the PDE
(3.17) or the corresponding 'propagating functional' (3.12).
It is interesting to note that a time-domain Finite Element solution (e.g. Zienkiewicz [3.7])
of the problem is very similar to our approach when exchanging the time variable with the z
direction.
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Chapter 4
The Mathematics of Wave Propagation

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the primary concern will be with the formulation of the physical problem in
mathematical terms. We will derive the governing partial differential equations for wave
propagation so that they can be solved using one of the solution approaches outlined in
sections 3.1-3.5. Special emphasis will be placed on the accuracy of these Helmholtz
equations and on the range of physical problems to which they can be applied. Note that all
equations presented here will be referred to in the chapters 5 and 6. We have derived them
here to help us form the framework of ideas to approach our problem. Therefore we will
also have a closer look at the boundary conditions which have to be applied at the edges of
the analysis screen. Essentially all Helmholtz equations derived here correspond to fully 3
dimensional problems. To facilitate the analysis often a 3D to 2D reduction of the
transverse direction is used which we will briefly comment on in this chapter.
4.2 The Boundary Conditions
For the complete solution of an electromagnetic problem in 2D space, as shown in figure
4.1, a set of boundary conditions hold on the boundary S which have to be taken into
account in the analysis. As emphasized in the last chapter, a solution in terms of a partial
differential equation requires the explicit application of the boundary conditions, whereas in
outward normal n

absorbers'
boundary S

Fig. 4.1: A 2 dimensional electromagnetic problem defined over a region A
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a variational approach some boundary conditions are 'built in the functional' as natural
conditions. We can have the following boundary conditions fot- the cross section A OF is
a wave function, k its wave number and r the radius in the region A):
a) The radiation condition (for an unbounded system)
lim 7 ? [ n x VVF±

=0

(4.1)

r-> oo

b) The electric wall (Dirichlet orfixed boundary condition)
*f I = const,
s

(4.2)

c) The magnetic wall (Neumann or homogeneous Cauchy)
I

t '1'1, -

0

(« )

d) The anisotropic wall
e) The impedance wall
f) The absorbing boundary conditions in (x,y) space
4 ' ( Xmm< x < A bsorb- W = 1 < ? Absorb) = D * T ( x j r )

(4.4)

4 ' ( XAbsorb< x < Xmax> yAbsori^ V < V * * ) =

D: damping function in (x,y) space
g) The absorbing boundary conditions in Fourier Space
w(k
Tv

xmin

. <k x<k xAbsorb’
., k ymin
. <k <k
y

Tv

au
xAbsorb

x

, ) = E*w(k
,k )
T vx’ y

y Absorb'

AU . <k y<k
xmax’>k yAbsorb

) = E*\ir(k
ym ax'
T v x,k y)7

(4.5)

E: damping function in Fourier Space
h) The periodic boundary conditions
^(x,y) = 'Ffr+Px, y+Qy)

P,Q = period length (e.g. P,Q = 27tkn, n = l,2...) (4.6)

and of course, any combination of the above; where n is the outward unit vector normal to
the surface S. The classes of boundary conditions that are likely to be of particular interest
to us in this study are a)-c) and f)-h) and will be discussed in some detail. All boundary
conditions above may occur in either a one dimensional or two dimensional analysis.

uuLtniuut^ u j w ave, un’opaffavum

The radiation condition a) is encountered in an unbounded region, i.e. the boundary
surface S is at infinity. A way of dealing with this boundary condition in a numerical
analysis is the use of 'infinite elements' (regions over which the fields are approximated
either in a Finite Difference or Finite Element method) which extend the approximated
fields exponentially to infinity. This is in accordance with the physical behaviour of the
fields and the only problem is to have a good estimate of the rate of decay of those fields.
This method is mentioned, for example, by Davies [4.1] and Zienkiewicz [4.2] and is used
very successfully in numerical analysis for straight waveguides by Rahman and Davies
[4.3]. It is obviously much better than the mere truncation of the fields by an electric or
magnetic wall or perhaps simpler to implement than the method suggested by McDonald
and Wexler [4.4] which uses a Green's function to represent fields at infinity.
The electric b) and magnetic c) walls are conditions where the boundary is a perfect
conductor (metallic wall). Maxwell's equations require the tangential electric and normal
magnetic fields to be zero for the former case and the tangential magnetic and normal
electric fields to be zero in the latter. The magnetic wall condition has a purely
computational importance when used in a modal cross sectional analysis as it only occurs in
planes of physical symmetry. The use of symmetry is important there as often only a
portion of the whole space is solved for and not the whole domain, thus reducing the order
of the matrices. Obviously this cannot be applied in the propagation analysis as we have to
solve for the whole cross section to solve for the radiation and propagation fields
everywhere (only for a symmetric structure one could at least take storage advantage of e.g.
vF(x,y,z)=lF(-x,y,z)). However, most importantly, both (4.2) and (4.3) can be fairly easily
accounted for using the Finite Element method to solve for the problem in question.
Anisotropic d) and impedance walls e) relate the electromagnetic field at the boundary to
the unit vector and the impedance tensor respectively, that are tangential to S, i.e. lie on the
boundary surface S. To model the presence of an absorbing material (complex refractive
index) at the edges of the analysis region, absorbing boundary conditions can be applied
either in real space f) or in Fourier space g).
The condition h) is artificial insofar as it is only generated due to the mathematical solution
technique employed (essentially it corresponds to the solution on a compact manifold) and
cannot be explicitly related to a physical situation. However, in a Fourier expansion
method, such as the BPM, plane wave absorbing filters g) (or spatial boundary conditions)
-
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may be necessary to suppress some of the plane waves propagating at very large angles
violating the paraxial assumption the technique is based on. It should be noted here that
there are no means to 'manually1suppress plane waves at large angles in a Finite Element
or Finite Difference solution as these techniques do not use a plane wave expansion
technique.
As will be seen in chapter 5, the BPM uses a Fourier Transform technique whereby spatial
periodic boundary conditions h) are generated (due to the integration along a continuous
circle from minus to plus inifinity). These can, for the sake of comparison with the BPM,
be incorporated in a direct numerical solution technique such as Finite Elements (Sewell
[4.5]), but have in fact no real physical meaning. Metallic walls b) and c) may be regarded
as an analogy to periodic boundary conditions. Figure 4.2 shows how reflections from an
electric wall are generated by a Finite Element scheme in contrast to the BPM algorithm
with its periodic boundary conditions.
The metallic boundary conditions are in contrast to the specification of boundary conditions
in a modal approach (e.g. Rahman [4.3]) where the above 'infinite elements' approximate
the exponential decay of the fields correctly. For our problems the perfectly conducting
walls actually model a totally different physical situation of an integrated optical chip
enclosed in a metallic box. In reality there are of course no metallic walls present so that the
reflections generated due to the use of a specific algorithm have to be properly absorbed.
This is achieved by either making sure that a wide enough analysis screen is used so that
the field amplitudes have already decayed to insignificant values and/or the use of
absorbing boundary conditions f).
Obviously the solution of our problem over the cross section (for the one and the two
dimensional case) involves both radiating and propagating modes. Therefore the correct
boundary conditions to incorporate would be the radiation conditions a). However, the use
of absorbing boundary conditions approximate the radiation condition a) in the BPM or in
a direct numerical solution technique. There are two possibilities to implement them in the
numerical algorithms. One method is to place an imaginary refractive index distribution at
the edges of the analysis screen (figure 4.3) to form the absorbers. This technique, which
is usually employed in the BPM algorithm, uses the principle that a pure imaginary
refractive index profile transfers real power into reactive power. The simplicity of
implementation of this boundary condition is an advantage for the BPM compared to a
-
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Fig. 4.2: Showing the effect of boundary conditions in the one dimensionsal case
a) for the Ey component with periodic boundary conditions in the BPM
b) for the Ey component with electric walls in the FE/FD case.
c) for the Hy component with magnetic walls in the FE/FD case
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Finite Difference or Finite Element mesh, where it is notably difficult to obtain absorbing
boundary conditions for a wide range of the angular spectrum. Figure 4.4 shows how a
Gaussian Beam propagating at an angle in a homogeneous medium is absorbed at the edges
of the analysis screen using the imaginary refractive index profile as an absorber. The
absorbing boundary conditions can also be simulated by multiplying the generated fields
with a filter function A(x) after each propagation step (figure 4.5).

Re{n(x,z)}

absorber

lm{(n(x,z)}
nimax

e.g.expoential decay

xabs

Fig. 4.3: Using an imaginary refractive index as an absorber

This of course presents the problem of energy being 'absorbed' and one would have to
integrate the lost energy and increase all field values along the x-direction accordingly to
make up for the loss of energy. Comparing figure 4.4 with figure 4.6, where we used
these filter functions to absorb the reflection, shows that the application of the absorbing
boundary conditions via a filter function does not yield as good absorption as the imaginary
refractive index profile. However, the filtering is much easier to incorporate in a FD or
FE/FD algorithm and we have therefore not investigated any further the use of imaginary
refractive index profiles as absorbers in our approach. For the imaginary refractive index a
good absorption is usually obtained for an amplitude factor n ^ ^ ^ .0 5 -0 .1 over a region
of xabs= 10-20 wavelengths. We also found that an exponential filter function performs well
when applied over a region of only 1-2 free space wavelengths in the FE/FD algorithm. It
is interesting to note that the same absorber performs much better absorption in the FE/FD
scheme than in the BPM case. In addition we found that even 3-4 points in a filter function
absorber almost totally suppress reflections from the wall in the FE/FD scheme.
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In general the treatment of boundary conditions is not simple and special care has to be
taken when going from 3 to 2 dimensional structures. Also in variational approaches it is
important to know the boundary conditions which are natural to the functional. Therefore
the trial functions only have to satisfy certain essential conditions. This is further elaborated
in section 4.3.
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Fig. 4.4: Propagation of a Gaussian Beam in a homogeneous medium using
an imaginary refractive index as absorber (xabs=10 (im, n ^ ^ ^ .0 5 )
a) Field intensities generated by the BPM
b ) Field intensities generated by the FE/FD algorithm
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Fig. 4.5: A typical 'filter* function in x-space used as absorber

Concluding, figure 4.7 shows the typical setup with the associated boundary conditions as
used in our test examples in chapter 8. After each step of propagation the generated fields
are multiplied with a filter function (figure 4.5) to suppress any transverse reflections from
the metallic boundaries. Figure 4.8 demonstrates how a 2 dimensional beam is reflected at a
2 dimensional metallic boundary using the FE/FD algorithm. In section 4.3 and chapter 5 a
more detailed account is given on how these boundary conditions are finally inplemented in
the numerical algorithms.
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Fig. 4.6: Propagation of a Gaussian Beam in a homogeneous
medium using a filter function as absorber
a) Field intensities generated by the BPM
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TE case: Ey=0 (electric wall)
TM case: cfxHy=0 (magnetic wall)

nodes

multiplication with absorber filter
after each step of propagation

Fig. 4.7: The boundary conditions in the one and two dimensional
cases as used in a Finite Element/Finite Difference analysis
a) Boundary conditions in the one dimensional case
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Fig. 4.7b: Boundary conditions in the two dimensional case
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Fig. 4.8: Reflection of a Gaussian Beam at electric walls in a two dimensional
propagation in a homogeneous medium using the FE/FD algorithm
(field intensities of the Ey component)
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4.3 Derivation o f the Wave Equations and Functionals
In this section a formulation of the physical problem in terms of partial differential
equations or their equivalent functionals will be given. We will see which approximations
have to hold and when they are likely to cause errors. We try to impose the approximations
at the latest possible step in the derivations to keep them as general as possible.
4.3.1 The definition in terms of Maxwell's equations
The propagation of light is fully described by Maxwell’s equations. In the absence of
charges and currents and assuming a monochromatic field oscillating at one frequency
co=27uf they can be written as (an exp(jcot) dependence and a complex notation is assumed):

VxH = jcoe0erE

(4.10)

VxE = -jGop^H

(4.11)

V-D = 0

D=e e E
0*

(4.12)

V-B = 0

B = \i u H
*0r

(4.13)

(H: magnetic field, E: electric field, D: dielectric displacement, B: magnetic flux density,
co: frequency, e0: permittivity in vacuum, er: relative permittivity of the medium, |i0:
permeability in vacuum, j^: relative permeability of the medium)
The materials in integrated optics are usual nonmagnetic (1^=1). The permittivity, which is
tensor in anisotropic media, can vary arbitrarily in 3 dimensional space (figure 4.9).
Maxwell's equations can be modified in many ways to yield derived expressions which
may be more suitable for certain applications. We must observe that only the H fields and
the transverse components of E are continuous everywhere in the region considered as
jx=const. Therefore most suitable would be a solution only in terms of H-fields. The mixed
H and E field formulation (4.10) and (4.11) plus the two divergence equations have the
advantage that so far only first derivatives in z are necessary which would be indeed the
only possibility for an 'all field component initial value problem' formulation.
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Fig. 4.9: The geometry of a general 3 dimensional electromagnetic
problem in a dielectric medium

Since the discretisation in 6 fields does not appear feasible even on large computers, a
solution is sought in terms of electric or magnetic fields only.
4.3.2 The vector wave equation definitions
From equations (4.10)-(4.11) it follows that
VxVxH = jco[ (Ve x E ) + e ( V x E ) J

(4.14)

VxVxE = -jco[(Vn x H) + n (V x H ) ]

(4.15)

The vector wave equation for a three field component definition in either E or H can be
derived from (4.14) and (4.15). Using the vector identity
VxVxA = V(V-A) - V2A

A = H,E

and from (4.12) and (4.13)
V E = [- —Ve] E = [v in el-E

V H = [ - - V n ] H = - [Vlnjl ] H
M
'
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(4.16)
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we finally get

+ co2epE = - [(Vlnji) x (V x E ) ] - v[E.(Vlne ) ]
Vhl + (02£|i.H = - [(V in e) x (V x H ) ] - v[H -(V lnn)]

(4.17)

(4 lg)

In the special case |i=const in space, the gradient of |x vanishes and equations (4.17),
(4.18) read
V2!! + co2enH = - [(V ine) x (V x H ) ]

(4.19)

V2E + 0 ) V e = - v [ e ( 5 £ ) ]
£

(4.20)

Only for the case e=const, (4.19) and (4.20) assume the form of the vector Helmholtz
wave equation as
v V + kJn2(x,y,z)'P = 0

(4 2 \)

(XF=H,E) where we introduced the wavenumber in vacuum k0=27t/X0 and the refractive
index n=cf\=^iz^ This wave equation holds for each component of the electric or magnetic
field vector, that is each component satisfies the scalar Helmholtz equation
v 2\|/+k2n2(x,y,z)v= 0

(4 22 )

4.3.3 The scalar Helmholtz wave equation definitions
The order of magnitude of the terms occurring in (4.20) is dominated by the first and
second term on the left-hand side, which are equal in order. The following analysis gives
an estimate and must not be taken to be precise. The second term on the left hand side is of
the order of
2

2

a>2e|X E = |_— J E
Xm

X = wavelength in the medium

(4.23)

Replacing the operator V by the derivative with respect to some arbitrary direction S in
space, we can approximately write (Marcuse [2.28])

We are interested in the case where the term on the right hand side in equation (4.20) is
much smaller than the second on the left hand side. Indicating the order of magnitude by
replacing the expression in brackets in equation (4.20), we obtain a comparison of the two
terms in (4.20) as

[v (E -V £ )]
Res

x

---------- £------- (4 25)
[ « ,V e ]

2*

6

Here we have indicated the order of magnitude of the gradient of e by the difference £2-6 !
of the dielectric constant of two closely spaced points divided by their distance AS which is
chosen here to be exactly one wavelength. With this (4.25) reads
Res

1
---------2k e

(4.26)

If we want to neglect the term on the right of equation (4.20) we must require that Res«l.
This means that the relative change of e over the distance of one wavelength must be less
than unity. This condition is often satisified in inhomogeneous optical media. In
inhomogeneous but continuous media Res«l will be satisfied, so that the scalar Helmholtz
equation can be solved instead of the far more difficult vector wave equations. It appears
that the only place where (4.26) is likely to be equal or larger than unity is at an interface
between two regions of different dielectric media.
Most waveguides consist of regions of uniform dielectric constant such as air into which
other regions of different but uniform dielectric constant are embedded. At this interface R
will be large but in each separate region the scalar wave equation will hold (as e=const. in
each region). Therefore we can separately solve in each region and then match the
solutions.
Let us have a look at the second term in equation (4.24) and see which contraints this
expression will yield. The order of magnitude of the neglected term in relation to the
remaining is

t

■ 4 (* >

^L e - ^
xm
e

f r t+t/C* - t / L/£/Ugf U'l'l4 //*>

.m C c.? X - ( ?c. X
2k

IVel

(4.27)
VS

We see that the argument for neglecting the right hand side term in (4.20) is equally valid if
the two terms in (4.24) are of equal order of magnitude. This means that the scalar wave
equation can be used if we require that the change of the gradient of e over the distance of
one wavelength is about equal or less than the gradient itself. The difference between the
scalar wave equation (4.22) and the more accurate equation (4.20) is negligible in most
practical cases.
The above result holds for most structures in integrated optics. However, a more detailed
study by Su [4.6] and Morishita [4.7] shows that the scalar approximation is not just
dependent on the refractive index change over the distance of one wavelength. Expressing
the permittivity profile in the cross section of the waveguide as
e(x,y) = Cj + (e2-e1)P(x,y)

(4 28)

(where the maximum of the function P(x,y) is unity such that 62 (>6i) corresponds to the
maximum in e(x,y) and P(x,y)=0 in the surrounding medium), it is found that the scalar
approximation still holds if the profile P(x,y) is rapidly varying. The error is proportional
to the refractive index difference regardless of the functional behaviour of the profile P and
dependent on the frequency and the mode of propagation.
Let us discuss the scalar approximation a little bit more for our particular problem. We can
see that the reduction of the vector wave equation to the scalar Helmholtz equation loses the
coupling of the field components. In analytical analysis however we do get a coupled
hybrid vector field (even if e is isotropic) by matching fields at boundaries where e
suddenly changes (due to the non continuous field components). In a propagational
analysis, where equation (4.22) is to be propagated along z, we cannot get coupling of the
field components since no boundary conditions are explicitly applied (and do not have to be
applied if we use a field component y that is continuous across the interface) at particular
points in the cross-section (apart from the ones at the edges of the analysis screen).
Therefore coupling can only occur due to off diagonal elements in the dielectric tensor Hell.
Once the equation (4.20) has been reduced to the scalar equation for three independent
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fields Ex, Ey and Ez we cannot actually propagate a coupled vector field. It will be shown
later that the reduction is however necessary to find an initial value problem from the
Helmholtz equation.
4.3.4 Definition in terms of Hz and Ez field components
If the structure (or the permittivity e(x,y,z)) does not change with the z direction (a z
uniform guide), then Hz and Ez will be continuous along the propagation direction and a
propagational analysis does not violate their boundary conditions. For boundary
eigenvalue problems (with eigenvalue p, which is the effective index for the mode of
propagating at one particular frequency co) it is very common (Jones [4.8], Sewell [4.9]) to
obtain the complete field solution in a pure

Ez definition (which holds independendy

from large changes of e over the distance of one wavelength).
(4.29)
v f E z + [ k y # ] E i= o

(4.30)

with the following boundary conditions on the boundary C (see figure 4.10)
E =0

and

3H
—=0
dn

(4.31)

The transverse components along an arbitrary boundary

can be derived from the

longitudinal ones as
(4.32)
0J

1

(4.33)
oJ
For eigenvalue problems this is a very common procedure to obtain the modal field
distributions. But even if we can solve the coupled set of equations (4.32), (4.33) as an
initial value problem (e.g. by deriving two paraxial equations in Hz and Ez) then we will
still face problems due to the changing boundary conditions for Ez if 6 is a function of the
longitudinal direction z. For these reasons we have not used a formulation in terms of Ez
and Hz in this work, but it should be stressed here that, in principle, an initial value
problem for a straight guide may be derived by replacing P2 by 3Z2 in (4.32), (4.33) and
deriving, as will be shown, a paraxial parabolic wave equation therefrom.
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Fig. 4.10: Cross section of a straight waveguide containing different dielectrics

4.3.5 The TE and TM Helmholtz equation definition
The analysis becomes considerably easier if we reduce our problem to 2 dimensions (one
dimensional cross-section plus propagation; figure 4.11 shows the equivalent 3
dimensional problem, a varying slab waveguide structure). For example, the reduction to 2
dimensions can be performed via an effective index method. The corresponding Maxwell’s
equations for TECE^H^H*) and TM(Hy,Ez,Ex) fields are

a/ay= o

TM(Hy,Ex,Ez)
x
Fig. 4.11: A section of a curved slab step index waveguide. The field
components are independent of the y-direction

(4.34)

for TE waves:
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jcoLuH
- 3xEz = - 3zEj
J ^0 y
jcoe^n^
= - 3zHy
J
0
x

for TM waves:

(4.35)

jcoem^
= 3 xHy
J
0
z
From that we can derive two scalar wave equations for the Ey and Hy field components:

a2

a2

a2

a2

[ — + —- + k^n2(x,z)]Ey(x,z) = 0
3x
3z

[

(4.36)

+ “ 7 + ^ ( « ) + n2( x ,z ) |.( l/n 2( x ,z ) ) |- ] Hy(x,z) = 0
3x2 3z2

(4.37)

Hy and Ey are continuous everywhere in our two dimensional (x,z)-space. If a solution in
terms of these two field components can be found, then we can propagate at least two
independent fields (TE and TM) through the structure of varying longitudinal and
transverse refractive index. There are no hybrid modes (hybrid meaning here that all 6 field
components are present) in the 3 dimensional slab problem. Coupling of the field
components is again only possible if the material is anisotropic. It is important to note here
that no approximations have been used to derive the wave equations (4.36) and (4.37).
Therefore these equations can be used to propagate fields in a three dimensional structure
even for high refractive index changes.
4.3.6 The Helmholtz equations in the anisotropic case
We consider two different cases of anisotropy, the 2nd order transverse (Tylen [4.12] and
the uniaxial anisotropy which can be described by the following dielectric tensors
exx
llellt=

exy
llell =diag [ 6x
ex ,’ e6yy *, 6ezz ]

eyx

; ex=ez ; ex* e

(4.38)

8yy

It has been shown (Tylen [4.12]) that the former leads to two coupled partial differential
equations in terms of Ex and Ey as
■

a2 1 o'
'

3z2 0 1

( VT + e xxk0) 4

EX '

koeyx (V
l + k2e
)
v T
0 yy7

E
y.

+
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=

0

(4.39)
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and the latter can be derived (Feit and Fleck [4.10], [4.11]) in terms of modified Helmholtz
equations for E*, Ey and Ez as
(4.40)
dx

dz

dy

(4.41)

with

ex = ez

(ex*ey)
extraordinary index

(4.42)

ordinary index
This is due to the inclusion of the term
isotropic case: V.D = 0

and

uniaxial anisotropy: V.E * 0 and

V.E » 0
V.E = [l-e

in the derivation of these wave equations. The term V.E does not vanish if ez*€x. The field
components in the wave equations are continuous everywhere. As will be seen in the next
section, paraxial versions of the wave equations (4.40) and (4.41) can be derived.
4.3.7 The paraxial wave equation definition
It can easily be seen that all the above definitions of our problem are still not suitable for a
solution as initial value problem with its need for only first order derivatives in the direction
of propagation z. The reduction from the above derived Helmholtz equations to standard
paraxial parabolic wave equations yields the desired initial value problems. The following
analysis for the slowly varying amplitude approximation is a standard technique in optics
and is well documented in text books (Claerbout [2.6]). We rederive the paraxial
approximation here to show the range of physical problems to which the initial value
problem in terms of a paraxial equation can be applied. It is important to note here that it is
not the paraxial approximation that imposes the significant restrictions on the parameters
such as the refractive index, but, as will be shown in chapter 5, it is the specific numerical
procedure which will require certain limitations.
-8 8 -

4.3.7.1 Solutions for monochromatic forward waves
The Helmholtz equations as derived above are of second order in z and hence have two
independent solutions (upgoing and downgoing waves). For an initial value problem
describing only plane waves travelling in the +z-direction we insert (e.g. in the wave
equation (4.36) for TE polarisation) a trial solution as
Ey(x,z) =’Ey(x)e, l w
where Ey(x,z) is the slowly varying amplitude function in (x,z) and n^ is a reference index
(e.g. the refractive index of the substrate medium). Computing the partial derivatives 5xEy,
3x2Ey etc., inserting these in (4.36) and cancelling the exponential gives
+ 3Z+J2kono3z + ko(n2(x,z) - n^)] Ey(x,z) = 0
If we now restrict Ey(x,z) to wave fields which are near to plane waves propagating in the
z-direction (because Ey(x,z) is assumed to be a slowly varying function) we can neglect the
term 5z2Ey in comparison to j2k0n03zEy and arrive at an equation which defines the initial
value problem for TE waves

[j2k0n0az + 32 + k2(n2(x,z) - n^)]Ey(x,z) = 0

(4.43)

and similarly for TM waves
[j2k0nQ5z + d2 + k2(n2(x,z)-njj) + n2(x,z)d2(l/n2(x,z))3x] Hy(x,z) = 0

(4.44)

These equations are known as the parabolic or paraxial wave equations (also referred to as
TE and TM Fock equations). By reconverting to the Ey amplitude (for n(x,z)=n0=consL)
[a 2 + j2k0n<A + 2kono ] Ey<x>z> = 0

(445)

we can compare the original and the parabolic wave equation by evaluating their dispersion
relations to see the error we have made by neglecting the second order derivative:
Dispersion relation of the Helmholtz wave equation (4.36):

T

UJ

'

V V 1X1/(> X /

Dispersion relation of the paraxial equation (reconverted (4.43):
kx + 2k0n0kz - 2k0n0 = °

Fig. 4.12: Dispersion relations for different wave equations
a) expansion using 2 terms in (4.46)
b) expansion using 3 terms in (4.46)
c) Helmholtz equation (4.36)

ii

3.53.02.52.00.50.0angle of the plane waves

X10

Fig. 4.13: Relative angle error of the approximated dispersion relations
a) expansion using 2 terms in (4.46)
b) expansion using 3 terms in (4.46)

Figures 4.12-4.13 show the error dependent on the angle of propagation. We see that up to
about 20 degrees the approximation with the paraxial equation is valid. What we really
want is a one way wave equation with a half circle as a dispersion relation like

• 90-

(4.46)

which is to first order equivalent to the parabolic approximation. The more terms we use in
the expansion the better the approximation will be. Including the first term is accurate to
about 20 degrees and including the second to about 45 degrees (see also figure 4.13). The
half circle approximation can be shown to be exactly the forward solution of the original
wave equation. So the main idea is to approximate the circle by the parabola where the
actual radius of the circle k^g does not have anything to do with the accuracy of the
approximation. This suggests that no in equation (4.45) may be replaced by the actually
varying refractive index n(x,z). With this equation (4.45) reads
(4.47)
and similarly for the TM equation
[ V + j2kQn(x,z)3z + 2kgn2(x,z) + n2(x,z)3x(l/n2(x,z))3x] Hy(x,z) = 0

(4.48)

Equations (4.47) and (4.48) are partial differential equations which describe the paraxial
forward propagation of waves in a transverse inhomogeneous medium.
4.3.7.2 Important remarks on the paraxial wave equation definition
1. Validity of the slowly varying amplitude approximation
With equation (4.47), (4.48) we no longer need to assume kgn0 similar to kgn and we can
deal with a wide range of materials (Claerbout [2.6]). The only restrictions may be imposed
by the algorithms used for the numerical solution of these equations. Actually, as the
examples will show, the validity of the equations (4.47), (4.48) depends more on the
approximation that the logarithmic space gradients of the refractive index are small
compared with the longitudinal gradients of the waves. In other words, the waves change
faster than the medium does. The approximation is obviously best at high frequencies
(short wavelength), which is a well known approximation in wave optics. Although it
'sounds' like a ray analysis this equation has not degenerated to geometrical optics.
Actually all phenomena of optics like diffraction and interference are still present. It should
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also be noted that due to the slowly varying amplitude fewer sampling points in x and z are
required for the numerical solution. How dense we have to sample in the z-direction will
depend on the numerical method, the refractive index change, the initial field distribution
and the wavelength.
There is much confusion about the validity of the slowly varying amplitude approximation.
It should again be stressed that the major restriction on the refractive index is imposed
either by the reduction from the vector to the scalar wave equation or by the numerical
method used for the solution. We found that the range of validity is much larger than the
above mentioned constraints. The slowly varying amplitude approximation means more
that plane waves of the obtained spectrum should not differ too much from plane waves
travelling in the +z-direction rather than imposing certain restrictions on the refractive index
profile.
2. No backward and evanescent waves
It should be noted that approximating the scalar wave equation by a parabola has other
consequences than just suppressing the waves running backwards. The half circle
approximation
kz = ± J k 20n20-k i

in the PDE: OP = ± ^ 1 1 „ +

(4.49)

still allows for evanescent waves when the 'propagation constant' becomes imaginary.
The expansion in equation (4.46) to obtain a paraxial forward partial differential equation
neglects this fact completely and will always solve only for forward propagating waves.
However at a longitudinal discontinuity a change of reference medium might cause purely
evanescent waves (chapter 6). As we shall see in chapter 5, the BPM will propagate the
waves in homogeneous space using a half circle (or slightly similar) approximation for the
dispersion relation like equation (4.49). This allows for evanescent waves. The Finite
Element/Finite Difference algorithms however solve equation (4.43). Therefore the
evanescent properties must be incorporated artificially in the computer program by
deciding on the kx region concerned. We will however see that in the presence of
longitudinal reflections we have to perform a transformation into Fourier space, so that we
can decide whether fields are propagating or evanescent.
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3. Phase information

In equation (4.43) we have dropped the phase factor
exp(jkQn0z)

(4.50)

leading to an operator in the paraxial partial differential equation as

which is actually present in the Helmholtz equation (4.36) and therefore the phase
information is lost. In a forward propagation the neglection of this phase term has no
consequences. However, as we are interested to include possible backward waves, the
neglection of the term leads to zero interference as forward and backward wave will have
the same phase. Therefore this neglected phase factor has to be superimposed on the
forward and backward fields.
4.3.7.3

More about the paraxial wave equation

As the solution of the paraxial wave equations forms the kernel of this work we want to
add some further consideration to what was said on the previous pages. In most textbooks
the paraxial equation is derived by dropping the fast varying term 3z2Ey in the Helmholtz
equation. However, the paraxial wave equations can also be derived without using this
assumption. This gives again a different insight into this equation and also information
about the range of problems and refractive index changes to which it can be applied. If we
consider the TE case, we again start off with the Helmholtz equation (4.36), which can be
written in the form
a V = -[k^n2(x,z) + a2] y

>p(x,z) =Ey(x,z)

(4.52)

and a true forward solution of this equation is (without applying any approximations)
(4.53)
At this stage of the derivation we do not worry that the square root of the operator dx2 has
no actual meaning. Computing the derivatives in the z-direction we get
n *f(z), n = f(x)
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(4.54)

£ 4 7

which holds if n is not a function of the longitudinal coordinate z, otherwise we would get
additional derivatives which do not lead to an initial value problem. Now we assume that all
plane waves propagate in a reference medium n^ as

'F='F(x,z)e

d zy = d

Z

(W *

(4.55)

Inserting this in equation (4.54) gives
(4.56)
Similarly to (4.46) this equation can now be expanded into a series

(4.57)

= -[ikono+ jk(f' ( 1
provided that

(4.58)
Now (4.58) is a rather obscure statement and its actual meaning is that the plane waves of
the field 'F should not propagate at too large angles from the z-direction (this is the paraxial
approximation). Therefore, in principle figures 4.12 and 4.13 also hold for the expansion
(4.57). Note that so far no approximation has involved the actual varying refractive index
n(x,z).
Although we will derive the solution methods of the paraxial wave equation in chapter 5, it
is interesting to observe here what the expansion (4.57) means physically. The Helmholtz
equation will be approximated the better, the more expansion terms are being used. This
means for the propagation analysis that more and more points along the x-direction are
related to one point at the next z-step (figure 4.14).
The Helmholtz equation relates all points along the x-direction to all points in the xdirection at the next z-step, whereas solving within the paraxial approximation is a local
method. As will be seen, the BPM consists of a propagation in homogeneous medium,
whereby the propagator is derived from the wave equation, and a phase correction for the
inhomogeneous part, which is derived from the paraxial wave equation. If we use the
paraxial equation we therefore cannot expect to get total agreement with the BPM.
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z+dz

a)
z+dz
b)

\/
1st order expansion

2nd order expansion

Fig. 4.14: Showing the relation between points at two different z-sections
for the wave equation a) and a second order expansion b)

We found that for fields launched at an angle we need much more sampling points along
the z-direction than the BPM. This is due to the above mentioned fact. The BPM relates all
points along the x-direction (albeit approximately) whereas a FE/FD scheme only uses 2
points.
Say we only take a first order approximation (noting that a Finite Difference or a Finite
Element solution will be able to include higher order expansion terms as well; e.g. as
mentioned in Marcuse [2.16] for Finite Differences), then equation (4.57) reads
j2k0n d i = + [2k^n(n-n0) + 3 *]?

(4.59)

which is essentially the same as equation (4.47). The equation (4.59) has been derived
without imposing any restrictions on the refractive index profile,
An(x) = n(x)- nQ

(4.60)

It is an initial value problem and is suitable for a solution via a direct numerical solution
technique as outlined in chapter 5. If we assume in (4.59)
n * nQ An « 1
2

(4.61)

2

2AnnQ« n - nQ
then we get the well known paraxial wave equation

—

2, 2

.

2

j2k0n0a ¥ = + [kjj(n -n||) +

-.2

(4.62)

which is suitable for a numerical solution. Although solving (4.62) is not as rigorous as
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(4.59) we have found in many examples that the range of refractive index changes where
(4.62) is applicable is far higher than initially expected (see error analysis in chapter 7).
Concluding, we have made the following approximations to obtain (4.59) and (4.62):
1)

No backward travelling waves (4.54)

2)

The expansion 5x2«ko2n2 (paraxial approximation, no plane waves at large angles)

3)

Solving (4.62) instead of (4.59) requires no»n or An«l and is therefore less accurate.

However, we have found that the major restriction in a possible propagation algorithm such
as the BPM is imposed by using a phase correction term which is a solution only for the
case An«l. The direct numerical solution of (4.62) does not use this assumption and we
have found that we can afford much higher refractive index changes than in the BPM even
when using equation (4.62).
It should be noted that the paraxial wave equation (4.43) conserves the power in lossless
media for the propagating components under the assumption that evanescent components
make no contribution (Lewis [2.62]).
4.3.8 The paraxial wave equation in curved coordinates
For uniform curved structures a derivation of the paraxial wave equation in a curved
coordinate system (r,<|>) (using a conformal transfomation technique, Heiblum [4.13])
yields the initial value problem (R: radius of the curvature, s: the longitudinal coordinate
along the curvature, x: the transverse direction)
2

V *sE y(x ’s)

+ ko“2(x’s) [ 1 + -j^ y ] Ey(x,s) = 0

(4 .6 3 )

from which a paraxial equation can be derived using the same steps and approximations as
outlined above
[ * j 2k< M + ^ ( " V s t f l + R j ) ] 2- no > ] E 7 ^ = 0

(4.64)

This approach is very advantageous if we treat propagation in uniform curvatures, avoiding
the paraxial curves when solving structures involving bends in a cartesian coordinate
system.
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4.3.9 The definition in terms of variational principles
We have seen in chapter 3 that many problems which occur in physics can be described by
either coupled partial differential equations or, in some cases, by an equivalent variational
expression subject to some boundary conditions. In this chapter we will see that some of
our paraxial Helmholtz equations indeed correspond to such an explicit equivalent
functional, which can be solved instead of the partial differential equation.
In contrast to the derivation of the coupled PDEs from a general energy relation in section
3.4, we will derive here the scalar PDE from an explicitly defined, functional. As will be
shown in chapter 5, the FE/FD algorithm in the scalar case will (approximately) solve this
exact functional, whereas in the vector case (for a coupled set of PDEs) a so called weak
formulation of the general variational (3.1) or (3.12) is approximately solved. This
distinction is essentially due to the fact that we used, in the vector case for anisotropic
material, a sophisticated professional software (PDE/PROTRAN) based on this weak
formulation to reduce the computational effort. We have found by comparing both
solutions for the scalar case, that the differences between the full formulation and the
weak formulation are insignificant (see also Reddy [4.15] for the exact definition of the
weak formulation).
All parabolic wave equations derived in section 4.3 are subject to the boundary conditions
stated in chapter 4.2 (electric or magnetic walls or a combination of them), which are
generally either of Cauchy or Dirichlet type or one type on the 5Ri part of the boundary R
and another type on the remaining boundary 5R2:
Parabolic partial differential equation:
9 xL[a.19 xflJ + 9y [a,9
fl + gf
+ h = an9
f
L 2 y J
°
Oz

(4.65)

Boundary conditions

Dirichlet on 3R1: f(x,y) = f^R (x,y)
Cauchy an

(4.66)

a ^ f ] ^ + a ^ f ] ^ + a4f = a5

with f, g, h, aQ 5 all functions of (x,y,z)

The general partial differential equation (4.65) can be used to equally solve the TE or TM
paraxial wave equation choosing different coefficients and boundary conditions for either
case:
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TM waves:
2
= 1/n (x,y,z)

IE.KOVSSL
ai = i

o
n

aj = 0

2 2 2
g = k0(n-n0)

g = k^(l-n^n2(x,y,z))

o
n
^3

h=0

20 = - ^ V o

ao= -->2kd1o/n2

f =£"
y

f=H "
y

The following boundary conditions have to be satisfied (assuming electric walls in both
cases; in a one dimensional cross section there will be only one kind of boundary
conditions for both TE and TM waves and the boundary R will not be split up into sections
3Rj and SRj)!
f = 0 on dRj

n j 3 / ] +ny[3yf] = 0 on 3R2

(4.69)

The second set of boundary conditions are known as the homogeneous Neumann
conditions. Let us now examine whether the integral expression
I(f) = J |[ 0 .5 ( a 1(9]tf)2 + a2(3yf)2 -g f2) - h f + a 0(aif)f]dA

(4.70)

A

is a stationary functional which can be solved instead of the parabolic partial differential
equation (4.65) subject to the boundary conditions (4.66)-(4.67). It should be noted that
the propagation factor ao(3zf)f is an extension to the well known variational expression for
the Helmholtz equation (e.g. Silvester [4.14]).
As said in chapter 3, a variational form often describes, for different physical situations, the
total energy or the mass and force balance in a bounded region. Now the dz dependent term
(the 'propagation' term) would actually mean that we are solving a problem with an 'energy
evolution’. This is of course not true as the energy must be the same at each step. But we
can interpret equation (4.70) as the energy minimising functional which solves a different
boundary value problem at each z-step. The additional term 0 zf)f will 'propagate' the
unknowns to the next z-step where again a boundary value problem based on (4.70)
(including the @zf)f term) is solved.
Now for the minimisation at constant z=z* (in the following '*' will denote the evaluation at
z* at the stationary point of (4.70)), the functional (4.70) includes the term ao(3zf)f
necesssary for the propagation from z-step to z-step. Therefore the trial function must be
dependent on x,y and z, e.g. <|>=A(z)F(x,y) (see also equation (5.58) for the Finite Element
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trial functions used). To avoid to deal with the variation of an integral of A 0 zA)F2(x,y)
over the x,y cross section we assume that (dzA(z)) is known and retains a fixed value
0 zA(z))* throughout the minimisation at z*. After the extremal equations have been formed
we assume (3zA(z))*=0zA(z)).
This foregoing seems to be rather arbitrary at this stage. However, it can be shown via the
'method of local potentials' (Schechter [2.82]) that the minimum of the functional (4.70) at
z=z* with the 'clamped' term 0 zfo)* during the minimisation defines the stationary state if
Ozf0)* is evaluated at the stationary state and is not subject to variations about this state.
The functional (4.70) with (3zfo) = 0 zfo)* is often referred to as the 'local potential' or
'generalized entropy production' (Schechter [2.82]).
Intuitively the above procedure makes sense: we are entitled to seek the energy minimum of
1(f) over the cross section x,y, whereby we 'clamp' the z-dependent term(s) at constant z*.
After the minimisation we use the z-dependent terms for the 'evolution' of the unknowns.
The inclusion of the term 0 zfo)*=@zfo) after the m inim isation will result in a final matrix
equation (see chapter 5) which relates points from z-step to z-step and does not explicitly
solve a boundary value problem at each step.
Let us now first consider the TE case for which Dirichlet boundary conditions hold on the
whole region SRj whereas no restrictions are imposed on the conditions on 5R2 with
respect to the homogeneous Neumann conditions in the TM case. This situation is typical in
a variational approach, assuming fixed Dirichlet boundary conditions for the trial functions
f and <J>if we use a representation for f as
f = fQ+ e<|>(x,y,z)

(4.71)

to look for stationary points of 1(f). The Dirichlet boundary conditions are the essential
conditions which have to be satisfied, whereas the Neumann conditions on 3R2 in (4.69)
will turn out to be the conditions which are naturally satisfied by the stationary functional.
Therefrom we conclude that if we specify Dirichlet conditions as essential boundary
conditions on the whole boundary R (the TE case) this will 'override' the Neumann
conditions on 3R2.
On the other hand, if the trial functions are not assumed to satisfy the fixed boundary
conditions and are let 'free' then the natural Neumann boundary conditions will apply on
the entire boundary R. This corresponds to the TM case. This means, that if we assume
electric walls on the entire boundary, we use the same functional (with different coefficients
as given in (4.68), for the TE and TM case, assuming that the trial functions satisfy the
Dirichlet conditions in the former and no restrictions are imposed on them in the latter case.
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ll should also be noted that the Dirichlet conditions can be made the natural boundary
conditions by adding a second integral in the variational expression
=

A

^

+ J^0*5^
R

" a5^ds

(4*72)

Now depending on which restrictions are imposed on the trial functions, on either 51^ or
3R-2, either the Neumann conditions or the Dirichlet conditions will be the natural boundary
conditions of (4.72).
If fio in equation (4.71) is the scalar function which minimises the energy relation (4.70),
then a small perturbation I(fo+e<|>), as a function of e, must have a minimum at e=0 where
we are insisting that $ is a scalar function which satisfies at least the Dirichlet conditions on
3Rj. Keeping in mind what was said above about the 'concept of local potentials' we now
insen (4.71) into (4.70) for z=z*. The derivatives can then be equated as
a jd ^ + e * )2 = a ^ f / + 2a1e9j(f0)3x(<|>) + e \ O x«|>)2
a23y(fo+e0)2 = a ^ f / + ^ etyfofyO t.) + e2a2Oy<)))2

gf2 = 4 + 2gef0<(>+ geV
hf = h(f0+e<t>)
ao0 zO f = ao0 zfo)’(fo+e<f) = a0f0Ozf0)* + aoe<|)Ozf0)’
which gives
I(f0+e<|)) = I(f„) + eJJ[aiax(f0)ax(<t>) + a2ay(f0)3y(<t.)]dA + eJJ[-gf<> - h<|>+ ao<t»0zfo) ]dA
A

A

+ O.5e2J J [a 10 x<|>)2 + a20 y<t>)2 - g<|>2]dA

(4.73)

A

Evidently, the functional (4.70) is stationary about f=f0 if the integral multiplying the first
power of e in (4.73) vanishes. Therefore we examine the first variation in I and request
that it should be zero
81 = e [ J [ aiax(f0)ax(<t>) + a2ay(f0)ay(ct.)]dA + eJJ[-gf<t> - h<t>+ a0<t>(9zf0)']dA (4.74)
A

A

Formally we can write
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and the normal n =
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«y.
and

dxY
6
V<|> =

=
d <|>
y .

so that we get after applying the 2 dimensional Green's theorem
JJV * • Vg dA = J<|>Vg*n dS - J J <>V2gdA
A

S

A

to the first term in equation (4.74)
51 = e J V t v ^ f g ) + n a ^ f ^ d S - e J J ^ t a /a ^ y + f y a ^ y j d A
s

A

+ JJ[-gf 0-h]<tKlA + JJH O /0)*dA
A

(4.75)

A

If we demand that 51=0 for an arbitrary function <|>(x,y) and arbitrary area A, we arrive at:
ax[aA M

+ ayl v y< v ] +gf0 + h = ao(3/o)*

ai<9*fO>n* + a2<ayfO>ny = 0

(4-76)
(4-77)

Within the 'concept of local potentials' as described above, we can now assume that
(3zfo)*=(dzfo) as
term is evaluated at the stationary point of (4.70). In this case
equation (4.76) turns out to be the parabolic partial differential equation we want to solve
for, and equation (4.77) gives the natural boundary conditions of the functional (4.70).
Therefore we can solve the functional instead of the partial differential equation. f0, as said
above, satisfies at least the Dirichlet boundary conditions. If no restrictions are imposed on
f0, then the natural boundary conditions hold everywhere on R (TM case). If f0 satisfies the
fixed Dirichlet conditions (4.66) everywhere, then these will override (4.77) and will be the
boundary conditions which hold everwhere on R.
It should be noted that we have, unlike normal derivations of the above functional, included
a propagating term in the z-direction. If we find a solution to this functional, then we have
found an algorithm which uses the advantages of the variational approach as outlined in
chapter 3. The solution of the paraxial partial differential equations will be obtained by
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solving the corresponding variational expressions using a combination of Finite Elements
for the cross sectional analysis in (x,y) space and a Finite Difference scheme for the
propagation direction z.
4.4 Choice o f Equations for the Initial Boundary Value Problems
From the mathematical derivations in the previous chapters we have obtained several
possible descriptions of the propagation problem via partial differential equations and/or
variational principles, both for isotropic and anisotropic material. We have also pointed out
the approximations necessary to formulate the desired initial boundary value problems.
Let us summarize here the wave equations obtained so far which will be subject to a
numerical solution in chapter 5. The algorithms which will be outlined in the following
chapters are for the first time applied to the solution of beam propagation problems in
integrated optics, although they are only slightly modified versions of established numerical
methods in other fields. Therefore the reader who is more interested in the mere application
of these algorithms may keep the following equations in mind and skip chapter 5.

The BPM Algorithm solves:
Scalar isotropic case (solution in section 5.2. D:
r -\2
-%
2
-n2
L— 2t + —r2 + — 2r + V
dx
dz
dy

_

(4.78)

(x,z,y)jE (x,y,z) = 0

Vector isotropic case (approach in section 5.2.2"):

V2H + coV

h

= -[vine x (VxH)]

(4.79)

Vector anisotropic case (solution in section 8.8):

/V72
.2 . ,2
(V
+exx kn)
kne
‘
1
o'
v
X
0 xy
a2
+
az2 ° 1J
k2e
o yx (vV?
T + k2e
0 yy )\
■
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A 4/

The Finite D ifference Algorithm solves:
Scalar isotropic case (solution in section 5.4^:
for TE waves:
U2^jn0^z + &1 + k^(n2(x,z) - n2)]E (x,z) = 0

(4.81)

for TM waves:
[j2k0n0az + 32 + k2(n2(x,z)-n2) + n2ax(l/n2)3j H y(x,z) = 0

(4.82)

The F inite E lem ent/Finite D ifference A lgorithm solves:
Scalar isotroDic case (solution in section 5.3.D:

1(f) = / J [O .5(a.0xf)2 + a ,0 f)2 - gf2) - hf + a .0 f)f] dA
A
7

(4.83)

to solve the Darabolic Dartial differential eauation:
a xL
[a.a
[a^a
1 xf]J + ayL
2 yf]J + gf
° + h = ana
Oz f

(4.84)

Boundary conditions
Dirichlet on dR^ f(x,y) = f0Ri(x,y)

^ g5^

Cauchvon3R^: a .l3 fin + a J a f ln + a.f = a--------- 2

“2 L y J y

4

5

(4.86)

with f, g, h, aQ^ all functions of (x,y,z)
By choosing the coefficients in equation (4.68) the paraxial Fock equations (4.81) and
(4.82) are solved subject to the following boundary conditions:
f = 0 on 3Rj

n [axf ] + ny [9 f]= 0 on 9R2
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(4.87)
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Vector anisotropic case (solution in section 5.3.2^:
For this case the vector Helmholtz equation (E*, Ey separated in real and imaginary parts)

- 2 V * * 3 ZRe(E.) = [ 3 2x + ko("x - 4 ) ]

+ kky M B ’}

(4.88)

+ 2 V*A W E X} = [ a2 + k2(n2 - n2x) ] Re{Ex) + k2exy Re{Ey)

(4.89)

- 2 k0nyy3z Re{Ey) = [ a 2 + k2(n2 - n2yy) ] Im{Ey ) + k2eyx Im{Ex)

(4.90)

+ 2 k 0nyyaz Im{Ey) = [ ^ + ^ (n 2 -n2y)]R e(E y) + k2eyx Re{Ex)

(4.91)

is solved which has been reduced to its paraxial version by inserting the slowly varying
amplitude

1-Rl

“ P t-W
exp(-jkQnyy)

E
d2
and —» 0 (paraxial approximation)
dz A .

into equation (4.21), in close analogy to what was said in chapter 4.3.7 about the scalar
paraxial equation. This coupled set of equation is equivalent to the propagating
variational principle as outlined in (3.12)-(3.18):

W(u) =

JJ W1(x,y,u,ux,uy,@zii)u)dxdy + Jw 2(s,u)ds --> MIN

z=const.

Ax (x,y,u,ux,uy,z) + By(x,y,u,ux,uy,z) + F(x,y,u,ux,uy,z)
= diag C(x,y,u,z)3 u
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(4.92)

(4.93)

u = FB(x,y,z)

onSRi

Anx + Bny = GB(x,y,u,z)

on 5

u (x,y) = u0(x,y)

at z=zQ

(4.94)

As said at the beginning of section 4.3.9 a solution of the coupled set of equations will be
obtained via a weak formulation (Sewell [4.5]) of (4.93). With the abbreviations defined
in equation (3.7), solutions of this general set of equations can be used to obtain solutions
of the equations (4.88)-(4.91).
We have mentioned in section 4.3.8 the possibility to use a paraxial version of the wave
equation in curved coordinates for the numerical solution of structures involving uniform
curvatures. As this equation is only a modified version (via a conformal transformation
technique) of the paraxial equation in cartesian coordinates, an explicit treatment of this
equation will not be given here.
The propagation of fields in uniaxial anisotropic material is described by two modified
paraxial wave equations for TE (4.40) and TM (4.41) waves separately. These equations
are in their form also very similar to the paraxial wave equations given above. Therefore
they are not listed separately in this chapter and no special algorithm will be developed for
them. The BPM has been applied to such problems and the reader is here referred to
references [4.10] and [4.11] for details.
The main aim of this thesis is, however, to establish a versatile algorithm based on Finite
Elements and Finite Differences for the solution of the paraxial equations for scalar and
vector fields. These algorithms can easily be modified to give solutions for the paraxial
wave equations in curved coordinates and for uniaxial anisotropic material. The given
expressions which were restated in this section will be solved in a two dimensional cross
section, or for the sake of simplicity and comparison with the BPM, also one
dimensionally. All equations are subject to the boundary conditions outlined in chapter 4.2.
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Chapter 5
The Numerical Solution Techniques
5.1 Introduction
In the proceeding chapters 1-4 we have derived and analysed the partial differential
equations and the corresponding variational principles of the beam propagation problems
which describe the physical problem in question. We have also discussed the range of
applicability of these expressions and examined the choices among the possible ways of
representing the field propagation.
In this chapter the primary concern will be with the numerical solution of the equations as
given in section 4.4. Starting from these equations, we will derive the numerical algorithms
and this will be followed by their computational implementation on the computer. We will
look at three different algorithms, namely the BPM algorithm (Donk [5.1]), a Finite
Difference algorithm (similar to that of Hendow and Shakir [5.2]) and a combined
approach using Finite Elements (FE) and Finite Differences (FD) (Koch and
Davies [5.3]), which can be used for the solution. Furthermore the merit of their individual
application will be discussed. Most importantly, a new algorithm combining FD and FE
techniques will be derived, by reduction of a variational expression to a set of coupledfirst
order linear differential equations. Note that in chapter 5.2.2 an approach is described to
obtain solutions to the coupled Helmholtz equations for isotropic material. This derivation
is similar to the BPM algorithm for a scalar field. We have however not obtained an
algorithm which could be used to propagate the coupled vector field from that, but it will be
outlined here as a suggestion for an alternative approach to model the propagation of vector
fields in isotropic material.
The algorithms presented here are, within the approximations explained in chapter 4,
applicable to two and three dimensional problems. For each algorithm we will first discuss
the two dimensional version and then the possible three dimensional extensions. The
algorithms explained here are partly implemented in software libraries like
PDE/PROTRAN. For the simpler problems (the two dimensional problems for comparison
of the methods) we have written our own task specific computer programs.
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5.2 The Beam Propagation Method (BPM)
The BPM is surely at the moment the most widely used propagation algorithm in integrated
optics. The classical BPM (Lagasse [5.4]) has been applied to many different waveguide
geometries and has been restated and rederived in many publications . In this thesis we will
therefore only discuss aspects or extensions of this technique which are relevant in
connection to our new procedures. However, special emphasis will be on the different
propagators and how they are generally used in the BPM. An excellent, more detailed
derivation than our introduction to the BPM here may be found in Donk [5.1].
5.2.1 The scalar BPM for isotropic material
The standard BPM finds solutions to the inhomogenous (inhomogenous in the refractive
index distribution) scalar TE Helmholtz equation in terms of the Ey field component
[d \ + d2x + kJ;n2(x,z)]Ey(X,z) = 0

(5.1)

Note that the following derivation is performed for the two dimensional (one dimensional
cross section) case, but in close analogy the three dimensional version (two dimensional
cross section) may be derived.
In the BPM a general solution of (5.1) is sought as
Ey(x,z+Az) = 7

{ !F{ Ey(x,z)} *P(kx,Az)}* exp[A(x,z)]

(5.2)

which can be written as
Ey(x,z) = Ey(x,z)*exp [A(x,z)]

(5 .3 )

where Ey is the solution of the homogenous equation (5.1) with n=nQ=const. and
exp[A(x,z)], a phase correction term due to the inhomogenous medium n^oonst., is a
solution of the paraxial wave equation (also known as the TE Fock equation)
[j2k0n03z + k2(n2(x,z)-njJ) + 32]Ey(x,z) = 0

(5.4)

Important to note is, that the phase correction term should impose a 'unitary' phase shift,
|exp[A(x,z)]| = 1
to obtain an energy conserving algorithm.
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(5 5 )
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‘Beam propagation in an inHomoaeneotis material n(x,z}£const.:
A solution of equation (5.4) is obtained by inserting (5.3) into (5.4) and expanding the still
arbitrary phase correction term in a power series as
(5.6)
This is a standard approach solving PDEs. After equating all coefficients for the Oth and
first order of ( z - zq) we find
Cj(x) = -jk^n-nQ)
(5.7)

which gives after inserting the Oth order term C\ into C2
(5.8)
Usually in the BPM, it is assumed that the fields propagate through a medium of slowly
varying refractive index (low contrast medium) and the second expansion term
C2(x) is therefore neglected in this method. Moreover, having to calculate first and
second order derivatives of the varying refractive index distribution and first order
derivatives of the homogeneous solution Ey in the phase correction at each step z, is rather
cumbersome, so that the BPM only uses the Cj term. However, theoretically it would be
possible to include the term CjOO in a BPM algorithm.
Note that the BPM algorithm, whose correction term is based on the paraxial equation, can
therefore not solve for the fields in structures involving large refractive index changes.
This restriction

is due to neglecting the higher order terms in the

expansion o f the phase correction term rather than the fact that the solution
is based on the paraxial wave equations with its restrictions to rsmall angle
spectra' as said in chapter 4.
Let us briefly investigate the magnitude of the error arising from the BPM by neglecting the
second and higher order terms in the derivation for the phase correction. The first
approximation is of course that the phase correction is a solution of equation (5.4) with its
requirement for paraxial propagation.
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Assuming a plane wave in two dimensions as
exp[-j(kx+kzz )]

(5.9)

paraxiality is still reasonably satisfied if (see also figure 4.11,4.12)
k
kx« kz or tana = ~ « 1 where a < a max « 45
«max

(5.10)

is the angle where the paraxial equation starts to introduce significant errors compared

with the wave equation. The exact solution of the phase correction term is
exp[A(x,z)] = exp[-jkQAn(z-z0) + Res] where Res = C2(x)(z-zQ)2 + ...

(5.11)

and to neglect the higher order terms in Res we have to demand that:
a) it is small w.r.t. the first term: IResI « koAn(z-Zo)
and
b) it does not introduce a phase change in the reverse z-direction: Im(Res) « 7t
For the second order term, condition a) yields by inserting the expression for C2(x) from
equation (5.8)
129xn9xInEy + 92nl
x

lz-zQl « 1

(5.12)

Ey in equation (5.12) concerns plane waves like (5.9), and the derivatives for n can be
approximated by looking at the highest spatial frequencies of the refractive index
distribution in space, PI, which yields: 3xn=27tln-n0l/Pl and 3x2=(2jt/Pl)2ln-n0l. For the
analysis of (5.12) we assume further that we are just at the threshold where the paraxial
approximation (5.10) starts to introduce severe errors, a max=45°, kx=k0n0tanamax=k0n0.
This yields for (5.12)

(5.13)
The same assumptions applied to condition b) give
(5.14)

0 max

(5.13) and (5.14) give an indication of the relationship between step size Iz - zqI, reference
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refractive index n0 and refractive index change ln-n0l. This would imply that for any

refractive index change we can find an accurate solution by reducing the stepsize
accordingly. For example, assume that the highest spatial frequency of the refractive index
distribution is of the order of the wavelength X (for the same reason as outlined in chapter
4.3), then we get for an absolute refractive index step of 0.1, X=l pm and n0=l from
(5.14)
(5.16)
However, we found, for very high refractive index steps, the correction term using only a
first order correction breaks down, even when choosing very small step sizes according to
equation (5.14).
It is important to note that the BPM uses two separate steps, first a plane wave propagation
in a homogeneous medium, and a subsequent phase correction for the inhomogeneous
refractive index distribution in equation (5.2). For very high refractive index changes (also
depending on the reference medium no) the homogeneous propagation can disperse the
field to such an extent that the phase term is unable to perform a correction due to the
inhomogeneous medium, although (5.14) suggests that there is always a step size which
should be able to do so. The reason for this breakdown is the error introduced due to the
splitting of the non commuting operators 3X2 and n(x,z) in equation (5.4).
From this it follows that it would be much more desirable to have an algorithm which
propagates the field 'directly' through the inhomogeneous medium rather than the separate
propagation in homogeneous and inhomogeneous medium as in BPM. This is one of the
advantages of the direct Finite Element/Finite Difference solution of equation
(5.4). We will show that this approach yields a far more stable algorithm than the BPM and
does not break down for high refractive index changes and large step sizes where it is
notably difficult to obtain stable solutions with the BPM (chapter 7; Koch, Davies and
Wickramasinghe [5.5]).

(Beam 'propagation in a Ponwaeneous materiaC n=const.
As can be seen in equation (5.2), the propagation of the waves in the BPM is performed by
multiplication with a propagator P(kx,Az) in Fourier space and a subsequent phase
correction in real space (figure 5.1):

-
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L

p h a se correction:
exp[-jkO (n-nO )(z-zO )]

FT
input field at z=zO

(kx,dz)
FT

Fourier Space

real space

Fig. 5.1:

dz = z-zO

Schematic diagram of the BPM algorithm. The propagation for the
homogenous medium is performed using a multiplication with
a propagator P(kXtAz) and a phase correction is added via an optical
lens with phase exp(-jk^)AnAz) due to the inhomogeneous perturbation

We now investigate the different possibilities for the P(kx,z). As said above, P is a true
solution of the homogeneous Helmholtz equation. The 2-dimensional Fourier Transform of
the equation (5.1) is (for n=n0=const.)
[ 3z ^ x + k0y 0J
] E yv
v(k,z)
x’ = 0

(5.17)

and clearly we get a complete solution as the superposition of a forward and a backward
propagating spectrum as
IT(kx,z) = A(kx)exp(-jkzz) + B(kx)exp(+jkz)

(5 . 18a)

where the propagator P(kx,z) is defined as
P(kx,z) = exp[±j^kQnQ-kx z

(5 . 1 8b)

The solution in (x,z) space is obtained by performing an inverse Fourier Transform:
+00

E (x,z) = — I[A (kx)exp(-j(kx+kzz) + B(kx)exp(-j(kxx-kzz)]dkx
2k j
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(5.19)

As in the paraxial approaximation we now require that

a) there are no longitudinal reflections present (B=0) due to the fact that
b) longitudinal variations (n(x,z)=n(x)) of the refractive index are not included.
In an initial value problem we will have to include the backward waves by a different
technique (chapter 6). For the forward propagation we therefore assume first that the fields
do not 'see' any physical effects such as abrupt discontinuities. The solution for
homogeneous space is then
+ 0®

E (x,z )=—-f[A(kj)exp(-j(kxx+k2z0)]dkx
2k-oo
j

(5.20)

and the amplitudes A(kx) can be written as
A(kx) = exp(jkzz0)E^(kx>z0)

(5 .21 )

which leads to the final form of the BPM algorithm for homogeneous material as
+00

E (x,z) = — f[E^(kx,z)exp(-jkz(z-zQ)exp(-jkxx)]dkx
2 -oo

(5.22)

From that we get the complete algorithm for the BPM in isotropic inhomogeneous space as
shown in figure 5.1:
1) Perform a Fourier Transform of the field at z=z0
2) Propagate Field in (kx) space with propagator P(kx>z)=exp[-jkz(z-zo)]
3) Perform an inverse Fourier Transform of the propagated field
4) Multiplication with the phase correction term

Remarks on the different versions o f the propagator Rfk^z):
(Discussion o f the 'square-root propapator:
It can be seen clearly that the propagator in equation (5.18b)
P(kx,z) = expf-j^ k ^ -k ^ z]
accounts for propagating waves as well as evanescent waves as:
•112 ■

(5.23)
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Propagating waves: kx2 < (kon0)2
Evanescent waves : kx2 > (kon0)2
In this thesis this propagator will be called the 1square-root' propagator. As long as the
plane waves are not propagating at too large angles no evanescent waves will be present.
But at longitudinal discontinuities the reference medium n0 may change to such an extent
that suddenly a spectrum which was propagating in the foreground medium is purely
evanescent in the background medium (for total internal reflection see chapter 8). Therefore
all propagators should take this effect into account Let us now see which other propagators
are possible.
iDiscussion o f the parariaC propagator:
As already pointed out in section 4.3, the solution of the paraxial wave equation for
homogeneous media yields a propagator (or in real space the OPerator)
° P s k 0no + a ^ kono + -

2

r
K
i
P(kx,z) = expL-jk0n0z + j— — z J
^0 0

(5.24)

This propagator is usually referred to as the Fresnel or paraxial propagator. Clearly it
does not take into account evanescent waves. This fact imposes some additional restrictions
on the paraxial equation. If we are solving the paraxial equation by means of Finite
Difference or Finite Element numerical methods outlined in the following section 5.3, we
must include a mechanism which switches the ’propagator1in equation (5.24) either to the
full ’square-root' propagator
OP -

kono'kx

or to the pure evanescent version
O Psexp[-k0n0z]
which then only models the evanescent part. This conclusion is of great interest to us
because it means that the Finite Element/Finite Difference algorithm will not be able to
distinguish between propagating and evanescent waves when obtaining solutions of the
paraxial equations.
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In the BPM and in our new solution technique the axial term exp[jk0nQz] is only used for
comparison with analytical results or, as will be seen in chapter 8, important for the
superposition of the phase for longitudinal reflections. The propagation algorithm however
uses (5.24) without this term. Therefore the Fresnel or paraxial operator which is
simulated in the algorithms is:
P(kx,z) = exp[-jzkx/2k0n0]

(5.25)

Using this propagator and the phase correction as given above, which is an approximate
solution of the inhomogeneous paraxial equation, is equivalent to solving the paraxial
equation (5.4). The direct numerical solution of a paraxial equation can take this phase
factor into account if we reconvert (5.4) to the fast varying amplitude as in equation (4.47)
and solve this equation.
Accuracy o f the paraxiaC propagators
The general solution to the paraxial wave equation (5.4) is in the form of
E^z+Az) = exp(-J2k n Az) Ey(x'z>
:ono

(5.26)

O P s [l4 (n 2(x ,z )-n £ )+ 3 x]

(5.27 )

As will be seen, the direct numerical solution of (5.4), preserves the operator OP intact.
The BPM algorithm requires the splitting of the operator OP as:
r . Az .,21

r Azk (n2(x,z) - n2) ,

“'h sjj’J -""C1

2np

1

«'28>

a homogeneous propagation term and a phase correction term to account for the
inhomogeneous part of the refractive index
An2(x,z) = n2(x,z) - n2

(5.29)
2

2

This introduces an error due the non-commutivity of the operators An (x,z) and dx in
equation (5.28), which is only negligible for small propagation steps or in structures
involving small refractive index changes An(x,z). It can be shown that the splitting of the
non commuting operators is correct only to first order by expanding each exponential in
(5.28) in a series and comparing the first order terms.
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Another version of a propagator was suggested by Feit and Fleck [5.6] who used an
approximation of the 'square-root* operator as
+ -k0n = — ■—
14 --------

14

(5 30)

V 4 n2-ki + v
This propagator also includes the evanescent waves.
‘The spdt operator technique:
Feit and Fleck have also suggested the use of a split operator technique for the propagators
in the BPM. This procedure is well known in quantum mechanics. It is interesting to note
that this technique, performing two half steps with the phase correction in the middle like
exp[-j^k„n^-k^ Az] = e x p f-j^ k ^ -k ^ — ]* exp [jk^nAz]* exp [ - j ^ k ^ t ?
2
is found to be accurate to second order after expanding the exponentials in this equation in a
series, although in fact only one half step will be performed in the beginning and again the
other half steps can be combined to form full single steps Az. In our simulations we have
not found that first performing a halfstep is more accurate then the usual 'full step1
algorithm as depicted in figure 5.1 and equation (5.2).
(Discrete form o f the propagators:
Numerically we do not perform a true Fourier Transform but a discrete FFT. Therefore
also the propagators should be available in discrete form. Discrete versions of the
propagators are obtained by accounting for the discrete form of the operators OP in (x-z)
space in the derivation outlined above. In seismic problems (Claerbout [5.7]) this change
from the continuous form to the discrete form is known as 'numerical viscosity'. For
example, the discrete version of the Fresnel propagator is (Appendix J):
r /sin(A xk /2)\ 2
Ax

ty o

1
(5‘31)

which in the limit Ax->0 yields the continuous form as given in equation (5.25). The use of
discrete forms of propagators is in this thesis for the first time applied to the BPM.
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We have used the above discussed propagators in this thesis to compare
the results obtained by the Finite Element/Finite Difference scheme with
those generated by the BPM. The previous analysis o f the BPM will help
us to understand the advantages o f the Finite Difference and Finite Element
algorithms when solving the paraxial equations. Furthermore, the analysis
o f the classical BPM is the basis fo r the following discussion o f a vector
BPM in isotropic material.
5.2.2 The vector BPM for isotropic material
The BPM, as described above, is only applicable to the propagation of scalar fields. In the
following section we will discuss some new ideas to derive a vector BPM method in
isotropic material which can be used as a new guideline to vector field propagation. The
reader should keep in mind, that the 'BPM wise' approach via a phase correction term may
well be successfully replaced by a direct numerical algorithm, as tested for the scalar wave
equations in this thesis.
What we really want is a 'propagation' solution for coupled fields in isotropic material
rather than the frequently used scalar approximation (chapter 4). Maxwell's equations state
that there are always coupled fields present, in isotropic and anisotropic material. Solving
for the modes in an arbitrary cross sectional shape in a uniform geometry therefore yields
general coupled fields (all 3 electric and magnetic field components present), which may
be, according to the magnitude of certain field components, classified as TE, TM, TEM or
general hybrid fields. Hence especially in a varying longitudinal geometry, where
additional coupling occurs due to curvature effects, the propagation, polarisation change
and mode conversion cannot be described by the separate solution of the TE or TM wave
equations. The main coupling effects are the inhomogenous isotropic and/or anisotropic
material properities.
The TE-TM coupling problem for inhomogeneous isotropic material can be described in
several ways. Note that in the following discussion, the operators involving dz cannot be
replaced by the propagation constant (3 as for uniform structures, as these terms actually
describe the evolution of the fields. We are essentially looking for a formulation of our
problem which only involves 'continuous' field components. From Maxwell's equations it

-1 1 6 ’

follows that we can describe the vector field propagation

a) by 6 equations involving all 6 field components (4.10), (4.11), or
b)by 3 equations involving all 3 electric field components (4.20), or
c) by 3 equations involving all 3 magnetic field components( 4.19)
together with the divergence relations for D, B (4.12) and (4.13) which can be used to
eliminate longitudinal components which are not continuous in a longitudinally
inhomogeneous medium. The possible formulations a)-c) have to be solved according to
the following assumptions and restrictions:
d) A two dimensional cross sectional analysis must be performed.
e ) The medium is inhomogeneous in the transverse direction.
f ) No back reflections are generated (no longitudinal inhomogenities).
g ) Waves are propagating in the +z direction only.
h) Paraxial propagation can be assumed if necessary.
j) Some field components, dependent on the formulation of the problem, may
be discontinuous if the material is inhomogeneous in the transverse and
longitudinal direction.
Let us first discuss the most obvious approach a). The advantage of this formulation is that
it only involves first order derivatives in the propagation direction. Therefore an initial
value problem can be derived directly from that. Obviously this set of equations in not
within the context of the BPM algorithm, based on a partial differential equation of
'Helmholtz' type. But a direct numerical solution of this set of equations may still be
successful. Approaches based on the direct discretisation of Maxwell’s equations in integral
or derivative form are discussed by Weiland [2.74]. and Yee [5.20].
However, this solution would involve all 6 field components simultaneously, meaning that
at each node six field values, separated into real and imaginary parts, have to be calculated.
This would result in very large matrices. Furthermore, some field components will be
discontinous if the medium involves an arbitrary refractive index distribution in the
transverse and longitudinal direction, as shown in figure 5.2. Consequently the
formulation in either continuous E or H fields is preferred here.
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Fig. 5.2: An input Held with e.g. either TE or TM polarisation is launched
into a curved dielectric waveguide. The curvature of the guide
introduces a polarisation change and a coupling to higher order
modes. Using a formulation of the vector problem in terms of Ez, Ex
and Ey has to account for the discontinuity of these fields due to the
inhomogeneous refractive index distribution in the chip. H fields arc
continuous everywhere in the structure (ji=1).

As can be seen from figure 5.2, the Ez, Ex, Ey components are actually discontinuous in a
general three dimensional inhomogeneous medium. Only for very small propagation steps
could Ez be considered continuous as well. A way around this problem would be the use of
the divergence relations to express the longitudinal components in terms of the transverse
or to re-correct for the change in the electric field Ez ’manually’ after each step of
propagation. This approach would also account for the TE-TM coupling in isotropic
material (Koch [5.8]) by generating small changes in the polarisation after each propagation
step.

But nevertheless the transverse E fields are still discontinuous in regions where 8 changes.
Therefore we either have to find a suitable formulation which only involves continuous
fields (e.g. the magnetic fields H), 'update' the longitudinal discontinuous electric field in a
-
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combination with a field description of transverse continuous fields (Hx,Hy) or preferably
derive a set of equations which only involves transverse magnetic fields and no longitudinal
components at all. This idea is widely used in transverse modal analysis (Hayata and
Koshiba [5.9]) by eliminating the longitudinal Hz components using the divergence of H to
simplify the problem. Paraxial approximations, neglection of back reflections @zE=0) may
still lead to considerable simplifications later.
This leads us to the conclusion that may be the most promising way is to start with the pure
magnetic field formulation c)
V2!! + o^e^iH = [(Vine) x (VxH)]

(5.32)

rather than with the all electric field formulation b)
VxVxE = to2e|XE

(5.33)

In either formulation we get the full field solution by inserting the solutions of (5.32) or
(5.33) in Maxwell's first or second equation. It can clearly be seen that the term V(lne) in
the first and the operator VxVx in the second equation are responsible for the coupling of
the fields.
Let us try to derive a 'BPM-wise* solution of (5.32). For the propagation in homogeneous
material e=const, the term on the right hand side of (5.32) vanishes. Thus we get, as in the
scalar BPM, an independent plane wave propagation of each component of H as
H(x,y,z+Az) =

A(x,y,z,)-^1{ jT{ H(x,y,z)} *P(kx,ky,z) }

(5.34)

where Hx,Hy and Hz separately satisfy a scalar Helmholtz equation as given in equation
(4.21). The 'vector propagator' is as in the scalar case, the solution of the Fourier
transformed scalar wave equation, which really yields a 'scalar propagator' for each field
component as
P(kx,ky,Az) = exp[-j,y k ^ i - k2 - k2 Az]

(5.35)

Hence we have obtained the forward propagation of the fields in homogeneous material.
The 'phase correction term' A(x,y,z) is really a coupling matrix and, in the scalar case,
would be a solution of a paraxial wave equation, as outlined in section 5.2. The elements in
this matrix will be general phase terms exp[...], which should be solutions of the
inhomogeneous equation (5.32) or, if available, a paraxial version of it.
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Let us see how the paraxial version of (5.32) looks. We do this by using an analogous
derivation as in equations (4.52)-(4.59). Note that in this derivation no approximation so
far involves the refractive index change; the paraxial approximation will only require
smooth curvatures.
We get the paraxial version of the vector wave equation (5.32) by inserting a slowly
varying vector H field into (5.32), in close analogy to what was said about the paraxial
approximations which lead to equation (4.43), involving only first order derivatives in z
and VP=V with dz replaced by the paraxial term jkon0. These assumptions lead to the
paraxial equation
[j21yi03z + k2(n2(x,y) - i$ ]H = [2Vln(n) x (V xH)]

(5.36)

where n0 may be the refrerence index of the surrounding media or the cladding of the
waveguide. H=A.Hhom should be a solution of this equation. A, the phase correction, can
be written generally in the context of the BPM, as
A(x,y,z) = exp[jA(x,y,z)]

(5 .37 )

where A is again a matrix. Another form of the matrix correction term could be generally
exP[h*d explh^] expthj
A(x,y,z) = exp[hyj expfhyy] expthyj

(5.38)

expChJ expt^y] expfhj
where we could assume that the phase correction matrix is symmetrical
(hxy=hyx,hxz=hzx...). Any kind of series expansion for the phase corrections h can be
assumed. If one assumes (in close analogy to the scalar BPM) a power series expansion as
h xx=

£ c ]i i (x,y)(z-z0)J

(5.39)

j= l

and similarly for hxy, hxz..., then one would expect that, after inserting these in (5.38) and
(5.36), the diagonal phase correction terms are similar to those in the scalar analysis, i.e.
C^(x,y) = -jk0ln-n0l + 5C^
Ci„(x,y) = -jknln-nnl + 5C*

(5.40)

C^(x,y)=-jk0ln-n0l + S c 4
where the 8C terms would account for the right hand side of (5.36). We could not verify
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this in our calculations. Also, no simple relationships for the off-diagonal elements in
(5.38) were found. But from our derivations we suggest here that other expansions for the
phase correction term may lead to a simpler solution, e.g.
oo

h» =

(5.41)
j=l

For the off-diagonal elements in (5.58) an expansion in terms of a combination of the
single expansions could be envisaged as well, e.g.
oo
\ y= X cIx^x>y>clyy(x’y)(z'zo))
j=l

(5-42)

A simpler relationship may also be obtained by a definition of the inhomogeneous refractive
index distribution as one of the following functions
n(x,y) = nn + An(x) + An(y)
n(x,y) = nQ+ An(x,y)
n(x,y) = nQ+ An(x)An(y)

(5.43)

Overall, the elements in the matrix phase correction term should be 'phase correction
exponentials', but another functional behaviour (may be dependent on the functional
behaviour of n(x,y)), like quadratic or cubic functions, may also be advantageous.
We cannot predict which expansion is most desirable, as calculations become very
complicated even for the first terms in any chosen expansion. But it seems that there
will be a simple phase correction term fo r all elements in the matrix if the
convenient expansion can be found. Furthermore also an additive correction instead
of a multiplicative correction could be used as outlined for the scalar BPM by Lagasse [5.4]
(chapter 6).
A further simplification of the governing equations for the vector propagation is possible by
1) including V.B =0 to reduce the three field to a two field formulation:
= -[a A + ayHy]
and
2) explicity neglecting longitudinal variations of n: 9zn=0.
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The advantage of solving (5.32) (and deriving a paraxial version from that) rather than
attempting to solve the vector Helmholtz equation VxVxH=co2e|iH in a 'BPM wise'
manner is obvious, as replacing the longitudinal components in terms of the transverse
would still involve mixed derivatives, like dxdy, which makes the derivation of a phase
correction matrix even more difficult. Applying the two conditions 1) and 2) to equation
(5.32) yields, in the paraxial approximation,

D2k0noaz+ko(n2-n ^ + V ^ ]H = l[2ayn(aHy-ayH )]

D2k0n032+ko2(n2-n20)+V^]Hy= l [ - 2 a xnO H y-3yH ]
y y
n

(5.45)

.2d n
[j2k0noaz+ko(n -n^ + V jH = [ ^ k 2n2H -3 2H -3 x3yH ) +
2d>n-(klnlK
: 2:_
-(k2n2H
-32H
-3. y3. xHxy) ]J
v 0 0 yy y
y yy y
n
With equation (5.44) the phase correction term will now be the two dimensional matrix
exP[h*d expIXy]
A(x,y,z) =

(5.46)
«pD»yJ exP[hyyl

with hxy=hyx and, as discussed above, any of the above expansions may be inserted for the
terms in the exponentials. Which expansion will give a simple correction term is again
difficult to predict. Our calculations showed that probably the expansion (5.42) is the most
promising. The difficulty in deriving the phase correction is that, depending
on the sort o f expansion chosen, even the first order terms involve mixed
derivatives o f the field components and the refractive index which are not
easy to calculate.
In this thesis we have shown that a direct numerical technique via Finite Element and
Finite Difference techniques can be successfully applied to the solution of scalar and
coupled vector paraxial parabolic wave equations. In our case we have solved the coupled
propagation of vector fields in material involving a 2nd order anisotropy. Therefore, an
alternative approach for a propagation algorithm for vector fields in isotropic material can
be obtained via a direct numerical solution of the initial value problems (5.36) or (5.45).
However, as these equations are not really parabolic equations of the kind we have solved
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in this thesis via a variational approach, a pure Finite Difference discretisation or a Galeririn
Finite Element method may have to be used.
The above discussion has led us to believe that the methods presented and tested in this
thesis for the scalar case, either based on a BPM approach (as described above) or on a
FE/FD technique, will eventually lead to the desired algorithms for the corresponding
problem of the vector Helmholtz equation (see also chapter 9).

5.3 The Finite E lem ent/F inite Difference (FE/FD) A lgorithm s
The 'Finite Element Method', which is really a class of methods, is generally considered to
be a competitor of the 'Finite Difference' methods and is used to solve a wide range of
ordinary and partial differential equations. Although finite element methods are, as will be
seen, substantially more difficult to program, this extra effort yields approximations that are
of high order accuracy even when a partial differential equation is solved in a general
(nonrectangular) multi-dimensional region, and even more when the solution varies more
rapidly in certain portions of the region so that a uniform grid is not appropriate. These and
other considerations have earned the finite element method great popularity for initial and
initial boundary value problems.
The finite element method can be combined with 'Finite Difference' methods to yield
algorithms which use the advantages of the finite element method for the spatial solution
and the finite difference method for the stepping in another variable, e.g. the time or zdirection. This corresponds to our initial boundary value problem as shown e.g. in figure
3.3. In the following we will describe the combined Finite Element/Finite Difference
methods which we used to solve the uncoupled and coupled paraxial Fock equations for the
TE and TM case respectively.

5.3.1 The scalar FE/FD algorithm for isotropic material
In the previous chapters we have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of the BPM
solutions for the beam propagation problem. We have also examined the limitations and
approximations which have led to this solution method. In the following section we will
develop the propagation algorithms based on Finite Elements and Finite Differences,
simultaneously for the scalar TE and TM case. For details on the variational expressions
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used in this section, the reader is here referred to section 4.3.9, where we discussed the use
of 'propagating functionals' for our propagtion problem.

Restatement of the mathematicaCpro6Cem:
In section 4.3.9 it was shown that solving the paraxial equations for the Ey-component in
the TE case
[3xOxEy) + k20(n2-n^)Ey] = - j ^ n ^

(5.47)

and for the Hy-component in the TM case
[ d f a l i / n * ) + k2(l-n^n2)Hy] = -j2k0noazHy/n2

(5.48)

is equivalent to solving the corresponding variational problem
1(0 = J J

+

- g^ ) - M + ao02f)f]dxdy

(5.49)

A

if the coefficients ax,

&» h

^ ^

chosen as given in equation (4.68). In the

following we solve for the one dimensional case @y=0); the analogous 2 dimensional case
is treated in appendix B and D.

fIhe 6oundaru conditions:
For the one dimensional case, it follows from what was said about the boundary conditions
in sections 4.2 and 4.3.9, that the functional (5.49) can be used for the TE and the TM
case. The boundary conditions representing electric walls in the TE case
Dirichlet for TE:

Ey(xmin,z) = 0; z>Zq
E yO W 2) =

(5 50)

z>z0

can be satisfied if the trial functions of the functional are assumed to fulfil the Dirichlet
conditions, whereas the boundary conditions in the TM case (modelling the same situation
with electric walls)
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Neumann for TM: 3xHy(xmin,z) = 0; z>z0

(5.51)

9 xH y (x max>z ) = 0 ; Z>Z q

are satisfied by the natural boundary conditions of the functional. In the TM case no
restrictions will be imposed on the trial functions which would override the natural
boundary conditions. As the 'clamping' of the boundary values is only perfomed at the last
stage of the derivation for the algorithms (essentially changing the first and last row and
column in the final matrix equation) we can, up to this point, use the same functional,
keeping in mind that different coefficients represent the TE and TM case.
An alternative way would be to start with a functional like (4.72), where a boundary
integral has been added. This makes the Dirichlet conditions the natural boundary
conditions of the variational expression. As a result the Neumann conditions (5.51) would
have to be included explicitly in the final matrix equation. Although both approaches yield
the same final matrix equation for the TE and TM case respectively, the additional
integration along the boundary is rather tedious (especially in the 2 dimensional case) and
the variational expression as given in equation (5.49) is preferred here.
‘The soCutions in a one dimensionaC space (forrPE atuClZM):
Now the numerical procedure to solve the functional for the TE and TM case will be
presented. The task is to minimise the general functional (5.49) subject to the boundary
conditions (5.50) and (5.51), whereby for f all functions are admissible which satisfy the
Dirichlet conditions in the TE case and no restrictions are imposed on them for the TM
case. The derivation presented in the following is a standard procedure to solve a
variational expression using Finite Elements for the fields in the cross section. A more
detailed account about the application of the Finite Element technique is given in Reddy
[5.10], [5.19]. The combination of this method with a Finite Difference method for the
forward propagation is obtained by a direct integration of the obtained field values one step
along the propagation direction. For real initial value problems unconditionally stable
implicit Finite Differences schemes have to be used. This is also a standard procedure and
details about the application of different Finite Differences schemes may be found in
Mitchell [5.11] or Sewell [5.16].
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iDefinition of-finite One elements:
We divide the whole x-direction into many small (=finite) intervals as shown in figure 5.3.
The line elements can have different lengths so that we can focus in on special regions of
interest along the x-direction, e.g. where maximum change of the field values is expected.
Element 1

Element 2

Element n

X
X
I-------------------- 1------------ 1—
xl=xmin

x2

.......................

x3

X
I— »—
xn

I
xn+l=xmax

I----------------------1------- > local element coordinate u
u=l
Fig. 5.3: Dividing the interval [xmjn,xmax] into n line elements

This nonuniform sampling is more difficult to implement in a FD scheme. In contrast, the
standard BPM requires a uniform sampling along the x direction due to the use of Fast
Fourier Transforms. Corresponding to this discretisation, we split equation (5.49) into n
integrals over each individual element (fx=3xf, 3y=0, h=0,fz=3zf)
4

1(f) = J[0.5(ax(fx)2 - gf2) + a0fzf]dx

+J [0.5(ai(f / - gf2) + aQfzf]dx + ......

= Ii

= I2

(5.52)

Vi
+ J [o .5 (aiOxf)2 - gf2) + a0fzf]dx

=: It + I2 + Im +

= In

In

In order to apply the same procedure to each individual integral, we introduce a change of
variables for each integral Im, m=l,2,....n. For the m* element the linear transformation
X = Xm + U (Xm+l - X,„> ’ 0 S U S 1 ' (Xn ^ xSX m+l)

(5-53)

(u is the local coordinate for the m* element) transforms the element of length
dm := Xm+1 ' Xm

(5.54)

into a 'unit' element of length 1. Inserting now the substitution
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m
into the expression for the integral m in (5.52) leads to
l
y f ) = J [ ° - 5 ( a , f X - gf2) + a0fzf]dmdu

(5.56)

Provided that the discretisation is so dense that the functions ax, g and ao only change
slightly over one element, we can replace them by their mean values

aj(x,t) = 0.5 (aj(xm)z) + ai(xm+1,z)) =: aljn ;

; m =l,2,....,n

g (x,t) » 0.5 (g(xm,z) + g(xm+1,z)) =: gm ; xm< x S xm+1 ; m = 1,2,...„n
a0(x,t) = 0.5(a0(xm,z) + a0(xm+l,z)) =: a ^ ; xm< x < xm+1 ; m = 1,2

,n

With these approximations equations (5.56) read (for simplicity we write = instead of «):
l

l

l

!m= O - ^ a ^ d j J f r u - O .S g ^ J ^ d u + a ^ d j f . f du ; m =l,2,

n (5.57)

Interpositionfunctions fo rf:
As far as the Finite Element procedure is concerned, any functional behaviour can now be
assumed for the functions f. This could be matched to the specific physical problem in
question. In a first approximation, we assume that the desired solution is piecewise
linear, i.e. that f is linear within each element as
f(u,z) = Cj m(z) + c2>m(z) u , 0 < u < 1 , m=l,2,...,n

(5.58)

In contrast to eigenvalue problems, solving for the propagation constant (e.g. Cvetkovic
[3.4]) or for the frequency (Rahman [4.3]) of the steady state modes, the unknown
interpolation

coefficients

clm and c2yM are now also assumed to be z-

dependent. This will eventually lead to the desired propagation algorithm. Inserting
(5.58) in (5.57) gives
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Im = 0.5(a.l,m/dm ) l\clz,m du - 0.5 0gmdm lf(c.
-h c,2,mu)/ du
x l,m
(5.59)

+ aA
d (c. + cA
u) (c. + cA
u) du
0,m m j v l.m
2,m 7 v l,m
2,m 7
0
and after performing the integrations in (5.59)
Xm = 0 5 a i.mC2 .n /d m ’ ° ' 5 g md m (Cl.m + Cl.mC2,m + ^ L . )

(5.60)
+ a 0.md m [ CI.m (Cl,m +

+

+ ^ 2 ,m ) ]

The dash over the c's indicate the derivative w.r.t. the z coordinate. Instead of the linear
interpolation we can of course also use a higher order interpolation (e.g. a 'higher order
element1of degree 2) as, in principle, any expansion function is admissible. This is further
elaborated in appendix A. By defining the vectors
Cl,m

cm :=

^l,m

I

(5.61)

,* cm :=
^2,m

^2,m

we find, after some arithmetic, that equation (5.60) can be written in a much simpler form

o'
01

0
Im = L(a
2

/dnr) cT
m

1 A T
cm ---12 gmdm cm

‘6 3'
3 2

1
j
T
cm + —
6 an
Ojndm cm

’6 3'
3 2

cm

(5.62)
v

This will also simplify the required minimisation of this functional. As we have to minmise
the integrals Im w.r.t. the unknown nodal values f we now replace the c's by their
corresponding values of f. f is piecewise linear in each element and with equation (5.58)
we can write for the m* element
u=0

(i.e. at node x=xm)

: f(0,z)

=:

fm

= c l,m

u=l

(i.e. at node x=xm+1)

: f(l,z)

=:

fm+l —c.i,m + c 2,m

which gives for the z-dependent vector cm in terms of the f s in each element m
‘

cm =

1

o'

fm

-1 1 fm+l

, m = 1,2,...,n

(5.63)

Insertion of this expression for cm into equation (5.62) yields, after some arithmetic, an
expression for the integral Imin terms of the unknown nodal values f in the element m as
-1 2 8 -

(5.64)

Minimisation of tf&functional 1^
In a variational approach the functions fm will approximate the true solution of the
corresponding Euler equation, if a stationary point of the variational form can be found.
This task is, due to the derivation above, reduced to finding an extreme value of the
expression (5.64). Equation (5.64) represents a system of linear differential equations for
each element m in the nodal values fmand their derivatives in z. The minimisation of the
functional is now performed by equating to zero the first partial derivatives of ^ w.r.t. the
trial functions fm which yields the following expression:

(5.65)
for m = 1,2, ...,n

(lHe matrix equation for tfe *1M case:
If we write equation (5.65) for m elements separately and combine them, we finally get a
system of ordinary differential equations, which can be written as a matrix equation of
dimension (n+1, n+1)

(5.66)
For the TM case the boundary conditions are already satisfied by the natural boundary
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conditions of (5.49). Consequently no explicit inclusion of boundary conditions is
necessary for the TM case and hence the subscript TM in the matrix equation (5.66). The
matrices in equation (5.66) are defined as:

B™ =

tridiaS

bi

b2

2bi

2(b,+b2)

0

’

CTM= tridiag

b3

C2

2ci

2(cj+c2)

0

b2

-(e ^ )

0

......

C2

......

......

e3

(5.67)

2bn

bn

b n-l

.

0

Cn

2(c2+c3) -2 (c n l+cn)

e2

E ^ t r id ia g -el

......

C3

cl

’ el

0

bn

2(b2+b3) ...2(bn.1+bn)

bi

ci

......

2cn

(5.68)

C
n

Cn-1

0

en

-(e2-H53) ....-(en l+en)

ei

e2

—

(5.69)
en

Cn-1

^,1
]FT = [ fi f2 f3 ... fn f n+11
The elements in the tridiagonal matrices B ^ ,

1
,
bm := —
6 an
0,mdm =

1

A

Cm = 6Smdm =

l,m
e =
m dm

. k„n,
o or 1
1 1 .
-j——
I—2 + --------I
J 5 L
2 J Axm
nm nm+1.

* 1*Pl

1

n°

'T

(5.70)

and

are calculated as follows:

; with d = x
*

m

m+1

-x =Ax
m

m

(5.71)

n° I*

* T ~ jAXm
nm nm+1-

(5.72)

r1

2Ax
n2
m m

(5.73)

n:m+1

These elements depend only on the width of the mth element Axm, the refractive index nm,
the reference index n0 and the wavenumber at each z-step and are consequently still zdependent.
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*1He IncCusioti o f the ‘DirichCet conditionsfor the < 1 case:
The last step is to include the fixed boundary values (5.50) for the TE case. As can be seen
from equations (5.66)-(5.69),

and fn+1 only occur in the two first equations

2 ^ ^ + bxf2 = (2c1-e1)f1 + (Cj+e^fj
bjfj + 2(bj+ b2)f2 + b3f3 = (Cj+e^fj + (2c1+2c2-e1-e2)f2 + (c2+e2)f3
and in the two last equations

(5.74)

bn fn + 2bnfn+1. = (c
+e )f + (2c
-e )f .
x n n7 n
v n n7 n+1
bn -l,f n-1, + 2(b
.+b n7)fn + bnfn+1
’ = (c
.+e .)f . + (2c
.+2c n -en-1.-en7)fn + (c
+e )f .
v n-1
v n-1 n-17 n-1
v n-1
v n n7 n+1
With ffr j^ z ) and f(xmax,z) known (equal to zero), the z-derivatives of ^ and

are

also known. Therefore we replace the first and third in (5.74) by the trivial equations
2b. f. = 2b. f' = 0
.
,
2bn fn+1. = 2bnfn+1
^ =0

(5.75)

In the second and fourth equation in (5.74) we subtract terms with fx and f„+i which leads
to the following modified equations for the first and last 2 equations:

2(b1+b2)f2 + b2f3 = (c1+e1)f1 + (2c1+2c2-e1-e2)f2 + (c2+e2)f3 - b ^
b n . l f n -l + 2 ( b n - l+ b n ) f n =

+ (Cn+ e A

- b"fn+1.

+l

(5.76)

Incorporating these in the matrix (5.66)-(5.69) yields a system of linear ordinary
differential equations for the TE case as

B te 0 z F ” ( ^

te

+ E te ) F

with the matrices of dimension (n+1,n+1):

(5.77)

j

0

b te

2bi

= tridiag

0

0

Cm

0

= tridiag

0

*

0
0

= tridiag

0

- w it,

ouLu-nun

b2

2 (bj+b2)

2 (c3+c2)

c3

■(e l + e 2>

ei

..

Cn

2 ( c 2+ c 3) .. .2(c .+C )
v n-1 n'

..

n

-(e2+e3) ...
e2

"-

0
0

(5.79)

0

0
0

en -l

(5.78)

0

C .
n-1

C2

e3

2 bn

bn-1.

b2

C1

e2

0

2 (b2+b3) ...2 (b
,+b )
v n-1 n'

0

C2

0

b3

(5.80)

0

IntheTE case the elements in the matrices can now be calculated as:
bm = -^a
d = J•kono*
£ 0,m m = -1
3_ Axm

with Axm= dm = x m+1 - x m

1

1 . 12 r 2
2
-fid = —
Axmknl
n + nm+1. - 2 $
12
0L m
°m“ 1 (6 m m
~

m

_

(5.82)

l.«n

d
m

(5.81)

(5.83)

dm Ax
m

We have chosen zero boundary conditions,

and hence we can delete

the first and last row and column of our matrix equation (5.77). As a result, we solve for
n-1 points with zero boundary conditions already incoporated for

and fn+1. In the TM

case we solve for n+1 nodal values with the matrix equation (5.66).
fUie z-intepration o f the ordinary differential equation system {or (VE and'EM:
As can be seen from equations (5.66) and (5.77) we have transformed the variational
problem to solving a set of linear ordinary differential equations. The z-integration of this
system can be performed using standard numerical methods. Heun's method (Bronstein
[5.12]), a trapezoidal integration, as shown in figure 5.4 leads to:
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F(z+dz)
F(z)
z

z+dz

z

Fig. 5.4: Integration of the vector F one step along the z-direction

B [F(z-Hlz) - F(z) ] = ^ [ C + E ] [F(z+dz) - F(z) ]

(5.84)

Because of the known values F(z) we can determine F(z+dz) from this equation and obtain
a 'Crank Nicolson like' implicit Finite Difference algorithm
Tb
L

Z+Az

- I
2

az

(c
+E
)
v z+Az
z+Az

1 F(z+Az) = T b + - i Az (c + E ) 1 F(z)
j v
’
L IT 2
v z
z/ J
(5.85)

for the TE and the TM case respectively. Implicit algorithms are unconditionally stable, that
is, for any initial conditions, the solution does not grow without bound from z-step to zstep.
For the case of the one dimensional cross section, equation (5.85) can be solved extremely
easily (using Gauss method for the solution of tridiagonal and symmetric matrices) as
matrices B,C and E are tridiagonal matrices. Therefore there is no need to explicitly invert
the left hand side to obtain the fields at the next step. Note that solving the simple set of
equations (5.85) requires less CPU time than the BPM having an 'asymptotic time' of M
rather than M(lnM) in the BPM. For two dimensional cross sections (as shown in appendix
B), where we define finite triangles over the transverse region rather then finite line
elements, equation (5.85) is not a simple tridiagonal system. However, matrices B,C and
E will still be sparse regular matrices which can be solved efficiently using fast sparse
matrix solvers (e.g. Harwell routine MA27).
The elements in the matrices B, C and E represent the sampling Ax and the refractive
indices at steps z and z+Az. Solving structures where the refractive index does not vary
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along z means that the matrices only have to be calculated once and can be used again after
each step of propagation. By successive application of equation (5.85) we obtain
approximate solutions of the initial boundary value problem (5.49)-(5.51) at z-steps z,
z+Az, z+2Az ... .
It should also be noted that other integration techniques which lead to explicit Finite
Difference algorithms are also possible. If the initial conditions are strongly dependent on x
(or even discontinuous) then in some cases the backward Euler (Bronstein [5.12])
procedure may be more appropriate to use. This integration
B[F(z+Az) - F(z)] = Az [(C + E)

F (z + A z )]

(

5 . 86)

leads to an explicit Finite Difference propagation algorithm as
[B - Az (C + E )] F ( z+A z) = B F(z)

(5.87)

Explicit methods are only conditionally stable. This means that the z-step must be less than
a critical value Az^ This fact is further discussed for the pure Finite Difference solution in
chapter 7 and appendix H.
‘Discussion o f the aCporitfims for the ‘TE and

case:

We have tested both algorithms (5.85) and (5.87) for our propagation problems, but have
not found that the algorithm (5.87) has any significant advantages over (5.85) other than
fewer calculations. However, another aspect of the algorithm (5.87) is far more important
to observe. The general solution to the paraxial wave equation (5.47) for the TE case is in
the form of
Ey(x,z+Az) = exp(-j^ - A z)*Ey(x,z)

(5.88)

where the operator OP is defined as
v2

o p = [ ^ ( n 2(x,z) - nj) + - i - ]
2
3x

(5.89)

In principle, the algorithm (5.85) obtains a solution to equation (5.47) by approximating
the exponential in equation (5.88) by the Cagley expansion (Press [5.13])
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exp ('j 2 F T Az ) = C1 - °-5 0 ^ - Az ) ] / [ l + 0.5
oo
ZKo o

oo

Az)]

(5.90)

whereas algorithm (5.87) uses an approximation as
exp ('j 2F7T Az ) = t 1 - 0 5 ( ) ^ - Az ) ]
zY o
ZKo o

(5.91)

For our propagation problem, a ’slicewise' solution o f a steady state problem, an
energy conserving algorithm is required, that is a unitary approximation of the
exponential. Although (5.87) is a valid solution, it cannot be used for the propagation as
the total energy would increase as the field is propagating along z and a normalisation after
each step would become necessary. It should be noted that the integration which leads to
the algorithm in equation (5.85) preserves the unitarity of the operator OP resulting in
unconditional stability. It is not only stable and unitary but also second order accurate in z.
We have therefore not investigated the applicabilty of equations (5.88) any further and have
only used the algorithm (5.85) based on the Heun integration algorithm. The same
argument should be kept in mind for the derivation of the Finite Difference scheme for the
solution of (4.47) and (4.48) as will be shown in section 5.4.
Comparison o f the aCporithm TVith tfit (BiT*M:
Our Finite Element approach leading to equation (5.85), as well as the Finite Difference
solution in section 5.4, preserves the propagator OP (5.89) intact. The BPM algorithm
requires the splitting of the operator OP as:
r Az
r Azk0(n2(x,z)-n?)
exp[-kj— ^]*exp[-j----- 2 _ -------—]
zV o
no

(5.92)

a homogeneous propagation term and a phase correction term to account for the
inhomogeneous part of the refractive index
2
X
2
An (x,z) = n (x,z) - nQ

(5.93)
2

2

•

This introduces an error due to the non-commutivity of the operators An (x,z) and ox in
equation (5.88), which is only negligible for small propagation steps or in structures
involving small refractive index changes An(x,z). The FE/FD technique allows large
propagation steps which would normally cause a breakdown of the BPM algorithm. A
numerical comparison of the algorithms in terms of admissible refractive index change and
analysis step size will be given in chapter 7.
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5.3.2 The vector FE/FD algorithm for anisotropic material
In section 5.3.1 we have developed the scalar algorithms for the TE and TM paraxial wave
equations. These were derived directly from the scalar functional. Now in this section we
will describe the FE/FD procedure to solve the set of coupled paraxial wave equations for
anisotropic material (4.88)-(4.91) directly from the partial differential equation using the
standard Galerkin Finite Element Method.
In chapter 3 we have seen that a general coupled PDE can be derived from an energy
functional. There are two ways that solutions of this coupled set of equations can be
obtained, either by solving directly the 'coupled' functional (4.92) (similar to the procedure
for the scalar functionals) or via a 'weak' formulation of the PDE. This 'weak' formulation
is also an integral expression like the variational expression. But not necessarily does it
correspond exactly to the functional, hence the name 'weak' formulation. The advantage
of using a 'weak' formulation of the PDE is that, in principle, it can be derived for any
PDE. Solutions of this formulation are then obtained using the Galerkin method (Reddy
[5.19]).
Although the solution of the coupled set of PDEs is here approached via the 'weak'
formulation, some intermediate steps in the following derivation will nevertheless be
familiar from section 5.3.1. We will directly develop the solutions for the 2D case, and, for
simplification in a one dimensional region, the additional integrations for the matrix
elements (Appendix C) can be omitted later.
Note that we used a professional package, namely PDE/PROTRAN of the IMSL library,
for the solution of the 'weak' formulation' of the PDE. Hence some steps in the following
derivation are written in the PDE/PROTRAN notation. For more details about this
computer program the reader is referred to references [5.16] and [5.17], where some
specific features of this program are explained. PDE/PROTRAN uses a slightly different
version of the Finite Element method but the FE/FD procedure is still analogous to the
following derivations.
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Our problem of 4 coupled parabolic PDE's, equations (4.88)-(4.91), is in the form of the
very general - 3zu dependent - parabolic partial differential equation (4.93) subject to the
boundary conditions (4.94). First we write (4.88)-(4.91) in the notation of (4.93) and
(4.94) respectively (Appendix C). Note that the matrix C is now a diagonal 4 by 4 matrix.
(4=number of coupled PDEs). The general boundary conditions have to be included, as Ex
and Ey will not be simultaneously zero on the boundaries 3Rj and 3R2.
In contrast to the solution of the scalar case where we started with the functional (4.83), we
start here with the PDE (4.93). In PDE/PROTRAN a 'weak formulation' (Sewell [5.17],
Reddy [5.19]) of the problem (4.93) is solved. To obtain this formulation we now multiply
the PDE and the second general boundary conditions in (4.94) by an arbitrary smooth
(Reddy [5.19]) (testing) function O which satisfies 0= 0 on SR^ Then integrating over R
and 9R2 yields:
J J c 3 ziiOdxdy = j*J[Ax+By+F]Odxdy + J[-A nx-Bny+GB]Ods
R

R

(5.94)

3R2

Integrating by parts (Green's Theorem), and remembering that 0= 0 on 3Rl5 gives
JJcd^O dxdy = JJ[-AO x-BOy+FO]dxdy + jGBOds
R

R

(5.95)

9R2

which is called the 'weak' formulation of the PDE (4.93).
(TJte GaCerfcin finite ‘ECement Method:
In the usual Galerkin Finite Element method a set of piecewise polynomial basis functions
O j ^.Oj-.-.Oj^ is chosen for some approximating space, which satisfy Oj=0 on the
boundary 3Rj and approximate (4.93) - without the z-dependent term - by
N

ug = ^ 0(x,y) + X a JOj(x,y)
j=i

(5.96)

d>Q(x,y) are functions which satisfy Oq = FB on dRj. For our problems with stepping in
the coordinate direction z we need to include an additional z dependence in the coefficients
(similar to equation (5.58)). Thus we require that
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N

Ug(x,y,z) = O 0(x,y,z) + X f i j ( z)°j(x-y)
j=i
uM % *%

%>] ; $ J = [ ^

(5-97)

Sto $«] ; £L = [s t i i ]

is an approximate solution of (5.95). In this approximate solution <$<, again satisfies at least
the fixed boundary values FB on 5Rj and the set of linearly independent basis functions
vanish on dR^ Ug should also interpolate to uq at all the nodes when z=zq,
so that fiLj(zo) = Uo(xj»yj)« Presumably Uo(x,y) = FB(x,y,zo) on the boundary 3R1}
otherwise the initial conditions and boundary conditions would contradict each other.
Since a function ug as in (5.97) cannot, in general, be found which satisfies (5.95) for any
O which is zero on 3Rj, it is now required that (5.95) is satisfied for a set of (testing)
functions 0 1...0J....04N (note that in the Galerkin method they are the same as the basis
functions !) only
J T C g9 *Ug(I>kdxdy = j j Ag(C)x V Bg(<I)A + F g<1)J

R

dxdy + J cB g O ^ s

(5.98)

R

The subscipt 'g* means evaluation of C, F, A, B at ug.

k=i,2,...4N

If now the expansion (5.97) is inserted in the equation (5.98) and the coefficient matrices
are calculated as shown in appendix C, we finally get a system of first order coupled
differential equations in the unknown expansion functions fi(z) as
N

N
= 2 X
H

H

N
1(z)ai + 2 X
ri

2 X W j =Z 4 ' (z)aj+
>1

>1

j=i

N

N

N

2X <^

=

2X W

j=

1

>1

>1

N

N

2(z>bi + 2 X

H

+

<z >cj + I X
>1

4 ( z ) + ‘ kw

I X 3(z)ci +2 X 4<z>+^ w

>4

H

N

N

(5.99)

XA*1(z)aj+S42(z)bi+2X3<*>5+2X4(z>+^w

H

2X'^

>*i

H

H

+I 4 2v » i +
H

H

2X3 +

>4

H

+ <z>
k=1...4N

Now this can clearly be written as a (4Nx4N) matrix equation
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B-r-& = A& + b

(5.100)

which is very similar to the matrix equation (5.66) in the scalar case. However, equation
(5.100) represents the evolution of the coupled fields in terms of the coupled expansion
coefficients.
For the case of one PDE, equation (5.100) would present a system of N ordinary
differential equations (ODE) for the N unknown functions a(z). For the case of 4 coupled
PDEs (5.100) is a system of 4N ODEs. This ODE system is solved using Finite
Differences as the primary advantages of Finite Elements disappear when the solution is
only interpolated in a one dimensional region ZQ<z<Zf.
Tfig z-integration o f the set o f [inear OTTEs via Finite (Differences:
What was said about the z-integration of the system of ODEs for the scalar case equally
well applies to the system of ODEs for the coupled evolution coefficients (5.100). It can be
shown that matrices A and B are positive definite (Sewell [5.17]) and therefore a solution
to (5.100) is possible. We use the same standard FD scheme as in the scalar case (section
5.3.1.) and thus get an evolution algorithm in terms of the expansion coefficients & as
[B

z+Az

- 0.5A

z+Az

lfl(z+Az) = [ b - 0.5A l a + 0.5Az[b(z)-b(z+Az)]
z

z

z

(5.101)
The initial values &(z=0) for this system of equations are obtained by requiring that u.g
approximates the initial conditions
N

U(z=0) = ®0(z=0) +

= u^x.y)

(5.102)

j=i
This is achieved by interpolation for the coefficients ffl(0).
Assuming now that fl(0) has been calculated (or represents the initial condition at the input)
and we want to know the solution at z+Az=zn+1 then equation (5.101) constitutes a system
of 4N linear algebraic equations for the 4N unknowns a n+1. In PDE/PROTRAN this
system of equations is solved using Newton's method [5.17]. For this method knowledge
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of the Jacobian at each step is necessary which may require a large amount of CPU time.
However, if we only want to model structures where the geometry is independent of the
direction of propagation the Jacobian is the same at each step and considerable speeding up
can be obtained (keyword NOUPDATE in PDE/PROTRAN) by calculating the Jacobian
only once.

The Tinite ‘ECement ‘Discretisation:
For a Galerkin Finite Element method the interpolating basis functions Oj in equation
(5.96) and the testing functions Ok are chosen to be piecewise polynomials, that is,
functions which are polynomials within each 'element' (triangle or line element), as shown
in figure 5.5, and zero in all other elements
1
o

3

2

o

o

b)
(0,0)

(0,1)

a)
Fig. 5.5: Showing the Finite Element discretisation used in PDE/PROTRAN
a) A simple two dimensional first order triangular element
b) A one dimensional line element

of the domain R. After defining these polynomials over each subsection in the domain R
the numerical integrations for the elements in equations (C7) can be performed. It should be
noted that the problem becomes considerably easier should only one dimensional regions
be considered. Then the polynomials will 'interpolate' the unknowns only along one
coordinate direction and the number of nodes is much less, requiring less memory in the
computer. Mostly a two dimensional analysis (one dimensional cross section) will give a
good first insight about the coupled wave propagation.
5.4 The Finite Difference (FD) Algorithms
Another alternative to the BPM which is, in general, not restricted to the TE wave equation
for weakly guiding structures or to slow variations in refractive index, can be derived using
a pure Finite Difference scheme. The main motivation for doing this is to find an algorithm
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which does not need to assume the approximation in equation (5.93). To avoid this
assumption, we express (first for TE modes) the solution to the scalar TE- Fock equation
(5.47), for the one dimensional case, as
( OP
\
E (x,z+Az) = exp^-j— —AzJ*Ev(x,z)
zk(T0

(5.103)

where the operator OP is defined as
d2
OP s [ ko("2(x>z) ' * 0 + T 7 ]
dx

(5.104)

The exponential in equation (5.103) can be expressed, using Cagley's formula [5.13], as
exp ( - j ^ “ A z) = [ l - 0 .5 G 2E-7 - Az ) ] / [ l + 0.5 G ^ f Az)1

(5.105)

which yields an implicit unitary, stable second order accurate propagation algorithm for the
stepping in z (see also equation (5.85) for the equivalent FE/FD algorithm):

0

- (> - ^ ? optK

with

E*+l = Ey(x,z+Az)

w o®

; E^ = Ey(x,z)

OPk+1 = [kg(n2(x,z) - n^)

+ d2/ d \ 2 ]
(5.107)

OPk = [k 2(n 2(x,z) - n^) + 32/3x 2 ]
To obtain the field solution at each cross section the operators in equation (5.105) are now
discretised using a Finite Differences scheme along the x-direction. By defining
Ey(x,0) = E^

and

Ey(x,Az) = E^+1

(5.108)

equation (5.106) reads

]F
y

+

( k2(n2ktl- A J F
4kr0tnr
t
& y
0 x 0

+ a2i F

) = ? - j-£ _ (
x y 7
y 4k0n0 x 0

- n V + 3* < )
0 y
x y

and the differential operators are approximated using a central difference scheme as

[

cnapter d - ±ne, 'jyumencai ooiuxwn ’lecnniques

Inserting this into the discretised equations gives
t 5

+ bj ^ + 5 ]

(5.109)

where aj and bj are defined as
.2 , 2ktl Z . 2 - ,4k0n0Ax2
aj = + ko (n
-npA x - 2 - j -----------Az

(5.110)

2

2 2k 2
2
4konoAx
b = + kk (n ; - iip) Ax - 2 + j 0 0 ■■
Az

(5.m )

In is interesting to observe that the elements in our implicit Finite Difference scheme are
different to those in the algorithm based

on the one dimensional FiniteElementapproach,

although it was mentioned in chapter 2 that a one dimensional Finite Element technique
based on a functional is equivalent to a Finite Difference scheme. However, the elements
are dependent on the specific FD scheme used and consequently, will be only similar to
the FE/FD ones. Other Finite Difference schemes have been used also, e.g. Marcuse [5.18]
used a higher order expansion, and again different coefficients are obtained.
It should be noted that in a straight uniform guide where the refractive index does not
change along the propagation direction z (or iteratively with k) we find
*

aj = bj

(5.112)

Writingequation (5.109) for J points and incorporating zero boundary conditions
E^ = E^+1 = E^+1 = E^j = 0
at theedges

for points j=0 and j=J+l

of the analysis screen we end up with tridiagonal matrices A and B to

propagate the field from step k to k+1:
^k+l^gk+l _ g k*£k
~
-y
-y

(5.113)
k+l

[fey+1]

= [E (A x , z+A z), E (2Ax,z+Az)

r . -iT

|_e J

E (JAx,z+Az)]

J
E (JAx,z)J

= [ e (Ax,z), E (2Ax,z)
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Here J points will be solved for with zero boundary conditions already incoporated. What
was said for the elements aj and bj now also applies to the matrices A and B, i.e.
*

A = B

(5.114)

If n does not change along z then A is the conjugate complex of B.

fIPe inversion o f the matrix ft:
Sets of linear equations are usually not solved by inverting the matrix A. In our particular
case the matrices on the left and right side are sparse tridiagonal matrices. These equations
can be solved extremely easily without the need to explicitly calculate the inverse of A
(Press [5.13]). As far as the speed is concerned it should be noted that for z-independent
structures where the matrices A and B do not change from z-step to z-step, there is a
significant increase in speed compared with the BPM (even compared with Hendow’s
algorithm [5.2] where updating is apparently necessary after each step of propagation).
This distinction is important as the solution needs only O(M) cpu time compared with
0(M**2) for tridiagonal inversion and 0(M.ln(M)) using an FFT in the BPM.
The algorithm outlined above gives solutions for a one dimensional region but can easily be
extended to 2 dimensions as shown in Koch [5.15] and appendix C. Only the matrix
equation is slightly more difficult to solve and also the order of the matrices is considerably
higher than before. Matrices A and B are actually blockdiagonal if a convenient numbering
of the nodes is chosen. For the solution either sparse matrix solvers, e.g. Harwell routine
MA27 (Duff [5.14]), or special bandsolvers for the solution of blockdiagonal matrix
equations (Sewell [5.16]) - which are also faster than sparse solver like MA27 -, can be
used.
One important aspect should again be noted for the algorithm (5.113). As the numerical
procedure is based on the paraxial equation (5.47) where we dropped the fast varying part
exp(-jkon0) we are solving actually for the propagator
(5.115)

instead of solving for the operator of the Helmholtz equation

J -

ULUfUCO

OP = ± j V k0n0 + 9x Az

(5.116)

Consequently no evanescent waves may propagate because the algorithm in fact does not
distinguish between propagating and evanescent waves. These waves may however occur
if we are using the method also to model longitudinal abrupt changes where the reference
index changes suddenly. In the case of total internal reflection for example a spectrum of
plane waves needs to be propagated which is entirely evanescent. To account for this we
must model an operator like equation (5.116) or base the Finite Difference (and the Finite
Element) algorithms on a paraxial PDE which solves only for evanescent fields (see
section 8.15).

‘Extension o f the algorithm to 'EM waves:
Applying a similar approach as outlined above to the paraxial TM wave equation
[+j2k0n03z + kg(n2-njp + n \ ( l / n 2)3x + 32]H y = 0

(5.117)

yields a slightly different operator, i.e.
OP B [ kj(n2-njj) + 32 + FAK»3x ]
(5.118)
FAK = n23 (— )
2
n
The first derivative can be approximated by
—

h 1"

Ax

Hk - H k
Ax

(5.119)
2 Ax

(5.120)

where we assume that the approximated function is 'symmetrical' around the point xk.
Eventually performing the same steps again and using a discretisation for FAK as

leads to a slightly different set of linear equations
A*Hk
= B*Hk
y
y

(5.122)

**

with different coefficients:
2

(5.123)
2

(5.124)

(5.125)
The coefficients Cj are the off diagonal elements which are different to the elements in the
TE procedure. Again only for straight guides we find:
a. = b.

(5.126)

and therefore in the TM case also
*

£

(5.127)

We can use the same diagonal solver as for equation (5.113) only that now the off diagonal
elements have values different from 1 (elements Cj).
For waveguides with low refractive index change from guiding to substrate material it is
known that the TE modes do not look very different to the TM modes, essentially due to
the fact that the solution of the Helmholtz equations for the TE (Ey-component) and TM
(Hy-component) are very similar, that is, their propagation constants are very similar.
There will only be a significant difference between the propagation of TE and TM waves
in an isotropic material, if the structure involves a high refractive index step in the
transverse direction; the values of the elements Cj in the TM case will then have large
values, thereby changing the resulting field pattern in comparison with the C j=l elements in
the TE case.
The 2 dimensional implicit Finite Difference scheme for the scalar 2D paraxial wave
equations is outlined in appendix D.
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Chapter 6
The Inclusion of the Reflected Waves
6.1 Introduction
We have, so far considered the theoretical background of wave propagation in integrated
optical components and looked at a number of numerical algorithms that can be used for the
forward propagation of an arbitrary input field in a waveguiding structure of arbitrary
longitudinal and transverse geometry. All analysis methods, for the uncoupled scalar or
coupled vector case, are based on the 'slice' wise solution of the steady state problem.
Consequently approximated paraxial forward wave equations, with all their limitations,
were derived from Maxwell’s equations which represent an initial boundary value problem
in the z-direction. The total field pattern in the chip is obtained by a stepwise forward
propagation through the structure of inhomogeneous refractive index distribution. As a
result reflected waves are not taken into account, although they might not be negligible in
structures that involve abrupt single or multiple discontinuities in the direction of
propagation. This is in contrast to the time stepping solution of the time dependent wave
equation
[c2V2 + f(x,y,t)] 4/(x,y,t) = a f^ x .y .t)

(6 .1 )

where explicit or implicit FD schemes [6.1] can be used to obtain solutions which directly
include the time dependent reflections generated at abrupt discontinuities provided the
correct boundary conditions are employed. This technique is also widely used for the
solution of elastic wave equations (Punjani [6.2]).
Now for the steady state case, the general solution to the Helmholtz equation (4.22) is
\ \ =^
vi/Q(kx,z)[e
tv
lF(kx,z+Az)

+e

J

(6.2)

which includes forward and backward travelling waves. This suggests that we can
combine a forward and backward propagation algorithm with positive or negative
propagators (or two numerical solutions for the +z and -z paraxial wave equations) and
subsequently superimpose both field amplitudes (see section 6.3).
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For the forward problem it is obvious that the input field xF(kXtz) is the 'source' of the
forward fields. The question is, where are the 'sources', or what physical effects are
responsible, for the backward travelling waves as there are no source terms as such in the
paraxial wave equations. Although, in principle, reflected waves are generated in all cases
where the longitudinal refractive index distribution changes, e.g. in curved structures or a
waveguide taper, we will restrict our analysis to reflections at single or multiple
inhomogeneous discontinuities which are at right angles to the propagation direction z.
Approximations to a large range of oblique reflection interfaces can be obtained by using a
finite number of single perpendicular reflections. So the basic idea is to include a correction
for reflection at each propagation step and to propagate the field many times forward and
backward along the propagation axis until all significant reflections are collected. The
correction 'sources' are derived from the continuity conditions at the perpendicular
interfaces. These equivalent source terms, which represent the discontinuity, will generate
waves in both directions and the solution from z-step to z-step can then be found in terms
of a Green's function. Different versions for these correction terms are possible, i.e.
spectral reflection coefficient or paraxial reflection coefficient as will be discussed in section
6.3.

6.2 A Green's Function Approach
Before we discuss in detail how the partial reflections are included in the contra directional
algorithms based on the paraxial wave equations, we will show in the following how a
general approach can be derived to include the reflections directly. As this approach is
based partly on the BPM algorithm let us first restate some aspects of the BPM derivation
from section 5.2.
The problem of propagation of a given input beam Ey0(x,z) through a medium of refractive
index n(x,z) = n0(x)+An(x,z), (An«n0) is described by the scalar wave equation (4.22)
where n0 has been chosen so that the solutions of
V2<D+ k2n0(x)O = 0

(6.3)

are known eigenfunctions as
®n(x)eAZ

(6.5)

The variation of n(x,z) along the z-direction is such that, for an input beam containing only
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components propagating in the positive z-direction, one has to neglect the influence
o f the reflected fields on the forward propagation. Thus there are no large abrupt
changes of n(x,z) as a function of z. The mathematical consequence of this assumption is
that the solution at a line z=const can be written as an eigenfunction expansion containing
only components in the positive z-direction as
( 6 .6 )
n=l

One should realise that by excluding half of the eigenmode components, initial conditions
at a line z=const. will only excite forward travelling waves. Thus the boundary value
problem has been transformed into an initial boundary value problem.
6.2.1 An alternative way to derive a correction term for the BPM [6.4]
To correct for the inhomogenous part of the refractive index distribution An(x,z) we now
assume an additive, instead of the usual multiplicative correction to the homogeneous
solution as in the case of real scattering problems
(6.7)
where ehom is the solution of the scalar wave equation for n=n0. Substituting Ey in the
inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation gives a wave equation with a 'source' term for the
additive correction
+ k2n2(x,z)E = -l^An2(x,z)ehom

(6.8)

This equation can now be solved by a BPM algorithm with a multiplicative term as
E =r[e

X

(6.9)

where r\ now satisfies equation (6.8) for n=no
V2t| + k2n2(x,z)r| = -k2An2(x,z)ehom

(6.10)

and X can be derived [6.4] by the normal BPM phase correction expansion to be
X = -jkQAnAz

(6 . 11)

If the reference medium no is constant, then it must be possible to express the solution of
the source wave equation (6.10) in terms of a Green's function. The most interesting aspect
of the additive correction is that, so far, no assumption about the absence of reflections has
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been made. The source term in equation (6.10) generates waves in both directions. This
means that by combining a propagation algorithm for the positive and negative direction
one can obtain a system that can handle reflections within the Bom approximation.

Suggestion {or an aCaoritfim usinp the additive correction:
Thus a possible algorithm, using an additive correction for the field solution in one
'slice' Az, consists of the following steps:
1 .Calculate the propagation Ehom in homogeneous space for one step Az:
=$

1M

^ 2) } * exp [-j^ k ^ -k ^ A z] }

2 .Calculate the correction E'=qexp(^) due to An for one step Az:
a) Determine tj at the position z+Az (for reflections also at z-Az) from the
source term equation (6.10), whereby ehom is the homogeneous solution
at z, i.e. Ey0
b) Multiply the solution q of the source terni equation (6.10) with the phase
correction for one step X=-jkoAnAz
3 .Calculate the total field at the step z+Az (and/or at z-step z-Az for reflections)
by addition of the correction E' to the homogeneous solution in one slice Az
4 .For reflections propagate the field forward and backwards by repeating steps
1-3 for n=l,2,...N propagation steps
6.2.2 The Green's function in one slice Az of propagation
If no reflections are present, then the solutions to the source equation (6.10) can easily be
calculated in terms of the free space Green's function as the whole region from z to z+Az
will only consist of a homogeneous reference medium n0 as shown in figure 6.1. It should
be noted that the Green's function solution is only relevant for one step of propagation Az
as indicated in figure 6.1. We are not solving for the whole region.
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Replacing the refractive index distribution in one 'slice' Az with an equivalent source
nO

nl

z+Az

Az
nO
inhomogeneous refractive
index (waveguide)

z-Az

equivalent source representing
the scatterer (refractive index)

a) No longitudinal reflections present

equivalent source representing
the scatteier (refractive index)

b) Abrupt longitudinal change in refractive index

Fig. 6.1: Showing the regions where the solution in terms of a Green's
function is desired due to a source at propagation distance z:
a) The free space Green's function can be used to calculate
T|(z+Az) as n=n 0 everywhere
b) A modified Green's function has to be used due to the
presence of 2 different reference indices nOand nl;
the backward travelling correction r\ at z-Az is
different to the forward travelling correction
due to reflections at step z

Simple approximations for the Green's function in the case of figure 6.1b can be obtained
by using the short wavelength of the light (Marcuse [6.5]). In the case of more than one
reflection interface, the forward and backward travelling procedure has to be performed
several times. Subsequendy all partial reflections, generated by the general propagation step
in terms of a Green's function, are superimposed. This procedure is very similar to the one
outlined in section 6.3. The difference is that in section 6.3 an explicit reflection of the
plane wave spectrum at an inhomogeneous interface is performed, whereas in the above
algorithm the reflections are generated due to the replacement of the scatterer An at step z
with a current source.
However, it should be noted that we are not exactly solving a scattering problem. The
replacement of the discontinuity with a current source is necessary to solve the source
equation for the correction rj which is then multiplied by the phase correction for the
correction. Only then this correction is added to the field at z+Az and z-Az respectively
(Ey=8hom+E'). This is in the context of normal scattering problems, where the total field is
obtained by adding the incident and the scattered field, which is generated by replacement
of the scatterer with current sources.

- ISO*

6.2.3 Discussion of the Green's function approach
The above outlined algorithm is not restricted to small changes in refractive index like the
standard BPM. The assumption that the inhomogeneous refractive index distribution can be
represented as n(x,z)=n0+An(x,z), necessary to derive the source equation (6.10), does not
impose any restrictions on An(x,z). Although our approach for the propagation of a field
through an inhomogeneous medium via direct numerical methods utilising FE/FD
techniques is not restricted to low changes in refractive index, it cannot solve for the
reflection problem directly based on the forward wave equation.
However, a combination of both techniques could be envisaged. The FE/FD algorithms can
be used to propagate the field up to a discontinuity. Then, the Green's function approach
can be used to generate reflected and transmitted fields at steps z-Az and z+Az respectively
and subsequently the FE/FD algorithms will propagate the fields 'up' and 'down' the chip.
Furthermore, it may be possible to replace the phase corrrection for equation (6.11) by a
direct FE/FD solution of (6.10). However, for more complicated structures, it may be very
difficult to find the Green's function in the 'slice' Az. Therefore we have here given
preference to a simpler method based on a plane wave expansion of the fields at the
discontinuity.
Instead of using solutions of the Helmholtz equation with an appropriate Green's function
we can use the method of expanding the field at the discontinuity in terms of plane waves.
These plane waves can be reflected separately using the polarisation dependent Fresnel
coefficients. Subsequently the transmitted and reflected spectra can be propagated using the
standard BPM or the FE/FD techniques outlined in chapter 5. This approach is described in
the following section 6.3.

6.3 A FE/FD Algorithm for Contra-directional Reflections
6.3.1 The forward/backward procedure for multiple reflections
The basic idea to model single or multiple discontinuities is to include a correction for the
reflections at each step of propagation and to propagate the field many times forward and
backward until all significant reflections are collected. Figure 6.2 shows the procedure for
the case of a single discontinuity and for multiple reflections. For one discontinuity only
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FE/FD algorithm is used for forward and backward propagation
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transmitted and reflected fields at intermediate steps

Fig.6.2: Inclusion of the reflected fields for single and multiple reflections
a) For one single discontinuity only one transmitted tl and reflected rl
source is generated which are propagated in +z and -z direction using
the FE/FD algorithm. Total fields at z=zj are obtained by superimposing
forward and backward fields.
b) Showing the first 2 iterations in the procedure for multiple reflections.
In the first forward propagation all reflected fields are stored and the transmitted
fields are propagated. Then the last reflected field is taken as backward source and
now generates in turn transmitted and reflected fields. In the backward mode
the transmitted fields must be superimposed with the old reflected fields from
the previous forward propagation to yield the correct forward sources at each
interface for the backward propagation. The procedure is stopped when
partial reflections become smaller than a given threshold or when a
maximum number of iterations is reached

one iteration is necessary. At each step Zj the total field is obtained by a superposition of the
forward and backward field (figure 6.2a). For multiple discontinuities N iterations are
necessary until the partial reflections A become insignificant (figure 6.2b) (Appendix E
shows explicit examples how the forward and backward sources are superimposed for a
structure involving 3 and 9 discontinuities). Eventually we get at point Zj for all transmitted
and reflected fields (after N iterations):
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(6.12)
n=i

n=l

At a point Zj in between two interfaces the total fields are obtained by superimposing all
forward and backward propagated fields.
N

(6.13)
i=l

This principle of collecting forward and backward fields and the subsequent
superimposition is not new and has been successfully applied to the modelling of
semiconductor lasers (Agraval [6.6], [6.7]; Federighi [6.8]). In this method a system of
coupled forward and backward waves is derived, which is then simultaneously propagated
up and down the structure. At the lasers facets both fields must obey the boundary
conditions and thus will be multiplied simply by a Fresnel coefficient. However, the
system of coupled equations can only be derived if the refractive index distribution is either
homogeneous or sinusodially varying along the propagation direction. This is of little use
to model a single abrupt change of refractive index in the propagation direction.
A new method to model reflections at longitudinal reflections has been suggested by
Kaczmarski [6.3] and tested on many examples for TE polarisation. In this thesis we have
derived a FE/FD algorithm which can be used to model reflections at transverse
discontinuities. Kaczmarski's algorithm uses the BPM for the forward and backward
propagation of the fields. According to the classical formulation of the BPM this method
only yields reliable results in weakly guiding structures. Furthermore, the applicability is
restricted to reflecting boundaries which are at right angles to the overall propagating
direction z. For modelling of oblique or even curved reflecting boundaries a discretisation
has to be performed which results in many small longitudinal and transverse reflections.
The BPM, however, which is used in Kaszmarski's algorithm, cannot handle the large
transverse change in refractive index. Therefore we have used and extended the
longitudinal reflection method from [6.3] in conjunction with the FE/FD propagation
technique from chapter 5 to form a consistent algorithm, which combines the advantages of
both methods. As much of the theory for the longitudinal reflections is well documented in
[6.3], [6.9] we will now only restate aspects of this method which are relevant to our
FE/FD procedure.

-
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6.3.2 Reflection of a plane wave spectrum at an inhomogeneous interface
The above described procedure to calculate the partial reflections and their subsequent
superposition is a well known technique in seismology (Claerbout [6.10]). For a stratified
structure a transfer matrix is calculated for each single (homogeneous) layer of the stack
which relates the velocity and pressure (or in multilayer dielectric media the electric and
magnetic field) on either side of the interface. The total reflectivity of the whole stack is
obtained by multiplication of the single layer matrices. This analysis assumes that one
single plane wave is incident to the stack, essentially based on the application of (modified)
Fresnel coefficients at each interface.
The application of the boundary conditions for the TE (Ey-component) and the TM case
(Hy-component) at an interface between two dielectric media n" and n+, as shown in figure
6.3, yields, for one plane wave incident at right angles, the Fresnel reflection coefficient
, x n’(x,z)-n+(x,z+Az)
r(x,z) = —-----±--------------n (x,z)+n (x,z+Az)

(6.14)

For a plane wave incident at an angle 0' the following modified refractive indices are
introduced (see e.g. Koch [6.11])
i^TE= n~cos(0~)
'Hte = n+cos(0+)

= n"/cos(0')
= n +/cos(0+)

(6.15a)
(6.15b)

which in turn leads to the polarisation dependent modified Fresnel coefficients as
r ^ z )^

knncos(0)-knn+cos(0+)
---- ------- --------------- —
kon’cos(0’)+kon cos(0 )

On cost© )/cos2(0 )4 lji+cos(0+)/cos2(0+)
rix.z)™ = - 2 - ------ -------r — -2 ----------------- =----kon’cos(0’)/cos (0 )+kQn+cos(0+)/cos (0+)

(6.16a)

(6.16b)

Now the basic idea to model the reflection at one inhomogeneous interface is to split up the
reflection into an ’inhomogeneous’ and a ’homogeneous’ part (a ’BPM wise’ splitting !) as
r(x,z) = Ar(x,z)rQ with Ar(x,z) = r(x,z)/rQ
whereby r0, the ’major part’ of the reflection coefficient in (6.17) is defined as
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(6.17)

r„ = r(x=x0) = MAX{r(x,z)}

(6.18)

In our case the incident field consists of a spectrum of plane waves whereby each plane
wave will have a different incident angle 0' to the interface. This suggests that the 'major
kx= k(/i+sin( e+)

-z

k = k n'cos( 0 )

Fig. 6.3: Showing the wave vectors of one plane wave incident to a
discontinuity at an angle 0' to the propagation direction +z

part' of the reflection should be performed in Fourier space with a subsequent correction
for the spatial variation of Ar(x,z) as (R denotes the reflection ’operator')
R<Ey(x,z)> = Ar(x,z)*

R<rf(x,z)> = Ar(x,z)*

(6.19a)

7

)

(6.19b)

The overbar indicates the Fourier transform. Now the spectral reflection coefficients cannot
be simply calculated by performing a Fourier Transform of (6.16). But from figure 6.3 we
see that (6.16) can be expressed in terms of the wave vectors in the incident and backgound
medium using the dispersion relations
(k0n±)2 =k±2 + k2

(6.20)

which represent the angle dependence for the Helmholtz equation. Thus the spectral
reflection coefficients become (with n"=n0‘(x0,z), n+=nQ+(x0,z)):
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(6.21b)

k/cos (0 ) + k*/cos (0 )

and the cos2(..) terms can be expressed using Snell’s law:
cos2(0 ) = 1 -

cos (6 ) a l - — 5—

(6.22)

Consequently the 'major part1of the reflection is now performed in Fourier Space and due
to the definition in (6.17) there are only small spatial variations in Ar(x,z); therefore the
fact that the correction strictly holds only for one plane wave, is justified. Note that all
phase information is maintained in the spectral coefficients; the correct complex reflected
field is generated as the square roots in (6.21) can assume complex values resulting from
plane waves at very large angles k^.
The transmitted fields are now obtained either by applying the continuity conditions
E^x,z) = E*y(x,z) + E*(x,z)
(6.32)
Hy(x,z) = rfy(x,z) + r f (x,z)
or by calculating the transmission coefficients (r's and t’s are amplitude coefficients !)
(6.33)

(6.34)
and using the equivalent transmission ’operator'T:
(6.35a)

T <Hy(x,z)> = At (xtz ) * ^ { H ly(kx, z ) * j { t a m } }

(6.35b)

Thus we have obtained a reflection method for a plane wave spectrum incident to an
inhomogeneous discontinuity at arbitrary oblique angle. It should be noted that this
procedure is totally independent from the algorithm used to propagate the fields to the
discontinuity. All reflections generated at every individual interface can now be combined
to yield the complete algorithm for multiple reflections.
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6.4 Discussion o f the Reflection Algorithm
It should be noted that also other representations of the reflection ’operator’ R in equation
(6.19) are possible. In [6.3] the paraxial version of R is discussed:
„ _ i, .
_ i, x
N _i . v n (x,z)-n+(x,z+Az)
R<Ey(x,z)> = Ey(x,z)*r(x,z) = Ey(x,z)*—--------- -----------n (x,z)+n (x,z+Az)

(6.36)

In this case it is assumed that all plane waves are incident at right angles (kz=k0n0).This is a
very rough approximation since generally the field will consist of a wide spectrum of
spatial frequencies.
Writing the BPM and the FE/FD algorithms in terms of their 'operators’ we find a rather
obvious mistake in the use of the BPM for TM reflections:
TE BPM version: O p {e (x,z)} =P *flr ( s *E (k ,z)}
y
y *

(6.37a)

TM BPM version : OP{ Hy(x,z)} = P ™ f y k ^ z ) }

(6.37b)

TE FE/FD version : OP { Ey(x,z) }=TEFE { Ey(x,z) } * RTC

(6.37c)

TM FE/FD version : OP {Hy(x,z) }=TMFE {Hy(x,z)} * R™

(6.37d)

For forward and backward propagation we set:
P ^ = exp(jkQAnAz) = P™ ;

= exp(jkzAz) = S™

TEFE = numerical solution in terms of the Ey component
TMFE s

(6.38)

..............................Hy component

’’

and for reflections we have:
r,TE

P

A.

.

nTM

= Ar(x,z) = P

TEFE = 1 = TMFE

CTE

-

= 1^

CTM

; S

-

;

S

= 1^

;

R™ = R<Ey(x,z)> (6.19a)

(6-39>

R™= R<Hy(x,z)> (6.19b)
In Kaczmarski [6.12], the BPM, which only yields reliable solutions to the TE Helmholtz
equation in terms of the Ey component, is used to propagate the TM field to the
discontinuity; then the TM reflection 'operator' R™ in terms of the Hy component (6.19b)
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is used to reflect the incident field, resulting in TM sources for the forward and backward
propagation. These fields are then again propagated by the TE BPM !
However,

the use o f the BPM in combination with a TM reflection

coefficient is inconsistent Indeed it is correctly discussed in [6.12] that there is only
a small difference in the propagation constants of the TE and TM fields in weakly guiding
structures. However, in the example of modelling of a tilted laser facet it was found in
[6.12] that the BPM TM reflections were much less accurate compared with a reference
solution that the TE reflections, although only a small refractive index step was involved.
We suggest here that these errors are of course not due to the TM reflection coefficient
used in [6.12], but due the modelling of the wrong wave equation by the BPM. When
using our FE/FD or FD algorithms this error is avoided, as we are solving directly for the
TE and TM wave equations. Furthermore our algorithm can model simultaneously
structures that involve high refractive index steps in the transverse direction, consequently
there is indeed a significant difference in the propagation o f TE and TM
fields (e.g. see equation (5.125) in section 5.4). Thus we should be able to obtain better
solutions for the TM propagation in comparison with the contra-directional BPM as
suggested in [6.12].
We will now illustrate the performance and deficiencies of the different reflection
techniques with two simple examples for the TE and the TM polarisation. First we will see
the breakdown of the BPM for transverse total internal reflection (table 6.1) and second,
we will model the TE and TM reflections for a tilted laser facet To model the reflections for
an beam incident at angle 0“ (in the following 0“ will always represent the incident angle to
the discontinuity) to one single interface we can use two different setups, as depicted in
table 6.1, to compare the reflections generated by the individual propagation technique. The
comparisons are performed at an incident angle of 45° to the +z direction, resulting in the
same angle of incidence for the transverse and longitudinal setup (see table 6.1).
6.4.1 TE/TM Reflection of a Gaussian Beam at an abrupt interface
A good test example for the reflection procedure is to reflect a spectrum of plane waves at
an angle larger than the total internal reflection angle. All phenomena of evanescent
transmitted waves and interference of the forward and backward wave should be observed.
In chapter 8 and appendix I a step by step account is given how a Gaussian beam incident
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at angle 0~ to a plane boundary separating two dielectric media will be reflected using the
TE and the TM reflection ’operators' (6.19a) and (6.19b). The reference solution for this
configuration is obtained by replacing the Gaussian Beam by a single plane wave, which is
a good approximation for a wide beam (wide=many wavelengths) since the equi-phase
planes of such beams are almost flat. The corresponding propagation pictures may be
found in chapter 8. The structure in question is a single discontinuity consisting of a
substrate index 3.6 and a background medium index 1.0. The analysis step size in the
following examples was Az=l pm.

The reflected and transmitted power dependent on the two different angles of incidence 0“
is calculated at z=0 and z=zmax respectively. Table 6.1 shows the comparison of using
three different propagation methods in conjunction with the TE and TM reflection
procedures from (6.19). For comparison the Gaussian beam was also reflected at a
transverse interface for 0“ = 45° in the TE and TM case using the FE/FD and the FD
techniques (propagation pictures are given in chapter 8).
Two aspects of the different propagation algorithms are obvious from table 6.1. The BPM
is unsuitable, as predicted, to model structures that involve high refractive index steps in
the transverse direction since for an angle of 45°, which is larger than the critical angle
0C«16.1°, transmitted fields are generated. The FE/FD algorithms yield the correct reflected
fields for total internal reflection for transverse and longitudinal abrupt discontinuities.
However, there are also transmitted fields present in the case of the longitudinal reflection.
This is due to the fact that the FE/FD algorithms cannot distinguish between evanescent
fields and propagating ones. Thus the value for the power does not correspond to a
propagating field, but to an evanescent. To model evanescent fields with these algorithms,
it is necessary to include a mechanism that distinguishes between evanescent and
propagating fields. This is further discussed in chapter 8. As the BPM is obviously
unsuitable for the transverse reflections, we will in the following example only use the
FE/FD algorithms for comparison of the transverse reflectors.
6.4.2 Reflection of a TEq and TM q mode at a tilted laser facet
The next test example is the analysis of the problem of scattering of a TE0 and TMq mode
which propagates in a waveguide, incident at an angle 0' to an abrupt discontinuity. The
reflected field will excite, in general, guided and radiation modes at the discontinuity.
-1 5 9 -
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Angle

0°

0
45

~ J-M,

Method
LBPM
TBPM
LFDFE
TFDFE
LFD
TFD
Exact

PrTTE)
0.3286

LBPM
TBPM
LFDFE
TFDFE
LFD
TFD
Exact

0.9993
0.6321
0.9998
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999
1.0000

0.3201
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0.6873
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0.6901

P tm v n PfTE)
1.016
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1.010

0.3215

0.6891

1.011

0.3195

0.6805

1.000

0.9989
0.6321
0.9998
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999
1.0000

1.0e-8
0.3452
0.9999
1.0e-8
0.9998
1.0e-8
0.0000

1.0e-8
0.3452
0.9999
1.0e-8
0.9998
1.0e-8
0.0000

0.9993
0.9773
1.9996
0.9999
1.9996
0.9999
1.0000

pm vn

as TE

0.9989
0.9773
1.9997
0.9999
1.9996
0.9999
1.0000

incident angle
n=1.0
n=3.6

n=

x
longitudinal setup

transverse setup

Table 6.1: Reflection of a Gaussian Beam at a transverse and a longitudinal interface
in comparison with a reference solution (CTo=0.5 pm, k=1.5 pm)
Pn reflected power at z=0
Pt: transmitted power at z=zmax
P: total power
LBPM: Reflection using the BPM at the longitudinal interface
TBPM: Reflection using the BPM at the transverse interface
LFDFE: Reflection using the FE/FD algorithm at the longitudinal interface
LFD
Reflection using the FD algorithm at the longitudinal interface
TFDFE: Reflection using the FE/FD algorithm at the transverse interface
TFD
Reflection using the FD algorithm at the transverse interface
Exact: Plane wave approximation

at the discontinuity. Obviously here we cannot compare the results for tilted laser facets that
are incident to the longitudinal discontinuity at an angle smaller than 45° (meaning angles
larger than 45° for the transverse reflections), because the paraxial approximation tends to
break down for these range of angles. The setup for the modelling of a laser facet using
transverse and longitudinal reflection algorithms is shown in figure 6.4. However, in the
transverse case we can only calculate the integral over the transmitted fields as no actual
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backward propagation takes place (although this could, in general, be envisaged: one could
take the field on the left side of the interface after the reflection has taken place and launch it
backwards into the guide).
longitudinal setup

transverse setup
incident angle

An

n=3.42

n=l .0
n=3.42

A

n=
1.0

A

TE/TM

TE/TM

Fig. 6.4: Showing the setup to model a laser facet via a longitudinal
and transverse reflection mechanism

<VE refactions at normal incidence:
The results obtained by the FE/FD and the BPM simulations are now compared by
calculating the power carried by the reflected TEqor TMqmode at z=0 as
+oo

+oo

p I = lJ ' F Vdx t / I f f j'P'dxf
-O O

where

*P = Ey,Hy

(6.40)

-O O

denotes the incident field at z=0 and vFr the reflected field computed by the BPM

(Kaczmarski [6.12], [6.13]) or the FE/FD procedure (Koch [6.14]). The considered
geometry consists of a symmetric slab waveguide bounded by a vertical or tilted interface
as shown in figure 6.4. The background medium is air. Various analytic approaches have
been devoted to this structure and for comparison at normal incidence we use reference
[6.15]. The FE/FD simulation is given in chapter 8.
The dependence Pr(d) for normal incidence has been plotted in figure 6.5 for the BPM and
the FE/FD solutions. The waveguide thickness is normalised with wavelength d’=dA. The
upper curves correspond to An=0.1 (An=(n2-n1)/n2, n2: substrate, n^ waveguide), the
lower curves to An=0.05. The BPM results have already been compared with analytic
reference solutions in [6.13] and are used here to compare the performance of the FE/FD
algorithm. The comparison shows satisfactory agreement between the BPM and the FE/FD
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algorithm. This was actually expected, as we are in both cases modelling the same TE wave
equation and using the same longitudinal reflection coefficient. The small difference in the
computed reflected power is due to the use of the paraxial wave equation in the FE/FD
algorithm. Consequendy a different distortion of the phase fronts is achieved after each step
of propagation and thus the reflected power according to equation (6.34) is different. We
have hereby demonstrated that the FE/FD algorithm in combination with the spectral
reflection coefficient (6.19) may be used instead of the BPM to model the field reflection at
a longitudinal interface.
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Fig. 6.5: 1
( n g u id e = 3 -6 ,

ni=3.24 (An=0.1), nj=3.42 (An=0.05), X=0.86pm)

It should be noted that the curves in figure 6.5 cannot be obtained with the paraxial
reflection coefficient (6.36) which is not dependent on d and yields a reflected power of
Pr= 0 .3 2 = (3 .6 -l)2/(3 .6 + l)2. For An=0.05, and d=0.4 |im the error of the paraxial
approximation is about 17%.

Comparison o f tTE and

reflections at normal incidence:

There is of course a significant difference in the reflected power for both polarisations even
at normal incidence. Now we investigate the dependence of the reflected power on the
normalised waveguide thickness for TE and TM separately at normal incidence and
compare the BPM reference solution from [6.12] with the results obtained by the FE/FD
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algorithm. We see from figures 6.6a and 6.6b, that a good agreement of the two methods is
achieved. Actually one would expect that both techniques yield the same results, since they
both use the same longitudinal spectral reflection coefficient (6.19). However, the reason
for this discrepancy for these results is in the use of the different propagation techniques
necessary to propagate the fields to the point z=0 where we ’measure' the power.
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Fig. 6.6: Reflected power of the TEo and TMo mode as a function of waveguide
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Comparison o f T E /T M refactions at nortnaC incidence zuitft reference soCutions:
In [6.12] the BPM was compared with several references describing analytic solutions for
the reflection of a mode at a perpendicular laser facet By calculating the mean square error
of the reflectivity curves obtained by the BPM and these other methods, it was found that,
for TM polarisation, the BPM results are best matched to a theory presented by Vassalo
[6.15].
We have performed the analogous calculation for the fields obtained by the FE/FD
propagation algorithm. It can be seen from table 6.2 that the BPM yields accurate results
for An up to 10% which is a well known limit for this technique. There is no such
limitation in the FE/FD method. Table 6.2 also shows that, for TM polarisation, the mean
square error is again slightly smaller using the FE/FD scheme, especially for the higher
refractive index steps. This indicates that there may be an error in using the TE BPM to
propagate the TM reflected field as the FE/FD solution solves the TM wave equation
directly.
Polarisation
index step
BPM
FE/FD
Buus [6.17]

0.05

TE
0.1

0.00245 0.0577
0.00337 0.0474
0.09700 0.1050

0.2

0.05

TM
0.1

0.0444 0.0452
0.0421 0.0441
0.1050 1.0900

0.2
results from [6.12]

Table 6.2: Comparison of the mean square error of various methods in the range from
0.08 pm<d<0.5 |im. The error is calculated with reference to a theory
by Vasallo [6.15].

TE /TM refactions at o6Cique incidence:
Since the algorithms are not limited only to the case of normal incidence, it is interesting to
study the performance of the methods with changing incident angle of the waveguide to the
discontinuity. There is of course again a significant difference in the dependence for the TE
and the TM case. For the case of oblique incidence another simulation example (d=0.14
pm) using the BPM and the FE/FD algorithm is shown in figure 6.7, where we plotted the
reflected power versus the angle of incidence 0~. For both polarisations the reflected power
decreases monotonically as the angle 0“ increases.
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Fig. 6.7.: Reflected power as function of tilt angle 6~ of an etched laser facet computed
by the BPM and by the FE/FD algorithm, (critical angle: 17.0° for TE/TM);
waveguide thickness d=0.14 pm, >*=0.86 pm.
a) TE polarisation
b) TM polarisation (Brewster angle: 16.2°)

The reflected power decreases from -5.0 dB (-6.2 dB for TM) at 0‘=O° to -20.0 dB (-25.0
dB for TM) at 0"=2O° (reflected power [dB] = 101og(Pr)). It should again be noted that the
paraxial coefficient yields Pr=-4.9 dB independentfrom the angle of incidence. For TE the
insertion loss is approximately -5dB for angles smaller than 5° (TM: approximately -6.2 dB
for 0-<3°).
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The agreement between the FE/FD algorithm and the BPM becomes significantly worse as
the incident angle 0" increases (0"»1O°-15°).
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Fig. 6.8: Showing the real angle of propagation 0- of a Gaussian Beam when plane
waves of angle 0* are superimposed on the input field. The propagation is
performed using the FE/FD algorithm (Smith [6.16], Az=l |im)
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There are two explanations for this phenomenon. First, it is due to the fact that for larger
angles the paraxial approximation starts to introduce errors, and second, with the increase
in angle more and more plane waves of the spectrum become evanescent (and the FE/FD
finds it difficult to account for this kind of waves as outlined in chapter 5). In figure 6.8 we
have plotted the actual angle of propagation versus the angle of the plane wave
exp(jkxx)=exp(jkon2sin(0_)x) which are superimposed on the input field to obtain the
necessary phase shift for the propagation at oblique incidence. It should also be noted that
there is a dependence of the propagating angle on the analysis step size as shown in figure
6.9. Moreover, this effect is also dependent on the width of the input profile (width=how
many wavelength wide), the wavelength and the reference medium. Therefore the step size
has to be chosen carefully when propagating beams at an angle.
6.4.3 Reflection at a multilayer interference filter
We complete the analysis for the reflection algorithm with an example to model the field
propagation in a structure involving multiple discontinuities. Multilayer interference filters
(Koch [6.11]) and distributed Bragg reflectors (Baets [6.18]) are key elements in many
optical devices. To demonstrate the applicability of the reflection algorithm in figure 6.2
(and equation (6.19)) in combination with the FE/FD propagation algorithm we focus our
attention now on a multilayer interference filter. This filter consists of a number of layers
with equal optical quarter-wavelength thicknesses, generating reflections at every interface
which add up coherently at a resonant wavelength (if all layers are of the same optical
thickness then this wavelength will be the design wavelength Xq).
Although a similar example was already modelled by Kaczmarski [6.3] using the BPM,
this serves as a crucial test example particularly for the FE/FD algorithm. The reflectivity,
dependent on the wavelength, will only be comparable to a plane wave approximation, if
the paraxial wave equation generates the correct phases of the fields in each propagation
step. Otherwise the reflections cannot add up coherently to give the correct reflected
power. Therefore three important aspects of the FE/FD algorithm have to be considered.
First, the 'lost' phase factors (+exp(jkon0z) for forward fields, exp(jkon0(zmax-z)) for
backward fields) in the paraxial approximation have to be superimposed at each step to
account for the correct phase relation, second, a wide spatial input Gaussian has to be used
for a plane wave comparison, and third, the input beam should not consist of plane waves
that propagate at angles larger than the critical angle (especially if the beam is launched at an
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angle). Keeping this in mind, we have modelled an interference filter with the following
parameters: A,0=2475 am, index of the incident medium=1.46, nH=2.10, nL=1.5, thickness
of the high index layer (for an Effective Optical Thickness OTE=4ndA0= l) dH=295 nm,
thickness of the low index layer dL=410 nm, number of periods=9, substrate index=1.46,
input Gaussian: width=2 Jim, power normalised to unity. For the analysis wavelength
A.=820 nm the total reflected power at z=0 is Pr=0.988 and the transmitted power at z=zmax
is Pt=0.01. For this wavelength the plane wave approximation from Koch [6.11] yields
Pr=0.991.
The simulation of the above structure has been repeated for several wavelength points in the
range 0.7<A,<0.9 |im and compared with the plane wave approximation for the filter from
Koch [6.11]. Figure 6.10 shows the typical behaviour of the interference filter, exhibiting a
peak around the design wavelength A,=0.82 |im and several side maxima left and right of
the reflection band. Allowing for errors in the graphical drawing this represents a fair
agreement between both analyses.

.75

.0

7

.9

wavelength [um]

Fig. 6.10: Reflected power as a function of wavelength computed for an interference
filter using the FE/FD algorithm for 4 iterations (dotted line), and a
plane wave approximation (solid line Koch [6.11]) at normal incidence
(structure: nH/2(nH/2nLnH/2)9nj|/2,19 layers, Nx=128, Ax=0.1 |im,
Nz=1600, Az=0.005 pm,
0.8 pm)
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We have only plotted a few points in figure 6.10 to demonstrate that the multiple reflection
algorithm from figure 6.2 can be used in combination with the FE/FD propagation
algorithm (these calculations are very tedious and require large computing times, t ^ * 45
min on a GEC 4190 computer for 4 iterations). However, most importantly, we see that the
FE/FD indeed generates the correct phases, otherwise the fields would not yield different
reflected powers at different wavelengths.
We found that the results of the FE/FD algorithm and the plane wave approximations do
not totally agree as is claimed in Kaczmarski [6.3], where 100% agreement was obtained
modelling a Bragg reflector using the BPM. There are two reasons for this disagreement.
First, the Gaussian beam used might not be a good approximation of a single plane wave,
and second, some phase information is lost in the paraxial approximation. As said above,
for multiple discontiniuities, where several forward and backward iterations have to be
performed, the phase information is crucial to calculate the correct reflected power from
the backward propagated field.
6.5 Conclusions
Although we have not obtained 100% agreement in the example modelling an interference
filter, we have nevertheless shown in the above discussion that the FE/FD algorithm, in
principle, can be used in combination with the longitudinal reflection algorithm which was
developed for the BPM. Therefore we can combine the advantages of the FE/FD algorithm
(which gives correct results also for transverse reflections) with the longitudinal reflection
method. Two configurations where we expect to obtain reliable results for which the
contra-directional BPM is not applicable, are presented in figure 6.11. The applicability of
the FE/FD algorithm in combination with the longitudinal reflection method is, in principle,
not restricted to discontinuites with parallel boundaries, as is the case for the BPM.
Furthermore, for structures involving high refractive index steps in the transverse direction,
the BPM is not appropriate to model the propagation of TM waves. We solve this
deficiency by using a direct solution of the TM wave equation in the FE/FE algorithm.
Therefore good results can be expected for both polarisations.
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Fig. 6.11: Modelling of a curved reflector interface and a longitudinal interface
inclined at an angle by a discretisation of the boundary in many
small single transverse and longitudinal reflection interfaces.

Combining the longitudinal and the transverse reflection techniques, we have obtained a
new algorithm which circumvents three of the severe limitations in the BPM, first, that the
reflecting boundaries have to be normal to the propagation direction, second, that the
propagating field cannot interact with large contrast horizontal interfaces (which follows
from the theory of the classical BPM), and third, that the propagation is limited to scalar
TE waves. Also, the algorithms can easily be extended to include absorbing and nonlinear
material (provided that one can neglect the effect of generating waves at different
wavelengths for the reflection of Gaussian Beams at nonlinear interfaces).
However, as the aim of this work was primarily to establish the numerical algorithms for
the TE and TM wave propagation in structures that involve large transverse and
longitudinal changes in refractive index, the study of examples as suggested in figure 6.11
and their systematic testing in comparison with reference solutions, is left to future study.
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Chapter 7
Error and Stability Analysis of the Numerical Methods

7.1 Introduction
The analysis of numerical methods in terms of stability, convergence, speed and accuracy
presents a rather difficult problem for any algorithm. Instead of trying to find mathematical
criteria from the algorithm itself, most analyses concentrate on the use of specific test
examples and try to establish general criteria from the observed performance of the
algorithm. If possible, the methods should also be tested against reliable (numerical and
analytical) reference solutions. We are specifically interested in an assesment of the
algorithms in terms of admissible step size, refractive index change, CPU time needed and,
for structures involving longitudinal reflection interfaces, criteria which investigate the
convergence of the forward/backward propagation method to a stable solution.
7.2 Theoretical Investigations
In the following we will present some theoretical analysis of the explicit and implicit Finite
Difference foward propagation schemes as presented in sections 5.3.-5.4 in comparison
with the BPM. Rather than restating general criteria for these methods, well documented
e.g. in Sewell [7.1], Mitchell [7.2], Winkler [7.3], Claerbout [7.4], we will only be
concerned here with aspects of these methods relevant to our particular propagation
problem. The convergence of the Galerkin Finite Element Method for the cross sectional
analysis is well documented in textbooks (e.g. Sewell [7.1]) and will not be dicussed here.
First, however, we derive some analytical solutions which are used as reference in the
numerical comparisons in section 7.3.
7.2.1 The analytical reference solutions
There are three analytical solutions for beam propagation which are of particular interest to
us here, namely the Gaussian Beam propagation in homogeneous material, the Fresnel and
Fraunhofer diffraction and the TE/TM modes in a slab waveguide. For comparison, we
seek analytical solutions to the paraxial wave equation rather than the TE and TM
Helmholtz equations.
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Gaussian 6eam propagation in a ftotnopeneous Cinear medium:
The PDE whose solution is sought is
[3* + kp(n2(x,z)-n^ - j2kQn03z]xF(x,z) = 0

(7.1)

for n=no, with the real initial conditions (as the beam is launched at right angles at z=0):
¥ 0(x) = Aexp[-(x/2a)2] for z=0

(7.2)

The solution in Fourier space is
(7.3)
with
¥ 0(kx,0) =2aexp[-(2akx)2]

(7.4)

Inserting (7.4) into (7.3) yields, after some algebra and an inverse Fourier Transform, for
the Gaussian Beam at distance z
xF(x,z) = 'F' exp[-(x/2aafter)2] exp[+j\j/]

(7.5)

where we defined the following variables

\|/ = <(>- (x2/4a'2)(z/8k0nQ)

<|>= 2arctan (z/a,28k0n0)

Equation (7.5) describes the dispersion of a Gaussian beam in a homogeneous material of
refractive index n=n<). For some examples in the nonlinear case (see chapter 8), we also use
the analytical solution of a Gaussian beam launched at an angle. This beam should have a
specified width at the z-distance where the reflection with a horizontal interface takes place.
Appendix F shows how, instead of solving the paraxial wave equation via a Fourier
Transform, a solution for a Gaussian Beam propagating at an angle 0" can be obtained by
evaluating the Kirchhoff diffraction integral
ko(x’-x)2

(7.6)
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One dimensional resneC diffraction in a homogeneous (inear medium:
In the following we derive a very simple expression for the diffraction of light by a one
dimensional slit which is used as reference solution. Analytical Fresnel patterns can be
derived either by evaluating the Kirchhoff-Huygens diffraction integral or by an intuitive
approach (Wickramasinghe [7.5]). Figure 7.1 shows the one dimensional diffraction
experiment.
observation plane
source

Fig. 7.1. : Showing the diffraction experiment for which analytical solutions for the
wave disturbance at the observation point P are sought. A plane wave is
incident at the aperture £ as the excitation point S is 'far' away.

A small contribution to the wave disturbance at point P from the 'secondary wave' in
element dy on the aperture can be written as (Hecht [7.6])
d'Fp = (K(0)^o)/(A.pr) exp(jk0(p+r))exp(-jcot)

(7.7)

where K(0) is the obliquity factor for the secondary waves at Z, ko is the wave number and
'Po is the wave amplitude at S. For r and p large in comparison with the width of the
aperture we approximate K(0)»1, l/rp~l/r0p0, r~r0(l+0.5y2/r02), p»p0(l+O.5y2/po2).
Inserting these expressions into (7.7) and integrating along the aperture coordinate y gives
u2

'Pp =

........
exp(-jcot) exp(+jk0(p0+r0) [C(u)+jS(u)]ul
V 2(Po+ro)PoroX

(7 g)

where u=y(2(r0+r0)/(Xr0r0))1/2 and C(u) and S(u) are the Fresnel integrals. We are
specifically interested in the case of a plane wave incident at the aperture X. Hence the
contribution at P due a secondary wave at dy is now
d^ p= vP0exp(-jcot) exp(jkQr) / Xr

(7.10)

Performing the equivalent steps as outlined above we get, after some algebra, for the
disturbance at point P due to a plane wave incident at the one dimensional slot
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¥

='Fu[C (u )+ jS (u )]^ /,/2

(7.11)

where *FUis the unobstructed perturbance at P. What we really want is a comparison in
terms of the intensities at point P. This yields
I = I'Pl = -£[(C (u2)-C (ul)) + (S(u2)-S(ul)) ]

; C = PP I

(7.12)

where Io is again the unobstructed perturbance at point P, and the variable u is now defined
1/2
as u=y(2Ar0) . In the absence of the diffraction slot at 0, i.e. ul=-«>, u2=+©o, the
perturbance at P becomes, as expected, with C(-°°)=S (-<»)=1/2, C(-h»)=S(-h»o)=-1/2
(values can be seen e.g. from the Cornu spiral), Ip=I0* Appendix G shows the
approximations used to calculate the Fresnel integrals and how to determine the distance
where Fresnel patterns and Fraunhofer patterns can be expected.
rP E /lM modes in dieCectric sCaS zvavepuides:
TE and TM modes in a slab waveguide can easily be calculated e.g. using the transfer
matrix approach (Chilwell [7.11]; this method is actually used in the RBPM preprocessor
program as shown in chapter 8) or numerical methods based on Finite Elements (e.g.
Rahman [2.68]). We will not present an explicit derivation of these methods here. For any
refractive index profile from the substrate to the guiding material, the modes will generally
be sinusodially varying functions inside the waveguide and have an exponential decay
outside. For the particular case of a step index slab, as depicted in figure 7.2, the modes
can be calculated as
Ae

5x

x>0

= A cos( kx) + Bsin(Kx)

o < x< -d

Y(x4d)
(A cos(kx) - Bsin(Kx))e
normalised TE mode
thin film
substrate

'Py = Ey)Hy

(7.13)

x<-d

superstrate

x=0
Fig. 7.2 Showing an asymmetric step index slab waveguide and the corresponding TEq mode
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In (7.13) the following variables are defined:
s2 n 2 2
2 rl2 2
2 ri 2 2 D2,
S = 'tk0n3 ' P l : y = -D V > 2-P l ; K = [l^nj - P ]

(7.14)

p, the propagation constant, is determined by solving a transcendental eigenvalue equation
for the TE and TM case respectively. We have mainly used step index slab waveguides in
our comparisons. Figure 7.3 shows the fundamental TE and TM mode in a structure
involving a refractive index step of 0.4. Note the difference in the propagation constants for
the TE and the TM mode. If we launch the TE or TM mode into a straight waveguide then
these field distributions should be maintained independently of the step size, refractive
index step and wavelength.
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Fig. 7.3: Modes in a dielectric step index waveguide (d=0.5 um, X^1.55 |im, An=0.4)
a) Fundamental TE mode (rieff=3.4420)
b) Fundamental TM mode (neff=3.3961)
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7.2.2 Stability and accuracy analysis

*1He step size [imitation in the (B(P M
In equation (5.14) we had derived a criterion for the step size directly from the
inhomogeneous correction term. Let us now see which restrictions are imposed on the
BPM due to the solution in homogeneous material. In chapter 5 we have performed a plane
wave expansion of the initial field distribution. Now we want to investigate the case where
almost all the energy is confined in a small region of the angle spectrum kx2<Q2« 1 (in fact
this is the small angle approximation). We consider the fraction of the energy outside a
region -Q...+Q (figure 7.4),
-* 5

I0(Q) = 1 - JW0(kx)l2dkx ; I„(~) = 0

(7.15)

and try to estimate this energy with respect to an upper limit Imax>^o(Q)- This analysis
yields a characteristic wave number Q, which describes the cutoff of the angle spectrum.
The small angle approximation assumes Q2« l, that is, the beam is propagating almost
along the z-direction. As already outlined in chapter 4, we can approximate the dispersion
I<Q)

Fig. 7.4: Showing the small angle approximation as used in the BPM definition

relation in this case as shown in equation (4.46), or written in terms of the operators as in
equation (4.57). An approximate solution of the Helmholtz equation near z=0 can be
obtained via a Taylor series expansion at z=0, using equation (4.54) for the derivatives of
the field 'Fq at z=0,
Y (x,z)/^ 0(X)=l+ j[k0n0+ ^ k 0n04'0-'I^ /8 l4 n ^ 0...] z 4 k ^ + ' P > 0]z 2/2 +

. . .

(7.16)
Therefrom we obtain a criterion for the small angle approximation in the (x,z) space as
l'P^/8kgng'P0l « I ' V V o l « kono

(7.17)

More insight can be gained by estimating the range where the Taylor series converges by
evaluating the first Lagrangian remainder
This yields
IRjl = l e ^ V / i l « l/k£n2

(7.18)
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which finally gives a limit for the admissible stepsize in the BPM due to homogeneous
propagation as
Zmajt «

/k0n0

<7-19)

which gives for our example in equation (5.14) zmax=0.22 |im. The admissible step size
can therefore be expected somewhere in between the two values for homogeneous and
inhomogeneous material (conditions (5.16) and (7.19)).
Step size and stability anaCysis for the ‘Finite (Difference afaoritfims:
In the BPM limitations on the step size are imposed by the algorithm itself, as it is
essentially based on a perturbation solution. In the following we will analyse the accuracy
of the Finite Difference propagation algorithms (5.85), (5.87), (5.101) and (5.113). The
basic approximation which led, in principle, to all these algorithms can be seen e.g. from
equation (5.90). The representation of the complex exponential operator as a complex
rational operator as
[l+jAza^kgiig] »Fy(z+Az) = [l-jA z^/2k0n0]'Fy(z)

(7 .20 )

also known as Cagley's formula, is a good stable, second order accurate approximation if
the argument AzOP/2kono«l (Hendow [8.12]) where OPs[3x2+ko2 (n2 -no2]. If we assume
a plane wave as in equation (5.9) for n(x)=n0 in a homogeneous medium, then this
condition yields

a denotes the angle between the k^ and k^ wave vector as in equation (5.10). For a
comparison, in the paraxial approximation, we now assume again that the plane wave is
propagating at a=45°, where the paraxial approximation starts to introduce severe errors.
This yields for the maximum step size (with \|/y= l)
Az « 8.16/k0n0

(7.22)

For the above example, this means that Az=1.29 )im and is, as a theoretical limit, almost 6
times the step size of the BPM.
The FD algorithms for the forward propagation are unconditionally stable. This fact should
not be confused with the admissible stepsize to generate accurate results. Of course the
accuracy will decrease with increasing step size, but the FD algorithm will not become
unstable.
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The BPM algorithm will actually break down for step sizes where equations (5.14) and
(7.19) are not satisfied (see the example in figures 7.7,7.8). The forward Finite Difference
algorithms (5.85) and (5.113) are unconditionally stable. The stability of explicit methods
is also linked to the sampling in the transverse coordinate. This can be verified by a Fourier
stability analysis (Sewell [7.1]). This method consists in explicidy solving the difference
equation for the error. It is well known that implicit Crank Nicolson algorithms based on
equation (5.90) are unconditionally stable, whereas explicit methods are only conditionally
stable. First we investigate the explicit backward algorithm (5.87). A Fourier analysis
shows (Sewell [7.1], appendix H) that the algorithm (5.87), for n(x)=no (homogeneous
propagation) is stable only if the following relationship is satisfied
2

Az « Ax/4k0n0

(7.23)

whereas for equation (5.85) it is found that any step size Az is permissible independent
from the transverse sampling Ax. We will clearly see the breakdown of the BPM in the
examples in section 7.3, for which the FE/FD algorithm, due to the stable second order
accurate Cagley scheme, still produces stable results even for very large step sizes.
The admissible step size is, of course, also closely linked to the refractive index change.
For these inhomogeneous cases the derivation of analytical stability criteria is very difficult
and is omitted here. We will demonstrate the interaction of the admissible refractive index
step versus the analysis step size at practial examples in section 7.3.
Samp Cinq criteriumfor the algorithms:
As discussed above, an important point to consider is the interaction between appropriate
longitudinal Az and transverse sampling Ax. Additionally to imposing restrictions on the
step size due to stability requirements, we also have to fulfill the sampling theorem. The
minimum rate for the transverse field distribution should be at least twice the highest
frequency component present in that distribution. For example, a rectangular input light
profile (as used in the Fresnel pattern examples) of width d and unit amplitude has a
spectrum of d.sinc(dkx). If we take the highest spatial frequency component to be
kxmax=10/d, then the transverse sampling should be less than one-tenth of the smallest
width the beam acquires during propagation. This is particularly important for tightly
focused beams. The problem with modelling the Helmholtz equation is that probably ten
points per wavelength is not enough in the propagation direction z. We have ameliorated
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this difficulty by using a paraxial wave equation, which allows larger propagation steps,
assuming that the fields are slowly varying functions in the z-direction.
7.3 N um erical Investigations
7.3.1 Definition of error criteria
Rather than specifing absolute criteria for one specific algorithm individualy, which is veiy
difficult since the errors are dependent on various factors, e.g. on the grid size, the
amplitude and spectral width of the refractive index, the input field and the polarisation, we
will perform a relative comparison by applying all algorithms to the same test example.
Choice o f test exampCes:
Obviously the algorithms have to be tested separately for structures involving
homogeneous and inhomogeneous material. For homogeneous refractive index, no phase
correction is needed in the BPM and consequently the numerical methods can be compared
directly, that is, the spectral propagation in the BPM, and the forward propagation using
Finite Differences. Good test examples in homogeneous material are Gaussian beam
propagation and diffraction problems. For these tests, analytical solutions as shown above,
can be obtained by evaluating the diffraction integral.
To establish criteria for the admissible refractive index change in inhomogeneous material
and the corresponding step size, we study the propagation of Gaussian Beams and
fundamental modes in straight waveguides. Futhermore, Gaussian beams launched into a
straight step index waveguide will be studied by comparison of the distance where full
coupling of the beam to the fundamental mode is obtained.
For longitudinal reflections using either the BPM or the other numerical methods (but using
the same longitudinal reflection procedure) for the forward/backard propagation, the fields
and therefore the reflected power will be different due to the use of different propagation
techniques. This can be seen from the simulations in chapter 8.
In the presence of periodic reflections from the edges of the analysis screen, the BPM
without a subsequent renormalisation to the input power, loses energy due to the absorbing
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boundary conditions. However, the power should be consistent at each propagation step.
This problem can be avoided by choosing a large transverse region so that the fields do not
hit the boundaries of the analysis screen. Additionally, for each propagation step where we
perform a comparsion of the field profiles for an error estimate, we also test on the energy
consistence.

(Definition o f errror criteria
The following error criteria are used to compare the field profiles obtained by the different
algorithms in the case of forward propagation only. Usually the overlap integral

(7.24)
X

X

is used to compare field profiles. This integral is unity, if the fields are perfectly matched.
However, we have found that the definition (7.24) can only be used as an overall measure
of the shape of the field profile. When the BPM starts to introduce significant errors, e.g.
to maintain the fundamental mode, this will first be noticed in small oscillations in the
generated mode after each step of propagation. Definition (7.1) only gives an overall
estimate how well one field resembles the other and does not account for these small, but
significant ripples. Therefore the value of O does not change significantly. We have
consequently in most examples preferred the relative error definiton
generated^ v

(7.25)

where '^generated denotes the field profile obtained by one of the numerical methods, ^ ref is
a reference solution and N is the number of transverse sampling points.

Convergence criterion:
To assess the convergence of the algorithms for the longitudinal reflections we use the
simple criterion as suggested by Kaczmarski [7.13] for the stability of the obtained
solutions. Here we assume that a stable solution is obained, if a certain quantity en,
connected with the field computed at iteration n, satisfies the condition
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le11! < e0

n>l

(7.26)

where 0<£o« 1 and e” is a global measure of the maximum deviation of the computed field
^(XjZ) for 2 subsequent iterations. The quantity e" can be defined in various ways, e.g.
as a maximum deviation of a field

on an area A(x,z):

e" = MAX { I'Pn(x,z)-'Pn l (x,z)l} A(x Z)

n>l

(7.27)

where^n(x,z) can be chosen as the transmitted, reflected of total field. We may also define
en as the deviation of the power in iteration n:
n

lo n 0 n -l.

,

where Sn denotes the transmitted, reflected or total field power in iteration n. This
definition will be used in the examples presented in the following. Equations (7.2) and
(7.5) offer a simple means to assess the accuracy and stability of the computed field
solution dependent on the refractive index change and the analysis step size.
7.3.2 Homogeneous propagation
In chapter 6 we have already studied the reflection of a Gaussian Beam at a longitudinal and
transverse discontinuity. Good results for the reflected and transmitted power were
obtained in comparison with a plane wave approximation. However, these examples were
merely designed to demonstrate the applicability of the FE/FD and FD algorithms to
transverse reflection interfaces. Now we are interested to analyse the accuracy of the
propagation behaviour of the algorithms.

Gaussian Beam propagation:
A Gaussian Beam of width a 0 is launched into a homogeneous medium of refractive index
n0=1.0 at a wavelength of X=1.5 |im. The reference solution (7.5) is now compared with
the results of the various algorithms using different analysis step size Az. In table 7.1a we
compare the absolute intensites for c Q=10.0 fim and Az=5.0 fim and table 7.1b shows how
the relative error changes with variable step size. The square root propagator (5.27) was
used in the BPM. The simulation picture for this example may be seen in figure 8.3a.
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BPM
MAX
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Table 7.1: Comparison of BPM and FE/FD results with the analytical reference solution
(7.5) for a Gaussian beam propagating in a homogeneous medium
(Nx=51, X=1.5 pm, (Tq=10 pm, n ^ l )
a) Absolute intensities versus z distance (Az=5 pm, Nz=120, Ax=2 pm)
b) Overlap integral (7.24) (z=600 pm) versus analysis step size Az

It can be seen from table 7.1 that the FE/FD solutions are more accurate that the BPM
results even for small step sizes. Admittedly, the absolute intensities in table 7.1a are
indeed very similar, but nevertheless the FE/FD values arc closer to the analytical reference
solutions. However, the faster dispersion of the beam using the BPM is apparent From the
figure in table 7.1b we see, as theoretically predicted in section 7.2, that for large
transverse and longitudinal sampling distances, the BPM error is significantly higher than
the FE/FD error. Two aspects are interesting to note. First, the range of admissible step
sizes is much larger then theoretically predicted, and second, the BPM introduces errors at
large step sizes (Az=50 pm), although the square root propagator is a true forward solution
of the Helmholtz equation. We have also analysed the error of the FE/FD algorithm for the
above example with respect to the reference medium i\q and it was noted that, at constant
analysis step size, the error increases with increasing reference index iiq.
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‘FresneC cCvffmction pattern:
The near field Fresnel diffraction pattern of a plane wave passing through a one
dimensional slot exhibits many non periodic, but symmetrical oscillations. This serves as a
good example to test the algorithms for the case of rapidly transverse changing fields. In
the following we investigate the diffract iouof a plane wave from a slot of width D=10 pm
at a wavelength of X=1 pm for various distances z of the image plane.
Data from: Fresnel Diffraction
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Fig. 7.5: Comparison of BPM and FE/FD intensities with the analytical reference
solution (7.12) for Fresnel diffraction from a slot (D=10 pm, Az=10 pm)
(Nx=51, Ax=0.5 pm, X=1.0 pm, nQ=l, input field amplitode: 1 unit)
a) Transverse intensities of the BPM and (7.12); image plane at z=20 pm
b) Transverse intensities of the FE/FD and (7.12); image plane at z=20 pm
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Fig. 7.5c Transverse intensities of the reference (7.12). BPM and FE/FD solution
at an image plane at distance z=50 pm from the slot
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The limit of the Fresnel region for the example shown in figure 7.5 is Zcr=200 pm, so the
discrepancy in the field patterns cannot be due to the fact that the far field has to be
considered. Figure 7.5a-b shows that the field patterns generated by the FE/FD algorithm
very near to the slot (z=20 |im) agree much better with the analytical reference solution than
the BPM results. At z=50 pm (figure 7.5c), where the field has already 'settled down’ and
no rapid fluctuations are present, the error in the BPM has decreased slightly. The step size
Az=10 pm is large for the BPM. But even when choosing smaller stepsizes the agreement
with the reference solution is always better for the FE/FD solution.
Data from: Fresnel Error
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Fig. 7.6: Absolute error of the field intensities generated by the BPM (Wickramasinghe
[7.5]) and the FE/FD algorithm compared with the reference solution (7.12)
for the Fresnel diffraction from a narrow slot (D=20 pm, Az=10 pm, Nx=128,
Ax=0.5 pm, X=1.0 pm, nQ=l)
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This step size was merely chosen here to show that the BPM generates errors at step sizes
where the FE/FD algorithm still produces better matched results.
For another diffraction example, as shown in figure 7.6, we have plotted the absolute
error of the generated field intensities in comparison with equation (7.12) for 9 points
along the z-direction. The absolute value of the error has no relevance, only the difference
between the algorithms is important The FE/FD error stays relatively constant, whereas the
BPM error drops first at a z-distance where no rapid oscillations are present. It is difficult
to find an explanation for the increase of the error for the BPM for larger z-distances. The
critical distance in this example is zcr=800 |im and it could be that the far field solution
should actually be compared. Overall we see from figure 7.6 that the FE/FD error is smaller
than the BPM error. The simulations patterns for the above diffraction examples are
depicted in figure 8.3b.
7.3.3 Inhomogeneous propagation
We have seen in the last section, that the BPM already exhibits deficiencies for the problem
of wave propagation in homogeneous material. These errors become more severe if the
algorithm is applied to structures involving large transverse changes in refractive index. As
discussed in sections 5.2.1 and 5.3.1, the BPM requires a splitting of the operator OP, as
shown in equation (5.92), a homogeneous propagation term and a subsequent phase
correction. This introduces an error due the non-commutivity of the operators An (x,z) and
3X2 in equation (5.88), which is only negligible for small propagation steps or in structures
involving small refractive index changes An(x,z).
This is in contrast to the FE/FD algorithm where propagation is performed directly through
the inhomogeneous medium, preserving the operator OP intact. Consequently the FE/FD
technique allows large propagation steps which would normally cause a breakdown of the
BPM algorithm. This is illustrated in figures 7.7-7.10 where the relative error of different
methods in comparison with the BPM is shown. The test problem studied is the
propagation of modes in a straight step index waveguide. The performance of the
algorithms is analysed by comparing the generated intensity profiles with the fundamental
mode which should be maintained in the guide. The total relative error is calculated by
summing up the relative error (7.25) at 20 points along the z-direction using various
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analysis step sizes. Therefore the actual value of this error has no relevance, only the
difference between the various algorithms is important. To compare the best performance
of all algorithms we also placed absorbers at the edges of the analysis screen.
The first test example is the propagation of a TEq mode in straight step index waveguides
modelled by the BPM (using the 'square root' propagator) and the RBPM (Rigorous
Beam Propagation Method is the name of our computer program which uses the FE/FD
algorithm). Figure 7.8 shows the simulations using a stepsize of Az=3 pm. We have
repeated this simulation for a waveguide with An=0.1 for various step sizes between 1 pm
and 5 pm. The resulting total relative error is plotted in figure 7.7. Usually it is assumed
that the BPM can be used for refractive index changes of the order of 10%. Figure 7.7 and
7.8 however suggest, that the BPM tends to break down for a structure with 5.2% index
change at a step size Az=3 pm, whereas a stable field propagation is obtained with the
RBPM. Of course, the performance of the BPM can be improved further by reduction of
the step size. However, this particular example was chosen here to demonstrate the stability
of the RBPM for large step sizes.

5
step index waveguide
no = 1.5, An = 0.1
width = 3 jim
X = 1.0 pm, TEo
N = 64
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Fig. 7.7: Total relative error versus step size of the field intensities generated by the BPM
and the RBPM (FE/FD) algorithm in a straight step index waveguide
supporting 4 modes excited with the fundamental TEq field.
(Ax=0.5 pm, normalised frequency V= 10.49)
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RBPM algorithm (Ax=0.5 pm, normalised frequency V=3.28, the waveguide supports 3 modes).

is excited with the fundamental TEq mode. The simulations show the breakdown of the BPM for a
refractive index step of An=0.18 (5.2% change). A stable propagation can only be obtained using the
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Obviously a large z step size in the BPM will cause the homogeneous propagation to
disperse the field to such an extent that the phase term is unable to perform the complete
correction. In contrast the FE/FD algorithm in equation (5.85) avoids this problem by not
using two separate parts for the propagation, and a stable propagation is obtained.
Several versions of the propagator P were discussed for the BPM in section 5.2.1. In
figure 7.9 we have compared the performance of these propagators with the FE/FD and a
FD solution for the example of a fundamental mode propagation as described in figure 7.7.
The error stays almost constant for the RBPM, whereas there is a significant increase in the
error for the propagators for step sizes Az>4.5 pm, pointing at the breakdown of the BPM.
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Fig. 7.9: Total relative error versus step size of the field intensity in a straight step index
waveguide supporting 4 modes excited with the fundamental T E q field
(^=1.0 pm, An=0.1, width of the guide=3.0 pm, Nx=64, Ax= 0.5 pm,
normalised frequency V=10.49, n<j=1.5)
a) BPM algorithm using various propagators
b) FD and FE/FD algorithms
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Fig. 7.9: c) Showing the intensity profile for Az=*5.0 pm using the BPM
d) Showing the intensity profile for Az=5.0 pm using the FE/FD algorithm

Figures 7.9c-d show this typical breakdown of the BPM for a simulation with Az=5 pm
Note the difference to figure 7.8: for a refractive index change of 0.1, figure 7.9c, the BPM
starts to introduce oscillations at Az=5 pm, for a refractive index change of 0.18, fig. 7.8,
it actually breaks down completely using a step size Az=3 pm.
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Having demonstrated the stability of the RBPM for large step sizes, the remaining crucial
test for the FE/FD algorithm is to assess its performance for large refractive index changes.
We have already seen in section 7.3.2, that the method is applicable to transverse reflection
interfaces. What about the propagation in strongly guiding waveguides? For this case we
have analysed the error versus changing refractive index at constant waveguide thickness
(figures 7. lOa-b) and at constant wave number V for a monomode guide (figure 7.10c) and
a multimode guide (figure 7.10d).
1
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Fig. 7.10: Total relative error versus number of modes and refractive index change in a
step index waveguide excited with the fundamental TEq field (X=1.0 pm,
Nx=64, Ax= 0.5 pm, n0=1.5, Az= 1 pm)
Constant guide width (3.0 unO:
a) Error versus number of modes present in the waveguide
b) Error versus refractive index change
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Fig. 7.10: Constant normalised frequency
c) Error versus refractive index change in a monomode guide (V=2.310)
d) Error versus refractive index change in a multimode guide (V= 10.49)

The fluctuation of the errors is caused by the excitation o f higher order modes and
unavoidable aliasing effects in the numerical techniques. However, figure 7.10 indicates
that all propagators in the BPM algorithm, as expected, tend to break down for high
refractive index changes whereas the FD algorithm or our FE/FD approach may still be
used for this range of the parameters. Figure 7.10c also shows the typical breakdown of
the BPM for a relative refractive index change of about 6%. The above results demonstrate
the applicability of the FE/FD algorithm to waveguides with large refractive index changes.
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7.3.4 The convergence for multiple reflections (using the RBPM algorithm)
The convergence of the multiple reflection algorithm (figure 6.2) has been studied by
Kaczmarski [7.13] using the BPM together with the error criterion (7.28). The final test for
the FE/FD algorithm in combination with the longitudinal reflection method is to investigate
its convergence behaviour for multiple reflections. Convergence means that partial
reflections at individual interfaces become insignificantly small. Consequently, a stable
solution is obtained if another forward/backward run does not alter the total field, that is,
the transmitted and reflected power remains below a given threshold deviation e©, as
defined in (7.26), for two successive iterations. Again this is only possible if the RBPM
generates the correct phases during propagation, otherwise the complex reflection (6.19)
would yield reflected fields different to those obtained by the BPM.
Data from: Convergence for multilayer filter
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Fig. 7.11: Showing the convergence of the RBPM with the Kaczmarski reflection
algorithm [7.13] for the interference filter in figure 6.10 (eo=0.0001, \=790 nm)
Filter data: Xq=2475 nm, nQ=ns= 1.46, npj=2.1, n^=1.5, njj/2(nf|/2n^njj/2)^npj/2
a) reflected power Pr at 2=0
b) transmitted power Pt at z=zm, T
c) total power P=Pr+Pt

The configuration studied is the interference filter which already served as test example in
figure 6.10. The power of the input Gaussian beam is normalised to unity as calculated in
appendix F9. The reflected and transmitted powers are evaluated at z distances z=0 and
z=zmax=0.8 pm respectively using equation (6.40) (for the transmitted power Pt replace
with *Ft in (6.40)). Figure 7.11 shows the convergence behaviour for a difference of the
calculated powers in two successive iterations as eo=0.0001 in equation (7.26). It can be
seen that the first iteration actually generates the most significant contribution to the
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reflected power. The power for further iterations oscillates around a 'stability power' and a
stable solution is obtained after 9 iterations. In figure 6.10 we have plotted the reflected
power for the fourth iteration to show that already good agreement is obtained.
7.4 Discussion o f the Stability Analysis
In section 4.3.7 we had already discussed several versions of the paraxial wave equations
(4.59) and (4.62). (4.62) was found not as accurate as (4.59), but was used in the above
examples nevertheless, to establish criteria for this equation. However, the results in
figures 7.5-7.10 and table 7.1 show that the restrictions on the index profile and step size
are actually imposed by the numerical method used for the solution of the partial
differential equations rather than the approximations which led to the paraxial wave
equation. The BPM imposes a restriction on n(x,z) by using a slowly varying phase
correction term. This is circumvented in the direct numerical solution of the paraxial wave
equations via Finite Elements and Finite Differences which allows for any refractive index
change. This was actually not expected initially. The conclusion we draw is, that the term
'paraxial' has to be really treated in its 'original' sense. Paraxial means, that, assuming a
plane wave decomposition of the field at each propagation step, there should not be waves
propagating at too large angles (e.g. too large angles as defined in figure 4.12). The cause
for the presence of plane waves at large angles can be manifold (e.g. launching the input
beam at too large an angle, or a sudden oblique longitudinal interface which diverts the
field) and is not solely determined by the refractive index distribution n(x,z).
Admittedly, the spectrum after each step of propagation should really be tested on large
angle plane waves and, if necessary, a filter should be introduced to suppress these waves.
This is notably difficult in a Finite Element analysis operating in (x,z) space where we have
no means to explicitly suppress plane waves. Hence we have here to rely on the fact that
there are no large angle plane waves in the spectrum. As long as angles of the input field do
not exceed 30-45 degrees the paraxial requirements are fulfilled.
Obviously, particularly at reflection interfaces, there may be plane waves for which the
paraxial approximation breaks down. However, we have found in many examples (section
6.4), that the discrepancy arising from using the FE/FD algorithm for the reflection in
comparison with analytical solutions is minimal, indicating that even if large angle plane
waves were present, at least their amplitudes would be very small. This is also found using
the paraxial wave equation for seismic problems (Claerbout 7.4) where a large range of
velocities (=refractive indices) is dealt with. Thus the direct numerical solution is superior
to the BPM.

As regards the admissible analysis step size, the examples have shown, that, for large
propagation steps the phase correction in the BPM is unable to perfrom the complete
correction. This results in a total breakdown of the BPM (figure 7.8), whereas the FE/FD
solution yields stable results. We have not experienced a breakdown of the FE/FD
algorithm in any of our examples, meaning that this technique does not 'miss out1on a
propagation step. As a counter example, analysing a curved waveguide with a very large
step size will result in very inaccurate solutions, but the FE/FD algorithm will nevertheless
try to approximate a solution between the refractive indices at z and z+Az. In contrast, the
BPM would 'walk straight through' this step almost not noticing the refractive index
change from z to z+Az.
Remarks on the accuracy analysis for homogeneous propapation:
It can be seen from table 7.1 that the BPM, the FE/FD and the FD results do not agree for
for the case of a Gaussian beam propagating in a homogeneous medium. This is somewhat
surprising since the BPM solution (using the 'square root' propagator) in a homogeneous
medium does not require a correction term and is, within the accuracy of the FFT, a true
solution of the Helmholtz equation. However, it should be noted that results were
compared with the analytical solution (7.5) of Gaussian beam propagation based on the
paraxial wave equation (PWE). The FE/FD algorithm is based on the PWE and
consequently the results from the direct numerical solution are better matched to the
analytical solution (7.5) than the BPM solution. Hence 'better' in table 7.1 really means
better matched to the PWE solution. The FE/FD algorithm approximates a solution to the
PWE not the Helmholtz equation.
For the Fresnel diffraction example the analytical solution of the Helmholtz equation
(7.12) was used as reference solution. In figures 7.5-7.6 it was found that the BPM
generates a different diffraction near field in comparison with the FE/FD algorithm and the
analytical solution. This behaviour of the BPM was noticed in many diffraction examples.
However, actually the BPM solution for homogeneous media should approximate the
analytical solution much better than the paraxial FE/FD solution. Even when taking into
account that the absolute error and the error difference in figure 7.6 is indeed very small
(indicating that both solutions are already relatively well matched to the analytical solution),
the different behaviour of both algorithms is apparent The error dependence is also linked
to the transverse sampling. Therefore the results presented in table 7.1 and figures 1.5-1.6
have to be treated with some care. Whether the BPM really generates more inaccurate
results than the FE/FD algorithm for homogeneous propagation (which would indeed be
surprising for the above mentioned reasons) or whether our results are due to sampling
errors requires further investigation and is here left to some future work.
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Chapter 8
Results of the Computer Simulations
8.1 Introduction
In the proceeding chapters 4-5 we have derived and solved the uncoupled scalar and
coupled vector paraxial wave equations for the isotropic and anisotropic case respectively.
We have also discussed the range of applicability of these solutions and presented an error
analysis in comparison with the classical BPM in chapter 7. To include longitudinal
reflections, we have also demonstrated that the paraxial wave equation, solved as an initial
value problem by a FE/FD algorithm, can be used in combination with a reflection
algorithm incorporated at each propagation step. This technique is 'enabled1at every one
propagation step if a longitudinal change in refractive index is detected. Various test
examples have also been successfully compared with the BPM in chapters 6-7.
Rather than presenting further comparisons and analyses of the algorithms, this chapter is
exclusively devoted to the results of the computer simulations in a variety of waveguide
structures. Of course, there are more waveguiding structures than presented in the
following, which are of considerable interest in integrated optics. However, an analysis of
all of them would be beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, the analysis of further
examples, particularly those for 2 dimensional cross sections, is only a matter of
computational effort and is left to future work. The main aim of our study was to establish
an alternative more realistic propagation algorithm.
The following test examples are chosen to show specific problems which the algorithm
must be able to solve, such as the propagation in changing longitudinal geometries, as well
as the reflection at transverse and longitudinal reflectors for TE and TM polarisation. For
some simulations we have already evaluated characteristic parameters in chapters 6-7, such
as the reflected and transmitted power for longitudinal and transverse reflections. This was
in very good agreement with analytical reference solutions. A post processing of the data in
the following simulations to evaluate e.g. the coupling length in a directional coupler, is
only performed if some characteristic features of the algorithms can be derived therefrom.
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8.2 Description o f the RBPM Software Package
We begin by briefly looking at some computational aspects of our study. A software
package, namely RBPM, has been developed based on the afore presented derivations.
This package was implemented in a professional computing environment on a UNIX based
work station HP 9000 at the SIEMENS Research Laboratories in Munich, West Germany.
The RBPM system, written in FORTRAN 77, presents, in one package, a user oriented
facility to solve integrated optical waveguides of arbitrary longitudinal and transverse
geometry using Finite Elements, Finite Differences and optionally also the BPM. One
dimensional and two dimensional cross sections can be analysed and, in addition, an
effective index method to reduce from 2D to ID is included. The program runs in batch or
interactive sessions. It is easy to use and colour graphical output provides clear
representation of the solution. Only a knowledge of the chip geometries, the index profile
and the light excitation is required. The design priorities of RBPM were, in order:
generality, ease of use, storage efficiency and speed. Furthermore, one could envisage to
run the RBPM software together with an integrated optics layout editor, namely TOPCADOPTIK™ [8.1] released by SIEMENS in June 1989, to provide an - on line - design
facility for integrated optical devices.
The basic structure of the program RBPM is shown in figure 8.1 and, as a reminder, figure
8.2 restates the mathematical theory of this computer package. One of the most important
features promoting ease of use is the RBPM preprocessor. The use of this preprocessor
allows the user to specify the problem in a simple, readable format and eliminates almost all
programming effort. It sets up the chip geometry using an (effective) refractive index
profile n(x) plus trace coordinates and interacts with the mode generator to obtain the
desired input light profile. For a one dimensional analysis, where reduction from 2D to ID
is necessary, the preprocessor interacts with the mode generator to calculate an effective
refractive index which is then used instead of n(x). A sophisticated file handling software
stores the generated refractive index distributions at each z step for forward and backward
propagation in a direct access file.
This data is then fed to a control unit where the input data is tested for consistency with the
chip geometry and, in an interactive session, the step size, polarisation, wavelength,
convergence criterion, the number of admissible iterations and various output and flow
control parameters can be checked and, if necessary, reset by the preprocessor. As the
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RBPM: Software
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Fig. 8 .1: Showing the flowchart of the RBPM software: A preprocessor interacts with a
mode generator to set up the chip geometry. This data is passed to the RBPM
core by a control unit which sets the propagation technique, polarisation etc.
The mainprogram is a totally independent unit and generates the total Helds
including the reflections according to the input geometry.
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RBPM: Algorithm
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Fig. 8.2: Showing the basic principles used in the RBPM software
a) Restatement of the mathematical algorithm
b ) Finite Element meshes at 2 advanced propagation steps
(see also figure 3.3)
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forward/backward propagation requires exact knowledge of the fields and refractive index
profiles at each step, a protocol is started in the control unit, which can be used later to trace
possible errors incurred during the run; this protocol contains parameters like error
messages about superimposition failures, start time, z-distances, reference medium at each
step, messages about successful storage of indivdual field profiles, the input data
(optional), a forward/backward label etc. This protocol can also be echoed on the screen in
an interactive session (command: RBPM inputfile{-inter -dspdata -noplot}).
However, after the preprocessing and control unit stage no further interaction with the user
is required and the checked input data points are passed to the RBPM core. Whilst the
mainprogram is nmnning, again a field file handling software is activated which makes
sure that each field is assigned a proper label so as to enable the program to identify it for a
correct superposition at any one step. The field profiles are stored in forward and backward
direct access files. For multiple reflections, even for one dimensional cross sections and
scalar fields, the amount of data to be processed increases significantly in comparison with
the scalar forward propagation. Extreme care had to be taken to ensure that the single field
profiles are properly stored and read. The protocol which was started in the control unit is
also constantly updated during the run.
After a successful run, a pseudo 3D graphical output (as used in many of the following
examples) or a contour plot visualises the calculated field propagation for forward,
backward and superimposed fields separately. The data, stored by the file handling
software in a specific format, can be passed on to a postprocessor unit (not shown in figure
8.1) where evaluation of parameters as e.g. reflected or transmitted power, error analysis,
scalar products, overlap integrals, coupling lengths, radiation and input coupling loss and a
plane wave decomposition of individual fields can be calculated. The major advantage of
using a robust file handling software throughout is that the obtained field patterns and index
distributions can also be fed back into the preprocessor for a new run.
One of the most attractive features of the RBPM package is, that it requires almost no
knowledge about the use of the actual mathematical algorithms. According to the refractive
index, the light profiles and the wavelength, the preprocessor also suggests values for the
sampling widths in x and z to the user. In addition many error checking features are
provided by RBPM. To further increase the accuracy of the solutions, an automatic mesh
refinement for the Finite Element method, particularly for nonlinear propagation, after each
propagation step is currently also under consideration.
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Q-Cotu to interpret tfie plots:
Three kinds of graphical illustrations of the beam proagation will be used in the following,
pseudo three dimensional plots where the field intensities are rescaled and translated along
the propagation direction, fully three dimensional and contour plots, the latter two of which
are self-explanatory. To make sure that no confusion arises when comparing the pseudo 3D
plots, it is important to realise exactly what is shown.
1 .Field intensities are shown in all plots (IEJ2, lEyl2, IHyl2).
2 .A broken or dotted line represents the refractive index profile.
3 .Both x,z are in units of fim.
4 .The intensity scale is arbitrary, plots have been obtained for clarity and
when comparing one plot with another it is best to check that their input
intensity is the same.
5 .The field is only displayed at discrete intervals; these intervals are not
necessarily the Az stepping length, usually being greater and certainly an
integer number of Az's
6 .If a box appears in the top right hand comer this serves as a reminder.
L = wavelength in (im.
No = reference refractive index of dielectric.
10 = normalised input intensity.
Dz = stepping length in Jim.
NZC = no. of iterations in z-direction.
NX = no. of sampling points along x.
The bottom number is the value for the nonlinear updating coefficient eta.
8.3 Wave Propagation in a Homogeneous Medium
In figure 8.3a the propagation of a Gaussian Beam in free space is shown. A typical
dispersion of the beam is observed with increasing propagation distance. Figure 8.3b
shows the diffraction of a plane wave at a narrow slot. As the plane wave propagates, a
Fresnel near field is formed in the vicinity of the slot. The field then loses the rapid
oscillations of the Fresnel pattern and starts to settle down to the Fraunhofer far field (the
limit between Fresnel and Fraunhofer pattern is here zCT=1760 fim). These two examples
served as test examples to assess the accuracy of the propagation algorithms for
homogeneous propagation as discussed in chapter 7.
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Fig. 8.3: Showing the wave propagation in a homogeneous medium using the RBPM
a) Gaussian beam propagation in 'free space' (^=1.5 pm,
nQsl, (Jq=10 pm, Nx=51, Ax= 2 pm, Nz=120, Az=5 pm)
b) Fresnel diffraction at a narrow slot (D=20 pm, k=1.0 pm,
n0=2.2, Nx=51, Ax= 1 pm, Nz=100, Az=2 pm)
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8.4 Wave Propagation in Inhomogeneous Media o f Uniform Geometry
Figures 8.4-8.5 show the forward propagation of Gaussian Beams and modes in
waveguides of uniform longitudinal geometry. In figure 8.4a a Gaussian Beam is incident
to a straight weakly guiding step index waveguide situated in the centre of the analysis
screen. A typical 'focusing in' of the beam to the fundamental mode solution is observed.
Figure 8.4b shows the coupling lengths for different widths of the input Gaussian, for a
small width the Gaussian resembles the mode already well and for large beam width the
coupling length approaches more and more the length necessary if the guide was excited
with a rectangular input
To calculate coupling losses, the RBPM postprocessor also allows one to define a 'trace'
line along which the field profiles of an arbitrary reference solution and the generated field
intensities can be aligned and evaluated (by calculation of the overlap integral (7.24)).
Figure 8.4d shows the 'evolution' of the value of the overlap integral when a Gaussian
beam is coupled into a straight Epstein refractive index guide (fig.8.4c). For the Epstein
profile a modal reference solution can be calculated analytically (Marcuse [1.13]).
In figure 8.4e two phenomena can be observed. Here, a Gaussian Beam is launched into a
multimode waveguide. The Gaussian beam tries to excite the fundamental mode, howeveT,
the reflection from the boundaries and the presence of higher order modes cause the
fluctuations in the field pattern. Actually we see how the fundamental mode beats with a
higher order mode. For the same reasons it is not surprising in the example in figure 8.4f
that no consistent mode was obtained when exciting this multimode waveguide with a
rectangular input field.

ctom

Motion of wavoguido (micron*)

Fig. 8.4: Coupling of various input beams to the fundamental TEo mode in straight waveguides
a) Gaussian beam launched into a step index waveguide (X=1.2 pm, n(j=2.2,
guide: n=2.2027, D=10 pm, <Jo=4 pm, Nx=101, Ax=0.4 pm, Nz=80, Az=5 pm)
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Fig. 8.4: b ) Propagation distance where 95% matching of the field profile is obtained in comparison
with a reference solution versus the input half width CTq °f the Gaussian
c) Showing the Epstein refractive index distribution (0^=1.5, nmax= 1.505, D=2 pm)
d) Showing the value of the overlap integral when 'tracing’ the analytical modal
solution through the field profiles generated by launching a Gaussian beam
((*0=2 pm) into the straight Epstein guide (Nx=512, Ax=.2 pm, Nz=100, Az=5 pm)
At z=500 pm: overlap integral: 82.77 %, attenuation: lOlogPo^/P^O.82122 dB
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z-»is ]

P r o p o r t i o n of a Saussian loan

e)
Fig. 8.4: e) Showing the propagation of a Gaussian beam in a straight waveguide
which supports three modes (^=0.86 pm, n(j=2.2, guiding layer: n=2.2027,
D=10 pm, ct0=4 |im, Nx=101, Ax=0.4 pm, Nz=80, Az=5 pm)
f) A rectangular input field tries to excite a fundamental mode in a
straight step index waveguide (waveguide data as in fig. 8.4a, input
field: d=10 pm, A?=0.86 pm)

In figure 8.5a and 8.5b TE0 and TEXmodes are launched into a straight waveguide and, as
expected, the input field patterns are maintained in the guides. Note that the waveguide data
in the examples is fictitious and does not necessarily correspond to a realistic experiment
The examples are merely chosen to demonstrate the performance of the algorithms. In
figure 8.5c, we have introduced a single step discontinuity and as expected the field tries to
excite the fundamental mode also in the shifted guide. The backreflection algorithm
was not used at that stage.
8.5 Wave Propagation in Inhomogeneous Media o f Nonuniform Geometry
One of the benchmark tests for the RBPM algorithm is the forward propagation of fields in
arbitrary longitudinal geometries. Figure 8.6a-j illustrates the propagation in a S-shaped
and figure 8.61-m in a Y-shaped monomode waveguide. We have also compared the field
patterns of the RBPM and BPM results for a curved weakly guiding waveguide and very
good agreement is achieved (figures 8.6b-c). If the wavelength is changed, so that the
waveguide is actually multimode, we see in figure 8.6d the typical coupling of the
propagating field to higher order modes. Figures 8.6e-j show the propagation of a
fundamental mode in a curved step index waveguide and the changing value of the
attenuation coefficient 101ogP(z)/Pin as the mode is propagating along the bend for three
different radii and x-offsets. The 'trace' line (see section 8.4) is the centreline of the guide.
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Fig. 8.5: Coupling of the first and second order mode into a straight step index waveguide
(Nx=101, Ax=0.4 |im, Nz=200, Az=5 Jim, 1.2 Jim, nQ=2.2, guiding
layer: n=2.203, D=10 Jim)
a) Showing the propagation of the TEo mode (neS=2.20254)
b) Showing the propagation of the TEi mode (neg=2.20127)
c) Showing the propagation of the TEo mode in the presence of an abrupt
transverse change in refractive index (xshift=-5 Jim) at z=200 jim.
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Fig. 8.6: Fundamental mode propagation in a waveguide with changing longitudinal geometry
a) S-shaped waveguide (R= 252.5 pm, Nz=100, Az=l p^ neff=2.26, Nx=101,
Ax=0.4 pm, nQ=2.2, guiding layer: n=2.3, D=4 pm)
b) Showing the field profile for the BPM at Az(jiSpiay=10 pm, X=1 pm, An=0.05)
c) Showing the field profile for the RBPM at A z ^ p j^ lO pm, A.=l pm, An=0.05)
d) Showing the coupling of the fundamental mode to higher order modes due to
the breakdown of total internal reflection (^=1 pm, R=626 pm)
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Fig. 8.6: Fundamental mode propagation in a S-shaped waveguide with Epstein index profile (fig. 8.4c)
(nsub=1.5, nmax=1.505, D= 2 pm, X=1 pm, Nx=512, Ax=0.2 pm, Nz=200, Az=5 pm)
e)-f) Showing the propagation and the attenuation versus propagation direction z for
radius R= 9505 pm and x-offset in the curve= 30 pm; at z=1000 pm: value of
overlap integral: 94.86 %, attenutation: .2289 dB
g)-h) Showing the results for radius R= 6260 pm and x-offset in the curve= 40 pm;
atz= 1000 pm: value of the overlap integral: 87.60 %, attenuation: .5748 dB
i) -j ) Showing the results for radius R= 4181 pm and x-offset in the curve= 60 pm;
at z=1000 pm: value of the overlap integral: 45.15 %, attenuation: 3.4527 dB
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Fig. 8.6: k) Showing the shift in the refractive index distribution after each propagation
step to approximate the S-shape refractive index distribution
I) Propagation in a Y-shaped waveguide (dbranches= 20 fim, Nz=200,
Az=l pm, neff=2.26064, Nx=151, Ax=0.4 pm, X=6 pm, n0=2.2,
guiding layer n=2.3, D=4 pm, splitting angle: 7.1°)
m)A three dimensional plot of the propagation in a Y-junction waveguide
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As a reminder, figure 8.6k shows the actual S-curve solved, which is achieved by a
stepwise shifting of the refractive index after each step of propagation.
Straight and S-shaped directional couplers have been analysed in figure 8.7. The TE0 mode
is launched at the input of the waveguide to the left. The coupling lengths for various
couplers have been evaluated and compared with Rahman’s results [8.2] in figure 8.7d-e.
The coupling lengths for TE and TM modes are very similar for low refractive index
changes as the TE/TM propagation constants are very similar. However, overall we have
noticed that the elements which model the term Bx(l/n 2(x))3xHy (e.g. the off diagonal
elements in equation (5.125)) indeed result in a different coupling for the Hy component,
which was actually expected. However, it is difficult to determine very accurately the
coupling length where the mode has fully coupled to the other waveguide. Taking into
account the graphical error by just plotting some values into the graph obtained by Rahman
[8.2], the dots in figure 8.7 should not be taken as 100% accurate but only as an indication
that the coupling length is indeed different for the TE and TM case.
Input Guide
z-wis Int.

Output Guide

Ill 2.311

12: 2.211
13: 2.211

lirictiM al cw*l*r

i-u if

b)

Fig. 8.7: Showing the wave propagation in directional couplers with step index waveguides
a) Propagation in a straight coupler (Axguides= 1 pm, Nz=400, Az=l pm, no=2.2,
Nx=401, Ax=0.1 pm, ^=6 pm, guiding layer. n=2.3, D=4 pm)
b) A 3D illustration of wave propagation in a straight coupler
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Fig. 8.7 c) Propagation in a curved coupler (Axguides= 2 Jim, Nz=250, Az=l p.m, Nx=151,
Ax=0.4 fim, X=6 |im, n0=2.2, guiding layer: as in figure 8.7a))
d) Coupling length versus gap width for TE modes
(solid lines: Rahman [8.2], dotted line: RBPM)
e) Coupling length versus gap width for TM modes
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8.6 Reflections at Transverse Reflector Regions in Homogeneous Media
We have already seen in chapter 7, that one of the main disadvantages in the BPM, the
restriction to low refractive index changes and small step sizes, is overcome in the RBPM
being based on the direct numerical solution of the wave equation (see figures 7.7-7.8).
The following simulations show examples for the propagation of beams in structures which
involve high refractive index changes in the transverse direction for beams propagating in
homogeneous media. Theses structures involve refractive index steps of the order of 1.2,
for which the BPM is not applicable.
In figure 4.2 we have already seen how a Gaussian Beam is reflected in the presence of
electric walls. These reflections are actually undesirable and they are suppressed in the
program by a multiplication with a filter function as shown in figure 4.3. We compare this
now with a Gaussian Beam reflection at a transverse interface between two dielectric
media, as shown in figure 8.8. The reflections from a metallic boundary {zero boundary
conditions) (figure 8.8a), are not the same as total internal reflection between two dielectric
media (figure 8.8b). Note the small evanescent fields on the right side of the reflector,
indicated by the vertical line. Figure 8.8c-d show the transmitted and reflected TE and TM
fields for two situations where no total internal reflections occurs. It is very difficult to 'hit'
the 'transverse1TM Brewster angle which, strictly speaking, only applies to one plane
wave. Instead of varying the input angle to the discontinuity, figure 8.8d was obtained by
varying the index in the reflector region until little energy reflection occured for the TM
case. For figure 8.8d the Brewster angle is 0"=arctan( 1.9/2.2)=40° and the beam was
launched at an angle of 45°. This difference in the angles represents a fair agreement
between the numerical simulation and the exact solution, taking into account the angle error
introduced by the paraxial approximation and the fact that a ’paraxial’ reflection actually
takes place and that a Gaussian beam rather than one single plane wave is reflected.

8.7 Reflections at Transverse Reflector Regions in Inhomogeneous Media
Naturally, our RBPM algorithms are not restricted to the reflection at homogeneous
interfaces. In the following, we model some structures involving high refractive index
changes in the transverse including the propagation of modes in inhomogeneous media.
Figure 8.9a depicts the basic structure in question, the fields in two straight waveguides are
reflected at a (possibly inclined) transverse reflector interface, and two sections of curved
waveguide are used to couple the fields in and 'collect' the field pattern after reflection.
This problem again tests two aspects of the RBPM, namely to give results for the field
propagation in curved waveguides as well as for the reflection at transverse interfaces.
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Fig. 8.8: Showing the reflection of a Gaussian Beam at homogeneous transverse interfaces
(Nz=300, Az=0.l Jim, n0=2.2, Nx=30l, Ax=0.l Jim, X=l Jim, ctq=5 Jim, 0"=45°)
a) Reflection for zero boundary conditions (electric walls)
b) Total internal reflection (index of reflector region rysl)
c ) TE polarisation (index of reflector region 1^=1.7)
d) TM polarisation (index of reflector region 1^=1.9)
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3.T0

3.0

Short excursion fo r the superimposed waves at oBCique incidence:
Note that in the previous examples it is necessary to input the fields at an angle 0". We have
found, to obtain the propagation at the correct angle, two important aspects of the paraxial
wave equation have to be observed. Firstly, instead of superimposing plane waves as
expfjkx] = exp[±konosin(0')]

(8.i)

from the dispersion relation of the Helmholtz equation, we actually have to superimpose a
paraxial phase shift for the plane waves as
exp[jk x] with k - ± J l -^ -[i± V l-sin V ) ]w
X
X
sin(0)

(o ^

from the dispersion relation of the paraxial wave equation. Admittedly, the difference in the
phase relation between (8.1) and (8.2) is small, but we have included this relationship in
our programs anyway to make sure the propagation takes place at the correct angle.
Secondly, it was observed, for obliquely incident fields, that we have to use smaller step
sizes for the analysis. We have also found that the angle accuracy is linked to the
wavelength and to the reference index n0. This is due to the fact that the paraxial
approximation actually only relates two points in the forward propagation (as already
discussed in section 4.3.7.3). This can be improved by using a higher order interpolation
in the cross section either for the Finite Differences (Marcuse [8.11]) or for the Finite
Elements as shown in appendix A.
Figure 8.9b presents the TE0 field propagation in a ’comer reflected guide' (Buchmann
[8.3], Wilson [8.4]), used in integrated optics to allow more compact use of the optical
chip. Here some radiation occurs when the reflected field is propagating along the
waveguide bend. Figure 8.9c shows the reflection for two straight guides at an oblique
reflector interface. Almost all reflected energy is trapped in the output guide as the input
angle is larger than the critical angle. Note that the interference patterns cannot be seen here
only due to the large display step size.
All these examples are impossible to analyse with the BPM. The above results look so
promising that more interesting problems could now be analysed e.g. a curved reflector
interface in combination with a longitudinal reflection interface (figure 8.9d). This kind of
structure can actually only be solved using the RBPM with the longitudinal reflection
algorithm. However, these investigations are left to future work and we will restrict the
analysis in this thesis to the bench mark tests only.
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Fig. 8.9: Showing the reflection of TEo modes at inhomogeneous transverse interfaces
a) Showing the basic setup of the reflection examples
b) Reflection in two curved waveguides (Nz=300, Az=l pm, n0=2.2, Nx=301,
Ax=0.2 Jim, X=1 Jim, n ^ l, guide: ni=2.3, D=4 jim, R=500 pm, 0‘=1O°)
c) Reflection for two straight waveguides (waveguide data as in a), 0'=11°)
d) Showing a structure involving a curved reflector interface which can be
solved by the RBPM with the longitudinal reflection algorithm (compare
with figure 8.20b for the combination of transverse and longitudinal reflections)
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8.8 Wave Propagation in Anisotropic Material
The Beam Propagation Method has also been used to model the coupled propagation in
anisotropic material (Feit [8.5], Tylen [8.6]). Here the TM and TE waves are coupled due
to the off-diagonal elements in the (effectively 2nd order) permittivity tensor. Structures
which can be modelled are for example the intrinsically anisotropic LiNb03 or GaAs in
which anisotropy can be electrically induced. A BPM solution to the coupled Helmholtz
equation
, t-,2

,2

=0

0 1

dz

.2 .

(V
+ exxkn)
kne
x T
0 7
0 :*y

1 0

k2e
(V,? + k2e
)
o yx v t
o yy J

yj

(8.3)

can be obtained only if the following approximations are satisfied:

exy =e yx

(8.4)

6XX= e°XX+ Ae XX(x)
V7

with AeXX
J e XX« 1

8 = e° + Ae (x)
yy

yy

yyv 7

with Ae Je

yy yy

«1

(8.5)
(8.6)

o o
8xy = 8 yx « 8xx8yy

(8.7)

A8x x ^ = 2 V * Axl^x)

(8.8)

Aeyy(x)

(8.9)

An(x)

As an alternative, the coupled set of equations (8.3) can be solved by the RBPM without
the assumptions (8.4)-(8.9) using the same approach as was previously used for the scalar
wave equation. The Finite Elements will solve now for 4 rather than 2 unknowns (real and
imaginary parts of the TE and TM field components) and the Finite Differences will solve
for the evolution of these fields (see section 5.3.2). Most importantly we do not have to
constrain to low refractive index changes and weak coupling. Essentially we are solving the
coupled set of forward paraxial wave equations (4.88)-(4.91) derived from (8.3) by
applying the slowly varying amplitude approximation. We have already discussed in detail
the solution technique in section 5.3.2.
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The formalism is now applied to an electrooptic device. In the calculations X=1.0 fim. The
device employs an electrooptically induced

element to rotate the polarisation of light

traversing a double heterostructure waveguide. Figure 8.10 is a schematic of this GaAsAlxGai_xAs[110] pn-junction waveguide modulator.
( 1.1 0 )
ti

y'

\
\

----------► (001)

Fig. 8.10: Schematic of a double heterostructure GaAs pn-junction waveguide electrooptic
modulator showing the orientation of the crystal axis. By applying the indicated
RF electric field E, assumed homogeneous for the sake of simplicity,
the isotropic waveguide is rendered anisotropic

We model a waveguide with step index profile (An=0.001, D=5 fim, nxx=nyy=3.6, exy=
£ =0.01 corresponding to an electric field of ~50V/fim) which is similar to the structure
analysed in Tylen [8.6]. This waveguide is excited with the lowest order TE mode.
Figure 8.11 shows the results obtained by the RBPM for the intensities of Ex and Ey at
equally spaced distances from 0 to 150 |im. Figure 8.11a shows the TE field for exy=0.0
and figure 8.11b for £^=0.01. A typical power transfer from the TE to the TM mode is
obtained after 110 pm. The evolution of the TM field is shown in figure 8.1 lc.
Another interesting feature of solving equations (4.88)-(4.91) with the RBPM approach is
that the TE and TM waves are indeed treated differently. Therefore it is not assumed that
TE and TM waves have the same propagation constant as is the case for the BPM solution
of (8.3). It should be noted that, in contrast to the BPM treatment, we have not included the
rapidly varying phase factor exp(-jkonoz) in the expression for the propagating field as we
are basically solving the paraxial equations. This factor should actually be taken into
account in order to keep track of the relative phase between the TE and TM polarisations in
a strongly mismatched waveguide such as a LiNb03. Whether this imposes any serious
restriction on the approach is left to further investigations. However, figure 8.11 shows,
that, in principle, solutions for the anisotropic case can be obtained via a direct numerical
solution of the forward coupled wave equations. In this thesis, the solution ©f the
conpled Helmholtz eqmation based ©at a FE/FB algorithm is for the first
time applied t© the propagation o f beams in anisotropic material.
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Fig. 8.11: Wave propagation in an electrooptic semiconductor pn-junction modulator
(Nx=51, Nz=15, Ax=0.1 pm, Az=10.0 pm, \=1 pm, An=0.001, nxx=3.6,
a) Evolution of the TE (E^ intensity for £^=0 (no electric field applied)
b ) Evolution of the TE field when the RF electric field is present. Complete
power transfer to the TM mode is obtained after 110 pm (exy=0.01)
c) Evolution of the TM (Ey) intensity
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8.9 Wave Reflection at a Single Homogeneous Longitudinal Interface
The theory for the reflection of a plane wave spectrum at one longitudinal discontinuity was
derived for the RBPM in chapter 6. This method was originally designed for TE
reflections. We have extended this method to also model reflections of TM waves at such
discontinuities. Now in this section we give a short step by step account of how the plane
wave spectrum is being reflected. A very good test example is the reflection of a 'wide'
Gaussian beam at an angle larger than the critical angle (we have already discussed this
examples in section 6.4.1). Here we have to model a complex reflection coefficient where
evanescent as well as propagating waves occur.
The structure in question is a single longitudinal interface with an incident plane wave
spectrum at an angle larger than the critical angle (substrate index: 3.6, background medium
index: 1.0 as shown in table 6.1). Figure 8.12 shows the Fresnel coefficient's dependency
on the angle of incidence for TE and TM waves.

i.n

l.M

TM

TM

Fresnel coefficients

TE

3

.TE

.3
S
§

TE

TE

TM
TM

Tctil reflectim )

14.1214

Irwater:

13.5241

74.4731

Tetal reflectim > 37.(772

Iremter:

31.4296

51.3714

angle-

angle-

b)

a)

Fig. 8.12: Showing the TE and TM Fresnel coefficients versus the angle of incidence
when a plane wave is incident from n^
a) no=3.6, nj=l for the TE reflection example
b) no=3.6, n1=2.2 for the TM reflection example in appendix I
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For TM waves in figure 8.12a there is no reflection for an incident angle of 15.5 degrees
and total internal reflection occurs at an angle larger than 16.1 degrees for both
polarisations. This is the kx=k0n0sin(angle) dependency which the reflection coefficient in
(6.21) has to model. This spectral coefficient also has to account for angles larger than the
critical angle where the Fresnel coefficient changes for real to complex values.
Figure 8.13a-b shows the input Gaussian and its Fourier Transform. The incident angle of
this spectrum is 45 degrees, hence there are very few plane waves at 'propagating angles',
that is, most plane waves will be totally internally reflected.
Figures 8.13c-e show the kx dependent reflection coefficient (real, imaginary and absolute
parts ) used in the example. The FT of the incident field (figure 8.13b) is multiplied with
the reflection coefficient (6.21) (figures 8.13c-e) to obtain the reflected field. Figure 8.13f
shows the FT of the reflected field. By applying continuity conditions at the interface we do
obtain a reflected (figure 8.13g) and a transmitted field (figure 8.13h). However, the
transmitted plane waves are not propagating. Since the reference medium n0 has changed
in the background medium the transmitted waves are purely evanescent. Figure 8.13i
shows the contour plot of the superimposed field for this problem. The plane waves in the
background medium are indeed exponentially decaying.

[3

a)

XIIA

b)

Fig. 8.13: Showing the incident Gaussian Beam for the TE total internal reflection problem
a) Intensity versus x-coordinate [pm] (Ax=0.1 pm, Oq=0.5 pm, iiq=3.6, X=0.86 pm)
b) Angular spectrum versus kx [1/pm] in Fourier Space
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c)

e)

d)

1

f)

h)

g)

Fig. 8.13 c) Real part of the complex TE reflection coefficient (6.21a) versus kx (the vertical
line indicates the location of the maximum in the input spectrum)
d) Imaginary part of the complex TE reflection coefficient (6.21a) versus kx [l/|im]
e) Absolute value of the complex TE reflection coefficient (6.21a) versus kx [l/|im]
f) Absolute value of the reflected spectrum versus kx [l/|im] in Fourier space
g ) Intensity of the reflected field versus x-coordinate [|im] in real space
h ) Intensity of the transmitted field versus x-coordinate [jim] in real space
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Fig. 8.13 i ) Superimposed field intensity of a Gaussian Beam with TE polarisation propagating
in a homogeneous material (no=3.6). The field (input angle: 45°) is reflected at a
longitudinal interface (ni=l) at z=2 pm. The total internal reflection angle for
this structure is =16.1°. A typcial interference pattern is generated in the vicinity
of the interface. Due to the total reflection exponentially decaying waves exist
in the background medium (Nx=128, Nz=221, Ax=0.1 pm, Az=0.01 pm,
x-axis* 10, contur step: 0.21, CTq=0-5 |xm, X=0.86 pm),
j ) Superimposed field intensity of the Gaussian Beam with TM polarisation reflected
at the longitudinal interface
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(Superimposed field propagation)
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Fig. 8.13 k) Superimposed field intensity of the Gaussian Beam (ctq= 0.5 pm) with TE
polarisation propagating in a homogeneous material (nQ=3.6). The field
(input angle: 0°) is reflected at a longitudinal interface (n ^ l) at z=1.8 pm.
A typical standing wave pattern is generated (Nx=128, Nz=201, Ax=0.2 pm,
Az=0.01 pm, x-axis*10, contur step: 0.2, X=0.86 pm).

In figure 8.13j we reflect a TM Gaussian beam at the same discontinuity. It can easily be
seen that for TM the reflection is slightly different. Also, TM waves have different
propagation constants and therefore the interference patterns look slighdy different. Figure
8.13k shows the same Gaussian beam being reflected at right angles (which is the
equivalent for TE and TM waves).
To test whether the RBPM and the BPM yield similar results we simulated the reflection of
a Gaussian Beam (beamwidth: 0.7 fim) at one longitudinal interface at right angles. The
field is reflected at the same discontinuity as in the above examples. Figure 8.14a shows
the RBPM results with a simultaneous superposition of the omitted phase factors
exp(±jkQn0z) for the forward and backward fields and figure 8.14b depicts the BPM
solution. Almost a perfect match is obtained.
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Fig. 8.14: Superimposed field intensity of a Gaussian Beam (<7 = 0.7 pm, X^0.86 pm) with
TE polarisation propagating in a homogeneous material (no=3.6). The field
(input angle: 0°) is reflected at a longitudinal interface (n ^ l) at z=1.8 pm.
(Nx=128, Nz=201, Ax=0.2 pm, Az=0.01 pm, x-axis* 10, contur step: 0.11)
a) Field pattern obtained by the RBPM with simultaneous phase superposition
b) Field pattern obtained by the BPM using the 'square-root' operator (5.18b)
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Appendix I illustrates a step by step procedure how a Gaussian beam with TM polarisation
is reflected at one single longitudinal interface. Here we try to 'hit' the Brewster angle
where no reflection occurs. Of course there will also be some plane waves which are
reflected but by choosing a wide spatial Gaussian beam the amplitude of these waves can
be forced to be quite small. The structure consists of a substrate medium of index 3.6 with
a background medium of 2.2 for which the Fresnel coefficient in figure 8.12b indicates that
no reflection occurs for a plane wave at an input angle 0' of 31.4°. Figure 8.15 shows that
indeed almost all energy is transmitted for the TM case, whereas a reflection takes place for
the TE case since the input beam is launched at an angle of 30° close to the Brewster angle.
Note that the refractive indices chosen here do not correspond to a real experiment and have
merely been used here to demonstrate the TM Brewster reflection, that is, to have a large
angle difference between total internal reflection and the Brewster reflection. Otherwise it
would be difficult to show how the 'wide1Gaussian beam 'hits' this particular angle and
not the total internal reflection angle.

8.10 Wave Reflection at a Single Inhomogeneous Longitudinal Interface
As discussed in chapter 6, the RBPM algorithm in equation (6.19) can also be applied to
structures where the incident medium to the longitudinal interface is inhomogeneous, e.g.
contains a waveguide. Figures 8.16a-b shows how a TE fundamental mode in a straight
waveguide is reflected at a longitudinal discontinuity at right angles and figure 8.16c
illustrates the propagation if the waveguide is omitted. Figure 8.17 shows the mode
reflection if the waveguide is inclined at an angle of 10°. A typical coupling to radiation and
propagation modes is observed at the interface.

8.11 Analysis o f a Y-shaped Waveguide with a Flat Junction
In the following example we model an integrated optical waveguide with Y-shape geometry
in order to split the energy equally into two separate monomode waveguides. These
waveguides are manufactured as diffusion waveguides in Lithium Niobate. The refractive
indices used in this example are the effective refractive indices which are obtained from an
effective index 2D to ID reduction method (Chilwell [8.7]). Due to the limitations in the
photolithographic process the ideal refractive index as shown in figure 8.18a can not be
obtained and a typical real index profile in the longitudinal direction is generated as shown
in figure 8.18b.
-
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-225of index ni=2.2. The two simulations show that due to the narrow spectrum most plane waves do not
undergo reflection for the TM polarisation and propagate with very little energy reflection through the
interface. For the TE polarisation a reflected field is generated which interferes with the forward field
(CTq= 5 pm, 0‘=3O°, Brewster angle=31°, Nx=351, Nz=201, Ax=0.2 pm, Az=0.01 pm, contour step: 0.2)

RBPM: Brewster Angle
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Fig. 8.16: Reflection of a TEo mode propagating in a step index waveguide (An=0.18,
D=0.4 |im, no=3.42, ni=3.6, X=0.86 pm). The mode (incident angle: 0°) is
reflected at a longitudinal discontinuity (n2=1.0) at z=2 pm (Nx=128, Nz=301,
Ax=0.05 pm, Az=0.01 pm, contour step 0.13).
a) Showing the intensity of the field for the forward propagation only
b) Showing the total intensity when the waveguide is present
c) Showing the total intensity when the waveguide is omitted
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Fig. 8.17: Reflection of a TEo mode propagating in a tilted step index waveguide (An=0.18,
D=0.4 jim, no=3.42, ni=3.6, X=0.S6 Jim). The mode (incident angle: 10°) is
reflected at a longitudinal discontinuity (n2=1.0) at z=2 pm (Nx=128, Nz=301,
Ax=0.05 Jim , Az=0.01 pm, contour step 0.13).
a) Showing the intensity in the absence of the longitudinal interface (the solid line
demonstrates that the superposition of plane waves at angle 10° indeed forces
the whole mode to propagate without radiation loss in the tilted waveguide)
b) Showing the total intensity in the presence of the longitudinal interface
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rap width
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b)

Fig. 8.18: Showing the geometry of a Y-shaped waveguide with
a) the desired refractive index profile and
b) the index distribution which can be
fabricated reproducably

This serves as a good example to again test two properties of the RBPM. First, the
propagation algorithm should be able to deal with the varying refractive index in the
longitudinal direction and secondly, there will be longitudinal reflections from the abrupt
change from the guide region to the substrate material. The reflections will in fact be very
small, but present even for a small refractive index change as, in a first approximation, the
Fresnel coefficient shows for one plane wave incident normal to this discontinuity:
r = no"no
+

no+no

3.169 - 3.212
-2
= -o.672*io
3.169+3.212

(8. 10)

There will be more energy reflected the wider the gap at the discontinuity is. For the
examples shown in figure 8.18b we get a typical refractive index distribution through
which we propagate a fundamental mode as shown in figure 8.19a for a gap of width 0.6
|im. The input waveguide (D=2.2 fim ) supports three modes at a wavelength of X=1.5S
|im. Figures 8.19b-c show the forward and backward field propagation obtained using the
RBPM. Although the reflected energy will be very small, it should vary with the gap width
and, as some plane waves are not incident at right angles, there will also be a dependence
on the polarisation of the field. This is illustrated in figure 8.19d where the reflected power
at z=0 is plotted versus the width of the gap for the TE and TM polarisation. The
normalised reflected energy is calculated in analogy to Kaczmarski [8.8] as
+°o
= IjE.E*dxl/lJ*E.E*dxl
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Fig. 8.19: Analysis of the field propagation in a Y shaped step index waveguide with a flat junction
(the straight line indicates a tilted transverse reflector region which is not of interest here)
a) The refractive index distribution for the example in figure 8.18b as used by the
RBPM (h=l.55 pm) for a gap width 1 pm (Nx=256, Nz=800, Ax=l pm, Az=l pm)
b) Forward field propagation for the example in figure 8.18b.
C) Backward field propagation for the example in figure 8.18b
(intensity* 104 in comparison with figure 8.19c)
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Analysis of a Y-shape Waveguide
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Fig. 8.19d: Reflected energy Pr in a Y-shaped waveguide due to reflection at a
longitudinal discontinuity versus width of the gap for TE and TM
polarisation when launching a fundamental mode at the input of the
multimode waveguide as shown in figure 8.18b

8.12 Wave Reflection at Multiple Longitudinal and Transverse Interfaces
In chapter 6 we have already used the RBPM multiple reflection algorithm (figure 6.2),
where the single reflection (6.19) is applied to many consecutive longitudinal
discontinuities to analyse an interference filter. A forward and backward propagation is
performed until the partial reflections are below a certain energy threshold (7.28). In
figures 8.20a-b the reflections of an input Gaussian Beam of TE polarisation is shown for a
structure with 12 interfaces. No waveguide is present in this structure. Figure 8.20c-e is an
interesting example for the propagation of a Gaussian beam undergoing reflection at a
transerse and longitudinal discontinuity. The beam is totally internally reflected at the
transverse interface (note the little evanescent fields which can be seen in figure 8.20c) and
subsequently a partial reflection takes place at the longitudinal change in refractive index.
This example confirms three important aspects o f the RBPM theory. First, the
tranverse reflection is performed correctly as the input and the reflected beam from the
longitudinal reflection are parallel. Second, the RBPM propagation maintains the correct
angle relationship and no phase information is lost either in the propagation or in the
transverse reflection, otherwise the beam would propagate with an angle different to the
incident angle after the reflection. Third, interference patterns are generated in the vicinity
of the longitudinal and transverse interfaces, again confirming that the paraxial wave
equation with a superposition of the lost phase factor is applicable for the beam
propagation.
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Fig. 8.20: Field intensity of a Gaussian Beam (<J(j=l pm, X=1.55 pm) with TE polarisation
propagating in a homogeneous medium (nQ=3.086). The input beam (incident angle
0°) is reflected at 12 consecutive longitudinal discontinuites (n2=3.6, d2=700 nm,
ni=3.086, di=600 nm) starting at z=0.5 pm (Nx=128, Nz=181, Ax=0.1 pm,
Az=0.01 pm, contour step 0.1, number of iterations Niter=5)
a) Showing the forward field after the first iteration using the RBPM
b) Showing the total field after 5 iterations
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Fig. 8.20e: Showing the Gaussian beam reflection from fig. 8.20 d) in a
pseudo three dimensional plot. This representation is preferable
to visualise the interference pattern generated at the transverse
reflector interface
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8.13 Wave Propagation in Nonlinear Material
Non-linear integrated optics has been the subject of intense research over recent decades.
Effects that have been analysed include soliton propagation, self-focusing, and self guided
waves. Many authors have concentrated on the use of Finite Elements, Rahman [8.9],
Davies [8.10], Finite Differences, Marcuse [8.11], Hendow [8.12] or the classical BPM,
Tylen [8.13], Gubbels [8.14], Yevick [8.15], Leine [8.16], [8.17], Andersen [8.24] (for
3D structures) to model the TE wave propagation in a nonlinear dielectric. In the following,
we test the RBPM for some examples in nonlinear optics, not so much to investigate new
phenomena in nonlinear material, but merely to show that the RBPM algorithms yield
similar results to reference solutions, thereby confirming the present theory.
At this point it seems appropriate to acknowledge the considerable computational effort of
ASmith [8.18] and R.D.Ettinger, who have compared the RBPM results with solutions
obtained by a Finite Element program for a large number of simulations in nonlinear
material.
The non-linear dielectrics studied in this thesis, obey the Kerr-law characteristic as
n2(x,z) = n2 (x,z) + alEyl2

(8.12)

for a=0 the refractivity is linear, for a>0 refractivity is nonlinear. The refractive index
n(x,z) in a non-linear medium is related to the energy at each x-point as
n(x,z) = nQ(x,z) + T] S

(8.13)

with
1 I } no
S = — IE I —— ; Z0 = 120 n
2 y Z0

(free space impedance)

(8.14)

and units of T| are m2/W and of S are W/m2. If no field is present then the refractive index
n(x,z)=n0(x,z) (note that now rig denotes the linear inhomogeneous index distribution).
However, in the presence of a field the refractive index is increased by an amount An at
every point in the x-direction where a non-linear index is present. The algorithm to solve
the non-linear paraxial wave equation is very simple; rather than solving the non-linear
wave equation directly, although this can in principle also be done (Sewell [8.19]), we
’update1the refractive index distribution after each propagation step. A stable solution is
obtained when the field values do not change with a new propagation-update step. Hence
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we have an input field, and the refractive index distribution is calculated to the field strength
at each Ax sampling point. This new refractive index n(x,z+Az) is used in equation (5.85)
to calculate Ey or Hy at the next step z+Az.
The above equation for n(x,z) (8.13) is only realisable for small fields (or small T|). In
reality saturation effects occur. To include this physical effect, (8.13) can be modified to
ocS

n(x,z) = n0(x,z) + Anmm(l-e' )

with

a=r\/Anmax

(8 . 15 )

which is, to a first order, equal to (8.13). Both (8.13) and (8.15) were used in the program
to see the effects of having a saturation limit on the refractive index. Another 'updating*
equation was used for the comparison in figure (8.23). This took the form of

ot

ex = e + enlEyl2/Z0

(816a)

n2 = n2 + iyilEyf/Z,,

(8.16b)

(8.16b) is the same as (8.13) provided T|IEJ2«1.
'Remarks on the Computational Implementation o f the 9/onCinear 'updating'
The RBPM uses a variable An for the perturbation in n(x,z). Thus the total refractive index
is n+An, for each point along x. If a guide is present, then An takes the value of the index
difference; when a non-linear medium is present An has to be updated according to the
equation being used. Now in equation (8.14), Ey is in units of V/jim. S is therefore
multiplied by 1012 to obtain S in W/m2. This is then multiplied by rj [m2/W] to get the
index change due to non-linearity. This is then added to An to get the total index change at
that particular x-point. This is performed for all points in x (or in 2D for all points in x,y).
It should be noted that, in contrast to the linear examples, where the same field pattern is
obtained independent from the input power, it is essential to be sure about the correct
power of the input beams.
iReflection o f a Gaussian (Beamfrom a Non-Cinear Interface:
Figure 8.21 shows the typical reflection of a Gaussian beam at a nonlinear interface. A
surface wave is formed in both cases. Also note the small secondary self guided wave
which propagates parallel to the interface. When tj is increased, the intensity of the
secondary beam also increases. This is in agreement with the results from Marcuse [8.11],
Aceves [8.20] and Andersen [8.24].
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. 8.21: Reflection of a Gaussian Beam (<Jo=0.5 pm, h=l pm, 0'=5°, no=1.5) with
TE polarisation at a transverse nonlinear interface (Ax=0.5 |im, Az=l pm)
a) Showing the beam propagation for a nonlinear coefficient T|=2*10'11 m2/W
b) Showing the beam propagation for a nonlinear coefficient 11=5*10"11 m2/W
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Gaussian (Beam ‘E xcitation o f a ‘Thin ‘film ‘Waveguide zoith 9\fonCinear CCaddina:
Figure 8.22 shows typical results when launching a Gaussian beam into a step index
waveguide with a nonlinear cladding. Figure 8.22a shows how the beam initially splits
unevenly, then is 'pulled' to the left hand side, creating a stable self-focused channel after a
propagation distance z=120 Jim. Note the difference to figure 8.22b. This is a 'close up' to
see how the beam splits. The beam does not recombine as in figure 8.22a but continues as
two self focused beams on either side of the linear guide.

SoCiton ^Propagation in a Shmwfreneous NonCinear Medium:
A soliton is a wave (beam of light) that propagates without decay or distortion through
space or time. In our case solitons are found (Haus [8.21]) to exist in non-linear dielectrics.
The mathematical prediction of such a soliton has been of intense interest over some years
(Gubbels [8.22]). By solving the nonlinear wave equation which resembles the
Schroedinger equation (Haus [8.21]), the formula for a soliton can be found. A simplified
equation for the shape of a soliton in 2D (x,z) is
'F(x,0) = V2/K v

-----------------------cosh(vx)

(8.17)

with
K = 2kjjn2/n0

; n=nQ+ n^TI2

(8.18)

One excellent way of validating the RBPM for nonlinear propagation is to launch a soliton
and propagate it in a nonlinear medium. If the soliton travels in the z-direction without self
focusing or diffraction at a certain input power and nonlinear coefficient, then this provides
credibility for the program. This is illustrated in figure 8.23a, where the soliton propagates
in the nonlinear medium without diffraction or self focusing, even for large propagation
distances. If the nonlinear coefficient is varied, the height and shape of the soliton is
changed. Figure 8.23b shows the'soliton from figure 8.23a launched into a medium of
higher non-linearity. The soliton self-focuses before stabilising with the same overall
shape, but higher peak and narrower width. Note that no further self focusing takes place
even at large propagation distances, which would indicate a 'catastrophic' focusing to one
point. Thus an evolution from one soliton to another has taken place. Figure 8.23c shows
the propagation of the input soliton when the material is linear (T|=0). The beam diffracts
quickly as would be expected for such a narrow beam without guiding structure.
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Fig. 8.22: Propagation of a Gaussian Beam in a linear guide with nonlinear cladding
(Nx=256, Ax=0.5 pm, Az=l }im) (Smith [8.18])
a) Showing the propagation for a nonlinear cladding with T|=5* 10"11 m2/W
(n2=1.57, D=1.5 pm, (Tq=1 P-m, ^=1 pm, no=1.55, Nz=200, Io=l)
b) Showing the propagation for a nonlinear cladding with r\=2* 10*11 m2/W
(n2=1.52, D=2.0 pm, <j0=2 pm, X=1 pm, no=1.5, Nz=20, Iq=0.2)
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Fig. 8.23: Soliton propagation in a homogeneous nonlinear medium (Smith [8.18])
(Nx=128, Ax=0.05 p m , Nz=400, Az=l p m , X=1 p m , Io=0.7, n0=1.55)
a) Showing the soliton propagation for ti= 4.9*10'10 m2/W, n2=0.1, v=2)
b) Showing the focusing from one soliton to another for a higher nonlinearity
c) Showing the diffraction of the input soliton if t]=0 (Nz=10)
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9rfocCe ‘E xcitation in a OfonCinear Guide with Linear Ctaddina:
We conclude this section with two examples for a nonlinear guide with a linear cladding
(figure 8.24) and compare our results with those obtained by Hayata [8.23]. A second
comparison was made with a Finite Element program (Davies [8.10]), which finds the
nonlinear modes in a structure with an iteration procedure for the propagation constant by
'updating' the permittivity index after each iteration due to the power at each node.
n=1.5

n=1.5

n=1.52
t\

=10-9m2/W

D=2.46 H m

X=0.515 M
-m

Fig. 8.24:Showing the structure with the nonlinear guide as used by Hayata [8.23]

In Hayata [8.23], using a similar iteration for the propagation constant of the nonlinear
modes (an eigenvalue problem is solved here not a propagation problem), three different
linear modes are 'launched' into the nonlinear guide and after N iterations the nonlinear
mode is 'found'. For the TE0 mode this is the case. However, for the structure in figure
8.24, the TEXand TE2 modes do not settle down to stable nonlinear modes and show
random oscillations in their field profiles (see figure 8.25a-c). The RBPM, using equation
(8.16b) for the 'updating' of the refractive index plus a rescaling of the nonlinear
coefficient tj (Smith [8.18]) for comparison with the formula used in Hayata's examples,
launches the linear modes and then propagates them using the algorithm (5.85). We have
compared our results with Hayata's and we found agreement for the fundamental mode,
which indeed settles down to a stable nonlinear mode (figure 8.25d). However, for the
second and third mode the RBPM also predicts stable solutions (figure 8.25e-f) and do not
show oscillations after a certain propagation distance. The RBPM is a propagation
procedure, being validated by some of the examples shown above. Therefore it has to be
concluded that the iteration procedure from Hayata cannot be considered a 'propagation'
technique, as is claimed: 'the actual length Az need not be specified in the iterations'. This
is a very broad statement and needs more justification.
The FE program from Davies [8.10], which we used for comparison, finds the nonlinear
mode of a given guide structure and nonlinearity by an iteration for the propagation
constant. Figure 8.26b is a typical result for the fundamental mode in the above example,
showing the variation of Ae versus the input power of the linear mode for a given
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Fig. 8.25: Launching linear modes into the nonlinear guide with a linear cladding (fig. 8.22)
(Nx=256, Nz=400, Ax=0.12 |im, Az=l Jim, rj=2*10'11 m2/W)
a)-c): Showing Hayata's [8.23] iterative results for the TEo, TEl and TE2 mode
d)-f)t Showing the RBPM results [8.18] for the TEo, TEl
T^2 mode
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nonlinearity (rip^lO*9 m2/W) in the guide. The RBPM program yields the refractive index
change due to the nonlinear coefficient T| in the guide (figure 8.26a). For comparison with
the FE results we have to compare the nonlinear change in the permittivity. The
permittivity can be expressed as
e = n2 = (nj + An^)2 = (nj + 2n1Annl + An^) = ^ + Aenl

(8.19a)

AEj = 6j - n2 = An2j + 2nJAnnl

(8.19b)

and thus
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Fig. 8.26: Refractive index and permittivity change when the TEo linear mode is
launched into the nonlinear guide depicted in figure 8.22).
a) Showing the refractive index change obtained by the RBPM (Smith [8.18])
b) Showing the permittivity change for the RBPM and the FE program (Davies [8.10])
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In the RBPM, the fundamental mode was launched with a constant power of 1700 W/m
and the nonlinear coefficent

was varied (figure 8.24a). Now figure 8.24a can be

plotted into figure 8.24b for the FE results, if the nonlinear coefficient

is rescaled to

the power as
^ rb p m =

'H rbpm

^

W/m

(8.19c)

A comparison of both algorithms as shown in figure 8.24b yields a very good agreement
(maximum error of 5%) and confirms the use of the RBPM algorithms in nonlinear
material. To quantify and predict the nature of nonlinear self guided waves is beyond the
scope of this project. The examples presented above were merely used to demonstrate the
applicabilty of the RBPM to the propagation in nonlinear material.
8.14 W ave P ropagation in 3 Dimensions
In the above examples for one dimensional cross sections the main features of the RBPM,
the vector propagation and the application to large transverse and longitudinal changes in
refractive index, have been tested and discussed in detail. In appendix B and D the one
dimensional algorithms from chapter 5 are extended to full 3 dimensional propagation (two
dimensional cross section using Finite Elements plus the forward propagation using Finite
Differences). These algorithms exhibit the same features as the one dimensional algorithms
and can be used instead of the 3D to 2D reduction via an effective index method. As the
kernel of this thesis is, in principle, to introduce the use of a Finite Element/Finite
Difference algorithm to wave propagation problems in optics, the extension to 3
dimensions only presented a minor problem. Furthermore, the one dimensional analysis
has already shown that the RBPM can handle large changes in refractive index in the
transverse direction as occur at an air substrate interface in a channel waveguide (figures
1.5, Bl). Thus the 2 dimensional cross section is a straightforward extension and does not
confirm the accuracy of the RBPM theory further. The detailed study of TE and TM waves
in 3 dimensional structures (particularly for nonlinear material) is therefore left to future
work. In this thesis the basic 3D theory has been presented.
In figure 8.27 a very simple example is shown, of a Gaussian beam coupled into a
rectangular channel waveguide. The beam excites the fundamental mode of the guide, as
already studied for the one dimensional case in figure 8.4a, before it starts to reflect with
the boundaries (figure 8.27d). Very little reflection from the boundaries occurs due to the
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c)

d)

Fig. 8.27: Showing the propagation of a 2D Gaussian beam launched into a rectangular channel
waveguide by using the RBPM (X=1.5 pm, nQ=2.2, CTo=10 pm, number of
triangles in the final mesh: 995, Ax= 2 pm, Nz=200, Az=5 pm, 'filter' absorbers
(figure 4.3) arc used at the boundaries, guide: width=10 pm, depth=15 pm)
a) Showing a surface plot of the intensity at z=10 pm
b) Showing a surface plot of the intensity at z=50 pm
c) Showing a surface plot of the intensity at z=100 pm
d) Showing a surface plot of the intensity at z=400 pm
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absorbing boundary conditions. Furthermore, the profile of the input Gaussian beam
already resembles the mode well, so that little energy is radiated. This input beam was
specifically chosen to avoid undesirable wall reflections (see figure 4.8), which would
corrupt the field.
The actual TE mode (Ey component) which should be excited is shown in figure 8.27e,
which was calculated, in a cross sectional analysis solving for the eigenmodes of the
waveguide, by a Finite Element program based on the minimisation of a variational
principle (Davies [8.10]).

air

width=10 pm

depth=15 pm
guide boundary *7

N.

analysis frame

Fig. 8.27: Showing the TEo fundamental mode for the channel waveguide in figure 8.27a-d
calculated by solving for the eigenmodes of the structure (neff=2.201489)
e) TEo mode (Shown is the Ey component)
f ) Showing the refined mesh used to calculate the mode
(number of triangles in the final mesh: 1021)
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The channel waveguide, analysed in figure 8.27, supports several modes; thus the
Gaussian beam, which resembles the field profile of the fundamental mode, may also excite
higher order modes and the field profiles in 8.27a-d can be a superposition of these modes
(see also figure 8.4e for the equivalent one dimensional case). It is far more difficult to
excite the fundamental mode in a 2D cross section, as aliasing effects and errors in the x
and y direction may build up and destroy the symmetry of the input field. Consequently
higher order modes are also excited. However, the 3D propagation algorithm needs more
testing and figure 8.27 is only an illustration that the algorithm can, in principle, be applied
to 3D propagation problems.
For the full 3 dimensional propagation we realised that it is desirable to include a mesh
refinement after each propagation step (as is in fact done for the iterative process to find the
eigenmode in figure 8.27e). Thus the order of the matrices can be reduced and many
elements can be placed in regions in the 2 dimensional cross section where a significant
change in the field values occurs (an adapted mesh which could also be used in the
propagation analysis is shown in figure 8.27f).
We also noticed that using a 'Frontal' solver (or Harwell's arbitrary sparse matrix solver
MA27) instead of a 'Bandsolver' (for which an appropriate renumbering of the nodes is
required) for the solution of the matrix equations is preferable due to the structure of the
final matrices in 3 dimensional problems. Most importantly less memory is required on the
computer.
8.15 Discussion of the Results
’Discussion o f the problem o f tfu evanescent waves:
In chapters 4 and 5 we have already discussed that the 'square root’ operator (4.49) in the
BPM accounts for propagating waves for the case of kx2<k02n02 and for evanescent
O

0

0

waves, that is exponentially decaying waves, if kx >k0 n0 , bascially changing the
operator OP=j(k02n02-kx2)1/2 to OP'=(kx2-k02n02)1/2 As the BPM uses a plane wave
expansion of the field, the spectrum of the field at any z step can consist of propagating and
evanescent waves (figure 8.28c). If the substrate reference material nref changes e.g. at an
abrupt longitudinal interface, some plane waves at propagating angles may become
evanescent (figure 8.28c). If total internal reflection occurs the whole spectrum is shifted to
the evanescent region (see figure 8.28d).

o -

to uj wtc.
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The RBPM uses an approximation for the propagator as given in equation (5.24). As the
algorithm 'operates' in the (x,z) space it cannot distinguish between propagating and
evanescent waves when the reference medium is changing. For the case of total internal
reflection at a longitudinal interface the algorithm may still be used as the whole spectrum
of plane waves becomes evanescent. If total internal reflection is detected for all plane
waves in the spectrum, the RBPM algorithm uses an approximation of the paraxial wave
equation as
['2kono3z +

+ ko<"2 ' nJpl'J'O'.z) = 0

(8.20)

which then models an evanescent paraxial propagator (for n=n0) in the solution for (8.20):
4'(ki ,z+Az) = xP(ki ,z)*e'Zkl/21C°n°

(8.21)

The propagator exp[...] in equation (8.21) is clearly the evanescent version of (5.25),
which forces the waves to exponentially decay with a decay constant of -kx2/2ko2no2.
propagating waves

evanescent waves

x

-x

reaC space

ii

total internal reflection

c)
Fig. 8.28: Showing the problem of the evanescent waves for the RBPM
a) Showing the intensity of the input field in real space
b) A situation which is allowed in the RBPM; all plane waves
are propagating in a reference medium nref
c) A situation where part of the spectrum is attenuated due to
the presence of plane waves at 'evanescent' angles; the RBPM
which 'operates in real (x,z) space cannot distinguish between the
propagating fields and evanescent fields
d) If the reference medium nrcf changes so that all plane waves are evanescent,
total internal reflection occurs; this situation can be solved with the RBPM
algorithm by a 'manual' switching to an 'evanescent' paraxial wave equation
(8.20) in the background medium
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This switching of the operators for evanescent waves is in fact used in figure (8.13). In
principle, the reference medium can be chosen arbitrarily. Therefore an 'appropriate' choice
of the reference medium can also be used to make sure all plane waves have 'propagating'
k* angles (see figure 8.28b).

Overall discussion o f the results:
In this chapter the properties of the RBPM (FE/FD algorithm) have been demonstrated at
various bench mark test examples and compared with the performance of the classical
BPM. It was shown how the RBPM includes the reflected waves at transverse and
longitudinal discontinuities and the polarisation dependent propagation in isotropic and
anisotropic material. It has also been shown that the RBPM with nonlinear updating
produces similar results to reference solutions in the literature. Together with the error
analysis presented in chapter 7 the RBPM (Rigorous Beam Propagation Method) is found
superior to the BPM.
As no restrictions are imposed on the refractive index distribution by the FE/FD algorithm
itself, the method is applicable to the propagation in structures involving large changes in
refractive index, as occur e.g. in a channel waveguide due to the abrupt change in index
from the substrate material to the surrounding air. The examples presented here for one
dimensional structures with high index changes can also be applied to full 2D cross
sections. Some results have been shown for the full 3D propagation in section 8.14.
The propagation for 2D cross sections is a very interesting area of research, particularly for
the investigation of propagation phenomena which occur in 2D nonlinear material.
However, the analysis of such structures is beyond the scope of this work and is therefore
left to future work. The algorithms used for the 3D propagation are based essentially on the
same procedures. However, we do not 'learn' more about the algorithm itself by applying
it to 2D structures. Consequently the derivation for the 3D propagation in appendix B and
D is merely included for completeness and is only applied to a test example.
Furthermore, the extension to 2D is necessary should a full vector propagation (as outlined
in chapter 5) be envisaged. However, as refractive index changes in integrated optical
waveguides are usually small unless a reflector region (in the transverse or longitudinal
direction) is included (especially in 2D cross sections e.g. in the above mentionned channel
-2 4 9 -
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waveguide), the modes are mainly transverse electric or transverse magnetic and no
coupling occurs as long as the material is uniform and isotropic. Nevertheless, the
propagation of TE and TM modes will be different and the classical BPM clearly neglects
this effect being based in the TE Helmholtz equation.
It should be noted that very recently a Finite Element method (Hayata [8.25], [8.26]),
similar to the one described herein, was successfully applied to the propagation of TE and
TM waves in nonlinear material where a totally different behaviour is noticed for both types
of waves. This again reinforces the theory presented in this study.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Introduction
We will begin this chapter by briefly restating the motivation for this study and the resulting
theoretical problems. This is followed by a short discussion of some of the more important
results which were found and the factors influencing the tasks emerging from this study as
well as direct extensions of this work. To continue the discussion, we will then outline
some of the more general future directions including suggestions for alternative
approaches, other than the possible bench mark tests, already discussed in detail in chapters
7-8.
9.2 D iscussion o f the Theoretical Problem s
The question the experimentalist puts to the theorist is, whether a simulation of the optical
devices in his experiment can actually predict their real performance dependent on various
manufacture parameters. We have already seen in chapter 1, that in integrated optics
various complicated technological fabrication steps are required and also the measuring
techniques are difficult. Hence there is great demand for more realistic models of these
devices. Most importantly, the simulation programs have to be available on medium sized
work stations like the SUN or HP 9000, since the use of a supercomputer like the CRAY is
not an easy ’on line' design tool.
The experiments modelled in this project centre around the propagation of polarized light in
integrated optical devices of arbitrary longitudinal and transverse geometry in anisotropic,
isotropic and nonlinear material. The variables of interest are essentially the electric and
magnetic field distribution in the device due to some arbitrary excitation light profile at the
input The field types involved are not just the eigensolutions of the waveguide (which can
be obtained relatively easily using an eigenmode analysis defined as a boundary value
problem).
In addition to the loss mechanisms of absorption and scattering present even in straight
waveguides, curved waveguides always suffer from tangential power loss and from power
coupling to higher order modes due to the bending. Moreover, at any junction between two
waveguides of different curvature there is a transition loss due to the field mismatch.
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9.2.1 Coupled vector fields in optical waveguides
If the solution to the electromagnetic field problem is approached via an 'evolution'
procedure, it is well known that for this purpose Maxwell’s equations can only be reduced
to a set of coupled forward wave equations in a limited number of cases, that is for the
scalar isotropic and vector anisotropic propagation. The derivation of forward equations is
necessary to model the propagation problem. As a consequence, possible reflected fields
cannot be included.
On the other hand, the modes of all three dimensional dielectric waveguides, e.g. in a rib or
channel waveguide, are hybrid in nature and possess all six field components. The fields
will only exhibit quasi TE and TM behaviour. However, it can easily be seen that a TE or
TM wave incident on, say, a rib waveguide not only produces a reflected and transmitted
wave of its own type but also excites a reflected and transmitted wave of the other
polarisation. If propagation takes place along the z-direction, then a quasi TE wave has the
field components Ey, Ez, Hx, Ex, and
components Hy,

Similarly, a quasi TM wave possesses the field

Ex, Hx, and Ez. Therefore, if a TE wave reflects at a small angle, the

Hx and Ez components excite a TM surface wave. Thus TE-TM coupling occurs at the
guide walls and the resulting hybrid mode always possesses all six field components.
These effects are significant especially in waveguides of arbitrary longitudinal geometry,
e.g. in a curved waveguide, where a polarisation change occurs due to the curvature.
Hence, solving the scalar TE wave equation, as the BPM does for quasi TE modes, is not a
good approximation. If a propagation analysis is sought in terms of coupled vector fields,
obviously a full three dimensional analysis must be performed.
9.2.2 Solutions for forward travelling waves
Furthermore, the requirement of a propagation procedure instead of an eigenmode analysis
demands reduction to forward wave equations. This is only possible by neglecting the
coupling terms in the vector wave equations. If the coupling is neglected the analysis can be
performed in terms of quasi TE and TM modes, which are only coupled if the material is
anisotropic. Quasi TE and TM modes are usually denoted as Epqx and Epqy modes,
whereby the first family have most of their electric field polarized in the x-direction and the
second in the y-direction. The indices p and q denote the number of maxima in the x and y
direction in a two dimensional cross sectional analysis. The quasi TE modes are described
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by a wave equation in terms of the Ey components and the quasi TM modes similarly by a
wave equation in the Hy component.
In fact, the fields are actually not propagating, since the waveguide in question is assumed
to be illuminated under steady state conditions, the rise time of the light needed to obtain
these conditions not being considered. This is often not emphasized enough in publications
about the propagation problem. What we are in fact doing, is a 'slice wise' forward
evolution (solution) of the input field to obtain the field distribution in the whole chip under
steady state conditions including possible reflected waves. These waves are again actually
not travelling waves (travelling in the sense used in time dependent problems). The ’slice
wise’ solution is necessary as the boundary conditions at the ’output’ are generally not
known (see also section 9.3.3).
9.2.3 The BPM limitations in integrated optics
The study presented in this thesis was originally conceived as an extension of the classical
BPM algorithm. The BPM algorithm is now the most widely used technique to investigate
the field propagation in integrated optics and seismology; it is a scalar approximation for
weakly guiding structures where no reflections occur in the transverse and longitudinal
direction. Furthermore, it can only be used efficiently in a two dimensional analysis (one
dimensional cross section) due to the computational effort required to transform the fields
into the spectral domain and back after each step of propagation. The method actually
breaks down, when applied to structures that involve high refractive index changes (e.g.
mirrors), as it is essentially based on a perturbation technique. A more realistic model of
wave propagation must therefore concentrate on the coupled vector propagation in strongly
guiding structures as well as on the extension to include the backward travelling waves
which may occur at abrupt changes in refractive index in the transverse and the
longitudinal direction.
An approach for an extension of the BPM was discussed in chapter 5. However, the work
presented in this thesis concentrates on the direct numerical solution of the paraxial wave
equations via Finite Elements and Finite Differences.
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9.3. Conclusions
9.3.1 What has been learnt in this study
In this work a novel treatment of beam propagation in waveguiding structures of arbitrary
refractive index profile in the longitudinal and transverse direction has been investigated as
an alternative to the classical BPM. The approach is based on a z-transient variational
form ulation, which is recognized as a computationally efficient and (from the
programmers points of view) effortless way of solving a wide range of problems in
electromagnetism.
A functional for the TE and TM paraxial wave equations in isotropic media (known as Fock
equations), originally used in time transient evolution problems in underwater acoustics, is
applied to the wave propagation problem in integrated optics. For the propagation of
coupled fields in anisotropic material we have shown that a weak formulation of the
coupled wave equations can be used. Solutions in the transverse plane are obtained using
the Galerkin Finite Element (FE) method in combination with an unconditionally stable
Crank Nicolson Finite Difference (FD) scheme for the forward evolution.
This approach has distinct advantages over the classical BPM. For isotropic and anisotropic
material, the direct numerical solution of the paraxial wave eqautions does not impose
restrictions on the refractive index distribution involved as is the case for the BPM, based
on a perturbation analysis for the slowly varying phase correction. This was extensively
studied for the reflection of beams at abrupt discontinuites in the transverse direction and in
strongly guiding waveguides (figures 7.8-7.10, 8.8, 8.13, 8.20). Furthermore, solutions
to the TM wave equation can be obtained, to tackle the problem of polarisation dependent
wave propagation. The BPM fails to obtain solutions for the TM wave equation, and for
structures involving high refractive index steps.
The FE/FD algorithms give direct solutions for 2 dimensional cross sections, and for the
sake of comparison with the BPM also one dimensionally. Furthermore, a Finite Element
mesh refinement can be used to 'follow' the region where maximum change of field values
is observed. In fact, we noticed that a mesh grading is essential for 2 dimensional cross
sections as the reflecting boundaries should be 'far' away from the region where the
propagation takes place. Furthermore a mesh refinement should be used after each step of
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propagation to 'update' the mesh in regions where the major part of the field energy is
concentrated. To get accurate field solutions including small radiating fields, a dense
sampling is required. Probably a mesh of 200 by 200 nodes is a 'sensible' work frame
(also considering the cpu time needed to solve the matrix equations) if the nodes can be
placed at points where 'significant' changes in the field values take place. Thus a
nonuniform sampling is essential in the 2 dimensional transverse direction. This is notably
difficult to incorporate in a Finite Difference algorithm and impossible for the BPM with its
need for a regular grid in the Fourier Transforms.
We have not solved the coupled propagation of vector fields in isotropic material (although
an approach is discussed for the BPM in chapter 5), which was one of the original aims
(see section 1.4). However, if a propagation for the coupled vector field in isotropic
material (using either 3 or 6 field components) is to be derived in future work, rather than
the propagation of quasi TE and TM modes, then this has to be approached by a direct
numerical solution either based on a weak formulation of the coupled forward wave
equations or via a classical variational principle. Probably, the coupled PDEs will not be of
a standard form (see e.g. equation (5.36)), so that it will be difficult to find the
corresponding functional as was done in this thesis for the paraxial TEAM wave equations.
Nevertheless, standard weighted residual methods, as used here for the solution of the
weak formulation of the coupled anisotropic wave equations, can be applied. From the
successful application of the Galerkin method for the solution of the coupled anisotropic
wave equations in this thesis, we can conclude that, maybe in future work, a similar
approach could yield full solutions to the isotropic vector propagation problem if the correct
paraxial coupled vector wave equations are solved.
The FE/FD algorithms have been extended to include longitudinal reflections as well. This
was done by using a separate reflection algorithm at every single longitudinal discontinuity.
Now a consistent algorithm is available, solving for the TE wave equation using the TE
spectral reflection coefficient (both defined for the Ey component) and using the TM wave
equation with the TM spectral coefficent (both defined for the Hy component). This is in
contrast to the BPM which solves the TE wave equation together with the TM spectral
reflection coefficient Single and multiple reflections can be calculated. One of the important
extensions in comparison to the BPM is that reflection problems at curved reflector
interfaces can also be tackled (see e.g. figures 8.9, 8.20), as we can solve simultaneously
for transverse and longitudinal reflections. If the propagation is extended to three
dimensions, the same algorithms may be used with modified reflection coefficients.
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Most importantly, it was found that the main approximation to low refractive index change
in the BPM is due to the use of a slowly changing phase correction in the perturbation
solution rather than the assumption of using the paraxial wave equation, provided 'relative'
paraxial propagation of the plane wave spectrum can be guaranteed. This is an important
result; the paraxial wave equation can actually be used for large transverse changes in
refractive index which was initially not expected.
Furthermore, the new algorithms are also unconditionally stable due to the use of an
unconditionally stable Finite Difference scheme for the forward propagation. The BPM
algorithm consists of two separate steps, the homogeneous propagation and a phase
correction to account for the inhomogenous part of the refractive index. A large step size
will disperse the field to such an extent that the phase term is unable to perform the
complete correction (figure 7.8, 7.9). However, the FE/FD algorithm avoids this problem
by not using two separate steps for the propagation. Therefore large propagation steps,
which would normally cause a breakdown in the BPM, are admissible. The error and
stability analysis, assessing the performance of the algorithms, forms a central part of this
thesis and is of particular interest for the BPM, as no such analysis has been presented in
the literature.
The most important figures supporting our findings are: table 6.1, fig. 7.7, fig. 7.8, fig.
7.9, fig. 7.10, fig. 8.8, fig. 8.9, fig. 8.15 and fig. 8.20. Let us now have a look at the
summary of more specific future tasks, based on the above discussion.
9.3.2 Direct extensions of the theory presented
Only minor modifications of the algorithms as presented in this thesis are necessary to
a) include absorptive material (complex refractive indices)
b ) model the field propagation in birefringent material
c ) solve the paraxial wave equation in curved coordinates (equation 4.64)
d ) include reflections at 2 dimensional longitudinal interfaces
e ) increase the angle accuracy in the FE/FD algorithm by using higher order
Finite Difference and Finite Element techniques
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Further interesting test examples, which are left here to future work, include:
e ) the propagation of fields in three dimensional waveguides
f ) the propagation of Gaussian beams in multilayer interference filters
when the field is incident at oblique angle (for this case it is well
known that the reflection is different for the TE and TM polarisation)
g ) the 3 dimensional (2 dimensional cross section plus propagation)
analysis of fields in nonlinear (possibly absorptive) material
Most importantly, it was shown here that the solution of the coupled paraxial wave
equations can be obtained via a Galerkin Finite Element method applied to a weak
formulation of the partial differential equation. Therefore, if a weak formulation of the
coupled isotropic paraxial wave equation (5.32) or (5.36) is used, the Galerkin method
can be applied to this formulation in a similar manner as was done here for the coupled
anisotropic paraxial wave equations. Alternatively, if a vector variational form of (5.32)
can be found, the Raleigh Ritz procedure can be applied to obtain solutions in 2 and 3
dimensions as was done in this thesis for the scalar variational form of the paraxial wave
equations. Note that the Raleigh Ritz procedure and the Galerkin method yield the same
result if applied to self adjoint problems (chapter 5, Reddy [8.27]).
9.3.3 Future directions and alternative approaches
In this thesis the solution of the electromagnetic field problem is obtained by ’following*
the input field through the structure of varying longitudinal geometry. This requires the use
of forward wave equations (paraxial wave equations) and the neglecting of vector field
coupling and backward travelling waves which are inherent in Maxwell’s equations.
Consequently the reflected fields at longitudinal changes in refractive index have to be
incorporated 'artificially1at every single propagation step and propagated 'up' and 'down'
the structure until the partial reflections become insignificant
Having studied in detail the difficulties to derive a full coupled vector field solution
including the backward waves for our problem based on a propagation solution of the
describing wave equations, we suggest here an alternative way for future approaches. It
may be desirable to depart from the 'slice wise' propagation of the fields, based on paraxial
forward wave equations, and seek direct solutions of the full vector wave equation without
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neglecting the reflected fields. The aim is to a get a description of the structure in question
in terms of a one 'scattering' matrix, stored on the computer for one particular problem.
This matrix can then be 'excited' by a field at the input (port) and can be used to calculate
the field at the output (port) and/or at any point in between. Two alternative ways could be
envisaged.
Assume the whole structure is enclosed in a 'black box' as shown in figure 9.2. An
eigenvalue problem could be defined with some 'appropriate' boundary conditions. The
solution of this boundary value problem, solving Maxwell's equations rather than
approximate paraxial wave equations, yields the eigensolutions of the structure. Obviously
the number of sampling points might present a problem. The input field can be expanded in
terms of these eigensolutions and subsequently all modes are 'propagated' through the
structure by multiplication with their corresponding propagation constant. Real and
complex modes may have to be considered.
'eigen solutions'
a set of 'appropriate' boundary conditions
are applied to the structure at all four
boundaries
waveguide

Fig. 9.2:

Calculating the'eigenmodes'of the waveguide structure to obtain a'full'
description of the problem including reflected waves and field coupling

Alternatively one could attempt to find the 'system function' or 'system matrix' of the
structure due to an excitation of, say, an input spatial Dirac pulse, as is done in system
theory to obtain a description of the electric circuit. Figure 9.3 shows a suggestion, where a
unitary excitation is launched at four different sides of the structure with 'some appropriate
boundary conditions' applied at the other boundaries. Each time a kind of 'scattering'
matrix is calculated and eventually 'superimposed' to obtain the full desciption of the
structure in terms of one big matrix which is stored on the computer. The real input field is
then 'muliplied' with this matrix to obtain the full field distribution in the chip. It is
questionable whether these four excitations are actually sufficient to obtain a unique
description of the waveguide in terms of one 'scattering' matrix. Possibly further
excitations, e.g. at oblique incident angles to account for the whole range of possible
propagation angles, may be necessary.
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However, the advantage is obvious: As Maxwell's equations or a vector wave equation is
solved each time as a boundary value problem, the obtained solutions include the field
coupling and the reflected waves in three dimensions. However, the sampling of the fields
has to be much higher in comparison with the solution of paraxial wave equations. The
above approaches may lead to better solutions, but at the cost of considerable higher
computational effort.
. zero boundary condition

unitary Held excitation

waveguide

^
I

absorbing boundary
conditions

t

Fig. 9.3: Showing four steps to obtain a 'scattering' matrix description. A ’line' source
is launched at four different sides of the analysis region (1-4) and each time
a 'matrix description' of the setup is calculated. Finally all four matrices are
combined to give a full description of the waveguiding structure. This
matrix can then be 'excited' by the real input field to yield the field
distribution at every point in the optical chip and at the output

Whether the above suggestions are feasible even on large computers needs to be seen.
However, the ideas discussed should only be understood as general 'thinking examples'
and we do not attempt here to specif y exactly the terms 'scattering' matrix and
'appropriate' boundary conditions.

9.4. Concluding Remarks
In this thesis we have used numerical methods employing Finite Elements and Finite
Differences to obtain a propagation algorithm for the paraxial wave equations as an
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alternative to the Beam Propagation Method which is essentially based on a perturbation
analysis. Longitudinal reflections are included in our method by a separate reflection
algorithm which is enabled at every propagation step where a longitudinal change in
refractive index is detected.
For the solution of the scalar paraxial wave equation a well known z-transient variational
form was minimised using the Raleigh Ritz procedure and Finite Elements; the zintegration is performed by a stable Finite Difference scheme. A weak formulation of the
anisotropic coupled paraxial wave equations was solved via a Galerkin Finite Element
method. It has been shown in many examples that these solution methods yield similar
results to the BPM for structures involving low refractive index changes. However, the
methods are also applicable to the case of strongly guiding waveguides and large changes
in refractive index in the transverse direction.
It is very difficult to establish whether the solution of the weak formulation for the
anistropic case via the Galerkin method and the direct solution of the z-transient functional
via a Rayleigh Ritz procedure is, for the scalar case, essentially the same. No simple
definition of the difference of the weak formulation of the PDE and the direct variational
formulation of the Helmholtz equation was found even in textbooks (Reddy [8.27]).
In constructing the weak formulation (5.95) of our problem (4.93), we made use of
Green's theorem. However, Green's theorem requires that the function u is sufficiently
smooth (Reddy [8.27]) in the spatial domain and the integration boundaries considered are
of Lipschitz type. The same is assumed in proving that the weak solution of (5.95) is
indeed the classical solution of the PDE {OP}u = 0. In other words, if the given data of the
problem are sufficiently smooth, and if the weak solution is sufficiently smooth, then the
weak solution is the classical solution of the problem. For example, if the function u is
discontinuous or continuous and sampled at discrete points (therefore not smooth), then the
Galerkin method may still obtain a solution of the weak (variational) formulation by
orthogonalising the residuals with respect to the weighting functions. But not necessarily
will this solution correspond exactly to the classical solution of the PDE.
An exact mathematical proof whether and when both solution methods are indeed the same
or only similar is beyond the scope of this work and we have not attempted here to classify
them in the general mathematical concept of numerical methods.
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Most importantly, the results of the computer simulations show that these well established
numerical algorithms provide an alternative method to calculate the wave propagation in
integrated optical devices, which was the original aim of the study. The application of these
methods to more complicated problems, e.g. the hybrid mode propagation in isotropic
material remains as a promising possible future extension of this project
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Solution of the ID Paraxial Wave Equation Using
Higher Order Finite Line Elements
In section 5.3 it was assumed that the true solution of the functional (5.49) can always be
approximated linearly in each finite element Better, meaning more accurate, results may be
obtained if we replace the interpolation in equation (5.58) with a quadratic one. For this
purpose an additional node is introduced in the middle of each line element as shown in
figure A l.
Element 1

I
x1 =xmin

Element 2

Element n

1-------- 1------ 1------ 1-----------------1-----------1----------- !
x2

x3

x4

x5

x2n-1

x2n

x2n+1=xmax

|--------------------- 1------> 10^ element coordinate u
u=l
Fig. A l: Dividing the interval [xmin,xTnaX] into n second order elements;
the element m consists of three nodes at x ^ . i , X2m» *2m+l

Now we use a quadratic interpolation for f as
2

f(u,z) = clm + c2 mu + c3 mu , 0 < u < 1 , m = l,2 ,... n

(Al)

Inserting this interpolation in the general expression (5.57) and performing the equivalent
integrations as in equations (5.59)-(5.62) leads to an expression for the integral Imas:
'o o o '
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for m=l,2,...,n

20 15 12

To minimise the functional ^ in terms of the unknowns f, the vector
Cm

= j[Cl,m

C2,m C3,mJ

(A3)

has to be expressed in terms of the unknown function f in each element m. For the mth
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element we find due to the assumed quadratic interpolation (Al):
U=0

(X=X2m-l)

u=l/2 (x=X2m)
U=1

:

f(°’Z> =: f2m-l

=Cl,m

:

f(l/2,z) = :f2m = cljn + i c 2m + ^ c3 m

(A4)

f(1 »z) =: f.2m+l = C-l,m + c02,m + c~3,m

(X=X2m+l)

and therefore we get for the vector cmin terms of the nodal values
l oo
cm =

*2m-l

-3 4-1

(A5)

2 -4 2

Inserting (A5) into (A2) we get, after some arithmetic, an expression for the integral I in
terms of the unknown nodal values in element m fmas
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311(1 f^
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(A7)

The minimisation of the integral Im in (A6) for m elements yields again a system of linear
first order differential equations (for the TM case the Neumann boundary conditions are
again satisfied automatically)
B — F = (C + E )F

(A8)

dz

to

1

0*

with the following five-diagonal matrices:
■0
0
•• • b n
2b,
0
2b2
2b2- •• . . . . 2bn
16b 1
4(b, + b 2) 16b2- • • 4 0 7 ^ + ^ )
B: = diag 4b,
X
0
2bj
2 b 2 • •............. 2 b ..,
X

X

- b . - t ..................... ...........- b „

X

X

0
16bn
2b n

X

4b n
0

0

0

(A9)
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The elements in the matrices (A9)-(A11) for the TE and TM case are now calculated as:
1

,

,T E

.k 0n 0 A

bm := 30 0n,mdm => bm = -j——
J 15 Ax
(A12)
^ , TM
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=> c™ = -L A x 4 2 - ^|o - - ^ ]
m
60
0
72
7
nm nm+l.
1

1.

TE

em : = —
3 a.l,m/dm => em =
TM
=> eft"m

1

3Ax

(A 14)

6Ax n
m

nm+l

For the TE case the incorporation of the Dirichlet condition is performed analogously to
equations (5.74)-(5.77), essentially eliminating the first and last row and column in the
matrix equation (A8). The integration of (A8) using Heun's trapezoidal rule leads again to
the implicit 'Crank-Nicolson' propagation algorithm as (5.85), now with five-diagonal,
symmetric matrices B, C and E as given in equations (A9)-(A11), representing the values
of the wavenumber and the refractive indices at z-steps z and z+Az.
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There is much discussion whether increasing the number of points in a first order element
appproach is better than the use of second order elements. The main difference is, that, in a
first order analysis, the interpolation between two nodes is still linear, whereas in second
order elements this interpolation is quadratic. One advantage of the higher order
interpolation is, that five points are connected at every propagation step (see figure 4.14),
similar to a higher order expansion in equation (4.57). This can be used to increase the
angle accuracy (see figure 6.8). It can not easily be seen that the quadratic interpolation
yields more accruate results. One obvious difference is that the solution of a five-diagonal
matrix equation instead of a tridiagonal system requires more cpu time (if the matrices are
of the same order).
For comparison, the propagation algorithm (5.85) was tested using first and second order
elements. The problem in question is the dispersion of a Gaussian Beam in homogeneous
material as shown in figure A2. For this problem an analytical solution of the paraxial wave
equation can be given and is used as reference (chapter 7, appendix F).
GAUSSIAN BEAM PROPAGATION IN FREE
SPACE

55.
50.

35.
30.
25.
20.

15.
10.

propagation of a Gaussian Beam

Fig. A2:

Propagation of a Gaussian Beam in a homogeneous material
using a FE/FD scheme with first order elements (Nx=1024,
Nz=600, Ax=0.1 pm, Az=1.0 pm, X=1.0 pm, nQ=1.0, ao=10 pm)
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The performance of the algorithms is analysed by comparing the generated intensity
profiles with the anaytical solution. The total relative error is calculated by summing up the
relative error at 20 points along the z-direction using an analysis step size of 1.0 microns.
The fluctuation of the error is due to aliasing effects in the sampling. The actual value of
this error has no real meaning, only the difference between the use of first and second order
elements is important. To compare the best perfomance of the algorithm we also placed
absorbers at the edges of the analysis screen. However, figures A3-A4 indicate that the use
of higher order elements does not decrease the error significantly and there is an increase in
the time necessary to solve the equations. We have therefore omitted the use of higher order
elements in our examples and only used first order elements. Consequently we have not
considered the use of higher order elements in the 2 dimensional case and no derivation for
the use of higher order elements for the solution of the 2 dimensional paraxial wave
equation is presented here.

5.0
4.5

Gaussian Beam Propagation Errors
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-o- 1st order error
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BPM error

o
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Fig. A3: Errors generated by different algorithms using first
and second order elements when propagating a
Gaussian Beam in a homogeneous material
(results were obtained using the PDE/PROTRAN
software on a CRAY computer)
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Fig. A4: Comparison of the time needed to solve a tridiagonal and
five-diagonal matrix equation with a Band solver using
the PDE/PROTRAN software (Sewell [5.17]) on a CRAY
computer
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Solution of the Paraxial Wave Equation in 2 Dimensions
Using First Order Finite Elements
In chapter 4 and 5 it was shown, for the one dimensional case, that a direct numerical
solution of the corresponding functional can be used to obtain a propagation algorithm for
the paraxial wave equation. The kernel of this thesis is concerned with the establishment of
these one dimensional algorithms, their performance in comparison with the BPM
algorithm as well as possible extensions including the reflected waves at abrupt longitudinal
discontinuities.
The BPM is usually used in combination with a 2D to ID reduction technique based on the
effective index method. However, the BPM can also be used in a 2 dimensional analysis
(performing a 2D Fourier Transform) if certain provisions are made to avoid high refractive
index changes which are not admissible in this technique. These may occur in structures as
diffused waveguides shown in figure B l. The BPM can handle abrupt large changes in the
refractive index but only by putting a totally reflecting metal at the surface whereby the field
is launched with different phases in the top and bottom half. However, this assumes that
no field is penetrating into the upper region, which is, in general, not true. The BPM would
break down if the change in refractive index from top to bottom layer was large and
gradually changing. For completeness we will now show how the 2 dimensional paraxial
wave equation can be solved without the above mentioned approximations.
boundary conditions

n1=1.0

n2=3.6

substrate
ideal metal plate
no fields penetrating
into upper region
waveguide

Fig. B1:

Showing the assumptions necessary for a 2 dimensional
analysis using the Beam Propagation Method (BPM)
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The problem is now to minimise the 2 dimensional functional (4.70) subject to the
boundary conditions (4.69), which is equivalent to solving the 2D paraxial wave equations
for the TE and TM case if the coefficients (4.68) are chosen. The following derivations are
analogous to the one dimensional derivation in section 5.3 and we will avoid intermediate
steps which are obvious from equations (5.47)-(5.85).
By discretising the 2 dimensional region using first order triangles of possibly different size
as shown in figure B2

w
X l/\ls
AA
XV

N

Fig. B2: Dividing the plane surface into n triangles D}...Dn

the minimisation for (4.70) is split up into a minimisation for n integrals Ij,
simultaneously. To treat each integral in an equivalent manner, the triangle Dm is
transformed into a standard local coordinate triangle D0 as shown in figure B3
1

Dm

DO
x

Fig. B3:

P«

1

u

Transformation of the global triangle Dm into the local triangle Dq

using the linear transformation
x = x. + (x.-x.)u + (x.-x.)v
y = y \ + (yj-y^u + (yk-yj)v

(Bl)

o<u<i-v, o<v<i

with the Jacobi determinant
*v

dm = det

(B2)

yu yv

This yields from (4.70) written for the triangle Dmthe following expression for Im
^ = J J a5ff c l Ux+a2Uy)dmdxdy +J J W W x 4W » )d»dXdy

+ JJ 0.5f^(a1v^+a2v^)dmdxdy +JJ(-0.5gf2+a0fzf)dmdxdy

m =l,2,...n
(B4)
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with u_...vv
A y from (Bl)
ux = (yk-y^m vx = -(y,-yi)/d
uy = -(x.-x5/d
v k r m uy = (x!-x.)/d
vj v :

(B5)

and ai, a2, g and a^ are again replaced by their mean values, e.g. for a<)
a0(x,y,z) = I [ a 0(x.,y.,z) + a0(xj,y.,z) + a0(xk,yk,z)] := a„m

(B6)

Ijn can be written in the simpler form
Im=ell.m/2J J ^ dudv + ei 2JnJJfufvdudv + W

2/ J fvdudV
(B7)

+ an
d I If fdudv *,
0,m m J J z

m=l,2,....n
* *

if we introduce the following abbreviations (using B5)
e ‘ • := l h j 3 l - y f + a2Jn(Xk-X,)2] /dm
”12,m :=

-[ ai.m(yk-yi)(yj-yi)+

d

(B8)

m

”22,m := tLail.m (y
'- 'j -y
J Y)2 + a*,
z,m v(x.-x.)2l/d
j Y J m

Analogously to the first order linear interpolation functions for the line elements in ID we
now assume again that the 2D solution is linear in one triangle as
f(u,v,z) = cljin(u,v,z) + c2jin(u,v,z)u + c3>m(u,v,z)v
(B9)

0<u<l-v , 0<v<l , m=l,2,...,n
Inserting (B9) into the integral for the m* triangle, using the integration mle
1 l-v

1

f f uv^dudv = f fu%^dudv = ------ f (1 -v) v^dv = — —
JJ
JJ
a+lJ
(a+P+2)!
DA

00

(BIO)

0

expressing the vector cm =[Cj , c2m, c3 ] in terms of the unknown nodal values in
element m (from B9) and writing the resulting expression in matrix form yields, after some
considerable arithmetic effort, an expression for the integral I as
p ^T r

k

I = - fj
m 4

\

ell,m+‘2e12ja+e2Zm ■elljn‘e12^n

_
"elZm’e2£m

_ell^n"elZm

ell,m

e12^n

_e12jn"e22^n

e12jn

e22an
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k
fj

\

(B ll)

Y

T

\

2 1 l'

Y

Y

12 1

fj

+ - ^ > n dm fi

112

A

T
'2 1 l"

k

12 1

fi

1 1 2.

i

i

\

(B ll)

The variational problem requires the simultaneous minimisation of the integrals Ij, I2,
....1^ Consequently, the partial derivatives w.r.t. the unknowns fj, f2 ...fn have to be set
to zero. For the integral Imthis yields
e l l Pm+ 2 e lZm+ e221m

cl l 1nTc 12on
"e 12jn_e22>m

_ell,m"c 121m

_e121m‘e 2 2 ji

e ll,m
e 12^n

e 22jn

(B12)
’2 1 1'

Y

1 2 1
1 1 2

A

*2 1 l '

k

+ ^ f a0^dm 1 2 1

fi

11

2

i

o'
=

0

, m = l,2 ,....n

0

Thus we have obtained a system of first order linear differential equations for each element
m in the unknowns f and their z-derivatives. These equations are now combined to yield a
system of differential equations for all nodes in the 2 dimensional plane. The structure of
the matrices will depend on the numbering of the nodes, but will still be sparse, as each
triangle can only be connected to 3 others. The number of entities in each row/column can
be up to seven, even when using a regular mesh. This system of equations is then again
integrated one step along the z-direction which yields the desired algorithm like equation
(5.85). The inclusion of the Dirichlet conditions is performed as outlined in section 5.3.

Memories on the soCution o f the matrix equation:
In our case, the discretisation using Finite Elements always leads to a symmetric (A=AT)
and positive definite (xTAx>0) matrix. Therefore there always exists a solution to the
matrix equation. In the 2 dimensional case the matrix A=B+C+E is not a simple tridiagonal
(or five-diagonal) matrix. However, even when choosing an unconvenient numbering of
the nodes, A will always have some kind of bandstructure. For such matrices direct
solution methods - e.g. the Cholesky method, bandsolvers, Frontal solvers, Lancos
solvers - or iterative methods - e.g. Newton-Raphson Method, single-step method - can be
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used very efficiently. There is no need to explicitly invert the matrix to obtain the field
values at the next z-step. To obtain a matrix with a small bandwidth the numbering of the
nodes as shown in figure B4 is preferrable:

2

1
Fig. B4: A numbering of the nodes in a 2D problem which leads
to a matrix with a small bandwidth

If the geometry is complicated the numbering of the nodes might not be so obvious. Then
the Cuthill-Mc Kee algorithm (or the inverse Cuthill-Mc Kee algorithm) may be used for
the numbering which aims to yield matrices with minimum bandwidth.
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2 L p - p e n c C i ? tC

Solution of the Coupled Paraxial Wave Equations
in 2 Dimensions Using Galerkin’s Method

The set of partial differential equations (4.88)-(4.91) can be written, in the
PDE/PROTRAN notation (4.93), as (the fx’ denote zeros in the matrices)
-2k0nxx

X

X

= diag

X

X

X

.

X

X

X

X

-2kOnyy

X

X

(Cl)

dJ*

*
2 ^

uT= | RefE,) ImlEJ Re(Ey) Im{E„)]
Au =

x 8X x

X

ax x x

X

*1

; Bu =

XXX
x x 8X X

(C 2 )

x 8y

X X

U1

dy x

x

“2

x x

x 8y

x

(no mixed derivatives)

x x 8y x

x

(C 3 )

U4

^

*4 x

^

x

x

x I^

with

Fu =

x

22

2

22

2
(C 4 )

x

Assuming an electric wall at x=xmin, x=xmax and a magnetic wall at y=ymin, y=ymaxyields
the following boundary conditions:
H = F B = [o o p/e p /e ]^

u = G B = [ p/e p/e 0

T

o] = [^ i ^2

^3

‘k] (C5)

Inserting these expressions and the expansion (5.97) in the equation (5.98) for the weak
formulation gives

yLppenavcc - solution oj the coupled u^ara^ml wave ‘E quations..

VV

JJ&A+X^zSp®j]'®kdxdy=JJ

R

J=1

R

®

k + K « u g 2 ° k + E *y Ug 4 ° k

V T u g lV<I>k + K l

Ug l ° k + E x y Ug30 k

dxdy
VTug4.VO k + K2yyu g4.O k + E2yxu g2Ok
VTug3^VO,k + K2yy U g3
,0 . k + E2yxU g.O,
l k

+ j [^1 ^2 ^3

Ofcds

for k=l,2,

4N test functions Ot

(C6 )

8R*
which is really a set of coupled 'expansion' matrix equations. Inserting the expansion for
ugi, ug2, ug3 and ug4 in the r.h.s. of (C6 ), and performing the necessary integrations we
get, after considerable effort, for the coefficients in the system of linear ordinary differential
equations (5.99)
LHS:

B j^ z ^ J J c jO ^ d A

;

B^z) = JJc 20 >
. 0.dA
k
(C7a)
b> >

RHSl

A“ (z) = A“ (z) = 0
a£

RHS2

O.O,kdA

( z) = J J ( V O j ) TV O kd A + J J l C ^ d A

(c 7 b )

A“ (z) = A^4 (z )= 0
A^1( z ) = JJ(VO.)TV<I»kdA + J J k 2 O ^ d A

-

2 74 -

(C7c)

RHS3

A^1 (z) = a ” (z) = 0
A^4 (z) = JJ(V®pTV®kdA + J J k 2 y<M>kdA

RHS4

(C7d)

A^2 (z) = A4k4 (z) = 0

At

(z) = J J c V O j) TV<t>fcd A + J J k 2 y<M>kdA

Al

w

- J f c w

(C7e)

*

b*(z) = J J k W ^ k + (V<X.02)TVd»k + O02OkK2x + E2x OQ4Ok]dxdy
(C7f)
+ |q,O kds
l qi'
3R2
b2k(z) = JJ[-C20 O02)Ok + (VO01)TVOk + d>01<I»kK2x + E2x O03d>k]dxdy
(C7g)

+ Jq2<I)kds
aRj
b3k (z) = JJ[-C3 0 2O03)<I»k + (V<K04)TVOk + 0 Md.kK2yy + E2 ®02<I>k]dxdy

(C7h)
+

Jq3°kds

3R

b4 <z) = J J k

(32Om )Ok + (VO03 )TVOk + O03 OkK2y + E2^

®k]dxdy

f

(C7i)

+ Jq4 °kds
for k=l,2,....4N test functions. The Finite Element method choice for O0,

are

piecewise polynomial functions that are zero outside small subsections (triangles,
rectangles) of R. This ensures that A is sparse, for A ^O unless the regions where Ok and
Oj are nonzero overlap. The numerical integration is standard in Finite Element procedures
and will not be shown explicidy here. The matrices A and B can be shown (Sewell [5.17])
to be positive definite and therefore the system of equations (5.99) can be solved.
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5kp-pe.nc£i?t‘D
Solution of the Paraxial Wave Equation in 2 Dimensions
Using an Implicit Finite Difference Method

The FE/FD scheme from section 5.3.1 was extended to 2 dimensions in appendix B. For
completeness the equivalent 2D FD solution will be outlined in the following. Both
algorithms aim to solve the same problem, to propagate a 2D input field, a Gaussian beam
say, in a 3 dimensional varying structure, which can include a high refractive index change
in the transverse direction, e.g. an air substrate interface in a channel waveguide. The initial
field distribution should settle down to the scalar 2D modes, which can be compared, for
straight waveguides, to modes obtained by a Finite Element program based on a variational
principle (e.g. Rahman [2.68]). Whether the FD scheme yields similar coefficients
compared to the FE/FD method will again depend on the sort of FD scheme used.
Almost everything said in section 5.4 about the finite difference solution of the one
dimensional paraxial wave equation generalises in an obvious way to more than one
transverse space dimension. Without going into too much detail about the many possible
ways how to derive a 2D FD scheme for the paraxial wave equation, we will present a
scheme very similar to section 5.4. Consequently some intermediate steps in the derivation
will also be omitted.
In analogy to figure B2 we define a grid (for FD schemes: a regular rectangular grid). The
space grid at advanced z-levels is indicated in figure D l. Points where the approximate
solution of Ey is known from the initial or boundary conditions are circled.
xi

<>
yiO

O
O
O
0
O

z=zO

z=zl

Fig. D1: Regular rectangular FD grids at 3 advanced z steps
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z=z2

The implicit method from section 5.4 for the one dimensional problem, generalises in an
obvious way. The 2D TE Fock equation can be written as
azEy = -j/cH(Ey(x,y))
2, 2 2, .^2 . ^2i
0=21^0 ; H s [kO^”2*no) + dx + 9y]
y-

(Dl)

and a general solution of this operator equation is
Ey(x,y,Az) = expf-j^A z] Ey(x,y,z=zQ)

(D2)

Using again the unitary expansion of the exponential as discussed in equation (5.90) and
inserting this in D2 gives a Crank-Nicolson like algorithm as
[l+0.5(j5A z)]E (x,y,Az) = [l-0.5(j5-A z)]E (x,y,z=zQ)
c
*
c
*

(D3)

Writing
Ey(x,y,z=z0) =

; Ey(x,y,Az) = T'**1

(D4)

and using a central finite difference discretisation of the differential operators in D3 as
(14+1)

(j-U)

ij

0+ 1 4 )

04-1)
,

k

x

ij

3 'F

=

'Pk 1 -2'Pk.+ 'F ki 1 .
j-1*1

J1

/A

\2

(Ax)

J+1*1

,

k

y

ij

cPr

=

'Pk. , - 2 ^ . + 'Pk.4.,
J>

J1

/A

-M+1

(D5)

\2

(Ay)

inserting this into D3 yields, after some algebra
['F
kt 1.Ay2 + y k+1Ax2
+ 'Fk+1ak+1
+ I ^J .I+. A
x 2 + 'Fk*1
Ay2] =
L
j - 1 ,1 J
J .l-1
Jl
Jl
1
J + l.l J J

(D6)
[ > Jk-1 ,1Ay2
+ 'Pk.
Ax2 + 'Fk
.bk. + 'Kk
,Ax2+vPk..
.Ay2]
L
J
j .l- f ^
jl j l
j,l+l
J+1,1 J J
(for i= l,2,

J points in the x direction and i=l,2....I points in the y direction). In the

algorithm D6 we have defined the coefficients

and b^ as:

2

2

k+1 r. 2. k+1 2.. 2. 2-1 - A 2 - A 2 .2cAx Ay
a.. = Lk0(nu -n^Ax Ay J - 2Ax - 2Ay - j------------J
J
Az

-2 7 7 -

(D7a)
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2

2

, k r. 2/ k 2\ a 2 A 21 o a 2 -I A 2 . 2cAx Ay
bii
Ay J ■2Ax - 2Ay + j
J1 = Lko<nu
- - _no)Ax
Az —

(D7b)

Note that the relation
k k+1
n.. = n..
ji ji

=>

b* = (a*+1)
ji ' ji

=> B = A*

(D8)

holds, if we are solving for a straight structure, where saving of computer time can be
achieved by calculating the matrices A and B only once. The structure of the matrices will
again depend on the numbering of the nodes as was the case for the 2D Finite Element
solution. However, the matrices in the final equation

(D9)
will nevertheless be sparse matrices of band structure and fast solvers are available for
these sort of matrix equations (Sewell [5.17]).
It should be emphasized again here, that the use of the expansion (5.90) is essential for the
derivation of the z-propagation algorithm. This is in contrast to the solution of the real tdependent diffusion equation, where many different finite difference schemes may be used
(explicit and implicit methods !). They only differ in the admissible stepsize, computational
effort and stability criterions. However, the 'slicewise' solution of the paraxial wave
equation is a steady state problem, for the one- and two dimensional case, and
consequently requires the use of a unitary expansion of the exponentials.
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Superposition Schemes for Multiple Reflections
In chapter 6 we have described how the transmitted and reflected fields are calculated at
one single inhomogeneous abrupt discontinuity. This was achieved using the reflection
'operators' in equation (6.19). From well known reflection methods in related fields, e.g.
underwater acoustics (Claerbout [2.6]) a forward/backward algorithm for multiple
reflections was discussed in figure 6.2. This is a well known procedure for stratified
media. The single discontinuity reflection method generalises in an obvious way to yield
the total field in a structure involving multiple discontinuities.
For a simple example with three discontinuites, figure El shows how in the program the
waveguiding structure in question is initially divided into several regions with variable step
sizes and refractive index distribution in the transverse (x) and longitudinal (z) direction. In
the RBPM program the same specification of variables is used internally.
The implementation of the reflection algorithm as described in chapter 6 required a
considerable programming effort. Extreme care has to be taken to ensure that the correct
forward and backward sources are superimposed at every discontinuity for two subsequent
iterations. A file handling program was developed, where each propagating, reflected and
transmitted field is assigned a unique 'field number' plus a label for the z-distance where
the reflection occurs. These and several other parameters are tested before every individual
field profile is stored, read or superimposed. The display of these parameters is optional in
the RBPM program.
In the following tables El and E2, a step by step illustration of the algorithm for the
superposition of the forward and backward sources is given for two examples with 3
(figure E2) and 12 discontinuities (figure E3) (for N=3 iterations). The numbering of the
fields in figures E2 and E3 correspond to the RBPM computer program.
For comparison, all the variables and numbers as given in the following description can be
directly displayed in a RBPM run using the option '-dspdata' on the command line (e.g. on
a UNIX based HP 9000 computer usage: RBPM -inter -dspdata -nograph).

-
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■►z

^ax

z discontinuity definition with N0zPts=4

o

0

N 0 z (1 )
W gflg(1)

N0z(2)
Wgflg(2)

0.0
Z n 0 F r(1 )

Zn0To(1)
ZnOFr(2)

®
N 0z(3)
Wgflg(3)

ZnOTo(2)
ZnO Fr(3)

©
N0z(4)
Wgflg(4)

ZnOTo(3)
ZnOFr(4)

ZnOTo(4)

(x.z) coordinate points of the guide for Nq=7 points

xg(3j
Xg(5

Zg(4)

Zg(5)

xg(6)

■o(2

Zg(6)

z-steppina for Ncut=3 different sections

Nkz=1

0.0
ZFrom (1)

ZTo(2)
ZFrom(3)

ZTo(1)
ZFrom(2)

ZTo(3)

▲
-X

back

Fig. E l: Showing the setup of the chip geometry as used in the program RBPM
The 2 dimensional structure is split up into several regions
where different substrate media (Zn0Fr(i)...ZnoT(i), i=1..3),
waveguide (x,z) coordinates (Xg(j),Zg(j), j=1..7) and analysis
step sizes (Zfrom(k)...Zto(k), k=1...3) are specified
-
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- imaginary absorber (no backreflections generated)

Forwards
Iter = 1
Backwards

t5 ^

...............
^

1
§

-4

r9

r6

^

r7

-_r7
_ ts _ ^

Forwards
Iter « 2
Backwards

1

Forwards
Iter = 3
Backwards

Fig. E2: Showing the numbering of the forward and backward sources generated
in a structure with three single longitudinal discontinuities for 3 succeeding
iterations (Iter=l,2,3). sO represents the input field; r's and t's are
the reflected and transmitted fields respectively
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^ rr ^

Steps

Propagating

Transmitted

Reflected

tl
t2
t3

rl
r2
r3

—

---

r4
r5
—

t4
t5
—

t5
t6ft4
til
t7
r8+r6
r9

t6
til

r6
r7

—-

---

r8
r9
—

ts
t9

r9
rl0ft8
t il
r ll
rl2+rl0
rl3

tio
ai

rlO
r ll

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

s0
a
t2
t3
r3
r4+r2
r5+rl

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Steps
Propagating
Reflected
Transmitted

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

—

—

...

rl2
rl3
—

tl2
tl3
—

Iteration 3

: The number of the propagation step
: The number of the propagating field
: The number of the generated reflected field
: The number of the generated transmitted field

Table El: Showing the superposition scheme for the reflected and transmitted
fields in the structure with 3 discontinuities as depicted in figure E2
for three iterations
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Fig. E3: Showing the numbering of the forward and backward Helds in a structure with 12 discontinuities for
three subsequent iterations. sO represents the input field; r’s and t's are the reflected and transmitted
fields respectively.
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Steps
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

-
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Propagating
s0
fL
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
tio
t il
tl2
rl2
rl3+ rll
rl4+rl0
rl5+r9
rl6+r8
rl7+r7
rl8+r6
rl9+r5
r20+r4
r21+r3
r22+r2
r23+rl

Transmitted

Reflected

a
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
tio
t il
tl2

rl
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8
r9
rlO
r ll
rl2

...

—

t!3
tl4
tl5
tl6
tl7
tl8
tl9
t20
t21
t22
t23
—

rl3
rl4
rl5
rl6
rl7
rl8
rl9
r20
r21
r22
r23
—

Iteration 1

Steps
Propagating
Reflected
Transmitted

: The number of the propagation step
: The number of the propagating field
: The number of the generated reflected field
: The number of the generated transmitted field

Table E2a: Showing the superposition scheme for the reflected and transmitted
fields in the structure with 12 discontinuities as depicted in
figure E3 for the first iteration
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Steps
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Propagating
t23
t24+£22
t25+t21
t26+t20
t27+tl9
t28+tl8
t29+tl7
t30ftl6
t31+tl5
t32+tl4
t33+tl3
t34
r34
r35+r33
r36+r32
r37+r31
r38+r30
r39+r29
r40+r28
r41+r27
r42+r26
r43+r25
r44+r24
r45

Transmitted
t24
25
26
t27
t28
t29
t30
t31
t32
t33
t34

Reflected
r24
r25
r26
r27
r28
r29
r30
r31
r32
r33
r34

---

—

t35
t36
t37
t38
t39
t40
t41
t42
t43
t44
t45
—

r35
r36
r37
r38
r39
r40
r41
r42
r43
r44
r45
—

Iteration 2

Steps
: The number of the propagation step
Propagating : The number of the propagating field
Reflected
The number of the generated reflected field
Transmitted : The number of the generated transmitted field

Table E2b: Showing the superposition scheme for the reflected and transmitted
fields in the structure with 12 discontinuities as depicted in
figure E3 for the second iteration

x, - o ujjcipuzvnun ocnemes jo r 'Multiple inflections

Steps
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Propagating
t45
t46+t44
t47+t43
t48+fc42
t49+t41
t50+t40
t51+t39
t52+t38
t53+t37
t54+t36
t55+t35
t56
r56
r57+r55
r58+r54
r59+r53
r60+r52
r61+r51
r62+r50
r63+r49
r64+r48
r65+r47
r66+r46
r67

Transmitted
t46
t47
t48
t49
t50
t51
t52
t53
t54
t55
t56

Reflected
r46
r47
r48
r49
r50
r51
r52
r53
r54
r55
r56

—

—

t57
t58
t59
tfiO
<61
tfi2
t63
t64
<65
t66
<67

t57
t58
t59

—

t

€0

t61

r62
r63
r64
r65
r66
r67
—

Iteration 3

Steps
Propagating
Reflected
Transmitted

: The number of the propagation step
: The number of the propagating field
: The number of the generated reflected field
: The number of the generated transmitted field

Table E2c: Showing the superposition scheme for the reflected and transmitted
fields in the structure with 12 discontinuities as depicted in
figure E3 for the third iteration
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Gaussian Beams in Homogeneous Nonlinear Material
The Gaussian function of the form exp(-ax2) is used to calculate the input beam profiles in
many of the examples presented in chapter 8. Since the modes in lasers, whose profiles
resemble the Gaussian function well, are an inportant source of coherent light, there is
considerable interest in accurately modelling their profile. For the nonlinear examples,
presented in chapter 8, Gaussian beams like
(FI)
(Gq is the beam half width at z - 0 ) propagating at an angle 0’ are used. The diffraction
integral (7.6) describes the beam throughout all (x,z). Once it is evaluated, xF(x',z) can be
described in terms of the beam half width and the phase front curvature. The phase front is
such that the beam converges to a narrower beam of half width ct0 at z=0> and then
diverges with increasing z, if it is launched at z=-l (see figure FI).

X

u
Fig. F I: Coordinate systems for a Gaussian beam propagating at
an angle 6’ in a homogeneous material

For the reflection cases in the nonlinear case it is essential to be sure about the width a0 of
the beam at the (x,z) point where reflection occurs (z=0,x=0), that is, we want to know
which Gaussian beam to launch at z=-l, so that this beam has the desired width a 0 at the
coordinate of reflection. By evaluating the diffraction integral (7.6) for an arbitrary
Gaussian excitation at coordinate (x=x1}z=-l) we find (Marcuse [7.7], [7.8])
*F(u,v) = exp(-(u2/w2)) exp(-jd>)

(F2)

which represents, as expected, the Gaussian beam with a phase shift in the coordinate

-
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system (u,v). Reconvertion to the (x,z) system is performed by the transformation
u = (x-Xj) cos(0 )

;

v = 1 + (x-x1)sin(0’)

(F3)

where (xlf-l) are the coordinates of the peak of the input Gaussian. In F2 we have defined
the following abbreviations for the phase factor O
(F4)
K= -kQn0l ; r(v) = n^fkRiy)

;

o'2 =

(F5)

(F6)
In linear examples, Where we launch the Gaussian at z=0, 0"=O, we can simply use

^(x) = Aexp[-(x/20g)] at z=0

(F7)

In nonlinear examples it is very important to launch the beam with the correct power, as
the nonlinear behaviour is dependent on the intensity of the field.For the Gaussian Beam,
as well as for the other input fields in the nonlinear examples, we will use the constant A to
normalise the beam such that the power is equal to a constant and consequendy not
dependent on o0. Power is defined in our examples as
Power

(F8)

and therefore, using F7
Power = A

(F9)

For example, launching a beam with unity power or power (flux) of 0.165 (Wright et.al.
[7.9]) leads to
(F10)
respectively. Hence the area of the beam can be kept constant, whilst the half width is
varied. The reason for this sidetrack is that, in order to validate our results with Wright's
[7.9], we have to launch Gaussians of equal power. In these examples the input beam
should be kept the same, together with the non-linear coefficients.
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Remarks on the ID Fresnel Diffraction Pattern
‘EvaCuation o f the ‘FresneC Integrals
To calculate the intensity of the diffraction pattern at point P due to a plane wave incident at
the aperture Z in figure 7.1, the Fresnel integrals C and S have to be evaluated. These
integrals are defined as
z

z

C(z) = Jcos(“ t2)dt
o

and

S(z) = Jsin(-|* t2)dt
o

(Gl)

If we use the auxiliary functions f and g, for 0<z<®o as
f(z)

l+0.926z
, *
------------------- - + e(z)
2+1.792z+3.1z

„
and

, x
1
g(z) = ---------------------+ e(z)
2+4.142z+3.492z +6.670z

the integrals C and S can be expressed as following (Abramowitz, Stegun [7.10])
C(z) = I + f(z) sin(-2. z2) - g(z)cos(^ z2)

(G2)

s (z) = 1 + f(z)cos(fz2) - g(z)sin^z2)

(G3)

flRe ranpe o f the *FresneCdiffraction reficrt
The Fresnel near field region joins the Fraunhofer/orfield region at a critical distance
zcr =2W2A m ;

Xm =XJn
..
(7 medium

( ° 4>

if W is the total width of the slot and z denotes the propagation direction S-O-P in figure
7.1. The Fraunhofer pattern can be derived for the far field by solving again the Kirchhoff
diffraction integral. We have here not specifically compared the Fraunhofer pattern
generated by the numerical procedures, as it appeared more interesting to study the rapid
fluctuations in the Fresnel patterns. Nevertheless, beyond the critical distance we also
expect to find a Fraunhofer pattern of the form (Marcuse[7.7]):
I =L

sinc(7tWd0A)

with 0 * x/rQat the observation plane

(G5)
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Fourier Stability Analysis of the FD AJgorithms

The Fourier stability method offers a simple tool to investigate the stability of the Finite
Difference and therefore also o f the Finite Element method. W e investigate again the case
n(x)=n0 for homogeneous propagation. It can be shown that the boundary conditions and
the lower order terms for n*no in the paraxial equation (4.47) have no effect on the stability
analysis (Sewell [7.1]). First, for comparison, let us write the parabolic PDE in a B P M
w ise m anner w ith p e r io d ic boundary conditions

= D 3V

; ID I= l/2 k 0n0 > 0

¥ (0 ,z ) = ¥(271:, z) ; 5x¥ (0 ,z ) = 5 ¥ ( 2 7 t,z ) periodic b.c.

(H I)

¥ (x ,0 ) = ¥ Q(x) initial conditions
With the periodic boundary conditions in the Fourier Transform in the BPM we also have
¥ ( x ± 2 7 C ,z )

= ¥ (x ,z )

(H2)

The implicit FE/FD scheme (5.85), as illustrated in figure H I, consists essentially o f the
following approximation (let us here assume that there is not much difference solving the
transverse fields by Finite Elements o r Finite Differences, so that we can perform the
following stability analysis entirely in terms of a Finite Difference scheme):

m x i,zk+i)-'F(xi,zk))/Az = D i('P (x .+1,zk)-2'I'(x.,zl£)+'P(xi_1,zk))Ax2
(H3)
+Di ( 'F ( x i+i>zk+i)-2'F (x.)zk+i)+'P (x i.,,z k+1))/A x2
where xpiA x (Ax=2ti/N, N=number of points in the transverse direction) and zk=kAz. ¥
is required to satisfy ¥ ( x i+ N ,z )= ¥ (x i,z) for i= 0 ,l, so it m ay be extended periodically
outside [0,27t]. The real solution ¥ satisfies H I and H3. A n approximate solution \jf
satisfies
(\|(Xi>zk+i)-\|(xi,2 k))/Az = D i(\|< x i+1,zk)-2n(xi,zk)+V|<xi 1,zk))A x 2 + i f

2

(H4)

+I> 7 W x i+1,zk+1)-2\|<xi,zt+1)+xt<x._1,zk+1))/A x
having defined the truncation error as Tik=0(Ax2)+0(Az). Thus the error e=¥-\j/ satisfies
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(e(x.fzk+1)-e(x.,zk))/Az = D i( e ( x .+1,zk)-2e(xi,zk)+e(x._1,zk))/Ax2 - i f

(H5)
+ D |( e ( x i+1,zlc+1)-2e(xi,zk+1)+ e(xi_1,zk+1))/Ax2
¥ and \j/ both satisfy the initial conditions ¥ 0 for z=zo and hence also eC x^zo)^. ¥ and y
are both periodically extended and hence the error is e(xy;N,zk)=£(xi,zk).
The Fourier stability method consists essentially in ex plicity solving the error
equation H5. For this, the e r ro r e at zk and the truncation error T k is expanded as a linear
combination in terms of some mutually orthogonal and linearly independent basis functions
which form an N dimensional space to which the basis functions and the errors belong:

eO y^) = 5 j l (l(zk)eJ,Ui

; T* =

*1=1

1

(H6)

*1=1

Inserting H6 into H5 yields, after some algebra, for the coefficents in the expansion H6
[ 1+ 2 D -^ -s in 2(^ iA x )] + a^l(zk) [-1 + 2 D -^ -s in 2(^ iA x )] - Azb (k) = 0
Ax
Ax
^
(H7)
The th eorem f o r the s ta b ility o f m u ltistep a lg o rith m s (Sew ell [7.12]) states, that an
algorithm is stable, if a ll ro o ts X o f the characteristic p o lyn o m ia l (d eriv ed fr o m a coefficent
e q u a tio n w h ich r e la te s a ^ (zk+1) a n d a^ (zk)) a re le ss o r e q u a l to 1. In essence, the

transformation of the discretised equations H4 and H5 via H6 projects the complicated
relationship for all the nodal values ¥ k from zk to zk+1 into one sim ple equation which
describes the stability only in terms of two coefficients a^(zk+1) and a^(zk). The truncation
term Azb^ does not affect the characteristic polynomial which is for equation H7:
X [l+ 2 D — js in OjjiAx)] =

Ax
The roots

- [-1+2D— -sin (-j[iAx)]
Ax

(H8)

o f this linear polynomial is always less than 1 in a b so lu te value f o r a ll p .

Thus our implicit Crank Nicolson implicit FE/FD method is stable for any step size.
z+dz O

■■

■O

4k

-O

I

¥,

z O----

► i

Fig. HI: Showing the relationship for the nodal points in a Crank Nicolson scheme

It should be noted that the same analysis applied to the e x p lic it b a c k w a r d sch em e (5.87)
leads to the conditional sta b ility criterion Az«Ax2/2D.

wppen&vti - ‘tirezvster Xngle ‘Reflection of a Qaussian ‘Beam

S^ppencCi?^I
Brewster Angle Reflection of a Gaussian Beam

In chapter 8 we have seen in a step by step illustration how the com plex reflection
coefficient (6.21a) is used to reflect a Gaussian Beam at a hom ogeneous longitudinal
interface for the TE polarisation. For the TM polarisation, the same exam ple, the total
internal reflection problem, could be used for testing purposes. H ow ever, the Brewster
angle is a far more interesting problem to study for TM waves.

Figure 8.12b shows what happens for one plane wave. The Fresnel coefficent gives, for
n 0=3.6 and ^ = 2 .2 , total internal reflection for an angle 0 '* 3 7 ° and B rew ster angle
reflection for 0 '«31°. In figure II the input Gaussian beam (launched at 0'=3O°), its
Fourier Transform, the reflection coefficient (6.12b) (real, imaginary and absolute parts),
the Fourier Transform of the reflected field as well as the reflected and transmitted fields in
x-space are shown for the TM polarisation. It can be seen that due to the narrow spectrum
most plane waves do not undergo reflection but propagate with very little energy reflection
through the interface (see also the contour plot in figure 8.15). The reflected field which is
obtained after the application of the reflection algorithm is very small b u t present. If the
same input field is reflected as a TE field a reflected field is generated which interferes with
the forward field (figure 8.15).

For computational purposes one aspect has to be observed for the reflections. In a discrete
Fourier Transform , necessary for the reflection algorithm, the m axim um k x value is
d eterm in e d

by the n u m b e r o f p o in ts

an d the

sam p lin g

in

re a l x -sp ace

(M A X (k x)= N x*2jc/Ax). Hence, to actually obtain the kx ranges w here the com plex
reflection coefficient corresponds to the Brewster or critical angle, the program m ust test
whether the current sampling and number o f points allow calculations for these angles. The
program m ust also make sure that only one period o f the input spectrum is used in the
calculations, since the complex reflection coefficients (6.12) a re n ot p e r io d ic fu n ctio n s in
Fourier space.
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c)

e)
Fig, 11:

Showing the reflection of a Gaussian Beam for the TM Brewster angle
(Ax=0.05 pm, a 0=0.5 tun, nQ=3.6, X=1 pm, 0'=3O°, Nx=128)
a) Input Gaussian intensity versus x-coordinate [pm] in real space
b) Angular spectram of the input field versus [1/pm] in Fourier Space
c) Real part of the complex TM reflection coefficient (6.21b) versus kx (the vertical
line indicates the location of the maximum in the input spectrum)
d) Imaginary part of the complex TM reflection coefficient (6.21b) versus kx [1/pm]
e) Absolute value of the complex TM reflection coefficient (6.21b) versus kx [1/pm]
f) Absolute value of the reflected spectrum versus kx [1/pm] in Fourier space
-
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h)

g)

Fig. II:

g ) Intensity of the reflected field versus x-coordinate Qim] in real space
h) Intensity of the transmitted field versus x-coordinate [jim] in real space
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Numerical Viscosity
In chapter 5 we have suggested the use of a discretised version of the operator OP in the
BPM due to the discrete Fourier Transforms involved. In the following we will give a short
derivation for the discrete form of the 'Fresnel operator1.
'Numerical viscosity' is a term used in seismology for two different phenomena. 'Positive
viscosity' means that the deviation of the difference equation, in a Finite Difference solution
say, from the differential equation causes waves at short wavelengths to dissipate as the
numerical calculation proceeds, and 'negative viscosity' describes the phenomena when
waves at short wavelengths amplify rather than attenuate. There are two important reasons
to correct for the 'numerical viscosity' in the analysis: first, it may cause instability (for
negative viscosity) and second, the limited computer memory may require the waveforms
to be sampled with as few points as possible (especially in a multidimensional problem in
(x,y) plus a propagation in z).
The operator d x2 in equation (5.25) has the Fourier Transform -kx2. The operator d x2
amounts to a convolution on the x-axis with the coefficients (1,-2, 1)/Ax2, e.g. in a central
difference approximation
a V - 0F(x+Ax) - 2*P(x) + 'F(x-Ax))/Ax2

(K l)

W hat w e w ant to know is the error introduced by using a discrete form o f 9 X2. If Y is
expanded into a finite Fourier series
=Z A e

(K2)

n

and inserted into (K l)
'discrete = X 2(cos(2ttk A x ) - iy & x 2c * * *

(K3)

n

the discrete form (K3) can be compared with the continuous form of the operator d x2
dy

= 2 f ( 27tkn)2cne j2nk°X

(K4)

n

Now taking the Fourier transforms of both expressions, necessary for the BPM, leads to
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^ xM con , = X

-(27tkn)2cnJe ^ V ^ d x = -(2 ^ n')2 V

(K5)

n

for the continuous expression, and

1 discrete

= X

2Cn (COS(2 , t k nA x ) ' 1 )/A x 2 J e ^ V

^ ^ d x

(K6)
= -(27ckn1)2^ sinc2(7tkn'Ax)
for the discrete version (the overbar denotes the Fourier Transform). This suggests that in
all propagators for the BPM, as discussed in chapter 5, the expressions involving kx or kx2
should be replaced by
k x — > kx = 2sin(kxAx/2)/Ax
i^
2/f A
k x — > k x = smc (kxAx/2)

(K7)

Applying this to equation (5.25) for the F resnel p r o p a g a to r yields
P(kx,z) =exp[-j2A zsinc2(kxAx/2)/kQn0]

(K8)

which is the final form o f the discrete propagator in equation (5.31). In the limit Ax->0
(K8) leads to (5.25). The operation in (K7) is sometimes called fan-filtering, because of the
wedge shaped region o f attenuation in (coj^) space (Claerbout [5.7]).
Sim ilar derivations hold e.g. for the C rank-N icolson schem e w here a unitary
approximation (5.90) is used to integrate the fields one step along the z-direction. The
accuracy o f this expression can be improved further by replacing the operator d x2 in (5.90)
by its rational form
a 2 = a^A x 2(i+ a ^ /i2 )

(K9)

without going to higher order difference operators. This yields a surprising increase in
accuracy com pared w ith the expression (K8). M any m ore details about these very
important aspects are discussed by C laerbout [5.7] w hen solving the paraxial wave
equation for seismic problems.
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